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SUMMARY
The effect of the interaction of steady uniform transverse 
magnetic fields with the thermoelectic current in liquid metals 
that might exist at the nonisothermal, electically conducting 
interface of the metal liners, termed as TEMHD hereafter, is the 
subject of some theoretical and extensive experimental 
investigation reported in this thesis. The investigation has 
primarily been motivated by the possibility of significant 
consequences of such an effect in the lithium blankets of 
magnetically confined thermonuclear reactors (TNR) and the lack 
of any previous serious attempt to investigate this interaction 
experimentally.
It is shown theoretically that at high Hartmann numbers (M) 
in various TEMHD configurations, the flow is equivalent to the 
ordinary MHD flow with an inherent pressure gradient due to the 
thermoelectric current and magnetic field, B. How well the 
TEMHD interaction is effective is measured in terms of a new 
nondimensional number D, the ratio of thermoelectric e.m.f. 
and the motion (determined by viscous and in^ertial force balance) 
induced e.m.f.. Theoretical analysis for the secondary flow due 
to buoyancy in simple configurations shows that the secondary flow 
is at least an order of magnitude lower than the corresponding 
TEMHD flow. However, for other complex configurations there 
exists a B , a function of Rayleigh and Prandti numbers,in order 
to ignore the buoyancy effect.
The experimental results obtained with Hg in Cu channels, as 
reported in this thesis, show that even in laboratory model 
experiments this TEMHD interaction in liquid metals in metal 
containers with non-isothermal interface does produce a 
significant body force. This body force is measurable in terms*of 
either the fluid flow velocity (stirring) or the static pressure 
gradient if the fluid flow is suitably constrained. It has been 
shown that these measurements provide a new method of finding 
experimentally the thermopower of liquid metals in magneticfields 
as accurately as in conventional methods if the configuration 
is rightly chosen. These measurements are sensitive enough to 
the presence of traces of impurity to serve the purpose of 
determining the degree of refinement in metallurgical processes.
Since lithium has an absolute thermopower,ignoring the sign, 
four times that of Hg, the scaling up of the TEMHD performance 
in Hg-Cu combination gives an adequate simulation of the blanket 
system TEMHD .Vi th the complex geometry of TNR and the magnetic 
field system therein, the TEMHD configurations to be considered 
are very varied. Initially, to avoid buoyancy driven flow, 
simple thermally stable stratified configurations have been 
adopted in the form of (i) uniform horizontal copper pipes of 
circular cross-section (1.25 and 2.54 cm in diameter) with a 
sinusoidal (first harmonic) peripheral temperature distribtuion, 
and (ii) horizontal straight copper pipe with a rectangular 
cross-section (2i 2.5 cm square) with insulated sidewall interfaces 
and heated from the top and cooled at the bottom. Apart from the 
static pressure difference and velocity measurements, temperature 
oscillations are reported even in these basic thermally stable 
configurations which are suppressed at some field strength, Bci.. 
For a fixed heat transfer,- the temperature in the TEMHD system 
has been found to drop with increase in B. These two unexpected 
experimental observations havebeen tentatively explained on the 
basis of finite amplitude instability due to magnetic-buoyancy 
force driven relaxation of isotherm curvature.
SUMMARY (continued)
In order to investigate TEMHD flow without pressure gradient, 
experimental investigations in (endless) annular channels with the 
top surface free, heated and cooled at the vertical sidewalls in 
uniform steady axial magnetic fields have been performed for 
mixed and totally conducting solid-liquid interfaces. Since in 
this configuration the buoyancy effect is inherently present, a 
few measurements of secondary flow and free surface profile are 
presented along with velocity and temperature measurements. The 
temperature at the hot wall increases with B as is normally 
expected, due to suppression of buoyancy induced vorticity by B .
The critical magnetic field for transverse vorticity suppression 
and the build-up of magnetic drag by boundary layer formation has 
been found to occur at distinctly different values. By the choice 
of suitable nonlinear heating and mixed conducting interfaces, it 
has been shown that free shear layers could be generated. This 
experiment also confirms the possibility of higher TEMHD velocity 
as a function of B for aligned temperature gradient and B, as 
predicted by theoretical analysis. A discussion on the vorticity 
and stationary and drifting wave motion,as has been observed in 
these experiments, is provided.
A simple novel structure of the lithium blanket of the 
TOKAMAK type of TNR in the form of double spiral modules is 
suggested to exploit TEMHD effect to pump lithium for heat transfer 
purpose. Limited experimental results that could be obtained on 
a laboratory model, with Hg as the fluid and the module fabricated 
with Cu are presented.
The experimental measurements have been conducted with inclined 
tube manometers, flowmeters, mechanical veined vorticity-velocity 
probes, pitot tube • and thermoelectric potential probes. The 
thermoelectric potential probes,which have been inverTted as a 
modification of the ordinary potential probes to suit the TEMHD 
environment,provide simultaneous measurement of temperature and 
velocity at B > Bcr/ and the calibration procedure is much easier 
than for the alternative methods of measurement.
A chapter on the review of literature relevant to TEMHD is 
provided to serve as a background of the investigation reported 
here, and a few areas of further investigation in TEMHD are 
suggested.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THERMOELECTRIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS IN LIQUID METALS
Liquid metals possess high electrical and thermal conductivities 
and are of particular interest in nuclear reactor and power generating 
systems. High electrical conductivity allows the flow of these 
corrosive fluids to be controlled electromagnetically. When such an 
electrically conducting fluid flows in a magnetic field, the motion 
and the magnetic field interact to generate electromotive forces which 
in general, tend to drive electric current in the bulk of the fluid. 
This current produces its own magnetic field and also interacts with 
the total magnetic field to modify the fluid flow. The investigation 
of this twofold interaction in the flow of a conducting fluid in a 
magnetic field constitutes the study of magnetohydrodynamics. Leaving 
aside astrophysical events, the bulk electrical conductivity of liquid 
metal devices are yet not so high as to satisfy the 'frozen field line' 
concept and the induced magnetic field is usually small compared with 
the imposed field. It is obvious that in most of the applications of 
liquid metal magnetohydrodynamics, whether in liquid metal transporta­
tion for casting ingots or liquid metal circulation for heat transfer 
or in power generating apparatus, the liquid metal will be hot.
These flows have been in general considered in the isothermal mode 
only. However, if the hot liquid metal is in contact with a dissimilar 
metal lining of the container and the temperature along the interface 
is non-uniform, then thermoelectric effects will result in current flow 
through the lining - liquid metal interface regions at different 
temperatures and heat absorption and dissipation will occur at these 
interface regions as well as all along the thermoelectrically driven 
current path in the liquid metal and in the metal lining. It is to 
be noted that by convention thermoelectric effects between two 
dissimilar elements maintained at different temperatures at their
2.
contact interface are mentioned above, but such effects could arise in 
a single nonhomogeneous element (continuous variation of material 
composition) itself having a varied thermoelectric characteristic in 
the range of the temperature distribution existing along it. How these 
thermally driven electric currents would interact with the electromagnetic 
and flow fields of magnetohydrodynamics and vice-versa is the subject of 
this thesis and the term ' thermoelectric-magneto-hydrodynamics' (TEMHD) 
has been proposed to describe the effects involved. Necessarily a 
broader aspect of the interaction of the thermal field, electromagnetic 
field and the flow field (galvanothermomagnetohydrodynamics) exists but 
here the emphasis is only on how the magnetohydrodynamic forces affect 
thermoelectrically driven current in the liquid metal due to nonuniform 
temperatures at the interface regions of the dissimilar elements and 
vice versa. When the system does not differ much from the isothermal 
state, the new interactions discussed above would be only secondary 
effects and insignificant. These thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic 
effects will be significant only when large te~mperature gradients 
prevail in the liquid metal in the presence of a strong magnetic field 
and the liquid metal and the lining material possess significant 
thermoelectric properties relative to one another. An analogy in terms 
of the significance of such secondary interaction may be drawn with the 
importance of Hall effect in plasma magnetohydrodynamics. Whereas the 
importance of Hall effect in plasma magnetohydrodynamics is firmly 
established, this present investigation is only the first attempt to 
evaluate the level of significance of the influence of thermoelectric 
effects in nonisothermal liquid metal systems in the presence of a 
magnetic field.
1.1.2 MOTIVATION FOR INVESTIGATING TEMHD
The present investigation has been motivated by the belief that 
TEMHD may be important in certain types of thermo-nuclear reactor -
3.
(TNR). The presence of high temperature gradients and a strong magnetic 
field in the lithium surrounded by a dissimilar metal liner of the 
blanket in a magnetically confined TNR would generate significant thermo­
electric magnetohydrodynamic effect and it is necessary to evaluate such 
effects before the blanket design is finalised. It is important to note 
that a TOKAMAK type of magnetically confined TNR using de'u^terium (D)
and tritium (T) fuel according to the reaction
-D2 + .T3 „He4 + n + 17.6 MeV -. ... . „.1 1 --- 2 would possibly be the first amongst
the various alternative TNRs to come into operation. The lithium blanket
is necessary to breed T, which does not occur in nature, according to the
reactions,
to act as a neutron shield and to arrest the 14.1 MeV neutron energy.
has high specific heat and is an excellent conductor of heat. It is there­
fore advantageous to circulate the hot fluid through heat exchangers to 
raise steam for power generation or even straightaway feed into liquid 
metal magnetohydrodynamic generators. However, the magnetic field 
geometry to maintain magnetohydrodynamic stability of the confined plasma 
is complex, and the superconducting magnet coils have to be placed out­
side the blanket in order to protect them from neutron radiation. Thus 
the fluid has to be pumped across a strong magnetic field, causing 
excessive drag particularly when metal tubes are used. Since lithium 
has an unusually high thermoelectric power, it is interesting to consider 
how thermoelectricity affects the magnetohydrodynamic drag. The complex 
magnetic field geometry and the torus shape of the TOKAMAK type of TNR 
would allow various possible alternative configurations of the ducting 
system. This flexibility serves as an incentive to explore ways by 
which thermoelectric effects might be used to minimise the drag or even
3 XT3 + 2He4 +4.8 MeV
^T3 + 2He4 - 2.5 MeV + n'(slow),3'JLi7 + 'fast' n
Lithium is in the form of liquid in the temperature range 186°C to 1380°C,
to overcome it and pump the fluid. In fact then the pumping would be 
automatic at the expense of the available energy in the blanket itself.
In metallurgy - in the area of metal forming and crystal growth - 
many of the metallic materials are manufactured after they have been 
refined sufficiently in the molten state. Stirring is necessary to 
make sure that a homogeneous uniform casting with respect to the small 
impurity level that still remains is obtained and striation avoided.
The use of alternating electromagnetic fields to stir the melt suffers 
from the disadvantage that the magnetic field penetration is restricted 
to the skin depth which decreases with increase in the frequency of the 
impressed electromagnetic field. If thermoelectric effects are signi­
ficant and the thermoelectric currents properly aligned, a steady 
uniform magnetic field would suffice to induce uniform stirring through­
out the body of the melt. This type of stirring is also possible in the 
liquid lithium blanket of the TOKAMAK reactor even if the liquid lithium 
is not circulated externally for heat transfer. The temperature 
distribution in the blanket would then be substantially different from 
that when the lithium is stationary. Though it might be premature to 
stake the claim, the possibility of TEMHD stirring of the liquid metal 
core of the earth and its implications for the maintenance of the 
terrestrial magnetic field cannot be ruled out.
Apart from the motivation arising from the practical utility 
applications, TEMHD itself is an interesting study of heat transfer and 
magnetohydrodynamic interactions in fluid flows at the non-isothermal 
liquid metal-metal interface. With a little effort the mathematical 
techniques of thermodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics can be combined 
through thermoelectric coupling. A thermoelectrically driven magneto­
hydrodynamic flow would be the dual of electrically driven magneto­
hydrodynamic flow, however, with variations in density, conductivity 
and viscosity to be taken into account.
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The investigation in thermoelectricity in liquid metals has a peculiar 
appeal for physicists. Theoretical models of liquid metal structure based 
on interactions of the nearly free electrons with the ion lattices, 
proposed with ideas borrowed from solid state physics, are tested by 
comparing the theoretically predicted properties with the experimentally 
observed ones. Amongst the various transport properties the thermo­
electric effect is an important factor in the testing of the many 
anomalies that have appeared in the study of liquid metals, alloys and 
semimetals. The effect of magnetic fields on the absolute thermoelectric 
power of elements with magnetic impurities at low temperature is already 
an important field of theoretical physics but thermoelectric effects in 
liquid metals at high temperatures in magnetic fields have not attracted 
the attention of those concerned with the evaluation of structure factors.
1.2 THE TEXT
1.2.1 SCOPE AND ASPECTS OF TEMHD CONSIDERED
In this thesis concentrated effort has been made to investigate 
thermoelectrically controlled magnetohydrostatic and dynamic effects in 
ducts of various basic shapes particularly relevant to the blanket of a 
TOKAMAK type TNR; the findings however have general validity and can be 
applied in other areas. The basic interest lies in nonrelativistic, 
macroscopic effects and therefore matters at the atomic dynamics level 
are not a matter of concern. Essentially the considerations are within 
the framework of classical field theory - thermal, electromagnetic and 
hydrodynamic. Thus radiative heat transfer is not considered.
Nuclear reactions and heat sources and sinks arising out of such 
reactions are ignored. Since this investigation marks the beginning 
of experimental TEMHD, a start has been made with the simplest 
analytical model and variations build up as far as possible. Simplifying 
assumptions adopted in liquid metal magnetohydrodynamics, like treating 
the fluid as incompressible (that is, with velocities sufficiently low
compared to the velocity of sound), neglecting the Hall effect, ion slip 
and displacement current, are all retained. The cluster formation of 
the isotopes of the fluid, concentration gradients, electromigration 
and charge convection are all ignored. Emphasis is given to 
experimental investigations, and the analytical work substantiates the 
findings. The scope of the experimental work is restricted by the 
capacity of laboratory models and the range of parameter variations 
possible. All of the experimental investigations were carried out with 
mercury as the fluid and copper as the lining material instead of 
lithium and niobium, as might well be used in actual TNR blankets. This 
has been done for convenience in laboratory experimentation but in no 
way does it prevent one from scaling the results obtained to give 
information on the behaviour of lithium-niobium systems. Since 
turbulence in general is suppressed by strong magnetic fields, the most 
relevant study in TEMHD would basically be a laminar flow. Thus the 
possibility of self excitation due to turbulence and dynamo effect is 
ignored. In general, stable thermal stratification is used wherever 
possible. However, cases are included of curved flow and destabilizing 
thermal gradients; buoyancy forces are considered under the Oberbeck- 
Boussinesq approximation. The start-up process and the entry through 
a non-uniform magnetic field, the presence of sharp bends or expansions 
are all implicitly involved but this thesis concentrates on the basic 
studies in steady uniform strong magnetic fields. Since conducting 
dissimilar metal-liquid metal interface is essential for TEMHD study, 
a totally insulated container lining is not considered though it could 
be partially so.
1.2.2 GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE TEXT
Though there has been no experimental investigation in TEMHD 
before, yet its connection with thermodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics,
where research has been prolific requires that the survey of literature 
be selective if it is not to be too long. Chapter 2 deals with only 
the relevant general information available in the literature, critically 
assessed for use in the present investigation with benefit. However, 
when it is appropriate the discussion of the details of information is 
postponed to the Chapter where it is more relevant.
In Chapter 3 the basic theory of TEMHD is presented and the general 
equations of TEMHD starting with well developed magnetohydrodynamic 
equations and the Onsager’s formulation of phenomenological laws of 
irreversible thermodynamics are developed. The relative importance of 
various effects is found out in terms of order of magnitude calculation 
and simplifying assumptions are made. The general experimental 
techniques, facilities and arrangements common to all the experiments 
are then described in the end of this Chapter. Included in this chapter 
is the choice of material, measurement of material properties and 
measurement techniques and instrumentation used during the investigations.
Chapter 4 describes investigation on the effect of thermoelectrically 
driven currents in straight conducting pipes of circular cross-section 
with alternate heating and cooling around the circumference but uniform 
along the length, in the presence of transverse magnetic field. Both 
TEMHD and static situations are analysed and experimental results 
presented. Some of the build-up processes are lightly touched upon.
A rather cursory treatment is given in Chapter 5 to the relatively 
unimportant case of a straight pipe of rectangular cross-section, with 
one pair of opposite sides (vertical sidewalls) of the duct-liquid metal 
interface electrically insulated while the other (horizontal) pair are 
in electrical and thermal contact with the liquid metal. Analytical and 
experimental results similar to those in Chapter 4 are presented.
In Chapter 6 progress is made to observations on circumferential 
TEMHD flow without pressure gradient in the direction of flow in an
annular channel of rectangular cross-section with radial temperature 
gradient driving the thermoelectric currents in a uniform axial magnetic 
field; this is a regime in which entry and exi^t effects do not arise.
The effects of various boundary conditions such as partial insulation 
at the interface and uniform and non-uniform temperature gradients are 
investigated analytically and experimentally. The configuration 
includes a free surface which permits the flow to be observed directly 
and allows easy insertion and withdrawal of measuring instruments and 
probes.
On the basis of the information gained in Chapters 4 to 6, a 
technique for TEMHD pumping of liquid lithium in a double spiral channel 
of rectangular cross-section is suggested in Chapter 7. The design 
involves low external pumping power requirement for heat convection and 
a low stress level at the metal walls. A laboratory experimental model 
is described and experimental and analytical results are presented.
Chapter 8 makes recommendations for further work that could be 
done in the new and fertile field of thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamics 
following the review and final comments on the investigation reported in 
earlier Chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL SURVEY OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A brief general introduction to the relevant literature available 
is given in the following sections of this Chapter. It is covered under 
the section headings: (i) thermoelectric properties of materials and 
their measurement - with particular reference to liquid metals (ii) fully 
developed magnetohydrodynamic duct flow (iii) nonuniformtsecondary flow 
and turbulence in magnetodydrodynamics (iv) heat transfer in magneto­
hydrodynamics (v) thermoelectrically driven liquid metal pumps in fission 
reactor systems and (vi) the fusion reactor blanket system. The 
discussion of the details of relevant information in quantitive terms is 
however at times postponed to the appropriate point in later Chapters to 
derive the benefit of direct comparison.
2.2 THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS AND THEIR MEASUREMENT
The thermoelectric phenomena were all discovered in the last 
century starting with the Seebeck effect in 1828. Yet, only in the last 
three decades have the thermoelectric properties of materials been 
investigated in detail. Experiments at the initial stage were mainly 
done to establish the basic physical behaviour of thermoelectricity in 
various materials, mostly in their solid state. Very recently such 
experimental measurement of thermoelectric properties of metals and 
semimetals has assumed importance in connection with the verification 
of the theoretical model advanced by Ziman (1961, 1967) based on 
electron-phonon interaction in solids and extended to liquid metals 
(Cusack 1963). The absolute scale of thermoelectricity was first 
constructed by the Borelius group in 1932 with the measurement of 
thermoelectric property of Pb. The fact that thermoelectricity 
disappears at superconducting temperature in the absence of any 
magnetic field has been used. Pb has been chosen as the reference
material because it could be easily produced and purified and has low 
thermoelectric power, insensitive to small amounts of chemical 
impurities that still remain, at low temperatures. Later Christian 
et al (1958) extended and modified the scale up to 300°K. As Pb is not 
a good reference material at higher temperature, Cusack and Kendall 
(1958) constructed tables for the absolute thermopower of Cu, Ag, Pt, 
Pd, Mo and W from the Borelius/Christian data and the Thomson effect 
(heat absorption or release due to current flow along temperature 
gradients) measurement data of Lander (1948). The scale range is up 
to the corresponding melting point of the element, 2400°K being the 
highest. However, inconsistencies have been detected, particularly 
near room temperature and above. Huebener (1966) reported absolute 
thermopower value of Pt at 500°K as -9.20 gVK 1 which is about 8% 
less than 9.89 pVK value of Cusack and Kendall and in general 
discrepancies as great as 10% exist between individual measurements. 
Laubitz (1969) examined the relative thermopower of noble metals and 
has constructed an absolute thermopower table by correspondence and 
averaging and this is quoted in Smithels and Kaye/Laby. Even the 
universally accepted low temperature absolute thermopower scale of 
Pb has recently been challenged by Roberts (1977). Using direct 
measurement of Thomson heat with better instrumentation he has 
deduced a new scale above 20°K with a variation of as much as 0.3 pVK  ^
in the extrapolated part of the scale of Christian et al. It would 
affect the analysis of thermopower of materials of less than 3 pVK  ^
above 40°K significantly.
Under this uncertainty, the measurement of thermopowers of liquid 
metals is further complicated by the necessity of the choice of a 
counter-electrode which does not contaminate the liquid metal. The 
earlier experimental measurements are mosLly unreliable, the counter­
electrode not being chosen properly, and the first valuable set of
measurements in liquid metals is of Bradley (1962) using W counter­
electrodes. Marwaha and Cusack. (1966) report measurements with Cu and 
Pt counter—electrodes, the counter-electrode and the reactive liquid 
metal having been separated by a thin W disc. A small amount of 
impurity significantly alters the thermopower data and is evident from 
the measurements of Fielder (1967) in Hg alloys and of laonnides et al 
(1975) in Li. The effect of pressure on absolute thermopower of liquid 
metals is given by Crisp et al (1970) but the effect of magnetic field 
on thermopower of liquid metals remains obscure at room temperature and 
above and reliable literature has yet to be found. In contrast, the 
effect of magnetic field on thermopower at low temperatures, in the 
range of temperature 20°-100°K where the subtle effects of phonon drag 
and Umklapp processes dominate over the diffusion process giving ’giant 
thermopower' , has been investigated - this being important in the 
context of fundamental studies but not for the investigations reported 
in this thesis.
Obviously there is a need for the measurement of the thermopowers 
of the materials to be used in TEMHD; the combination of the liner 
material and the liquid metal and the impurity (e.g. induced by various 
transmutations) level in the liquid metal is important rather than the 
thermopower data of pure experimental grade elements. Such measure­
ments and measurement details are reported in Chapter 3 and are compared 
with the data available in the literature.
2.3 FULLY DEVELOPED ISOTHERMAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC DUCT FLOW
The essence of liquid metal magnetohydrodynamics is that the 
liquid metal is contained in a solid walled duct. The solid-liquid 
interface therefore exerts a considerable influence on the flow as 
compared to the astrophysical events. Also in the range of technical 
interest, the ratio of the induced magnetic field to the applied 
magnetic field defined as the m-gnetic Reynolds number R in analogy
11.
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with the Reynolds number Re in ordinary hydrodynamics, is much less than 
unity; therefore the effects of the induced magnetic field can be ignored.
Though in practice bends, expansions and interconnection of ducts 
would occur, yet it is important to analyse the steady uniform flow.
Fully developed magnetohydrodynamic duct flow started with the Hartmann 
study of the steady flow of mercury in a rectangular cross-sectional 
straight duct with a duct width much greater than the height in a steady 
uniform transverse magnetic field. The inertia-less flow is governed by 
the Hartmann number M, the square root of the ratio of electromagnetic 
force to the viscous force. At large values of M, the parabolic velocity 
profile in the absence of the magnetic field changes to a flattened 
uniform core flow and Hartmann boundary layers of thickness , where 
LQ is the characteristic dimension of the duct, at the duct walls 
perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. Shercliff (1953) solved 
the corresponding problem for nonconducting walls but with an arbitrary 
aspect ratio and showed that in addition to the Hartmann layers there 
are boundary layers at the pair of walls parallel to the magnetic 
field of thickness — °. It is now known that in general at high values 
of M, depending on the magnetic field direction and the solid duct wall- 
liquid metal interface discontinuity (in geometry or in electrical 
conductance), the flow through a duct consists of 'core' flows 
separated or surrounded by boundary layers. Kulikovskii (1968) has 
identified the various ’core' regions in the flow depending on what 
boundary conditions the magnetic flux lines see at the two ends. Hunt 
and Shercliff (1971) have given extensive examples of the adjoining 
layers to the 'core' flow regions. These layers are very varied 
depending on whether there is a significant normal component of the 
magnetic field (B^) or not and are considerably governed by the duct 
wall conductivity. Layers with significant normal component of the 
magnetic field B i.e. the Hartmann layers, always adjoin solid walls
and are of thickness 0 (jj°) based on magnetic and viscous force balance. 
The layers parallel to the field and the flow may adjoin walls but also 
appear as free shear layers at duct wall discontinuities. In general, 
the thickness of these layers are of 0(^£?). The shear layers demons-/ m
trate the propagation of strong influence along field lines from 
constraints at the boundary (Lehnert 1955, Alty 1966, Malcolm 1968).
When the wall is so nearly parallel to the field and is small, a 
more complicated shear layer occurs. These layers have not been 
investigated except in the case of a nonconducting circular cross- 
sectional straight duct where the field and the wall are tangential 
for an infinitesimal space. Then a layer of thickness —^ occurs as
m t
Roberts (1967) has shown and probably appears over a length of 0(—?).
MT
The boundary and the shear layers are thicker than the Hartmann layer,
yet they are thin compared to the duct dimension at large M. Skewed
Hartmann flow has been considered by Alty (1966) and it has been shown
that che field component transverse to the long walls decides the skew
Hartmann number. In a circular cross-sectional straight duct the
Hartmann layer thickness varies as Lo where 6 is the polar angle
Mcos0
(Shercliff 1956).
The electric current paths for these layers are in a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of fluid flow. The relative distribu­
tion of the current across the core in the return path through the
fluid and the duct wall is decided by the 'fluid to wall conductance ratio
conductance of the fluid <rLC = ■ ■ —■ - —     ■■—-■■■- —■ s= oduct wall conductance -——<ru tu
where or «= conductivity of the fluid 
= conductivity of duct wall 
and t w = thickness of the duct wall 
I f  c = » then the Hartmann layers in the fluid are the only way of 
return path for current and the high re sistiv ity  of the Hartmann layer
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restricts the core current. The core current will be appreciably greater 
with c << 1 and the pressure gradient necessary to offset the magnetic
drag will be much greater. Precisely what is important is the relative 
conductance of the duct wall and that of the boundary layers i.e. whether 
c ^ M. Hoffman and Carlson (1971) has compared the effect of transverse 
magnetic field on pressure losses in flows in rectangular channels with 
ideally conducting and non-conducting walls. For M > 10, the ideally 
conducting channel has been shown to give a pressure loss — '0(M ). For 
the non-conducting wall channel the pressure loss due to the formation 
of Hartmann layers was shown to be ~0(M); however the latter trend is 
true for values of M two orders of magnitude greater than that in the 
case of ideally conducting channel. There is no analysis available 
for the rectangular cross-sectional duct with arbitrary wall 
conductivity in general, though particular solutions are available.
Chang and Lundgren (1961) have analysed the case of ideally conducting 
walls. Hunt (1965) showed that the core does not always have the 
maximum velocity. In the case of conducting walls, the velocity at 
the walls parallel to the field is greater than the core velocity but 
is of the same order. However, in the case of mixed (a pair conducting 
and the other insulating) walls it has been shown that velocity at the 
sidewall, c = 00, parallel to the field, boundary layers can be M times 
the core velocity at large value of M when the walls perpendicular to 
the field are ideally conducting. Such high velocities also occur in the
M— shaped profile of Alty (1966) where the transverse magnetic field is
at Qoriented at an angle (> 45 ) to the sidewalls. These results have been 
experimentally verified (Gel’fgat et al 1971). Thus the slim duct has 
relatively higher flow rate. An analytical solution of flow in a 
circular cross-sectional straight tube with arbitrary c value is given 
by Ihara, Tajima and Matsushima (1967) in the form of a trigonometrical 
series whose coefficients satisfy an infinite set of linear algebraic
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equations and the velocity structure is not easily identified. Gold 
(1967) also has considered the problem and a solution has been found 
in series form of the conductance parameter which is however not 
suitable in the intermediate range of the parameter. The approximate 
solution of Chang and Lundgren (1961) gives a monotonically flat 
velocity distribution across the duct cross section which has been 
refuted by Gnatyuk and Paramonova (1971) by experimental measurements 
in ducts with conducting walls. All the above cases assume strictly 
isothermal flow.
The magnetohydrodynamic flow can be either pressure driven as 
in the case of Alty (1966, 1971) or electrically driven (Moffatt 1964). 
In the ideal case of isothermal flow with uniform fluid properties, a 
uniqueness theorem for the flow solution exists given either pressure 
gradient or volume flow and the values of either the potential or the 
current in the external connections to the duct (Hunt 1967) but may 
not be valid in non-isothermal environment.
2.4 NONUNIFORM, SECONDARY AND TURBULENT FLOW IN MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
It is inevitable that except in very special circumstances, the 
MHD flow in general would be nonuniform and certain conditions must 
be satisfied to retain the simplicity of analysis in section 2.3.
The MHD flow has to accelerate to the steady value and the analysis 
during this building up process is fairly complicated.
Even when stationary flow has developed, in most cases the duct 
cross-sectional area and the field strength would vary, at least for 
some regions along the flow circuit. Entry to the duct and into the 
magnetic field and exit represent such cases. Gradients in the flow 
direction now create inertia forces and their relative importance is 
measured by the interaction parameter N, the ratio of the electro­
magnetic force to the inertia force. N is evaluated with current 
produced by the motion induced e.m.f. and is equal to M e  but when
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the current density is otherwise restricted N may not be a proper choice
of guiding parameter. In the nonuniform field (Holroyd 1975) and
variable area cross-sectional duct (Walker and Ludford 1975) there
appears a possibility of current path adjustment through regimes of
lower magnetic field or larger duct cross-sectional area. Hunt and
Leibovitch (1967) have shown that in a uniform field, the layer thickness
at regions where the slope of the duct wall changes abruptly is of the
order of O (—o) instead of for Re »  M but for sufficiently high
N * M*5 L
valuesof M, the layer thickness again is 0(Zo). The studies of
Walker and Ludford on flows along ducts of varying cross-section in 
uniform fields revealed that disturbances can propagate both upstream 
and downstream into the uniform sections of the pipe. For the entry 
problem Shercliff (1962) has shown that for N < 2 the fluid is forced 
towards the sides parallel to the field with fractional velocity 
changes of the order of N times the mean velocity and lasts over a 
length of few pipe diameters. Holroyd (1975) considered the inertia­
less flow to find that in the mixed conductivity wall rectangular duct 
thetlow is affected by the conductance of the wall lengthwise and in 
the case of circular cross-sectional duct the pressure drop and the 
disturbance increase with wall conductance and rate of change of the 
magnetic field.
Turbulence in MHD. Early measurements of Hartmann and of Murgatroyd 
in straight ducts (see Cowling 1976 for easy ref.) show that if a 
gradual increase in the magnetic field is applied to a turbulent flow, 
the pressure drop for a given flow rate at first decreases, reaches a 
minimum and then begins to increase monotonically. The reduction in 
the pressure drop has been explained by the inhibition of turbulence 
by the magnetic field which dominates over the Hartmann effect over 
a range beyond which the Hartmann effect dominates. Branover (1967)
on the basis of collated experimental data in nonconducting ,’ucts arrived 
Reat a criterion /M < (130-215) for the magnetic field to suppress 
turbulence. No corresponding relation is available for a duct of 
arbitrary wall conductivity. The occurrence of large velocity shear 
layers (Lehnert 1955, Alty 1966) and boundary layers (Hunt 1965) raise 
the question of stability of such flows. Instabilities in the form of 
standing waves have been detected by Malcolm (1970). The inhibitive 
effect of the magnetic field in general gives the turbulence a two 
dimensional structure perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, 
which is important to note.
Rotational MHD flow Corresponding to the Taylor problem in ordinary 
hydrodynamics, there exists a class of flows different from those 
considered above, and the hydromagnetic case is extensively discussed 
by Chandrasekhar (1961). Heiser and Shercliff (1965) have demonstrated 
that in a radial magnetic field uniform movement of the nonconducting 
inner cylinder imparts to the fluid a rigid body rotation except in 
boundary layers where the no slip condition prevails. This is a case 
of forced vortex creation in the presence of magnetic field. Parallel 
to these problems, there are investigations where the flow is either 
pressure or electrically driven and the walls of the curved channel 
are stationary .Ihef>ressure driven case in ar» axial magnetic field has 
been considered by Chandrasekhar et al (1961) and the electrically 
driven case by Baylis (1966). The centrifugal force associated with 
the nonuniform curved flow gives rise to secondary circulation in a 
plane perpendicular to the primary flow and its importance is governed 
by the Dean number based on Reynolds number, the radius of curvature 
and the height of the duct. Baylis's experiment was conducted in 
closed annular channels of rectangular cross-section with the curved 
walls electrically conducting and the horizontal walls nonconducting 
for various aspect ratio of the channel section in a vertical magnetic
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field. The flow was driven by radial current and uniform axial magnetic 
field. Measurement of the velocity profile was done by potential 
measurements at the top insulating boundary. Baylis was interested in 
the transition from laminar to dominant secondary flow regime at a Dean 
number now a function of M. No internal measurements were done and M 
was usually 16 and a maximum of 129. Even at M as low as 3.5, Baylis's 
results give good support to the Hunt and Stewartson (1965) theory in 
the case of straight duct, though the experimental values of the 
parameter proportional to (current/flow) were always higher. Though, 
in this thesis rotating containers will not be considered, it is 
interesting to note that the Taylor-Proudman theorem promotes two 
dimensional flows perpendicular to the rotation axis. Thus aligned 
rotation would promote two dimensional motion in the hydromagnetic 
case in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field.
When the fluid is highly electrically conducting, disturbances 
can propagate in the form of Alfvên waves (Alfvén 1950) under the 
influence of a magnetic field. However, with Rm low and Hg as the 
liquid metal such disturbance can be ignored (Braginskii 1959).
When open surfaces exist, surface waves and disturbances are 
possible but Lehnert (1952) has shown that magnetic field in general 
can completely suppress such disturbances.
2.5 HEAT TRANSFER IN MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
The effect of a magnetic field on heat transfer in liquid metals 
is judged by the effect of the field on thermal convection against a 
background of high molecular thermal conductivity. Most widely 
investigated is the classical Bénard problem - a shallow horizontal 
layer of fluid heated from below - modified by the magnetic field.
The vertical magnetic field significantly delays the convective 
mechanism of heat transfer by increasing the critical value of the
nondimensional parameter - the Rajleigh number, a measure of the ratio 
of buoyancy force and viscous force. The convective cell dimensions 
decrease with increasing M. Theory asserts that for fluids with large 
magnetic Prandtl number overstability cannot occur and instability 
sets in as cellular convection (Chandrasekhar 1961). A horizontal 
magnetic field elongates the cells along the field for the whole 
length of the vessel (Lehnert and Little 1957).
The parallel set of problems is the Batchelor (1954) slot problem 
where the temperature difference is applied laterally between two 
parallel vertical sides of a box containing the fluid. Cowling and 
Singh (1963) have considered the effect of a transverse horizontal 
magnetic field on the buoyancy-induced circulation. The effect of 
a vertical magnetic field has not been considered. The nonmagnetic 
case in the laminar boundary layer regime has been treated by Elder 
(1965) and numerical computation reported by Davis and Thomas (1969).
The aspect ratio(width/height) of the slot considered is however 
restricted to low values for moderate and large Prandtl (Pr) number. 
Temperature oscillations at the free top surface reported in high 
aspect ratio rectangular boats and low Pr number fluids (Hurle,
Jakeman and Johnson 1974) raises an important question since as 
remarked earlier for magnetic Prandtl number > 1 overstability is 
ruled out in the Benard problem. A theoretical explanation has been 
modelled by Gill (1974) but does not explain the experimental results 
completely. Thermocapillary motion is admissible.
In the absence of a magnetic field forced convective heat trans­
fer inacurved channel with a square cross-section has been considered 
by Mori et al (1971) and heat transfer in the radial direction for 
turbulent flow of mercury in annuli by Dwyer et al (1977). In a 
transverse magnetic field, with laminar Hartmann flow, the only 
mechanism influencing heat transfer is the flattening of the velocity
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profile. Thus with the increase in M the heat transfer in general should
/ Th,«
increase ('excludes fully developed heat transfer across channels). 
However, in turbulent flow conditions, a major contribution to the 
variation in heat transfer is the resultot the turbulence damping effect.
If the flow is turbulent in the absence of the magnetic field and the 
magnetic field is strong enough to suppress the turbulent eddies, the 
heat transfer will be considerably reduced in the magnetic case.
In weak magnetic fields the reduction of heat transfer would not be 
so pronounced. A magnetic field parallel to the flow only affects 
heat transfer in the turbulent case by damping eddies. The transverse 
magnetic field case has been verified by Gardner et al (1966). In the 
case of a circular cross-sectional pipe subjected to an uniform heat 
flux at the wall the influence of transverse field resulted in a 
reduction in heat transfer of 70%. The influence on the tejmperature 
profile was to lower the centre line temperature and is dependent on 
the angular orientation of the transverse field (Gardner and Lykoudis 
1971). No account is available of heat transfer in channels with 
circumferentially-specified nonuniform heat transfer in transverse 
or parallel magnetic fields.
2.6 THERMOELECTRICALLY DRIVEN LIQUID METAL PUMPS FOR FISSION REACTORS
After starting the experimental investigation on TEMHD in 1976, 
it became apparent that the concept of thermoelectromagnetic pumping 
of coolants in nuclear fission reactors had already been considered.
The fundamental difference with the system considered in this thesis 
is that the coolant fluid in the fission reactors is either Na or 
Na-K eutectic with very low insignificant values of thermoelectric 
power; therefore in these systems in fission reactors the fluid plays 
a passive role thermoelectrically. Basic magnetic field is also to 
be provided in such devices. Significant thermoelectric current has
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to be produced by using semiconducting or metal alloys as elements in 
the thermoelectric circuit. The use of such elements in Fusion reactors 
may not be suitable unless they can sustain neutron radiation. In view 
of the ideas of TEMHD pumping presented in this thesis being parallel to 
these ideas and partly because these reports may not be readily available 
to refer to, a brief description of each of the systems considered in 
fission reactors is given below.
The use of liquid metal and integral pumping system has generally 
been considered from the point of view of self circulation for heat 
transfer, compactness of the devices and shielding space utilisation.
The fir s t  of such ideas seems to be that of Murgatroyd (1951).
Simplified versions of his schemes are shown in figure 2.1a, b.
In figure 2.1a, the hot fluid is in tube 1 and the cold fluid in 
tube 2. Thermoelectric elements t^ t2 are mounted in the insulating 
block I filling and joining the recess at the sides of the tubes 1 and 
2 at mid length between the hot and cold reservoir*. Solid copper leads 
connected to the thermoelectric elements are bent in opposite directions 
at the two ends into the central region of tube 1 and 2 respectively.
The thermoelectric current path is completed through the thermoelectric 
elements, copper lead, hot fluid, wall of tube 1, cold fluid, copper 
lead back to the thermoelectric elements. In figure 2.1b, an annular 
section is mechanically formed between parts 1 and 2, the thermoelements, 
so that a radial flow of thermoelectric current is possible due to hot 
fluid flow in the central pipe and codling at the outer rim. No 
theoretical analysis or experimental results are provided.
Luebke and Vandenberg (1953) report on a compact fission reactor 
power plant with combination heat exchanger and thermoelectric pump.
A cross-section of the tube matrix carrying hot sodium and cooling 
water as given in their scheme is shown in figure 2.2. All the space 
between the tubes is filled with copper apart from the half rings of
Cold reservoir(Heat exchanger) coolant
InSuUKj H»»k
Hot reservoir(reactor core)
(a) _______
Figure 2.1 Simplified schematic diagrams of the Murgatroyd system of
thermoelectric pump.
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pump of Makarov and Cherkasskii.
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chromel and constantan, the matched pair of thermoelectric elements, 
around the sodium tubes, separated by laminated Iron pole pieces. 
Typical thermoelectric current path and magnetic field lines are shown. 
No analysis is given but the paper reports a pumping pressure calcula­
tion of 14.5 p.s.i. with the cold water at 135°F and the hot sodium at 
850°F in 707 pairs of tubes of about 1 inch diameter and 105 inch long. 
Flow is controlled by adjusting the reluctance of the magnetic circuit 
or by inserting resistance in the thermoelectric current path.
Rex (1961) was the first to report a theoretical analysis of a 
cross sectional thermoelectric pump for the coolant sodium circulation 
in nuclear fission reactors. The pair of sidewalls are electrically 
insulated while the hot top and cold bottom walls are in electrical 
contact with the fluid inside the channel. On the basis of slufl flow 
analysis, a relationship between pressure gradient and flow velocity 
has been derived. Expressions for maximum velocity, pressure gradient 
and power developed in terms of channel dimensions and material 
property are given. No indication is available as to how the 
temperature difference is maintained. His experimental result of flow 
rate at 500°C temperature differnce of 30 litres/min falls much short 
of his analytical prediction of 12 litres/min for a temperature 
difference of 100°C. However, Rex duly realised that the flow rate is 
inversely proportional to the magnetic field strength.
Osterle and Angrist (1964) tried to explain theoretically the poor 
performance of the device of Rex by pointing out that iron has been 
used in the channel wall which would divert the magnetic flux lines.
By choosing constantan and semiconductor materials they have 
theoretically shown that better performance could be obtained by 
optimising characteristic parameters. However, their characteristic 
optimum resulted in unrealistic channel dimensions.
The thermoelectric pump for circulating Na-K in the SNAP-10A
nuclear system is described by Perlow and Davis (1965) . The arrangement 
shown in figure 2.3, uses thermoelectric elements made of PbTe powder 
compacts between two end layers of iron powder to give good electrical 
contact. No analysis is available but the performance figure of hot 
(1010 F) Na-K flow rate 14 gallons/min at a net pressure of 1.22 psi 
is quoted.
A French thermosiphon device for liquid sodium in nuclear or 
irradiating combustion heating systems as reported by M de Cachard 
and Caunes (1969) includes a small thermoelectric pump. The fluid in 
the split halves of an annular channel (figure 2.4) is driven by the 
radial thermoelectric current across the field of permanent magnets 
located by the side of the pipe. The inner central tube carried the 
cooling water. Neither any theoretical analysis nor any experimental 
result is given.
Makarov and Cherkasskii (1969) report a design of thermoelectric 
pump using the hot fluid channel of rectangular cross-section as the 
hot junction of a thermocouple whose elements are semiconductor 
materials. The elements are placed on either side of the hot fluid 
channel having good electrical contact with the channel walls 
(figure 2.5). On the basis of an equivalent circuit analysis, a 
theoretical design is given to obtain the best performance charac­
teristic (pressure-consumption) by optimising channel dimensions 
with given material property. Fluid dynamics of the system is 
restricted to a slug flow model; at low values of the magnetic 
field in such systems this model may not be accurate. Calculations 
using Te-Bi thermoelements with a temperature difference between 
the hot and the cold junction of 100°C, the magnetic field of 0.384 
Tesla, channel size 1.5 cm. square shows a developed electromagnetic 
force of 1.4 x 10~* N/^3. The efficiency of the device is low, 1.4%.
All the above devices use the fluid only as the source of heat
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at the hot junction of thermocouple and to provide the necessary electrical 
contact. Permanent magnets or magnetic devices are essential for providing 
the magnetic field. Poor performance figures for these devices even with 
the best thermoelectric material must be the reason for no attempt so far 
being made to analyse the detailed fluid dynamics or heat flow in such 
flows. The fluid has effectively zero thermoelectric power and does not 
participate in generating thermoelectric current itself; it is therefore 
less interesting in character.
2.7 FUSION REACTOR BLANKET
It is important to consider the various possible geometries of a 
thermonuclear reactor and its magnetic system for investigating the 
possible TEMHD effect. Various possible system geometries are available 
in Kammash (1975) and Post (1976). In the introduction it has been 
remarked that the magnetically confined TOKAMAK device using D-T fuel 
and the Li blanket is the most pertinent case for possible early 
applicability of TEMHD. Details of TOKAMAK systems are given by 
Artsimovich (1972). Since then modifications have been considered. 
However, the basic structure as shown in figure 2.6 is that of plasma 
confined within an evacuated metal liner in the form of a torus.
The exciting coils on the iron core indirectly produces the magnetic 
flux but a very strong B^ flux is produced by coils around the surface 
of the channel to eliminate the main magnetohydrodynamic instabilities 
and to confine the plasma away from material wall (Bp< O'lBg). The 
main magnetic field configuration is shown in figure 2.7. Additional 
coils are necessary to eliminate the applied field components that 
give uncontrollable plasma displacement:- they are (i) conductor 
strips inside the metal liner maintained to generate a time variable 
field and (ii) coils outside the liner to produce a quasisteady trans­
verse vertical field to control the position of the plasma loop. The
relative oscillation of B. is 0.5 to 1%. The concept of a diverter
0
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at the hot junction of thermocouple and to provide the necessary electrical 
contact. Permanent magnets or magnetic devices are essential for providing 
the magnetic field. Poor performance figures for these devices even with 
the best thermoelectric material must be the reason for no attempt so far 
being made to analyse the detailed fluid dynamics or heat flow in such 
flows. The fluid has effectively zero thermoelectric power and does not 
participate in generating thermoelectric current itself; it is therefore 
less interesting in character.
2.7 FUSION REACTOR BLANKET
It is important to consider the various possible geometries of a 
thermonuclear reactor and its magnetic system for investigating the 
possible TEMHD effect. Various possible system geometries are available 
in Kammash (1975) and Post (1976). In the introduction it has been 
remarked that the magnetically confined TOKAMAK device using D-T fuel 
and the Li blanket is the most pertinent case for possible early 
applicability of TEMHD. Details of TOKAMAK systems are given by 
Artsimovich (1972). Since then modifications have been considered.
However, the basic structure as shown in figure 2.6 is that of plasma 
confined within an evacuated metal liner in the form of a torus.
The exciting coils on the iron core indirectly produces the magnetic 
flux but a very strong B^ flux is produced by coils around the surface 
of the channel to eliminate the main magnetohydrodynamic instabilities 
and to confine the plasma away from material wall (Bp < O ’lBg). The 
main magnetic field configuration is shown in figure 2.7. Additional 
coils are necessary to eliminate the applied field components that 
give uncontrollable plasma displacement:- they are (i) conductor 
strips inside the metal liner maintained to generate a time variable 
field and (ii) coils outside the liner to produce a quasisteady trans­
verse vertical field to control the position of the plasma loop. The 
relative oscillation of B„ is 0.5 to 1%. The concept of a diverterU



for diagnostic and purification purposes has an indirect effect but from 
the standpoint of stress considerations on the magnetic field coils the 
torus cross-section has changed to D shape rather than a symmetrical 
circular one.
Hoffman and Carlson (1971) were the first to consider the problem 
of lithium circulation in the blanket with calculations based on 
practical empirical formulae . Further details are available in Carlson 
(1974). However,details of hydromagnetic pressure drop and the 
associated stress limitations of the wall structure are provided by 
Hunt and Hancox (1971) and Hancox and Booth (1971). The conceptual 
design of the Li blanket cooling as proposed by the UK AEA is shown 
in figure 2.8. Essentially several modes of magnetohydrodynamic duct 
flow occur. The estimate of the pumping power is based on the magneto­
hydrodynamic flow in uniform ducts and field with a percentage addition 
due to pressure losses in bends and in nonuniform regions. Since 
insulators are incompatible with the hot Li and in the neutron 
radiation environment, metal walls are considered but to keep the 
magnetohydrodynamic pressure loss low only thin walls are used.
Typical parameters of Hunt and Hancox (1971) calculation relevant to
SOCK) MW (thermal) TNR are B = 10 Tesla, plasma torus minor radius
MW= 1.25 m, major radius = 5.6 m, first wall loading = 13 — -^,M = 35000,
m
N = 4400$, Re *= 28000, Rm = 0.07. The pumping power requirement even 
with the best duct shape(diamond)estimated is 10% of the reactor out­
put (electrical), about six orders of magnitude higher compared to the 
pressure drop in the absence of the magnetic field. The corresponding 
wall stress is even more of severe limitation (Hancox et al 1971, 
Stanbridge et al 1974). Hunt and Holroyd (1977)have incorporated the 
results of magnetohydrodynamic flow in nonuniform magnetic fields and 
in expansions to predict higher pressure losses due to the flow of 
fluid in thin layers along characteristic surfaces (refer Kulikovskii
1973) in the nonuniform regions. However the first wall loading of
13 MW/^2 is much higher than the typical recent design figure. The
most important part of the problem, the flow in the immediate vicinity
of the first wall and the heat transfer there has yet to be solved.
Figure 2.9 shows the UK AEA design of the first wall elements for a
2500 MW(e) TNR with 4.3 MW/ 2 first wall loading and B„ = 8.4 Tesla.in G
However, no account of the heat transfer mechanism of the fluid flow 
is available and it is expected that the magnetic field would prevent 
the cool fluid from the duct reaching the inner surface of the front 
of the cell.
An alternative method of Li circulation proposed for the Wisconsin
system (Culcinski & Conn 1974) corresponds to a 5000 MW (thermal)
reactor with a maximum field B ■= 8.66 Tesla but with a first wall
0
loading of 1.25 MW/^2 only. First wall cells are shown in figure 2.10 
are shaped so as to ensure the minimum interaction of the liquid metal 
with the transverse magnetic field:- flow in slim rectangular channels 
with the long side parallel to the field. Pumping power,for the 
pressure drop, estimate reported is only 1.5% of the plant output.
However, consideration has not been given to the reduced flow due to 
formation of thin layers near the first wall and the associated 
pressure drop.
Fujii-E and Suita (1974) have explored three possibilities for 
the blanket cooling system using Li, Na, K from the point of view of 
low operating pressure with given wall conductivity ratio values.
The first of these is to apply an external electric potential across 
the channel to compensate for the e.m.f. due to magnetohydrodynamic 
interaction; this is really the introduction of a differential d.c. 
pumping device in the blanket. The second possibility is to use the 
liquid metal and an inert gas mixture as the working fluid to achieve 
a low working electrical conductivity. The third possibility is the
26
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use of boiling two phase flow of the working fluid with heat transport 
in the form of latent heat of vaporization . and simultaneous reduction 
in combined conductivity. In the first case it is difficult to intro­
duce electrodes carrying large current into the blanket and the stress 
in the duct walls due to the interaction of the wall current with the 
magnetic field is not reduced. Not much is also known about nucleate 
boiling in magnetic fields and the recent accepted UK design corres­
ponding somewhat to the second case of Fujii is shown in figure 2.11. 
The possibility of removing heat by means of sodium heat pipes has 
been considered by Carlson and Hoffman (1971) - though the capillary 
flow in magnetic fields is yet to be assessed properly.
The possibility of pumping the coolant Li by external current 
source in a 'race-track* shaped duct with the long axis parallel to 
Bg (figure 2.12) is considered by Fraas (1972) for a 1000 MW (thermal) 
TNR with first wall loading of 1 MW/m2 (figure 2.12). A one-sixth 
scale model experiment to test the feasibility of such a system is 
described in Young et al (1974) . Though the pressure drop in the 
aligned field flow is one order of magnitude less than that in the 
transverse field flow, the pressure drop is much greater than expected. 
Also in the 90° turn at the end, considerable pressure drop results 
at the high value of N considered.
It appears that the various proposals for reducing the pressure 
drop in the Li flow in the magnetic field are exhaustive but none of 
these consider the heat transfer and heat distribution in the blanket 
under the magnetic field constraint.
The Li blanket system is not exclusive to the TOKAMAK system but
is also associated with other types of TNRs. Li blankets for mirror
/
machines have been considered by Werner (1974). Also in inertial 
confinement systems Li blankets are used but there is no inherent 
magnetic field.
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2.8 WORK AT WARWICK
A preliminary paper on TEMHD was presented at the second Bat -Sheva 
conference on MUD (Shercliff, Dutta Gupta and Alty <1978». Details of 
TEMHD theory have been considered in a paper by Professor Shercliff 
published in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics (1979a). TEMHD-driven 
Hartmann flow and two-dimensional duct flows have been considered. The 
stirring of melts to give uniform composition has also been considered 
in detail. In a paper to the journal, Physics of Fluids (1979)
Professor Shercliff (1979b) has considered thermoelectric magneto­
hydrodynamics in closed containers with particular consideration of 
those having axisymmetry about the field direction and several solutions 
have been found for the case of a spherical container. The work reported 
in this thesis complements the work of Professor Shercliff.
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CHAPTER 3
EQUATIONS, PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
The basic equations of TEMHD and the boundary conditions under 
specific assumptions are generalised from the well-known equations 
of magnetohydrodynamics given in books, (e.g. Shercliff, 1964) in 
section 3.2. The order of magnitude of terms neglected is briefly 
described in section 3.3. Preliminary analysis of the Hartmann flow 
as modified in the TEMHD case is attempted in section 3.4. The 
next few sections are devoted to the description of the experimental 
devices - the experimental facility, apparatus and measuring 
instrumentation with calibration techniques.
3.2 The Equations of TEMHD
3.2.1 MHD equations
The basic equations of magnetohydrodynamics - the Maxwell 
equations, the Navier-Stokes equation and the continuity equation 
modified under magnetohydrodynamic assumptions are
Curl E = V X E = (3.1)
div B = V . B = O (3.2)
yj^  = V X B = curl B (3.3)
p = p { I* +(V.V)V} a P { |^ - + (V.grad)V = -Vp + jXB + n ^ V  + F
(3.4)
and g—  = -p div V (3.5)
where E* is the electric field, B the magnetic flux density = y times 
the magnetic field with y the permeability of the medium assumed same 
as the vacuum, p the density of the fluid, v_ the velocity, p the 
pressure, the bulk viscosity of the fluid, the current density 
and F is the body force, (e.g. gravitational) excluding jxB
The inherent assumptions are (i) the velocities considered are 
much less than the speed of sound in the fluid, (ii) there are no
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high frequency electromagnetic oscillations so that the 'displacement
current can be ignored in (3.3), (iii) convection current is ignored
though the charge concentration could be found from div E, and (iv)
the magnetic Reynolds number R = uavL << 1m o
Necessarily from (3.3), div j_ = O with p constant (3.6)
Though the density of the fluid varies with the temperature, the 
elementary assumption of incompressibility replaces (3.5) by
div V *= O (3.7)
The variation of C is restricted to the buoyancy term (body force F in 
equation (3.4)), i.e. the Oberbeck-Boussinesq assumption is adopted.
F = P (T ) (5gAT (3.8)— o —
with p(T^) = P(Tq) {1 -3At } (3.9)
where AT = T^ - Tq , T is the temperature, 6 is the expansion (volume) 
coefficient and g the acceleration due to gravity. However, the Ohm's 
law is modified by TEMHD and is considered in subsection 3.2.2.
3.2.2 Entropy balance in nonequilibrium systems
The entropy ^ i n  a volume element changes due to (i) flow of 
entropy into the volume and (ii) presence of entropy sources in the 
irreversible phenomena in the volume element itself. While (i) obeys 
the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy, (ii) could be 
accounted for in a simple way, taking it as a sum of the product of 
flux J. (time derivative of departure of state variables from 
equilibrium ■ ^  ) with affine force (e.g. nonuniformity of the 
system or deviation from equilibrium ) (de Groot and Mazur, 1951) .
=
dx.
If - l< ^  1' TF ' l ¡A
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where Lik’S are phenomenological coefficients, tensors for an aniso­
tropic system, gives a simple relationship between flux and its affine 
force.
This is true for a large class of irreversible phenomena and for 
a wide range of experimental conditions. Fourier’s law of heat 
conduction, Fick's law of diffusion and Ohm's law of electric conduction 
are all special cases of this. However, in general,certain cross­
relations are possible as in Soret, thermoelectric ,thermomagnetic, 
galvan«magnetic and electrokinetic effect and the constitutive 
relation
-J-i = l Li A  <3-10>k
would allow values of k more than one.
Onsager's Reciprocity theorem (de Groot and Mazur, 196Z)»based 
on the concept of microscopic time reversibility reduces the number 
of independent coefficients by having
Lik (B,S) = lilkI1ti <-B,-£)
where 1^ 1. are parity values + 1 or -1, B the magnetic field and 
n the rotation. Woods (1975) does not consider rotation XV to affect 
the intrinsic state and considers
Lik (®> = V k \ i  <-s> only-
The condition for no current in a liquid metal system is that
the (i) temperature T (ii) potential <J> = d> + c (with <#> thee o e
electrical potential and CQ the chemical potential) and (iii) magnetic 
flux linkage in the bulk of the fluid, are all constant throughout 
the system.
Therefore, consider first a stationary nonuniformly heated 
isotropic system in the absence of magnetic field where both the 
current density, j, and the temperature gradient (grad T) are non-
zero.
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The amount of heat evolved per unit time per unit volume
Q = -div q where q is the total energy flux (3 .11)
Rate of change of entropy in volume V
dS
dt
where E_ = -grad <j> and divj^ = O have been used (with —=• = o) .31
Comparison with equation (3.10) shows that the current density, j, and 
the purely thermal energy flux (q - <J>jj) have affine force fields H
where a and < are the isothermal electrical and thermal (at zero current) 
conductivity respectively and a is the absolute thermoelectric power 
of the medium. In the case when the medium is anisotropic, the 
coefficients are tensors of rank two.
In a stationary medium of uniform composition when the electric 
field is irrotational (i.e. = O) no current flow takes place
whatever the T distribution. Therefore a must be a function of T 
alone, giving (a grad T) irrotational or (grad a) x (grad T) zero. In 
such a case (a grad T) can be replaced by grad <J>a where <(>a is a 
function of T only. Then (3.12) can be written as
When the composition of the stationary medium varies, a grad T can 
become rotational as grad a need no longer be parallel to grad T. A 
special case is when T varies along the interface of two dissimilar 
metal systems, each having its own definite composition. Only at the 
interface grad a is not parallel to grad T,«< varying across the inter­
face and T along the interface. Therefore, as long as the composition
T. -grad Tand ------ respectively.
T
It can be easily shown that
jj. = o(E - a grad T) (3.12)
and q = ($ + aT)j^ - < grad T (3.13)
.2
j_ = -grad <|> - grad 4>a = -grad <f> 
a
+ (3.14)
of the liquid remains the same, irrespective of the T distribution
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Figure 3.2 The co-ordinate system
(a)
H w t n t m  laytr
COVutuctlH* wan 3
lgure 3.3 The elementary loop 
around a small segment of the 
solid-liquid interface.
Figure 3.1
A simple thermoelectric circuit 
constructed from the two metal 
elements a and b.Rnds h, and b 
are maintained at the same * 
temperature.
; *«*“*,T ,ne simpxr configuration of the 
large aspect ratio channel for the p^elimi nary TEMHD analysis. P' 1
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For the analysis that follows in later chapters, it is tacitly 
assumed that R^, the Hall coefficient, the Nernst coefficient and 
V the Etti-n9hausen coefficient are much smaller than a and k so 
that the simple relationships of (3.12) and (3.13) are retained. Ion 
slip has been ignored as well. Also assumed inherently is that O',®* 
and K are all scalar.
The relationship (3.12) can easily be extended to moving liquid 
systems, nopuniformly heated in a magnetic field B as
E + V X B = i  + a grad T
3 a= E — a grad T + V X B (3.21)F
= -grad <(>+ + V X B (3.22)
This is the TEMHD counterpart of Ohm's law in magnetohydrodynamics. 
The entropy equation is modified as
(3.23)
where Qy = viscous energy dissipation (Chandrasekhar, 1961)
pT£r = a + Qv + Qn
and Qn = heat generation by nuclear reaction, per unit volume and time. 
In liquid metal
pTdSe PCydT where Cy is the volumetric heat capacity
<v, c—  P
Then PCV 5| = Q + Qv + Qn (3.24)
3.2.3 The nondimensional parameters
Let the characteristic length be L^, the characteristic velocity 
V - a measure of the mean velocity of flow - and the uniform steady 
magnetic flux density be B. Let the physical properties of,the fluid 
at T°K be given by a - the electrical conductivity, nv - the dynamic 
viscosity, k - the thermal conductivity and p - the density. Then, 
as defined in Chapter 2
Hartmann number M =(/2-)BL Reynolds number Re =pVL° = VLo
nv ° *Vr v
2
tMagnetic Reynolds number
2
Interaction parameter N = °__yP. = —
R =  — =  p o VLm x c
pa
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L a  l
Fluid to Wall conductivity ratio C =— —  Aspect Ratio L* = —t a * l.w w h
ratio of characteristic 
breadth to height
number Ra =  ^ Dean number = t JRe
v XV R VbPrandtl number P = -  Peclet number = — - (3.25)X X
where 3/ g> v, x ( =  p~c  ^ ^ = are t l^e coefficient of thermal
v°lume expansion, the acceleration due to gravity, the kinematic
viscosity (momentum diffusivity)sthe thermometric diffusity and the
magnetic diffusivity respectively. R is the radius of curvature for
Walls in curved channels, t and a are the thickness and electricalw w
condup.~tivity of duct wall respectively.
3.2.4 The co-ordinate system
Although in some cases, as in the planar nonuniform magnetic 
field system with R^ «  1, it is advantageous to consider the 
co-ordinate system described by the orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates 
along the constant vector and scalar potentials (HolroyA 1975; 
Kulikovskii, 1968), the conventional Cartesian and polar co-ordinate 
systems are adequate for the analysis of the systems considered in 
this thesis.
For the straight channels, (= r cos 0) is taken as the 
direction of the impressed horizontal uniform steady magnetic field, 
y (= r sin 0) the direction of applied temperature gradient and z^ 
the direction of flow. In the case of the annular channel in a 
vertical magnetic field, z_ is taken along the field direction,which 
is the axis of symmetry; with a radial temperature gradient the flow 
is in the azimuthal (0) direction. The solid-liquid interface at 
the channel wall is described by the peripheral co-ordinate s^ 
(clockwise) and the normal to the interface by the co-ordinate n^
(Figure 3.2 a, b).
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3.2.5 The boundary conditions
Most of the boundary conditions as in magnetohydrodynamic duct
flow with Rm «  1 (Hunt and Shercliff, 1971) and in ordinary heat
transfer problems hold in the TEMHD case.
At a solid—liquid interface, the velocity is continuous. More
specifically at a stationary wall V =  o .  At the free fluid surfacen
the viscous shear stress and the normal gradient of tangential velocity 
are zero.
With div 13 = O, ^B^.n^ = O, the square bracket meaning the change 
across the interface.
The current content of Hartmann layers is discussed in detail in
Shercliff (1976) for^non—isothermal, non uniform fluid system. The
relevant TEMHD correspondence is that in the Hartmann layers adjoining
electrically non-conducting stationary walls, following Hide and
Roberts (1962), j = ± i/or\ (curl V) (3.25)n v “  n
Also, at a thermally insulated wall
3T
9n =  o (3.27)
The important difference in the TEMHD case is that along the 
conducting wall interface with the fluid, Aij>+ , the potential difference 
is not necessarily zero. To simplify matters, let only homogeneous 
fluid systems be considered, so that A(<f>+-(|>), thermoelectric potentials 
appear only through boundary conditions at the interface of the fluid 
and the dissimilar metal duct wall of the non-isothermal system. Let 
the fluid move over a stationary conducting wall in the presence of 
a magnetic field having a component B^, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Equation (3.21) may be integrated around the narrow loop surrounding 
an elementary length ds of the interface. Viscosity requires the 
velocity to be strictly zero at the interface, but when the Hartmann 
number M based on B^ is large, the Hartmann layer is so thin that it may
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be taken to lie wholly within the loop, so that non-zero tangential 
velocity persist virtually up to the wall. Let v be the velocity 
normal to s^ and n^. Neglecting the contribution due to E (a second
order small quantity)
+ (p j ) + v B = a3s c n z n wf 3S 3S (3.28)
where suffixes s and n denote the peripheral and normal components 
i-n the plane of Figure pc is the contact resistance per unit
area of the interface and a = a , = a,-a , and a beinq the
absolute thermoelectric power of the fluid and the wall material 
respectively. It is tacitly assumed that there is no temperature
gradient in the- tangential direction z. Assuming p = O,
3 3 dTJsw ■ s + v B = ax——------—  z n a so a
(3.29)
Equation (3.28) is given in Shercliff (1979 a)and (3.29) in Shercliff, 
Dutta Gupta and Alty (1978).
The boundary condition for heat transfer at the interface of a 
conducting wall is altered to modify temperature gradients normal to 
the interface. Ignoring thermal contact resistance, across the
Hartmann layers along the interface 
. 2
_Ëîîdn
3T
- k ■ W + « Tj = / —  dn _ + aTj + p ju An W n rt nr» Jnw 3 w 3n
V^Z 2
' \ (-3T> dn
(3.30)
It is seen that the joule and viscous dissipation along with the 
Peltier heat absorption or generation would modify the ordinary heat 
transfer normal temperature gradient relationship of
3T __w
Cw 3n = K
3T
3n (3.31)
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3.2.6 Order of magnitude of TEMHD effects with lithium
Consider Li and Pt or Pd in Table 1 in the Appendix as a 
suitable liquid metal-solid combination to demonstrate how 
significant TEMHD effects can be:
a^0(50 Wv /o k)
With a temperature gradient of = 2000 °ic/m and a transversedS
magnetic field of 1 Tesla, for free flow without pressure gradient 
e .g. in an endless channel in uniform B, and = O 
|v| b —  0.10 m/sec
For lO Tesla |V_| ^  0.01 m/sec
Clearly the magnitude is a significant value.
With V = O, i.e. the flow blocked and E = O, and assuming perfect 
wall conductivity, |jj °-22 x 10^ — —
Therefore, *'» 0.22 x 10^ N/m^ for B = 1 Teslad z —
or 2.2 x 10^ N/m^ for B = lO Tesla.
c 2For a meter length Ap 0.22 x lO N/m 32 psi) for B = 1 Tesla
6 22^  2.2 x lO N/m 320 psi) for B = lO Tesla.
Order of magnitude of heat conduction per square meter
3T _ m 2K 'v 0.10 Mw/mdS
Order of magnitude of joule heating per unit volume in the fluid when 
there i no flow
I -i I 2 o
1 —1 »v 0.022 Mw/m , an order of magnitude less a —
3 Tthan k
Order of magnitude of Peltier heat absorption with |v| = O 
o t |j| 2L 0.015 Mw/m2 with T 2l 1350° k , a rather high value 
choice in practical terms.
Order of magnitude of Thomson’s heat rate with V = O
|i |T —  1Z  -v 0.005 Mw/m2 with T -x- 1350°, ~  16 x lO3T as —  —  3T
-9
UV/° K
When the flow is not blocked, j, and consequently the Peltier 
and Thomson heat, would be still smaller.
It is therefore reasonable to ignore the Peltier and 
Thomson heat rate and even the joule heating in comparison with 
heat conduction.
With good wetting, Pc should be very small, so that joule 
heating in contact resistance is negligibly small, with 4.5 
x lO Kg - viscous dissipation ^ ^
Therefore, considering the relative order of magnitude, 
equations (3.24) and (3.30) jpay be simplified to
(3.31)DT j jPCv —  = div (K grad T) + =£=
3T
and 3T (3.32)w 3 n 3n
As a consequence, apart from affecting heat transport by 
convection, the effect of TEMHD effect on heat transfer is 
ignored and the mutual coupling of the temperature and magneto- 
hydrodynamic field is greatly simplified.
Next consider the buoyancy force in relation to TEMHD force 
when there is no flow.
Buoyancy force per unit volume with adverse temperature 
gradient pg(5AT ^  6.6 N/m^ with At ^  1000° K, a high
value.
Corresponding TEMHD force per unit volume 
jB 2.2 N/m^ at B = lO Tesla.
It is therefore necessary to consider a stably stratified 
fluid as otherwise buoyancy force effect would be important, if 
not dominant, in relation to TEMHD effect. This buoyancy effect 
is measured either in terms of Ra or(Rat>r) = Gr.
3.3 Some Preliminary Analysis
3.3.1 Modified Hartmann problem
Consider a simple problem of TEMHD in a slim (x direction)
but infinitely long direction) rectangular channel, as shown
in Figure 3.4. Basically it is a channel with conducting walls,
/ thebut the side walls are coated ,to justify/assumptions involved, 
with thermally and electrically insulating material at the solid- 
liquid interface. The magnetic field is perpendicular to 
the sidewalls, while the top wall and the bottom walls are 
maintained at T^° K and K respectively. Let > T^, so
that the fluid is stably stratified. The conducting sidewalls 
have thickness t^, conductivity and the channel bore width 
is 2a. Ignoring variations of a, nv and p frcm (3.4) for fully 
developed flow in the z direction
d v,
nv "T ~2dx
= j B Jy x +
dp
dz
or d2vnv T 2dx
= jB + dpdz » V«VX j,*j (3.33)
In the fluid
. oAT .j = 0 (B v - —  - r  )
w
where h is the height of the channel >> 2a and AT = T^ - •
From current continuity
2twjw = jdx (3.35)
From (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35)
M______
M + C tanhM
aAT _ » + C dp 
Bh
where
OB
ao
tw°wThe mean velocity is given by
M-tanhM , «UT 1 + cV = — rr—  l
2 dz 
and M
} <1-
cosh 
CoshM 
/ o
Vn„
Mx
Ba
M+CtanhM Bh <T B
dp
dz }
(3.36a)
(3.36b)
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in the insulated sidewall case.
41.
in the insulated sidewall case.
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When the fluid is prevented fran flowing
oBadp _ aBa dT 
dz 1 + c dy
_____  AT
1 + c h (3.44)
which gives a new method of measuring a in a transverse magnetic 
field by noting the pressure gradient developed, increasing 
directly proportional to B.
When ^  = O V = aa ^  F (M) with F (M) = (3.45)dz dv M(M + c tanhM)
The variation of the function F (M) with M and C is given by
Shercliff (1979» and is shown in Figure 3.5. It may be noted
that at low M (weak B) the mean velocity V is directly
proportional to M but after a critical value of M depending on
C, the mean velocity has an inverse relationship with M (strong B) .
It is explained frcm the point of view that,while the driving
force is proportional to B, the restraining viscous force is
independent of B at weak B, whereas the drag is proportional to 
2B at strong B (viscous and magnetic force balance).
For high Hartmann number M
aa(/n ) dT
dy (3.46)M + c
restricted by the conductance of the side wall and the Hartmann 
layers in the fluid. As C -> O, the maximum V is attained, for 
a given M.
It is important to note in (3.46) that the condition C -*■ O
is superfluous in the case where M is very large. Thus, in 
_ 4magnetically confirmed reactors with M 10 ,c of the order of 
lO or lOO has very little effect. A better conducting wall 
gives more TEMHD flow, which contrasts with reduced flow in 
magnetohydrodynamics for a given and M.
Consider next the temperature distribution in the fluid of 
the channel of Figure 3.4. Assume no variation of T in the z 
direction. Therefore, in the steady situation there is no heat
convection.
Firrure 3.6 The conductinß wall duct for two-dimensional TEMHD flow analysis.
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Equation (3.24) gives with ON O
(3.47)
M + c tanhM 
M - tanhM
2 2 aAT , PB
hB * ~1 + c
■ M + c tanhM 
M - tanhM
aAT
hB
_ Jr
VM coshMx/a 
(M-tanhM*) coshM ^
M + c tanhM 
M- tahnM
aAT aB
hB 1 + c M
PBVM
tanhM
coshMx/aI 9T 
coshM J 3y
/the
Xn/case V = O and = O
3.3.2 Two dimensional TEMHD duct flow in transverse magnetic
It has been remarked earlier that a transverse magnetic
field helps the laminarisation of the fluid flow and the flow
configuration tends to be two dimensional. Consider a fully
developed flow in a conducting wall duct whose cross-section is
shown in Figure 3.6 and extends in the z direction under the
influence of an imposed uniform steady transverse magnetic field
= B in the x direction. Following the analysis of Professor
Shercliff (1979a), it is assumed that the conducting wall thickness
t is uniform and thin, and that the fluid is in good electrical w
contact with the duct wall all along the interface, so that the 
contact resistance is negligible and the problem is greatly 
simplified. Since the flow is fully developed, there is no 
variation of flow parameters in the z direction except that of
field
pressure p. A fully developed flow also implies that there is
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Equation (3.24) gives with ON O
(3.47)
M + c tanhM 
M - tanhM
2 2 aAT . aBZ
hB } ~1 + c
.M + c tanhM _ aAT 
M - tanhM hB
________________ _ __-Jt
VM coshMx/a
(M-tanhN") coshM
+ (M-tanhM)2
coshZMx/a
coshlM
M + c tanhM 
M- tahnM
aAT . OB
hB 1 + c M
aBVM
tanhM
coshMx/aI 3T 
coshM J 3y
/the
In/case V = O and = O
3.3.2 Two dimensional TEMHD duct flow in transverse magnetic 
field
It has been remarked earlier that a transverse magnetic 
field helps the laminarisation of the fluid flow and the flow 
configuration tends to be two dimensional. Consider a fully 
developed flow in a conducting wall duct whose cross-section is 
shown in Figure 3.6 and extends in the z direction under the 
influence of an imposed uniform steady transverse magnetic field 
Bx = B in the x direction. Following the analysis of Professor 
Shercliff (1979a), it is assumed that the conducting wall thickness 
tw is uniform and thin, and that the fluid is in good electrical 
contact with the duct wall all along the interface, so that the 
contact resistance is negligible and the problem is greatly 
simplified. Since the flow is fully developed, there is no 
variation of flow parameters in the z direction except that of
pressure p. A fully developed flow also implies that there is
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no heat convection in the z direction, and the wall peripheral 
temperature distribution is also the same in the z direction 
1  has no component jz> Since the flow is laminar, except in 
the boundary layers of thickness 0 (^J^and probably ) » the
inviscid inertialess steady flow gives from (3.4)
-grad + jXB = O or - ^  - j b = O --- dz Jy
with =dz -•'y constant, j = constant
divj_ — ° gives = j^(y) , a function of y alone
djx Vx2<y> " V*2 (y)From (3.14) oB 3v3x — Qg______________________dy x„ (y) - x (y)
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)
(3.52)
2'J ' 1 '
Since the wall thickness t is very small, wall peripheral
current density may be taken as the tangential component j . 
Current conservation in the y direction gives
v jw + jw > + y x2 - y  = ° 
. ,X1 X2 
3wx
Also t — i- = j + j cot tpw dy - x • y rxx
d jwXoand t — ■=—1— = j + j cot ipw dy Jx Jy yx„
(3.53)
(3.54)
Boundary condition (3.29) 0tves with = v
1 1--  + —  (j costfia a Jx rx, w 1
+ jysin*x ) + V B sirup 
X1 X 1
, m vd T«(Tx^ x^  
dy (3.55)
2 1 UAxo—  + -  (-jxc o s ^ 2+ jy sin^2> + Mx B sin^ 2 = «(T^) (3.56)
From (3.52) and (3.55), (3.56)
X 1 Jx2 _ ^ 1  1 d ( jx ------
o ' sin^x sini/j^ -' dy a x2 X1
dT-
cc(t )- 
X2
x 2
dy
dTXTa(T )—Xx dy
(3.57)
These results are used in Chapter 4.
For the analysis of Chapter 6 it is more convenient to have 
the imposed uniform steady vertical magnetic field B in the z 
direction. Then the curl of grad p = jjXB gives
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(B.V) 1  = O or B = o or = o (3.58)
Therefore is independent of z.
Since div j_ = O, there exists a stream function H(r,0) such that
3.4 The Experimental System
3.4.1 The choice of the fluid and the duct wall metal
The choice of the fluid and the duct wall material for TEMHD 
essentially requires that the solid-liquid combination should 
have significant thermoelectric power and should not react 
chemically at temperatures at which it would be worked. It must 
have very small contact resistance. Keeping in mind the application 
in the TNR, Li and Nb would be an ideal choice. However, Hg was 
chosen as the working fluid for the laboratory experiments in
(3.59)
Frcm (3.14) and (3.59)
(3.60)
Also div v = O gives
z T
Y3 0
(3.61)
O
Therefore is independent of z. Also vT and Vg can be
expressed as
Frcm (3.14)
TEMHD for the following reasons:-
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(i) it is a liquid metal with its working range around room 
temperature so that cooling could be carried out by circulating 
water at room temperature (22% Na + 78% K eutectic solution is 
an exception m.p. - 1 1 °  c )
(ii) Hg has been most extensively used for magnetohydrodynamic 
and heat transfer experiments; its properties are well established 
so that comparison of corresponding experiments could be done
(iii) the thermoelectric power a of Hg at 300° K is approximately 
o-5 nv/ K. The magnitude of a < a .,but even with values ofHg Li
TEMHD effects should be demonstrable. Hg is one of the elements 
with large «* variation with temperature T. This fact does not 
fit into the simple theory of Ziman and the study of the thermo­
electric property of Hg itself constitutes an interesting problem
(iv) there is no risk of fire or explosion as with Na or Li, and 
this permits open access
(v) Hg forms an amalgam with copper, which was chosen as the 
liner material, giving very low contact resistance.
Necessarily the choice was finally clinched because of the
ready availability of the requisite amount of Hg and Cu in stock.
The choice of Cu is also relevant from the point of view that Cu
is one of the standard reference materials for thermoelectric
power measurement around and above room temperature with
ot = 0.05 + 5.45 x lO-3 T ViV/°K for 300 < T < 1300° K Cu
In contrast to the present day idea (ref. Hunt and Hancox,
1971) about Li coolant circulation ducts where low conductance 
walls are preferred, it is essential to have fairly large wall 
conductance,even with thin walls,for significant TEMHD effects, 
except in the special case when the motion induced e.m.f. just 
balances the Seebeck e.m.f. (ref. section 3.3). Cu has an 
electrical conducitivity approximately 60 times that of Hg.
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^urthermore, stainless steel is not a good choice as Hg does not 
ordinarily wet it, giving considerable thermal and electrical 
contact resistance.
Though least hazardous amongst the liquid metals, Hg is toxic. 
Having had to heat it made it worse; even though the MHD 
laboratory has been designed to exhaust the vapour, medical checks 
on mercury absorption frequently indicated overdose exposure to 
Hg, resulting in interruption of experimental runs. The choice 
of Cu-Hg, both opaque substances, obviously ruled out the 
possibility of fluid-dynamic flow visualisation andoptical 
measurement techniques in the interior of the fluid. In Chapter 
6 , experiments are described where an open surface is retained to 
make measurements at the surface as well as in the interior of 
the fluid, rather than rest icting measurements to the boundaries. 
Having an open surface of Hg in contact with Cu, copper being 
soluble in Hg to the extent of 0.003% by weight, resulted in 
contamination of Hg by oxide formation of Cu and Hg. The use of 
PVC tubes in the connecting circuits also affected the contamination 
of Hg and cleaning of Hg had to be carried out regularly.
In no way, however, did the choice of the Hg-Cu combination 
undermine the related study of Li-Nb systems, and the greater 
TEMHD effects in Li-Nb system should be predictable by simply 
scaling up the results of the Hg-Cu system.
3.4.2 The electromagnets and flux density measurements
For the TEMHD experiments with straight ducts, it is theoretically 
possible to maintain a stabilizing temperature gradient by heating 
the duct at the top and cooling it from the bottom so that 
convection due to buoyancy forces is avoided. Thus the thermo­
electric current is in the vertical direction. Necessarily, the
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corresponding transverse magnetic field for producing TEMHD effects
has to be horizontal in such a case. The horizontal magnetic field
was obtained in the iron cored 'Lintott1 electromagnet 'I"
originally used by Hunt (1967) . The pole face area measures 
21.524 x 0.229 m (60" x 9") and the air gap between the pole 
pieces is 7.62 cm (3") . The pole faces have 2 mm deep dents
1.3 cm (*5") in height at each vertical edge to accommodate 
stainless steel supporting plates for the electromagnet coils in 
flush with the pole faces in the central region. This effectively 
reduces the uniform zone in the air gap. The hollow copper coils 
of the magnet are energised by a 60 volt 1000 ampere d.c. 
generator whose output can be controlled by the exciter resistance 
adjustment. The coils are water cooled at the rate of 15 litres 
per minute. A pressure switch at the water inlet to the coils 
sets off an alarm in case the water flow rate drops below this 
rate. The tendency of the pole faces to move towards each other 
at higher exciting currents is prevented by adjustable height 
brass spacers,2.54 cm diameter at the centre and 3.75 cm at the 
base, positioned over flat plates at the horizontal edge of the 
pole faces. The flux density in the air gap has been calibrated 
with a Cambridge fluxmeter with search coils and also by Hall 
effect magnetometers (HIRST GMI gaussmeter, HIRST II fluxmaster 
FM 7OA). Apart from the calibration checks with the stabilizedt
permanent magnets , one of the Hall probe magnetometers (HIRST 
GMI gaussmeter) has been precalibrated in the range 0-2 Tesla 
by fixing the Hall probe on the pole face of the NMR magnet 
(Department of Physics, University of Warwick), and measuring 
its flux density. The comparison of the flux density is -made with the
calculated value arrived at through the measured resonant spectral 
2frequency of D lines (6.5366 m/Hz at 1 Tesla) of samples in a
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Varian probe assembly accommodated in the air gap of the magnet 
to give high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance spectral 
analysis. A check with the NMR magnet gaussmeter was also made.
The accuracy of the calibration was restricted by the smallest 
division that can be read on the Hall probe magnetometer scale, 
but this error is less than at 1.2 Tesla. For the ’Lintott’ 
electromagnet ’I', air gap flux density was calibrated by 
measuring the potential difference across a lOOO ampere 125 mV 
shunt connected in series with the magnet coil by a Weston milli- 
voltmeter, and measuring the flux density. The calibrated B-Iexc 
curve is shown in Figure 3.7a. The measurements were carried out 
for increasing and4ecreasing magnet coil current, and also by 
reversing the direction of the magnet current. No measurable 
hysterisis effectwas observed, and the calibration agreed with
that of Hunt (1967). At the final stage of experimentation, the 
2bus bars (10 x 0.6 cm ) had to be disconnected frequently so as 
to allow the MAGLEV group to use the d.c. power supply, and the 
air gap flux density was measured directly by the Hall effect 
magnetometers, though calibration was also checked.
Measurements reveal^ed that the air gap flux density is
2uniform within *s% in the control space 1.15 x 0.18 m over the 
pole face at 1.2 Tesla. The TEMHD section(i.e. where TEMHD 
interaction was effective) was restricted to 0.5 m,and with the 
entry length in PVC connecting tubes, the total length in the 
magnet was 0.9 m  . The PVC connecting tubes were led out of 
the magnet air gap space vertically, and the plot of flux density 
variation with height from the horizontal centre line of the magnet 
pole face according to measurements is shown in Figure 3.8a.
Though the 'Lintott' electromagnet 'X' could be excited to
1.3 Tesla, the time stability requirement restricted the use of
Cl
Figure 3.8 (a) The variation of the flux density B with height measured from
the horizontal centre line of the Lintott electromagnet 1 air-gap
Figure 3.7 The various B-I characteristics of the electromagnets IiDexc
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flux density to a maximum of 1.25 Tesla and a minimum of 0.01 
Tesla over 0.5 hour period*. Over a period of 5 to lo minutes,
1.3 Tesla could be maintained. The residual flux density is 
very small and never exceeded 0.001 Tesla.
For the TEMHD experiment in annular ducts, the choice was 
between two alternatives: (a) vertical stabilizing temperature 
gradient with corresponding radial (essentially non-uniform) 
magnetic field and (b) radial (in horizontal planes) temperature 
gradient giving buoyancy driven convection with a vertical uniform 
magnetic field. It is also possible to conceive an arrangement 
with an azimuthal circular magnetic field. Practical consideration, 
as described in Chapter 6, led to the choice of system (b) . The 
Lintott electromagnet II,originally used by Fussey (1969) to 
provide a horizontal magnetic field,was adopted for the purpose 
by turning it through 90° to give a vertical field. The support 
structure (Figure 3.9) was designed to carry the 2-ton. load, with 
the provision of adjustment to keep the pole faces exactly
horizontal at eye level for convenience of visual observation. The
2pole faces measure 30.5 x 15.25 cm (12" x 6") and the air gap
between the pole faces 15 cm (n, 6") . The electromagnet has two
hollow copper coils, each coil having 4 pancake sections. The coils
are water-cooled, a minimum flow rate of 10 litres per minute is 
monitored by a pressure switch. The temperature of the outlet water is 
monitored by 8 thermocouples and a high temperature switch set at
70° C trips an indicator light and sets off an alarm bell. Relay
contacts are available for automatic tripping of the generator,
but have not been used. The electromagnet was excited by the 60
volts d.c. generator. Since the other generator (80 volts, 500
amp) originally associated with the magnet has not been installed,
the maximum flux density obtainable was 'v 0.9 Tesla instead of 1.1
Tesla. The use of the 80 volts d.c. generator was not considered
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advantageous as it was self-excited only in the range of 400 to
500 amperes, while TEMHD effects were more easily obtained at lower
field strengths. The calibration of a B—I curve on similar linesexc
to those described for the 'Lintott' electromagnet I is shown in
Figure 3.7b, magnet current being measured across a 500 ampere 100
(o-2w-a-)
mV/shunt in series with the magnet coil. Even with the bevelled
2edges around the nominal pole face area of O (30 x 15 cm ) the
uniformity of the flux density as measured at the midplane between
the pole faces and at other parallel planes varied as much as 8%.
Two mild steel circular plates of 23 cm diameter and 0.5 cm
thickness were used in the central region to improve the uniformity
of the vertical magnetic field. The field maps of Bz for the magnet
and with the additional mild steel plates at three different
horizontal planes are shown in Figure 3.8b, c. The uniformity
improved to a variation of maximum 1% of B^. With the attached
steel plates at 0.66 Tesla, the magnetic field in the 0 and the
radi" al direction was less than 0.5% and 1% of respectively.
The calibration of the magnetisation characteristic with the
circular plates is shown in Figure 3.7c.
To obsetve the effect of slightly inclined magnetic field with
respect to the vertical, two tapered mild steel plates with a slope
of 0.04 and thickness at the centre of 0.6 cm were used. The
B—I calibration curve is shown in Figure 3.7d.exc
To protect the aluminium guard plates of the magnet coil from 
spilled mercury, the upper surface of the aluminium plate was coated 
with gloss paint. The space between the central slot in the guard 
plate and the pole face was filled with plasticine and a ring of 
plasticine around the outer periphery of the guard plate was erected 
to arrest any spilled mercury.
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3.4.3 Pressure measurement
The static pressure difference at two tapping points along the 
length of the TEMHD duct was measured to find how a significant 
thermoelectically driven current could be generated and whether 
the pressure difference generated agreed well with theory. 
Conversely, the static pressure difference measured at known values 
of the magnetic field and the temperature distribution gives a new 
method of thermopower measurement,provided the electrical 
conductivity of the materials are known.
The pressure was measured by a device which is basically a 
Shercliff (1955) design of inclined tube air over liquid over 
mercury manometer capable of measuring QQ25 mm of Hg. The 
arrangement of the measuring device is shown in Figure 3.10.
From the tappings through 6.25 mm internal diameter PVC tubes, Hg is 
allowed to stand in vertical 6 mm diameter (outer diameter) glass 
tubes with a free surface to show any pressure difference if great 
enough. The standpipes are also connected (pinchcocks to isolate) 
to the two limbs of the manometer. Each of the menisci was arranged 
to be in an inclined (1 in 4) uniform 1.5 mm bore glass capillary 
tube by adjusting the level of the U tube containing Hg partially 
to pressurise the menisci and by the vertical movement of one of 
the inclined tubes. The moveable inclined tube was fixed on a 
spring loaded block in a guiding slot and its position was measured 
by a'Tessa* depth micrometer. The micrometer is first adjusted for 
zero pressure difference reading by opening the pinchcock 
joining the Hg reservoirs. For pressure difference measurement 
pinchcoek X^ is closed and the menisci in the inclined tubes brought 
back to reference datum points, by adjusting the position of the 
pressurising U tube and the micrometer screw. Even with Hg heated 
in the copper pipe in the thermoelectromagneto-hydrostatic case, the
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arrangement worked satisfactorily even though the zero position 
drifted and had to be checked frequently. However, as explained 
in Chapter 4, adjustments had to be made for measuring TEMHD 
pressure differences when the fluid was allowed to circulate in a 
closed loop, resulting in the temperature rise of the total Hg 
volume in the loop. Air bleeds allowed the gas bubbles to escape 
which sometimes accumulated, and the drain and filling pipe 
facilitated emptying and filling liquid out of and into the 
system respectively. Checks for electrical isolation when the 
pinchcocks are closed were made. Parallel scratches on the front 
and the back of eye pieces over the two inclined tubes permitted 
avoiding parallax error in observing the location of the magnified 
meniscus. The smallest head measured wasO(l mm) and the error in 
the measurement did not exceed ± l%afit»im>The pressure difference 
measured was often greater than 2.5 cm, the total travel of the 
micrometer screw, and in that everitthe difference in height of the 
menisci in the standpipes was read directly.
A capacitance transducer type micrcmanometer (Furness Control) 
was also used for comparison, but measurements by this meter were 
not very reliable, being susceptible to ambient temperature changes.
3.4.4 Potential measurement
The basic electrical potential measurement and standardisation 
of other potential measurement devices were made with a Pye Vernier 
Potentiometer (7568/1963). The least count is 1 pV (range selector 
0.1) with an absolute accuracy of the readings ± 0.004% or + 1 pV, 
whichever is greater. Thus potential measurements of the potential 
probes at the electrodes of flowmeters, shunts, and thermocouples 
were accurately measured nearest to a pV in the steady state, and 
even could be extended to read fractions of a pV by observing the
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Scalamp galvanometer deflection used as null detector. However,
when the potential difference to be measured is not steady and when
continuous potential measurement is necessary, the potentiometer
device is not convenient unless the galvanometer oscillations are
recorded by UV recorders. When the potential readings are not
steady and when continuous measurement is essential, a digital
voltmeter (Advance Instrument DVM) with a least count of lo pV was
used, and its calibration checked by the potentiometer at steady
signal level. A Hewlett Packard d.c. differential voltmeter 3420A,
capable of measuring 0.1 pV, was also used, but its readings were
prone to drift and hence were unreliable. At the initial stages of
the TEMHD experimentation, it was necessary to employ signal (d.c.)
amplification and filtering to make measurements possible, but the
perennial problem of drift, introduced by the d.c. amplifier, could
not be eliminated. Later, with higher signals generated in
carefully controlled and higher temperature operation of the TEMHD
S ig «a 's
rigs, preamplification of the signals was no^tiecessary, and/could be 
recorded on a Hewlett Packard X-Y plotter with an input range of 
40 pV/an. For viewing the waveform and measuring the frequency 
of fluctuation a Tektronix double beam oscilloscope (model 565) was 
used. In addition, Solartron DVM s reading 0.1 mV were also used.
3.4.5 Time interval measurement
To measure rotational wlocity, anelectronic timing device started and
stopped by mechanically made electrical contact was used, but
recording the number of revolulichs by stopwatch, though tedious,was found to
be reliable. The time measurement was in the range of a minute 
and the error in time measurement would not exceed 1% as evident
from the scatter of repeated readings. A more sophisticated 
version of time measurement by photoelectric cells and optical
triggering Of the electronic counter was not felt necessary for time
intervals in the range of a minute.
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3.4.6 Temperature measurement
Temperature measurements in liquid metal MHD flow, that have 
been reported in the literature, are relatively few compared with 
the pressure and velocity measurements since most of the 
experimental investigations were concerjned with isothermal flows. 
Hydrcmagnetic Bénard problem is an exception, and in Plasma 
Hydromagnetics temperature (T) measurement is very important since 
the plasma electrical conductivity is very much dependent on T. In 
TEMHD, T measurement is of vital importance. The basic requirements 
in the adoption of the temperature measurement system are that 
(i) the system should permit the use of very thin probes for internal 
T measurement in the fluid so as to affect the fluid circulation by 
blockage or by exciting disturbance as little as possible; (ii) the 
measuring probe should be unaffected in the magnetic field and 
stable operation in a Hg environment should be possible; (iii) the 
measuring system should preferably have a linear temperature scale 
and a fast response time. The temperature range to be covered is 
considered as 0° C to 200° C,with a possibility of reaching 300° C 
compatible with operation with Hg. Two basic systems were used:
(a) the thermocouple and (b) the thermistor.
3.4.6.1 Thermocouples
The availability of a temperature measuring device by Comark 
Electronics Ltd. (Rustington/Littlehampton, Sussex) Type 166C 
(BS1827) was taken advantage of in the initial stages of 
experimentation when the temperature measurements were restricted 
to the copper surface. The ’Comark' device gives a temperature 
range of -120° C to + 1100° C, 0° to 1100° C in steps of 100° C 
and 0° to -120° C with a least count of 1° C. Facility for 
calibration with potentia~meters is available and the error is 
restricted to 1%. However, the measuring device is powered by
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4 Mallory RM-12R batteries, and care had to be taken that the 
failure of the cells did not introduce error. The temperature 
measuring probe is a 1.5 mm diameter stainless steel sheathed 
Chromel (Ni-Cr)-Alumel (NiAl) or T^-T^ alloy thermocouple junction. 
While there was no problem in measuring the temperature at the cold 
end, the probe,when inserted under the heater coil, frequently 
developed electrical faults. Further, though copper has a 
sufficiently high thermal conductivity (380 watts/m °K) and the 
temperature drop across the thin copper wall is negligible, the 
temperature measurement at the copper-fluid interface is more 
relevant. A Chrome1-Alumel junction when exposed is almost 
immediately attacked by Hg and therefore the probe junction had 
to be protected. A very thin coating of tensol cement (I.C.I.) is 
found reasonably good for the purpose, but a coating of boron nitride, 
applied as suspension in water and then dried, was also used so 
that the thermal contact resistance thus introduced is assuringly 
small. Coating with Araldite leaves a much bigger blob and is 
unsuitable. Apart from the original probe, various thermocouple 
probes were made of 0.315 mm (0.0124"), T^/T2 bare wires insulated 
with PVC sleeves. Later, the bare wire size was changed to 0.09 
mm (0.0036") to save space. Much time has been spent on spot­
welding the thin wires on to a changeover section for strength in 
the long leads to be connected to the meter away from the magnetic 
field and in insulating them with very thin PVC, vulcanised and 
ceramic rubber sleeves. While initial attempts at coating the 
0.09 mm wires with fine sprays of lacquer and PTF.l (Emraleen 823, 
Acheson Colloids) were disastrous, resulting in blobs and dash 
appearance, very diligently and patiently the technique of uniform 
coating had to be mastered. The electrical insulation between such 
coated wires was checked before making the thermocouple junction
at the end. As long as stainless steel sheaths were used, both 
the wires of the pair had to be insulated. Very fine bore silica 
tubes with outer diameters of 1, 1.5 and 2 mm were used where only 
one wire had to be insulated. Double barrel, flame-drawn glass 
capillaries of overall maximum width 0.75 m m  were also made to avoid 
individually coating or insulating the bare wires otherwise. The 
silica glass probes gave excellent performance, apart from the fact 
that they were very fragile and much time was spent on making glass 
insulated probes because of breakage. With both silica and stainless 
steel tubes, care had to be taken while inserting insulated wires 
into them so that scraping of the insulation at the point of entry 
did not result in a short circuit. The alloy T2 is magnetic, and 
the effect of magnetic field on temperature measurement was 
ascertained by measuring temperatures in the absence of and in 
magnetic fields as high as 1.2 Tesla. The change is less than *j° C 
in the range of temperature 0° to 100° C. No corresponding data is 
available in the literature, but extrapolation from lower 
temperature data of Chiang (1974) corroborates such observation.
At the final stages of the experimentation, the best choice of
Copper-Constantan (Type T) thermocouple wires 0.2 mm diameter,
p.t.f.e. coated with a close linear response of 40 yV/°K in the
o otemperature range of O C to 300 C was made. This very much 
facilitated the making of thermocouple probes. Cu-Constantan is 
fairly stable in a mercury environment and thus the junction tips 
could be left bare without any coating. This led to their use as 
potential probes for velocity measurements as will be explained in 
the next section; it so works out that a new method of simultaneous 
local temperature and velocity measurements can be done without 
having to pass controlling current in the mesuring device from 
external sources as in the case of thermistors and in thermoanemometry.
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The copper constantan thermocouples, though insulated, were 
flexible and had to be encased in 1 mm glass tubes or 2 mm 
stainless steel tubes to provide rigidity. The shape of the 
probe and its traversing mechanism is described in section 3.48.
The copper constantan thermocouple output was measured by the Pye 
Vernier Potentiometer for calibration by comparing measurements 
done with a Hg-inglass thermometer. The calibration agrees with 
BS 4938/1974 for type T thermocouples, and is linear within a 
tolerance of 8.0% in 0.-100° C range, 7.0% in the range 0-200° C 
and 4.5% in the range 0-300° C. The effect of magnetic field on 
the thermoeowple output is similar to that in the case of Chromel 
Alumel and should not show error of more than j^° C.
3.4.6.2 Thermistors
Thermistors are used to measure temperature based on the 
principle that the resistance change of the thermistor in one arm 
of a resistance bridge is detected by the bridge unbalance voltage. 
The measuring system therefore requires external power input into 
the system. Bead thermistors with tip diameter 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm 
with thinner stem size from R.S. Components were considered for T 
measurement basically in the range of O to 100° C, but extendable 
up to + 300° C. The choice of this system is motivated by the 
combined T and speed measurements of Fowlis (1970) in nonmagnetic 
heated annuli. The analysis put forward by Fowlis requires 
elaborate numerical calculation in a computer to evaluate the 
temperature of the environment from the bridge unbalance voltage. 
The following analysis developed in this thesis enables one to 
calculate T directly from bridge parameters without computer 
analysis, and the resultsobtained by this method agree with the 
numerical results of Fowlis(1970) given in Table I.
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The nonlinear variation of the resistance of the thermistor 
with temperature T in °K is given by
PT ” Po eXP [Y (t “ To)] (3.63)
where and Pq are the resistances of the thermistor at T and 
TQ respectively, Tq corresponding to either 20° C (type 151-029) 
or 25 C (type 151-142) the specification temperature and y 
aconstant. When the thermistor is heated by the bridge arm 
current I in P^ and cooled by its environment at in the steady
state 2
T = T, + f..PT (3.64)f K
where K is a specific parameter of the thermistor and can be 
interpreted as the power necessary to raise the thermistor 
temperature above the fluid environment temperature by 1° K. K is 
a function of the fluid property as well, but for the type of 
application considered here it can be taken to depend predominantly 
on the fluid speed. In the stationary fluid, K is a constant for 
a given fluid. Consider now the bridge unbalance voltage A<J> 
shown in Figure 3.12a.
A(j>
+o
From (3.63) and (3.65)
P1 + P2 PT + P1
(3.65)
pT T T  ‘
Pm =P, {   — - ------  } (3.66)
P1 +  P2 °
Frcm (3.64) and (3.66)
T = Tf + *o2/KPx A<J> (3-67)o 1 2 Yo
with a choice of P.
of A<f>
P2 = PQ = P and ignoring higher order
o
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T = T + Î2_  _ (ML2f 4KP KP
and T = T (1 + --— M- }
° Y *o
(3.68)
From (3.68) the calibration for é < 2T .--o o Jy
(3.69)
o o
Results based on equation (3.69) agree with the tabulated
numerical evaluation in Table I of Fowlis (1970) for <pQ < 15 volts.
During the TEMHD experimentation, the thermistor bridge output 
circuit was modified by the inclusion of an operational amplifier 
working in the voltage follower mode to eliminate any error in the 
unbalance voltage/current detection system by loading the bridge 
circuit. The modified circuit is shown in Figure 3.12b, and 
combines range changeover facility, zero setting adjustment for 
ambient temperature and indicator meter full scale deflection 
adjustment (sensitivity) control. The measured bead characteristics 
for calibration are given in the Appendix I . One typical 
calibration curve is shown in Figure 3.13 with zero setting for 
the ambient temperature at 20° C with an average voltage sensitivity 
of -22 mV/°C over its linear range of temperature scale *v» 0-40° C. 
The beads are sealed in a glass casing, but the leads are not 
insulated and hence the same problem of electrically insulating the 
leads as in the case of thermocouples had to be solved. The beads 
are magnetic and are attracted towards the pole face. Thus extra 
rigid mounting devices were necessary. Though magnetic, the 
calibration of the thermistors is not significantly affected 
(< 1.5%) by the magnetic field. The unbalance current was
measured with a microammeter with an accuracy of 1 % and the output 
voltage of the voltage follower by a voltmeter with an ohms/volt 
sensitivity of 2Kfi/volt. F.S.D.
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Comparatively, the thermocouple system was found to be better 
suited to the TEMHD experiments described in this thesis and the 
thermistor T measuring system was only used in the annular channel 
to confirm T measurement by thermocouple devices that seemed 
different from the expected values at the initial stages of 
experimentation. The thermocouple T measurement system is superior 
in the sense that no external current supply and hence heat 
dissipation by the measuring system is involved, and the linearity 
range of the temperature scale is not prone to adjustment as in the 
case of thermistors. Thermistor calibration is additionally 
affected by fluid movement.
The coolant water^at the inlet and outlet port at the cooling 
jacket were measured by thermocouples and Hg-inglass thermometers to 
estimate how much heat was lost through the thermal lagging and 
hence the effectiveness of the heat transfer device in the TEMHD 
section of the channel.
3.4.7 Velocity measurement
The essential presence of the magnetic field in MHD flow 
permits one to introduce more novelty into the velocity 
measurement of conducting fluids as compared to that in ordinary 
hydrodynamics. This however does not imply that velocity 
measurement is a simple task; rather it is the most difficult 
measurement in MHD. Velocity measurement in TEMHD is no 
exception. Various systems of velocity measurement have been 
investigated for application to the TEMHD experiments described 
in this thesis, and are detailed in the following subsections 
to provide a guideline for selection and further development of 
velocity measuring systems in TEMHD. These various systems have 
been used in the experimental TEMHD investigation to confirm the
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accuracy of measurement and compare one system of velocity 
measurement with the other.
3.4.7.1 Mean velocity or total flow measurement
Flow meters.- The constructional details of the flowmeter used is 
shown in Figure 3.14a,b,c. A Swift-Levick permanent magnet with 
a gap flux density of 0.3 Tesla is used. The design is similar 
to that of Hunt, but with different physical dimensions. The entry 
cross-sectional radius of 1.25 cm is matched to the slit in the 
measuring section of half height of 1 mm by carefully tapering 
the intermediate section. The two halves of the pvc-assembly were 
glued and kept in position with brass bolts. The stainless steel 
connectors at the inlet and the outlet were fixed to the FVC 
material by brass screws and any leakage of Hg was stopped by 
fitting O rings between the connector pipes and the slots in the 
FVC material. Each of the electrodes is a 1.5 mm hole in the PVC 
material matched to a step of 2.5 mm bore into which stainless 
tubes are press fitted with glue, so that Hg stands into these 
tubes; to provide electrical connections, leads are brazed on to 
the stainless steel tubes. The stainless steel tubes are also 
connected to PVC tubes to work as bleeds, which were very helpful 
in eliminating gas bubbles that collected occasionally at the 
electrodes, resulting in the loss of electrical continuity. The 
flowmeter was calibrated by similar procedure to that of Shercliff 
(1955) and Hunt (1967) , but with a makeshift arrangement of the 
collecting tank. A stopwatch was used for counting time for a 
given volume flow to measure the flowrate at a specific open 
position of the flow regulating value. The discharge collection 
in the measuring tank II was started by switching the flow from 
an initial collector I and stopped by diverting the flow back to
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the collector I. The flow loop is shown schematically in Figure 
3.14d. The discharge volume was weighed as well as measured by 
a calibrated burette. The flowmeter electrode potential was 
measured by the 'Advanced Instrument' DVM and also checked by the 
'Pye' potentiometer. The calibration data is given in the 
Appendix I and the mean calibration constant is given by
6.25 cc/sec/mV with a variation of 1% over the measured range and 
an estimated maximum error of 1%.
The flowmeter was used to measure the flowrate generated by 
the TEMHD effect in the straight channel experiments. The flowmeter 
was placed as far as possible from the electromagnet and additionally 
screening by mild steel plates was made,which was felt necessary at 
the highest magnetic flux density of the electromagnet gap of
1.2 Tesla and above.The effect of the main magrtot field was checked 
by reversing the magnetic field and observing tViat ih e T e  was n o  cVia-nge 
in the voltage reading at the flowmeter electrodes,
3.4.7.2 Local velocity measurement 
(a) Pitot tubes
Pitot tubes have been used in measuring the local velocity 
of fluid in the annular ri~g where access to the fluid through 
the top free surface was readily available. The principle of 
velocity measurement by pitot tubes in hydrodynamics is that the 
difference of the total and static pressures (pt,pg) is related 
to the uniform free stream velocity vky
However, in MHD, the fluid is electrically conducting and is under 
the influence of the magnetic field, so that jjXB forces , as 
modified by the stagnation of the fluid at the tip of the pitot 
tube (considered as a bluff body), increase or decrease the
(not to scale)
I'ipure 3.15 (a) The Stainless steel pitot tube.
(b) The .plans capillary pitot tube.
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apparent pressure difference measured by the pitot tube. The
MHD error, a function of the interaction parameter N, thus
introduced could be made zero for a specific measurement by
choosing the appropriate tube wall conductivity and the tip
dimension but not for all measurements,as shown by Hunt (1967),
and the choice is also difficult to make in practive. Considering
the further uncertainty introduced by the TEMHD error, the use of
conducting wall pitot tubes in electrical contact with the fluid
was rejected. Hunt (1967) estimated the error for N << 1, Ap =
2 N-!jpv ~  which is < 5% for N 0.15. Hunt's estimate of the error 
could be extended to the cylindrical geometry as follows for the 
pitot tube electrically insulated from the fluid.
Let the free stream condition be such that
a symmetric probe tip w.r.t r and z, are zero. Neglecting the 
viscous term with Re > 1 .integration of the 0 component of equation
where 0 = O is the position of the probe tip and 0 = 0  far away 
from it and Ug is the perturbation introduced in velocity Vg in 
the free stream.
In a uniform core flow without pressure gradient in the 
free stream
Since R << 1 B = (o,o,B)m
Consistent with the boundary conditions and div v = O,
neglecting buoyancy effect, the perturbed velocities U , Uz for
-grad<}>+ + By. = O u
2 qand the MHD error term Ap = OB r f UgdQ N
( R / 2 ) 2 v e
(R/2 + -T0 1
approximation of U 2
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In the experiments for the measurable velocity range N «  1 
and the correction factor is insignificant compared to the error 
in pressure measurement in the actual system. The constructional 
details of the pitot tubes are shown in Figure 3.15. The basic 
defect of the design is that the streamwise length of the tube 
could not be matched with the curvature at every radial position 
without making a probe for each radial position; a mean 
curvature was all that could be implemented. Though the contact 
resistance of stainless steel is great enough, the inside and 
outside walls of the stainless steel tube was coatedi with 1Tensol1 
cement (I.C.I.X. The inside wall coating required very patient 
filling with the cement fluid and quick blowing with the air line. 
The inclined tube Hg manometer was no longer useful for the 
order of velocity magnitudes measured, and distilled water over Hg 
was used to amplify the pressure measurement in the manometer.
In the absence of buoyancy-induced vorticity, the static
pressure measurements from the tappings at the bottom boundary
also provided a measure of the average v over the vertical height0
and the radial spacing through the relationship
ae>s = p y
Ar r
The response time of the pitot tube was very slow, and though 
reproducible readings could be obtained by carefully and patiently 
removing accumulated gas bubbles, probably made worse because of 
Hg being sucked up in the PVC tubes from the lower level in the 
channel, the pitot tube method of velocity measurement in TEMHD— 
driven Hg is not very effective at high magnetic field.
(b) Visual measurement system
The open horizontal Hg surface available in the annular 
channel experiment provided the opportunity to visualise the surface
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movement of the TEMHD—driven Hg. The formation of an oxide layer 
and deposit of contaminants from within the interior on the free 
surface of Hg, with their dominating surface tension that masks 
the free surface movement, make the free top annular channel no 
better than one with rigid top surface, not necessarily 
horizontal. Arrangements were made for operation in a N2 atmosphere 
which gave improved performance in keeping the free surface clean 
for 15 to 20 minutes. The disadvantage was that the free access 
to the Hg surface was lost by having a gas tight enclosure around 
the channel. In actual practice, was flushed out of a liquid 
N,, reservoir through pipes leading in and out of the enclosure 
on the top of free surface of Hg and the N2 flow rate affected 
the temperature profile and introduced secondary flow. Regular 
cleaning of the mercury surface, keeping the free surface of Hg 
covered with a thin layer (1.5 to 3 mm) of either distilled water 
or dilute nitric acid plus distilled water permitted the discarding 
of the N2 enclosure. Surface rotation rates could then be measured 
very consistently with tracer particles (white sand, glass beads, 
plastic capsules, paper clips and even patches of scum) positioned 
at a fixed radial location by timing the number of revolutions per 
minute by stopwatch. However, as is explained in Chapter 6 , not 
all TEMHD driven flows in the annular channel are amenable to such 
measurement due to shear and secondary flow. The concept of using 
tracer particles to measure surface velocity was extended to the 
use of free floats to confirm at the initial stages of 
experimentation whether the bulk of the fluid was moving or there 
was only surface wave-like circulation. A number of floats were 
designed and made, using heavier metals than Hg such as Pt and W.
Even with the density of such materials, about 1.5/1.6 times that 
of Hg, the fine coating of insulation on the surface made these
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floats remain virtually on the top of the Hg surface. Indeed, 
so great was the meniscus effect that to insert Pt and W in Hg, 
they had to be pusWd wndier the Hg surface • With great care a few 
free floats could be operated stably with depth of penetration as 
much as 1.5 to 2.5 cm. The 5 and 6 cm depth operations were 
invariably plagued with instability, hydrodynamic as well as that 
due to shear at the Hartmann layer, which was thicker than it 
should be. The buoyancy-induced secondary flows at low azimuthal 
rotation rate could also be measured by observing the displacement 
in the radial direction with time of the free float or the tracer 
particle.
The primary interest in the velocity measurement being that 
of azimuthal motion due to TEMHD effects in the annulus 
experiment , floats constrained at a particular radial location,by 
fixing its position along a radial arm pivoted at the annulus 
central axis, were developed. The possibility of exploring the 
nature of fluid vorticity along the magnetic field as well was 
arranged with the provision of a cross arm paddle at the bottom end 
of the float. The principle of this method of vorticity detection 
is similar in principle to that of Heiserand Shercliff (1965), but 
the design details differ to suit the TEMHD environment. The depth 
of the float and the paddle below the mercury surface could be 
adjusted by putting counterweights on the detachable head (a flat 
platform) at the top of the float spindle. The float spindle was 
kept vertical with th< help of two small brass bearings vertically 
aligned with a spacing of 1 cm between them. This arrangement 
worked much better than the 1 cm long sleeve bearing originally 
made because of lower contact friction. Initially two horizontal 
thin tufnol discs,separated vertically by 0.9 cm but attached to 
one another, were centrally pivoted to act together as a balanced
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radial arm. Later the discs were cut in the form of a cross-arm 
arrangement(f<j}iijBrass bearings located at 2.3, 3.0 , 3 .75, 4.45 and
5.2 cm radial distances permitted the location of the float at 
these positions. In addition, measurements could be done at 2.5, 
2.75, 3.2, 3.65, 4.0, 5.0, 6.3 and 7.1 cm radial positions with 
other cross-arms. Thus the float spindle was free to spin about 
its own axis while the pivoted cross-arm rotated around the central 
pivot due to the azimuthal drag on the float by the fluid 
circulation. Painting the top of the spindle head black and 
white as well as having a pointer indicator permitted the 
observation of the state of paddle alignment to reveal the fluid 
vorticity in the vertical direction. The system gives a very 
steady balanced operation with very little friction and rotation 
rates as low as 1 rev/120 seconds could be measured,beyond which 
error due to friction was introduced. (The author is greatly 
indebted to Mr. A.E. Webb for perfect workmanship in making the 
tiny bearings, pivots and the cross-arms in the final form which 
replaced the original ones made by the author, even though the 
original ones also worked).. The design of the bearings needs a 
special mention. Ideally jewel bearings should be used, but 
these experimental facilities are not considered as permanent 
fixtures, and therefore brass bearings were adopted. The central 
pivot is conically shaped with the vertex semi angle of 60° while 
the matching part of the bearing had a corresponding slope of 75°. 
The tufnol cross-arm provides the essential electrical isolation 
of the system from the Cu-Hg thermocouple circuit. In addition, 
the floats are also coated with insulation. The float spindle 
diameter ranged from 0.05 cm to 0.09 cm. This is the minimum 
that could be used while retaining its straight shape and
Figure 3.17 The hinged drag 
plate velocity measuring probe.
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stiffness. The error introduced due to drag on the projected
area of the stem would therefore be present to this extent.
Drag plate .hinged via an elastic element
Three dimensional fluid velocity measurement in a small
enclosure where MHD effects of the welding metal pool were
simulated has been reported by Kublanov and Erokhin (1974).
Motivated by the principle of their measurement technique, a drag
plate type of velocity measuring device (Figure 3.17) was made.
The drag plate measured 5 x 5 x 0.5 mm^. Through a rigid stem
the plate was linked to an elastic element, a thin foil of brass
20.025 cm thick, 3.5 x 0.9 cm face area. The elastic element was
rigidly fixed at the other end and on its both faces a PS-3
e&cln
Polyester gauge type P strain gauge / with a nominal resistance of 
120 ft, gauge factor k = 1.89, size 3 mm x 2 mm was bonded. The 
strain gauges formed a half-wave circuit to compensate the 
thermal strains and their response due to strain measured through
a bridge circuit similar to the one used for thermistors. The
V2hydrodynamic drag on the flat plate is given by F = 1.28 p-^ - A
3 —6 2where p = 13.6 x lo for Hg and A = 25 x lo in .
F produces a strain e in the elastic element which is related
to the change in the strain gauge resistance P by
1 6p 2 Ad>e. = g -jj- (= jv~ in the half-wave bridge circuit)
<*>o
The brass foil, however, did not produce enough deflection 
due to the low thrust on the drag plate at about 5 cm/sec fluid 
velocity and,though some measurement of the signal could be 
demonstrated.the magnitude of the signal was extremely low and 
sensitivity was very poor. A glass plate type of elastic element 
would have functioned better, but this was not pursued. It is not
known what elastic elements Kublanov and Erokhin used.
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Potential probes
In MHD with fluid flow in a transverse magnetic field, potential 
probes not only give the potential distribution in the flow but 
also provide information about the fluid velocity. In fact, in a 
current-free zone of uniform flow in a transverse magnetic field 
velocity should, be measurable very accurately. The two-electrode 
potential difference sensor then has a simple linear relationship 
of velocity versus potential difference, instantaneous response 
and this type of probe can be constructed in very small sizes and 
therefore causes less disturbance to the flow by probe insertion.
Consider for <.< 1> a steady flow in uniform field. Taking 
divergence of (3.22) and using div jj_ = o
V2<f>+ = B.(VXV) (3.70)
In a fully developed flow in the 9 direction in an applied 
field (o,o,B) under the assumption of an isothermal environment 
from (3.70)
- 4'
vv^ ere A ( defends on jT and variations witk respect 
to z are suppressed .
For a. STnall v a r ia t io n  iin r   ^ ^
Further, if = O, i.e. in the core,Vg = g"
In the presence of j^, error would be introduced in the 
velocity measurement by the potential probe. In particular, in 
measuring velocity profiles in the Hartmann layer by potential 
probes, j_measurement also has to be done, and this is very 
difficult to do.
Next consider the presence of velocity fluctuations in the 
(o,o,B) field. The fluctuating components (<J>f, u, jf) are given
by
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3<(>£ _ j £
3r BU0 “5“
3 <}>£  
r30
3<ftf  =3z
BU - r
3z
a
jef
_ o _ 2The root mean square of velocity fluctuation U„ and U6 r__2can then be found only if mean fluctuation jf components and 
the average values of the correlation of velocity and current
— ffluctuitionsUrjg , are known. During such velocity0 Jr
fluctuations, curl 15 cannot be set to zero in the equation 
f3b
3t = curl (VXB ) + lV2b£
unless the Lundquist Number = NR << 1.m
In the above treatment, isothermal conditions have been 
imposed to avoid thermal e.m.f's in the probes of different 
material from that of the fluid. This problem has been circum­
vented by drawing Hg up the pitot tubes to a point of isothermal 
environment from where lead connection to the potentiometer is 
taken. However, in such a case the probe is as big as the pitot 
tube and the error due to the finite size of the probe has to be
considered. If the flow in the free stream is uniform, = Odz
and is uniform, a symmetric probe about z = O, v = O dr would
give the error A <|> = O. In a non-uniform free stream flow,
3di S•gj- = Vg(r) ; then the error is of order
Apart from the Hg-potential probe, ordinary potential probes 
are useless in TEMHD environment if they are not supplemented by 
temperature measurements at the exact spots.
Thermoelectric potential probes
A novel method of simultaneous temperature and velocity 
measurement has been developed which would be of great use in
TEMHD experimentation. Basically it is a potential probe, but the
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probe itself is made of thermoelectric materials in matched pairs. 
Thus each probe tip is the junction of the thermocouple that 
measures the temperature at that point when the potential difference 
appearing across the twin leads of the thermocouple is measured 
(Fig- 3.18). The information about the velocity is obtained by 
measuring the potential difference between two wires of the same 
type of the two distinct thermocouple pairs whose tips ore 
separated by a small spacing Ar. A further check could be made 
by measuring the potential difference between the other two similar 
wires, but essentially no further new information is obtained. It 
is no longer necessary to measure potentials from Hg led away into 
isothermal environment to avoid thermal e.m.f. and therefore the 
basic small size of the probes can be retained. This new type of 
probe is much more convenient and simple compared to their 
counterparts, the hot wire anemometer probe and the thermistor 
probe, in that the thermoelectric probe is a passive device and 
therefore responds to temperature and its fluctuation. Similarly 
the velocity and the superimposed temperature fluctuations due 
to thermoelectric e.m.f. variation is recorded by the similar 
type of wire potential probe between two thermocouples without 
any external current flow in the device. In uniform core flow, 
without any current, such measurement produces very accurate 
results, provided that the fluid thermoelectric power is accurately 
known.
Consider the twin thermoelectric probes T , and T _ withpi p2
their tips in the plane z = c and at radial locations r and r + dr 
respectively in the annular channel TEMHD experiment where B = 
(o,o,B) . T ^ measures temperature T^ and
The thermoelectric potential probe output
= “m X T . - T  ) + BvfiArM—Hg av 1 2  0
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where M refers to the element of the thermocouple wire used as 
the potential probe. The instantaneous response is only limited 
by the thermal inertia of the tiny probe. The constructional 
details are similar to that of potential probes and is shown in 
Figure 3.18.
Other methods of velocity measurement not pursued in this thesis 
The thermistor probe developed for temperature measurement 
could be used for velocity measurement as well by calibrating k 
with respect to the speed of the fluid. The variation is non­
linear and the effectiveness of velocity measurement relies on 
the temperature sensitivity being higher at low heating rate, 
whereas velocity sensitivity is highest at higher heating rate.
The calibration of such probes in nonisothermal and fluctuating 
environments proved to be difficult, and in view of the 
satisfactory operation of the thermoelectric potential probe, the 
thermistor probe was not developed further. A very important 
method of velocity and temperature measurement is hot wire 
anemometry, working either in the constant current mode or the 
constant temperature mode. The calibration of such probes in its
most useful form is given by (Malcolm, 1968) .
2
A<J> (Pe) = TTK L(T-Tf) (~  V  -P~ ' {A<T2 (0) - A<J> 2 (Pe) }c f r p
where L is the length of the sensor, k^ the thermal conductivity 
of the fluid and Pe is the Peel et number, Ai> the sensor output.
In the presence of both temperature and velocity fluctuation, the 
calibration is difficult since basically it is like the thermistor 
measuring device and at no finite control current the sensor 
works exactly cold. With accurate determination of the 
temperature and velocity coefficients at at least three temperature 
levels, individual measurement of T and v is theoretically possible.
but in practice it does not seem simple at all, and therefore 
was excluded from consideration.
Niblett (1958) used the radioactive isotope of Hg as a 
tracer particle within the fluid, but the effectiveness of the 
detection system is dubious; Niblett's results do not lead to any 
definite conclusive interpretation. Yet another method of velocity 
measurement would be provided by viscometers as used by Donnelly 
(1958) . Very little is known about ultrasonic measurements in 
MHD.
3.4.8 Probe traversing mechanism
The presence of the heater coil and the cooling water jacket 
did not permit the positioning of the probe assembly straight into 
the TEMHD section as is done in MHD experiments (Holroyd, 1975) for 
the straight duct TEMHD experiments for internal measurements.
As described later in Chapter 4, the probe assembly was inserted 
from one longitudinal end of the TEMHD section, and could be 
controlled to give measurements at continuously variable axial 
and azimuthal positions, but for only 5 fixed radial positions.
For the square cross-sectional straight duct TEMHD experiments, 
the probes were inserted through a central insulated section of the 
duct, symmetrically positioned between two identical halves of 
TEMHD affected sections of the duct. In the annular duct 
experiment, a basic X-Y positioning device, X along r, Y along 0 
direction (Figure 3.19) with a controlling accuracy of radial 
position up to 0.025 mm and depth up to 0.625 mm was used. The 
system being symmetric with respect tethe azimuthal direction, 
the validity of the symmetry was checked by manually positioning
the X-Y displacement measuring device to other 0 orientations.
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However, the availability of very little clearance for adjusting 
the height of the probe between the free Hg surface and the pole 
face required that there should be modification of the probe depth 
fixing device with different stem lengths.
3.4.9 Thermoelectric property measurement
The magnitude of the TEMHD effect that can be generated very 
much depends on the thermoelectric property of the material used. 
Thus it is necessary to know the thermoelectric power of the 
materials to evaluate theoretically the TEMHD generated pressure 
difference or fluid velocity for comparison with the experimental 
results. Measurement of thermoelectric property of Hg has been 
reported by Bradley (1962), Mavwaha (1967) and Ioannides et al. 
(1975). Earlier measurements are also available in the Inter­
national Critical Tables, Kaye/Laby and Handbooks of Physics and
Smithels (1974) . Though the literature values of a differHg
from one another,at the early stages of TEMHD experimentation
only very little TEMHD effect could be generated. Though great
care was taken to minimises contact resistance by amalgamating
copper with Hg and removing dissolved gas in Hg, the magnitude
of the TEMHD effect remained 60% of the theoretically predicted
values calculated with the a„ data from literature. ItHg
transpired that these experimentally observed results were poor 
because of the Hg being contaminated, having been taken from a 
previously used stock. It was therefore decided to experimentally 
measure the thermoelectric e.m.f. of the Cu-Hg combination being 
used by the conventional thermopower measurement. Basically, the 
conventional methods of therwopower measurement are of three 
categories: (i) Seebeck e.m.f. measurement, (ii) Peltier heat
measurement, (iii) Thomson heat measurement. While only
7 6 .
category (iii) permits the evaluation of absolute thermopower 
of an element, categories (ii) and (iii) necessarily involve 
accurate calorimetric measurement and therefore are left out.
Basic arrangements for such measurements are shown in Figures 
3.20a,b for reference and these methods are adopted at very 
low temperatures near 4° K with advantage. The more direct 
methodofthermopower measurement by category (i) , the Seebeck e.m.f. 
measurement, was adopted for convenience. The principle of such 
measurement is based on the equation (3.15)
A<(> = / 2 (a - a )dTot »j» Hg Cu
Cu-Hg 1
Even in this method, two ways of control are possible 
depending upon whether T^ is fixed and T2 only increased,or T^ 
and both increase simultaneously,such that T^-T2 i-s v®ry small, 
giving the so-called 'Integral' and the 'Differential' type of 
measurements respectively. Data processing in the differential 
mode of measurement is easier, but requires a temperature 
controlled chamber for the whole assembly and very small 
temperature difference measurement and low potential difference 
measurement. Thus the final choice was that of maintaining T^ 
at 0° C, the temperature of melting ice, and increasing T2 by a 
small, electrical heater coil supplied from a d.c. source. The 
experimental devices used are shown in Figure 3.21a,b. Originally 
the Cu-Hg thermocouple assembly was made by drawing in Hg 
samples into the capillary glass tube by suction with the help 
of a vacuum pump and making epoxy sealed joints at both ends 
with copper strip samples taken from the pipes used in the TEMHD 
ducts used for the experiments. Leads to the potentiometer were
taken from brazed joints at copper pipes,into which ambient 
temperature water ran to provide a common temperature. The
T  Standard »-esistanee
Temf>. sensing «Ic-rnerits
j  I  T |  at T°
P^eltier *
aT Ik#«t«r
Figure 3.20(a) The basic arrange­
ment of determining <x by the Peltier 
heat Q,ffeltiermeasurement.
Figure 3.20(b) The basic arrangement 
of determining <* by Thomson heat 
measurement.
tester £>if>e
‘w ^  ^ i e n t W
Figure 3«21 ( a,b ) The experimental set up for the conventional 
Seebeck e.m.f. measurement by the Integral method.
t o  botentLometer leld i
Haerrrjo COU J>tc "to ^cientVowieter Leads
ambient LemJ>. boater.
(b) Tho lmitcr modified set up icebox Kgter
water
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capillary glass tubes were selected for such assemblies from 
the point of view of heat conduction, and possible movement of 
Hg being restricted by the narrow cross-section. The making of 
the epoxy seals needed considerable skill to ensure low thermal 
resistance, good mechanical strength and no gas void trapping.
A number of such assemblies operated satisfactorily up to a 
temperature T^ of 150° C, but at temperatures higher than this 
the epoxy seals were broken due to pressure of expansion of Hg 
and this could be detected immediately by the absence of 
continuity of the electrical circuit. The modified version of 
the assembly is shown in Figure 3.21b where an expansion space 
is provided at the central section of the capillary tube and the 
heated end joint was replaced by a free float of tungsten foil 
on the surface of Hg. Heater coils are shown in position. The 
thermocouples were brazed to the copper strip nearest to the end 
that made the Cu-Hg thermocouple joint. The glass capillary 
containing Hg and the copper strips were kept in a horizontal 
position in the gap between the pole pieces of the 'Lintott' II 
electromagnet which provided the transverse vertical magnetic 
field when thermopower was measured in the presence of magnetic 
field.
Out of repeated measurements on a number of samples, three 
representative classes of characteristics evolved and these 
experimental results of Seebeck e.m.f.: versus temperature T^ are 
shown in Figure 3.22 for (a) the contaminated Hg initially used, 
(b) distilled Hg (Harrison Clark Ltd.) and (c) Hg treated 
chemically and cleaned in the laboratory. Clearly the 
contaminants present were responsible for the 25% to 30% lower 
value of ot „ compared to a for the pure metals. Chemical
and X-ray fluorescence methods of tests carried out indicated the
HI
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presence of metallic impurities of Sn, Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb and Ag.
The experimental data of English (1893) and Fielder (1967)
confirm that on the average 1% by atomic weight presence of Bi,
Sn, Pb, Zn, Au. Cu reduce the thermopower of Hg by 15%
whereas 1% atomic weight of Li, Ga, K, Na, In and T1 increase
the thermopower of Hg by 15%. Unfortunately, quantitative
assessment of the impurities present in p.p.m. could not be
carried out. Data processing for the evaluation of a isCu-Hg
based on the fact that from Ziman's theory the diffusion thermo-
2„ 2
power = " *B
3/e/et:
T aT, the dominant term at room» i
temperature and above, and the phonon drag thermopower 
»p = - 2L at ■*-ow temperature give a = =
A^T + Aq at room temperature and above. ( Kg, Boltzmann constant, 
|e| electronic charge, Ep Ferni energy, Cg lattice specific heat,
nQ electron density and £ = e^ , (^ ¡g- )c e ) . Therefore the
F 2raw data of Seebeck e.m.f. is fitted to the A<k = aT + bTTa
relationship to evaluate a, b constants, and from there the 
constants Aq and A^. The computer fitted curves for the 
experimental data in Table Hare shown in Figure 3.23. The 
thermopower relationship of °*Cu_Hg with temperature T is shown 
in Figure 3.24 and for comparison Marwaha (1967) and Ioannides 
et al. (1975) data are also shown. A second method of a 
evaluation from the raw Seebeck data that has been employed is 
by the graphical evaluation of the gradient of the Seebeck 
e.m.f. versus T plot; these calculated values are plotted as 
discrete points in Figure 3.24. While the experimentally 
determined a.. „  versus T curve for clean Hg matches the data
of Marwaha (1967) and Ieamides et al. (1975) in the working range
curve shows 
from
of temperature 273° K to 473° K, the fitted aHg-Cu
more temperature dependence of a. The values of a.Hg-Cu
the gradient of Seebeck e.m.f. versus T curve shows not only a
higher temperature dependence but also a higher power of T 
doubts about
variation which raises/the validity of the a = a + kT relationship 
Bradley (1962) also has observed such increases, but has later 
dismissed such effects by attributing them to be caused by the 
volume expansion of Hg. The Seebeck e.m.f. measurement has been 
repeated for the Cu-Hg samples in a transverse magnetic field B . 
While the average value of the Seebeck e.m.f. did not differ 
significantly from the measurements in the absence of the field 
(variation ~ 2% on the average) , the presence of > 0.05
WftV\ -respect to  tim e
Tesla caused fluctuations in <f>a values/to the tune of 20 to 40 pV.
Since quantum oscillations of thermopower in single crystals, in
magnetic field (Trodahl (1969)) is expected at low temperatures only
being blurred out at higher temperatures, no conclusive reason
could be arrived at for such fluctuations in a values. In Figure
3.22 the magnitude of such fluctuation in a values is shown by
the bar height. No comparison of such data could be made in the
absence of aCu Hg data in a transverse magnetic field in the
literature. The thermopower evaluation of a_ „ in this thesisCu-Hg
does not include any correction due to volume expansion of Hg and 
its electrokinetic phenomenon.
3.4.9.1 Mercury handling and cleaning
Mercury was filled into the experimental channels under 
gravity and by suction of a vacuum pump. The connecting tubes 
were of flexible PVC, tufnol, copper and stainless steel. Glued 
or plastic band joints were used at the connecting points inside 
the magnet and jubilee clips outside the magnet. The mercury 
channels were housed in stainless steel or PVC trays to arrest 
Hg in case it leaked through the joints. Hydraulic pumping of Hg
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was done by a Watson-Marlow orbital lobe flow inducer and a 
stainless steel gear pump. Mercury was drained out of the 
channel at the lowest point. Pinchcocks and valves were used 
to stop and regulate the flow of mercury. Spilled mercury was 
collected in a Hg trap by suction through the Edwards vacuum 
pump. Continuous PVC matting with a slope of 1 in 24 on the 
MHD laboratory floor facilitated the free movement of spilled 
Hg into a collecting trough. The toxic vapour of Hg was removed 
hy approximately 2/3 air change per minute by a 100 cubic metre 
per minute capacity fan running at 910 r.p.m. However, the 
operation of the fan interfered with the experimental measurements 
due to vibration, and it had to be put off during experimental 
runs. The heating of Hg caused excessive toxic vapour and its 
level was monitored by a Hehdrey type E 3472 mercury vapour 
concentration detector in pgramme per cubic metre. Medical 
checks for Hg absorption were frequently carried out, and 
experimental runs had to be suspended whenever overdose 
exposure was detected.
The cleaning procedure for contaminated Hg in the 
laboratory was as follows. The solid scum that floated on the 
Hg surface, after bubbling air through the bulk of Hg, was first 
removed with a wiper. This always quickened the cleaning 
through the next few steps. Hg was then filtered through very 
fine pores to remove the last traces of filterable material and 
the fine droplets of Hg were allowed to trickle through a column 
of dilute NaOH. The Hg collected from the bottom of the column 
after repeated runs was washed in a column of distilled water.
It was then trickled in fine droplets through a dilute HNO^ 
column, starting with a 15X solution and then down to 5%.
8 1 .
Finally, copious wash in distilled water followed by three hours 
of exposure to vacuum gave consistent values of thermopower as 
reported in section 3.4.9, Figure Skimming the scum,
keeping the free surface of Hg under a thin layer of distilled 
water or very dilute HNO^ acid in the annular rig experiment 
prolonged the duration of experimental runs without having to 
clean the Hg to a fortnight. By that time leaks developed, 
and the rigs had to be emptied for repair,and the Hg was treated 
at the same time.
r
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CHAPTER 4
THERMOELECTRIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS IN CIRCULAR CROSS 
SECTIONAL STRAIGHT DUCTS
4.1 Introduction
The choice of the uniform, circular cross-sectional straight 
duct for the first of the set of experimental investigation of 
TEMHD was guided by two reasons:- (i) the circular cross-sectional 
duct is the most commonly formed and widely used one in plumbing 
and heat exchangers, (ii) the axial symmetry, the absence of 
discontinuity or sharp corners along the periphery admits analytical 
solutions in the exact form.
The subsections are organised in the following order. In 
section 4.2 a simple analysis of a stationary system with 
sinusoidal variation of temperature around the circumference of 
the duct but uniform along the length is given. The result of this 
analysis was first reported in the research report (Dutta Gupta, 
1977) which provided a new method of measuring thermoelectric 
power in a transverse magnetic field. In section 4.3, general 
analytical treatment is presented following the analysis of 
Shercliff (1979a). In section 4.4 an order of magnitude 
calculation of temporal effect is considered. The experimental 
device is described in 4.5 and the experimental results are 
presented and discussed in section 4.6.
4.2 A Simple Analytical Model
Consider a horizontal uniform duct of circular cross-section 
in a uniform steady horizontal transverse magnetic field in the x 
direction, =CB,o, 0) . The duct is heated and cooled along the 
circumference in such a way that the temperature distribution 
along the circumference is sinusoidal (first harmonic) with the
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1977) which provided a new method of measuring thermoelectric 
power in a transverse magnetic field. In section 4.3, general 
analytical treatment is presented following the analysis of 
Shercliff (1979a). In section 4.4 an order of magnitude 
calculation of temporal effect is considered. The experimental 
device is described in 4.5 and the experimental results are 
presented and discussed in section 4.6.
4.2 A Simple Analytical Model
Consider a horizontal uniform duct of circular cross-section 
in a uniform steady horizontal transverse magnetic field in the x 
direction, B =(B,o, 0) . The duct is heated and cooled along the 
circumference in such a way that the temperature distribution 
along the circumference is sinusoidal (first harmonic) with the
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maximum and minimum temperature at the top and the bottom 
respectively so that a stable thermal stratification exists. 
The temperature distribution along the circumference is 
assumed the same along the length L of the duct in the axial
R.. The thickness of the duct wall is t = R„-R,. The duct 1 w 2 1
wall has a thermal conductivity and an electrical conductivity
o • The fluid thermal conductivity is K and the electrical 
is <r, both
conductivity^ assumed constant.
4.2.1 Thermal analysis 
9tBy proposition ~ O, where T is the temperature in the 
stationary system, not affected by the fully developed flow along 
the axial direction.
If the joule heating, Peltier and Thomson heat are ignored, 
r 37 (rS ) + ?2 = ° (4.1)
a U
The general solution of the two dimensional Laplace equation 
by the mfethod of separation of variables is
where the physical condition that T is a single valued function of 
6 is used.
Let the temperature distribution at r = R^ be given by
direction z. Let the outer radius be R£ and the inner radius
OO oo
T = a + c lnr + E rn (a cosn6 + c sinn0) + £ r n (f cosn0 + g sinn0)o o . n n , n n
(4.2)
T = T sin0 (4.3)m
Then (4.2) simplifies to
gwT = (awJ[r + —  )sin0
a, r sin0 O < r < R1 (4.4)
Applying the simple boundary condition from (3.31)
Lt T (4.5)
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“ a V  I f  >„ ♦  -  K< £  >
R1 X
R2Tm Ri2T = --5----------- 5-----  {(K +K) r + --- (K -K,)} sin6
R. (K -K) + R0^(K +K) w r w 1w
2K R0T w 2 m
w
, Ri i  r 1  R2
R 2 (K -K) + R 2 (K+K) 
-L W Z W
sinej  ^ °  £  r £  Rx (4.6)
In the absence of joule, Peltier and Thomson heat the fluid is 
therefore thermally stably stratified, the same temperature at a 
given horizontal level. This ideal case avoids the thermal 
instability that might arise due to local adverse temperature 
gradient.
In practice it is more appropriate to consider the interface 
temperature at the top and the bottom as T^ and °K respectively.
(4.7)Then T = T + T —  sin 9 „ av m R,T + T 1 T — T1 2  1 a2where T = ------- and T = -------av 2 m 2
° —  r £-Ri
4.2.2 The thermoelectric circuit analysis
First suppose the fluid is so constrained that there is 
no flow of the fluid.
Since the fluid does not move, there is no VXB e.m.f.
By symmetry, = O
Therefore the electrical circuit is as shown in Figure 4.1.
Assume no contact resistance at the interface.
For the elemental circuit shown in Figure 4.1, the Seebeck
e.m.f. = 2a T sin0 with a = a, + a_T, a = a, + a„Tav m 1 2 av 1 2 av
Applying the current conservation at the interface and the
voltage balance in the elementary circuit
„ OR, ,j = -- (x + ) 1 a T■y R, t a ' av m1 w w
(4.8)
soidal temperature variation around the periphery .The elemental current 
path is shown for the simple analysis of section 4.2 .
c irc u la r  c ro ss-se c tio n a l stra iq k t d u ct
( ■*- s  — tJ v u  
•• I r-/----
X _____ r  3 ®  .
V,Ta v-9- ©  r © B i
z=Fzz:
y  *••••I w ---/-— •~Jr
Z bo T« v - T w conoducting wall
( a )  fully developed
c o n d u c t in g  wall
Figure 4.2 (a) The simplified TEMHD entry problem, (b) The corresnonding 
expected velocity profile in the vertical plane YZ.
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From (3.4) . aa T Bop _ . _ av m
3z "’y (1 + c) R (4.9)
Therefore, for an effective length L
Ap =
aa T Bli av m
(1 + c)R (4.10)
This gives a new method of thermoelectric power 
measurement for fluids of known a by measuring the pressure 
difference created across a length L due to TEMHD effect in a 
transverse magnetic field B in a circular cross-sectional duct 
of inner radius R^, the temperature varying sinusoidally around 
the interface; c is the fluid/wall conductance ratio. For a 
given Tm , Ap varies linearly with B and inversely with (1 + c) 
and R^. For a fixed temperature and increasing T^, Ap has 
a parabolic variation with T^ or T^, if conductivity variation 
with T is ignored and a is assumed linear in T. With the flow 
blocked, the effect of B on thermoelectric current is to give a
basic pressure gradient 3p/3z
aaT B m
TEMHD (1 + c)R, Therefore,
fra., the analysis of Chang and Lundgren (1961) the velocity in
the core when the fluid is allowed to flow would be given by 
a T
V = {core BR
av ni c + 1 8£, U  /R, )**
a T , av m c + 1 3p
BR, _2 3z1 <rB
as -  -> OM
4.2.3 Extension to joule heating effect
From (4.8) in section 4.2.2, j is independent of r, 0, z 
co-ordinates. Taking joule heating due to this constant j into 
consideration,(4.1) is modified to
<4-i u
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The corresponding temperature distribution in the fluid with 
the interface temperature still maintained sinusoidal with 
respect to 0, with an amplitude over air average value T v 
is given by
T r
T = T + -ÎÎ— av R, sinô + (R
2. £y_
r ' 4Ko , ° £  r f. (4.12)
It would be appreciated from (4.12) that though the joule 
heating is much smaller than the heat conduction rate, yet it 
introduces local adverse temperature gradient in the central zone.
The Peltier heat and the Thomson heat would further increase 
the adverse temperature gradient.
4.2.4 Offset sinusoidal temperature distribution
Consider next the sinusoidal circumferential temperature 
distribution to be such that the maximum and minimum temperatures 
T^ and T^ respectively do not correspond to the top and bottom 
temperatures. Suppose the temperatures T^ and lie at the end 
of a diameter at 0 ' from the horizontal diameter in the anti­
clockwise direction. In such a case, the fluid is not thermally 
stably stratified and secondary flow due to buoyancy force would 
be initiated in planes z = constant. The transverse magnetic 
field, however, restricts such secondary circulation. When the
secondary circulation can be ignored, with no flow,
a
j „ ,, , . _ a T cos0'X (1 + c) R^ av m
Jy (1 + c)R^ av m 
Equation (4.10) now corresponds to
OBL
a T sin0•
Ap = ( 1 + c) R^ av ma T sin0'
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
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4.3 General Two Dimensional TEMHD Analysis
In section 4.2 a very restrictedprobLern had been considered 
with the circumferential interface temperature distribution 
strictly sinusoidal and there being no fluid flow; this may be 
termed as a TEMH-static problem. In general, the interface 
temperature distribution can be an arbitrary function of 0 though 
uniform along z. Fourier representation of a general T(0) 
around the interface may be given by
T = Tav + £ Tcn cosn0 + E Tsn sinn0 (4.16)
n = 1 , 2....
where 6 is measured anticlockwise from the horizontal diameter.
Professor Shercliff has given the analysis for TEMHD flow in
a circular duct whose wall thickness t is much less than thew
duct cross-sectional radius R , when the Hartmann number M isVmuch greater than C = —  -p- , ignoring any secondary flow due to
w w
buoyancy effects. Essentially the analysis is as follows for 
inviscid inertialess flow.
From (4.16), (3.57), (3.53) and (3.54) with y = cos0 and 
x2~x;L = 2R^ cos0
n
R. • + E na T sinn0 = O (4.17)1 d6 Jx a av cn0 V n
t (j + j ) + j (2r cos0) = O w • w w -y 1 (4.18)
(4.19)
From (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) 
d2
(jx cos0) - c cos0 = a E —r— T cosn0 (4.20)av R, cn
2 n i
n
The solution of (4.20) is 
j cos 6 = g^exp/c0 + g2exp(-/c0) - (4.21)
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For finite at 0 = ± n/2 t g^ and g^ must be zero giving
3X “ 1X  TV
n aot T cosn0 av cn______
2R^ (c + n )cos0
, odd Only. (4.22)
Thus jx - O only if Tcn = O. In such a case from (3.52)
V = constant, independent of x
From (3.55) and (3.56) , Tcn=°
na T cosn© 3
BV(y) =L- R^ cos0 + -t (1 + c) (4.23)
Integrating over the tranverse cross-section for the mean 
velocity V
2 2_ na T cosn0.2Rn cos 0d6 3 (1 + c)
V *  - i R. CO,,1--------  * C  •«•2- 2M 9B ^ cos0 Ba
(4.24)
giving
V =
a T„, av SI
BR.
1 + c dp
dz where (3.49) has been used.1 <rB
Thus the mean velocity depends only on the first harmonic
amplitude T . When the flow is blocked o JL
which confirms (4.9) . It is to be
. <ra T_, Bdp _ av SI
dz R (1 + c)
noted that the present analysis is based on high Hartmann number.
but (4.9) is not so restricted, and therefore the dpdz expression
holds for any value of M.
From (4.24) it can be seen that only the first harmonic of 
temperature distribution T sin8 contributes to the mean 
velocity V. The TEMH-static pressure gradient similarly depends 
on the first harmonic of the circumferential temperature 
distribution.
Returning to equation (4.22)
if (a) T = O for all n = 1, 2,, cn jx = °
if (b) T / O oa T -Cl , av cl> jv = y-— -— . = cons tan t, independent of x and ym _ q X R^ il + C)
cn Y»l
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if (c) > 1T ± O n cn 2 mn aa T cosnO j _ v av cn
R^ (c + n )cos 0
,  rv o d d  o n ly .
djxgiving f O
d vUnder such cases ^ O and a vorticity component perpendicular 
to the magnetic field would persist.
The simple theoretical model adopted here does not reveal
3vimmediately that there would be a vorticity component 3 x
due to T , n > 1 sn In addition, even with a two-dimensional
temperature distribution, buoyancy-driven vorticity along z
direction would occur. These vorticity components would never
be completely suppressed even in a very strong magnetic field.
For a weak magnetic field, stronger vorticity might lead to
TEMHD turbulence. As long as the interface temperature
gradient is maintained, this TEMHD turbulence would persist.
In practice,however, the interface temperature distribution
bywould fall due to increased heat transfer/turbulence (even for 
a low Prandtl number fluid). This might lead to oscillatory 
instability with temperature fluctuation in the fluid as well 
as in the liner material.
Consider a special case of temperature distribution of
T = T + T , cos6 + T , sin8 av cl Si T + T sin(6 + 0") , *,oni av m
the periphery.
aa T , av cl
jX = R (1 + c)
aa T _ av SI
■’y R, (1 + c)
where T =
aa T s±n0" av m______
R ^ l  + c)
aa T cos 0" av m______
R^tl + c)
T , + T ,Cl Si
2 ' tan6” = Tcl/Tc2
(4.25)
are both independent of x and y if T ^  and Tg  ^are constant;
v is therefore independent of x and is given by 
a T cos0"
V = V
1 -t c dp
aB, dz (4.26)
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(4.26) is the same as that of Professor Shercliff's derivation 
(1979a)
which confirms (4.15). There is no TEMHD generated vorticity 
but buoyancy driven vorticity is present.
4.4. Temporal and Entry Effects
The starting process, entry effects and axially non- 
uniform flows are very difficult to analyse, and even more 
difficult to devise simple experiments to verify the analytical 
models. In this section, a modest effort has been made to 
analyse some simple cases.
4.4.1 Transient time to steady pressure difference
Consider an extension of the problem considered in section
4.2 to find how much time is taken to build up the final steady 
state pressure gradient due to TEMHD effect against gravity 
force ;■ with v spatially uniform at any time.
Br ,
Since the final pressure gradient is given by (4-9), the
since 0' = ir/2-0" for V = O
ÈS.
OB a T sin0' av mdz Rx(l + c)
oc9
£2. /vdt - 0B2v/(i+c) (4.27)
with V = O at t = O
Case a
/g/L then v ■SÏ--- {e“elt -BR,
(4.28)
It is interesting to
note that the maximum velocity during the build-up is 
____ctT
time t^ for attaining this value is
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2LaB
t  ^  2 { —L  f  — l  l + e.
2
l o b
pg (4.29)
pg may be taken as the characteristic time in which the
pressure difference is steadily and uniformly built up. It is 
independent of the thermoelectric power a and temperature T and 
the wall conductance ratio c.
With Hg-Cu system with B = 1.3 Tesla and L ^  lm
,22 LOB
pg —*v< 25 seconds.
Case b
e~e2t sinC/?-)t (4.30)
Xj
where e = - —  and A, d e p e n d s  on oi,TW|9 a n d l .2 2p 0+c.j
It can be shown that the steady pressure difference is attained
through an overshoot and pressure head oscillations could be
generated. The characteristic time of demonstrating the pressure
difference, though -small is much quicker than 2 secs. The same
OB2conclusion may be drawn when, —  • = /—('«I 2p 
A,giving V  t
wK«re A j d e fe n d s  cm « , I 6  and R,
(4.31)
4.4.2 Thermal entry problem
Consider next the problem of entry into the TEMHD section.
The problem is simplified by having the fluid flow fully developed 
in the homogeneous magnetic field in a straight channel before it 
enters the TEMHD section. Thus at the entry the velocity profile 
is that of the ordinary MHD pressure driven flow, and the 
temperature profile is assumed to be flat at T&v (isothermal).
The implication of temperature profile being flat is that joule 
heating and viscous dissipation is ignored. There is no change in 
the cross-sectional area of flow at entry. If the heating and the
92.
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This can be interpreted as the length over which conductive 
diffusion of heat must take place to compensate for the heat
transported away by the fluid. With boundary layer of the
, , eC(.«Cr»,Rvelocity profile, 6 < ----- —
K B
In the region of length 6,therefore, there is a longitudinal 
temperature variation with extremum at the top and the bottom of 
the horizontal TEMHD pipe, while at the central section there is 
no such longitudinal temperature variation. This is a special 
case, T = T^, of the more general class of entry temperature 
prcfiles. The corresponding thermoelectric current circulation 
path is shown in Figure 4.2. The entry region can then be 
subdivided into three distinct regions: (i) where the fluid is 
retarded at entry near the top and the bottom boundary, and 
thereby increases the core flow, (ii) where the longitudinal 
current loop interacting with the imposed magnetic field 
results in creating electromagnetic vortex force. Effectively 
such vorticity slows down the flow in the centre of the pipe 
and speeds up near the top and bottom boundary wall, (iii) where 
the fluid is accelerated at the top and bottom boundary walls 
and the core flow indirectly retarded. The top and the bottom 
regions exactly correspond to the singular regions of Roberts 
(1967) where the field lines are momentarily tangential to the 
duct wall. Measurements of Guatynk and Paramnova (1971) 
indicate a 15% velocity overshoot in these regions for magneto- 
hydrodynamic flow in highly conducting wall circular pipe. Thus 
it would be expected to have a M shape velocity profile across 
the vertical plane, whereas across the horizontal plane the t
velocity profile would be flat with drooping ends. The effect 
of joule heating and viscous dissipation do not contribute to 
the electromagnetically generated vorticity, but would cause 
secondary circulation through thermal instability.
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In the fully developed TEMHD flow for circumferential 
sinusoidal temperature variation without any longitudinal 
temperature gradient, there is no net heat extraction by the 
fluid. Such heat extraction is permitted in the fully developed 
TEMHD flow with circumferential heat flux prescribed and 
allowing for a constant longitudinal gradient of temperature.
The velocity and temperature distribution are solutions of
where q is the heat input per unit time per unit length in the
The analysis of this problem is beyond the scope of this thesis.
4.5 Constructional Details and the Experimental Layout
The choice of the basic size of the circular cross-sectional 
duct with sinusoidal peripheral temperature distribution for 
TEMHD experiments in straight channels was guided by the fact
that it should conform to measurable TEMHD effect within the
2restriction posed by the air gap space of 7.6 x 15 cm . A steep 
gradient Tm/R directly increases the TEMHD effect, but with too
) + M V
jj_ = a (-grad S>+ + VXB)
with the boundary conditions
v(r,e,o) (1 - e-M cosO 1-r/R,
T(r,0,o) = Tav
r sin8 
R
9T (r,6 ,z)_ q(o) + q sin8 
3r (r = R 2ttRK-i
flow direction z The heat extraction rate is pc V 3T/3zP
«
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small a peripheral space it becomes, in practice, impossible
to design heating and cooling systems to produce the required
circumferential sinusoidal temperature distribution to any
great accuracy. With smaller surface area available, the
amount of thermal power that can be injected into the system
and withdrawn from it is also restricted, giving a lower value
of T . m
The circular cross-sectional ducts were made of commercial 
copper pipes instead of making them out of solid copper blocks, 
as it was thought that the wastage of material in making such 
would outweigh the benefit of accuracy by avoiding porosity 
and impurity level. The commercial pipes tend to have their 
surface contaminated with carbon compounds mainly due to 
lubricants used during extruding. It is therefore necessary to 
scrape the copper surface at the inside. For reasonable cleaning 
convenience, the length of the TEMHD section was restricted to 
0.5 metre instead of using the total length of the magnet gap,
1.5 metres, which would have given higher total Ap, though 
dp/dz essentially remains the same. In practice, the scraping 
of the inner copper surface of the commercial pipes used proved 
to be essential for good thermal and electrical contact of 
copper and mercury at the interface.
For practical convenience, cooling was provided by running 
tap water in a jacket over the surface to be cooled instead of 
using thermoelectric cooling elements. Though,initially, heating 
was considered by using steam in a similar jacket as that of the 
cooling water, it was given up in favour of electrical heating.
The sinusoidal heating distribution design and the mode of control 
of power input thus became considerably simplified.
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The first of the two circular cross-sectional straight ducts 
was made of 2.55 cm outer diameter copper pipe with a wall 
thickness of 1.2 mm. The constructional details are shown in 
Figure 4.3. The effective length of the 0.50 m long copper pipe 
contributing to the TEMHD effect was 0.45 m, 2.5 cm length on 
either end being used up by connector lengths. These projections 
of the connectors into the copper pipe made seats for two 'O' 
rings on each to prevent any leakage of mercury. 'Tufnol' 
connectors specially made for this purpose were used rather than 
the stainless steel ones to avoid the complications of 
longitudinal heat transfer through stainless steel and the 
associated TEMHD effect in the Hg-Cu-stainless steel 
environment in the entry region. The pressure tappings were 
taken out from the 'Tufnol' connectors at either end to the 
vertical standpipes and the inclined tube manometer. The 'Tufnol' 
connectors If d to the weir type of mercury reservoir, through 
lengths of flexible PVC tubes,0.625 cm internal diameter. The 
'Tufnol’ connectors were turned to provide a tapered section to 
match the smooth transition from a cross-sectional area of 
J  (0.625).^ cm to if (1.15) ^  cm^. Glued joints at the pressure 
tapping proved leakfree, but the joints at the PVC tubes leading 
to the Hg reservoir posed leakage problems, probably due to 
cracking of glued seals under the stress of sheer weight of Hg.
For flexibility of dismantling, steel jubilee clips were used; 
although the jubilee clips are magnetic, they were too far away 
from either end of the TEMHD section to appreciably alter the 
magnetic field homogeneity at the TEMHD section. However, for 
the final assembly, connector joints were made of special r»ylon 
gripping bands, and thus any possibility of field distortion was
eliminated.
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The water jacket was made on the main copper tube itself 
by brazing on it a longitudinallystraight slotted jthree-quarters 
of circumferential arc length }of a 2.1 cm outer diameter copper 
pipe. After brazing, the water jacket covered 29% of the 
circumferential surface of the main copper tube over a length 
span of 49 cm. The cooling water was taken from the tap. The 
tap water temperature varied from day to day, but during the 
experimental runs it was checked that the temperature variation 
of the tap water did not exceed *j° C at the worst and h° C 
usually by monitoring the water temperature with a thermocouple. 
The cooling water was made to enter the water jacket at the 
entry port located at midlength, and the water was let out 
through two symmetrically located outlet ports at the two ends 
of the water jacket. A high rate of flow of water up to 20 
litres/minute could be maintained. The proportion of the 
peripheral length in the jacket and the approximate parabolic 
velocity profile of water flow in the horizontal plane contributed 
in a sinusoidal circumferential cooling. A more precise control 
of temperature distribution would only have been possible by 
controlling the temperature of water flow in each of the channels 
of an array of cooling water tubes distributed over the main 
copper pipe periphery. The flow rate of the cooling water was 
measured by GEC-Elliott Rotameters (2000 metric 3SE) and also 
by timing a given discharge volume. The outlet water temperature 
was monitored by a thermocouple as well as by a Hg-inglass 
thermometer to estimate the effective heat transfer in the 
TEMHD device.
The heater coil was initially made of a single length of 
26 SWG Nickel-Chromium wire from the Scientific Wire Co., in 
the shape of zig-zag coil across the central axis; the heater
coil occupied 27% of the circumferential length of the main 
copper pipe for a length of 48.5 cm. Insulating the heater 
coils electrically from the copper pipe while retaining good 
thermal contact with it provided a good exercise in looking 
for suitable materials and in efficiently using them.
The first choice was mica. The problem with it was to 
keep the mica strips in shape over the curved surface of the 
copper pipe to give compact contact without fracturing the 
brittle mica into flakes or powder. With heat applied to the 
coil, the mica tended to bulge out; because of this, and that 
due to magnetic force on the current carrying heater coil, the 
whole assembly was held in position with asbestos cover pressed 
down by a matched curved copper pipe length. With asbestos 
lagging all around retained in position by binding wires,the 
heat transfer in the TEMHD section could be much improved. 
However, even then occasional hot spots developed at places in 
the mica, and invariably they occurred near the grooves on the 
main copper pipe for the thermocouple probe.
Mica insulation was given up in favour of MgO. Applying 
MgO powder on the copper surface is difficult. The MgO powder 
was mixed with water to give a colloidal solution which, when 
run down the copper surface,left a very fine micron coating of 
the powder. Alternatively, a thin paste of MgO fire clay was 
made with a little addition of water, and then brushed on to the 
copper surface to give a coating of less than 0.1 mm. The MgO 
when treated with water resulted in magnesium hydroxide, and 
the wet compound was not a good electrical insulator. Moisture 
has to be removed by heating, and then the cement lixe, very 
brittle structure, that remained provided good electrical 
insulation. The non-availability of BN in sufficient quantity
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prevented the use of BN instead of MgO. The bare heater 
coils laid on such a foundation were packed up with more MgO 
and finally fire clay and asbestos were used to provide thermal 
lagging to the ambient atmosphere. The fire clay, when set, 
provided rigidity to the coil structure and held it to the 
copper surface. Application of heat led to cracks appearing 
in the fire clay assembly and often deteriorated to the point 
when the heater coil separated from the copper surface. The 
binding wires were therefore essential to stop such development. 
Though it seems elementary, great care was necessary to avoid 
entrapped voids in such an assembly. Encasing the heater coil 
in MgO and fire clay prevented any oxidation of the Nichrome 
wire, particularly when red hot, as was always the problem when 
mica insulation was used. Later silicone compounds in the form 
of paste were available which provided a very good thermal 
contact with uniform wetting. MgO powder could then be sprayed 
on such a coating. Nichrome coils interleaved with fibre
glass to prevent electrical failure between consecutive turns 
of the heater coil,were then laid and finally encased with fire 
clay, overall asbestos lagging and kept in position by the 
binding wires. This final arrangement of heater assembly 
worked perfectly well.
The whole assembly was made to stand horizontally on tufnol 
blocks on wooden supports inside a PVC tray positioned in the 
airgap of Lintott electromagnet I. The supporting grooves on 
the tufnol blocks permitted the orientation of the heat transfer 
axis away from the vertical axis.
The second circular cross-sectional straight TEMHD channel 
was primarily built with the idea of internal measurements to 
be carried out with reasonable sensitivity and accuracy. It also
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provided an opportunity of verifying the effect of wall to 
fluid conductance ratio of the TEMHD duct. A 5.25 cm O.D. 
commercial copper pipe with a wall thickness of 0.125 cm, 
a representative size of tube that might be used in TNR's, 
was chosen for this purpose. The bigger size of the TEMHD 
section permitted the insertion of internal probe assembly of 
a given size and rigidity with relatively less blockage and 
error. The relative error in the accuracy of the positioning 
device also was smaller. The total length of the copper pipe 
was 67 cm, so that with 8.5 cm lengths at either end being 
used up in accommodating the tufnol connectors and the 'O' rings, 
a net length of 50 cm of TEMHD section remained. The 
constructional details are shown in Figure V*t .
It was impossible to locate a probe insertion system like 
Hunt's (1967) or Holroyd's (1975) through the circumferential 
surface due to the heater coils, water jacket and the lagging; 
the air gap space restriction prevented the insertion of probes 
from the sides. The entry and exit connectors for the Hg loop 
were therefore modified to have right angle bends leaving the 
straight horizontal end free for probe insertion from the end. 
Only thermocouple potential probes have been used for the 
purpose. Five pairs of copper-constantan 0.2 mm diameter 
(ptfe insulation) thermocouple wires were led into the main 
copper tube along the central axis through a rigid 3 mm O.D.,(kove 
2 mm diameter)stainless steel tube. At the end of the stainless 
steel encasing tube, a stiff nylon T piece was press-fitted with 
a brass sleeve having a slot and integral pin type fixture to
ensure rigid rotational coupling. The tips of the thermocouple 
probes were made bare at the end of the miniature holes in the T- 
piece arm to provide measurement of temperature and potential at 
5 equally spaced radial positions at a given angle 0. The total 
length of the two arms of the T piece exactly corresponded to the
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inner diameter of the copper pipe so that the end tips 
just scratched around the inner copper face of the 
main tube. The five radially spaced thermo­
couple probe tips were all on one arm to provide information on 
one radial line orientation at a time. Initially it was thought 
that three more different radial locations could be achieved on 
the second arm of the T piece, but in practice only lO thermo­
couple wires could be squeezed through the stainless steel tube. 
The thermocouple wires in the 2 mm internal diameter hole of 
the T piece were held fixed by glue. The stainless steel and 
the brass sleeve were encased in a thin PVC sleeve glued at the 
ends to prevent contact with mercury. The end seal is shown in 
Figure 4.4. The ’O ’ rings on the stainless steel tube permit 
the rotation of the T piece arm as well as the change of its 
location along the axial length. The angular orientation could 
be read from a graduated knob fixed to the outer exposed end of 
the stainless steel tube and the axial position of the T piece 
determined by the linear displacement of the knob position from 
the end face of the tufnol connector. The total length of the 
stainless steel tube was 62 cm, but a maximum of 35 cm in the 
TEMHD section could be reached from one end with ease. The 
flattening of the stainless steel tube in fixing the indicator 
knobs made it difficult to move through the close tolerance 
for the remaining few centimetres. The five pairs of thermocouple 
wires were numbered and led out to wafer selector switches to 
make it possible to collect, by measurement with the potentio­
meter or the DVM, temperature data from the corresponding 
thermocouple pair as well as the potential difference data 
between two similar material thermocouple wires from two 
different thermocouple junctions.
The minor points of difference in constructional details 
for the second channel from the first are (a) the water jacket
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was made from a 1.5 mm copper sheet,bent in the form of a channel 
and brazed on to the main pipe. The ends of the water jacket 
were made of 3 mm copper plates projecting out of the jacket to 
act as the stands for the TEMHD channel. The size of the 
overall assembly,and particularly the water inlet and outlet 
port projections, did not permit the orientation of the heating­
cooling maxima axis more than a few degrees away from the 
vertical as was possible with the smaller TEMHD channel. The 
heating maxima axis orientation away from vertical therefore was 
not experimentally investigated in the case of the second TEMHD 
channel. (b) The heater coils were made in three symmetrical 
sections along the length of the TEMHD section, using high 
surface loading (4-6 watts/cm^, 1300° C) Kanthal electrical 
resistance wires from Bulten-Kanthal AB, Hallstahammar,Sweden, 
with 0.511 mm diameter and resistivity of 139 y£2—cm at 20° C.
A maximum of 3000 watts could be applied in such a coil
2arrangement with an overall strip length 5 x 50 cm . (c) The
binding wires for retaining coils in shape and position were 
replaced by six 1 cm wide, 2 mm thick stainless steel straps in 
the form of O clamps at the central section, and two sets of 
binding wires at the ends. (d) A higher cooling water flow 
rate, 25/30 litres/min could be maintained. The maximum 
temperature rise was 1.5° C giving a maximum axial temperature 
variation of 6° C/m, 0.15% of the corresponding vertical 
temperature gradient. The channel was supported by wooden 
blocks in a horizontal position and a plastic tray collected 
any leakage of mercury at the bottom.
The heating current was controlled by auto-transformers 
from the a.c. mains. The possible adverse effect of a.c. heating 
current was checked to be insignificant by observing the response
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and cleaning procedure, but even then the reproducible steady 
readings required a waiting period of 4 weeks. Once properly 
amalgamated, the steady experimental results could be 
reproduced within the measuring accuracy of ± 1% even after 18 
months. Emptying the Hg out of the channels and subsequent 
refilling again required a settling time of about a week.
(ii) The static pressure rise is critically affected by dissolved 
gases in Hg, and in particular contamination from grease. Even 
small traces of selective metallic impurity in Hg could cause 
increase or decrease in the magnitude of the pressure rise. 
Cleanliness of the experimental device and extreme care in 
filling up Hg in the channel is therefore strongly recommended 
for very accurate measurements in such experimentation.
(iii) Though copper and mercury are very good thermal conductors 
(380 and 8 watts/m°K respectively), there was a steep temperature 
drop from the red hot electric heater coil to the copper surface. 
Good thermal contact between the heater coil and the copper 
surface was therefore essential to achieve any significant level 
of temperature gradient in the TEMHD system
(iv) Any misalignment of the heating axis away from the 
vertical axis (gravity) and the transverse horizontal magnetic 
field used in these experiments affected the measurements. In 
addition, it is recommended to eliminate buoyancy effects, and 
therefore indirectly minimise the volume expansion of Hg in the 
connecting loop (external to the TEMHD section) by contriving
a vertically down and then up U turn sections of the flexible 
PVC connecting loop next to either end of the TEMHD section,as 
has been done during this experimentation. Though an 
inclination of the longitudinal axis of the channel to the 
horizontal plane is recommended in isothermal MHD experiments
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of the system with the heater current switched off and also 
by comparing the heating with a d.c. system. The heater coils 
were connected to heat resistant fibre glass insulating 
material covered copper cables via ceramic connector blocks.
The mercury loop was similar to that described in the flow 
meter calibration experiment with weir type of mercury 
reservoir. By changing the total volume of mercury in the flow 
loop, TEMHD flow could be investigated at different head 
difference levels over the weir. The flow meter in the loop 
recorded the average volume flow rate. When the static pressure 
difference was measured, the mercury volume in the loop was 
reduced so that the difference in head across the weir did not 
cause flow over the weir.
4.6 The Experiments and the Experimental Results 
4.6.7 The static pressure measurement
Static pressure rise determination was the first experimental 
measurement to test the hypothesis that significantly discernible 
effect could be generated in practice by the interaction of the 
thermoelectric current at the non-isothermal solid-liquid 
interface with the magnetic field. As with any new field of 
investigation, a lot had to be learnt with time and experience.
The difficulties faced during the initial stages of 
experimentation are detailed in Research Reports I and II (Dutta 
Gupta, 1977, 1978). The following points are summarised for 
recording guidelines in such experimentation:-
(i) Good amalgamation at the copper-mercury interface is 
essential. A settling time of several weeks was necessary before 
steady and reproducible results were achieved. The settling 
process of amalgamation could be expedited by repeated scraping
and cleaning procedure, but even then the reproducible steady 
readings required a waiting period of 4 weeks. Once properly 
amalgamated, the steady experimental results could be 
reproduced within the measuring accuracy of ± 1% even after 18 
months. Emptying the Hg out of the channels and subsequent 
refilling again required a settling time of about a week.
(ii) The static pressure rise is critically affected by dissolved 
gases in Hg, and in particular contamination from grease. Even 
small traces of selective metallic impurity in Hg could cause 
increase or decrease in the magnitude of the pressure rise. 
Cleanliness of the experimental device and extreme care in 
filling up Hg in the channel is therefore strongly recommended 
for very accurate measurements in such experimentation.
(iii) Though copper and mercury are very good thermal conductors 
(380 and 8 watts/m°K respectively) , there was a steep temperature 
drop from the red hot electric heater coil to the copper surface. 
Good thermal contact between the heater coil and the copper 
surface was therefore essential to achieve any significant level 
of temperature gradient in the TEMHD system
(iv) Any misalignment of the heating axis away from the 
vertical axis (gravity) and the transverse horizontal magnetic 
field used in these experiments affected the measurements. In 
addition, it is recommended to eliminate buoyancy effects, and 
therefore indirectly minimise the volume expansion of Hg in the 
connecting loop (external to the TEMHD section) by contriving
a vertically down and then up U turn sections of the flexible 
PVC connecting loop next to either end of the TEMHD section,as 
has been done during this experimentation. Though an 
inclination of the longitudinal axis of the channel to the 
horizontal plane is recommended in isothermal MHD experiments
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to facilitate the removal of entrapped voids and gas, the 
channel axis was made exactly horizontal to avoid convection 
induced by buoyancy.
A pressure difference of 1 mm head of Hg could be 
increased to 5 cm of head of Hg for the same power input, channel 
dimensions and the magnetic field as the techniques improved.
The chronological details are left out and measurement data 
where nonreproducibility still remained are discarded. Only 
the reproducible steady measurement data, some of them with a 
standing of 2 years, are included in the following section. 
Channel I
In Figure 4.6a to g the variation of the pressure difference, 
Ap, measured in cms of Hg, generated by TEMHD effect in the 2.55 
cm O.D. channel with the variation of the strength of the 
horizontal magnetic field for heating currents 2 to 5 amps in 
steps of 0.5 amps is shown. The heating axis was vertical and 
the longitudinal axis of the TEMHD section horizontal. The Hg 
used for this set of measurements was from the previously used 
stock corresponding to the conventional thermopower measurement 
of Sample I.
The experimental points show a definite linear relationship 
with the magnetic field, B, for a given heater current, though 
a slight departure from linearity could possibly be detected at 
higher B. The Ap measurements include measurement with B in 
the normal as well as in the reverse direction by changing the 
supply generator exciter polarity. The reversal of Ap by an 
identical magnitude when the direction of B is changed, keeping 
the magnitude the same for a given heating condition, could so 
well be verified that it provided great confidence in such 
TEMHD effects not being spurious thermal expansions, even when


very low pressure rise could only be achieved. The theoretical
trend lines with the pure grade Hg-Cu a data and the measured
Hg-Cu data in section 3.4.9 are shown for comparison. These
trend lines are calculated with temperature dependent physical
properties of Hg and Cu. In fact, c for the channel is not
a constant over the r.ange of temperature variation. Table III
is a compilation of calculated parameter values at the
operating conditions of the results of Figure 4.6a to g . As
seen from these plots, the lower values of the measured a of
sample I Hg justifies only 80 to *75 % lowering of Ap from the
pure grade Ap values with still 20 to 25% of it unaccounted
for. The temperature measurements were restricted to the outer 
surface of the main copper pipe, and one such representative 
temperature profile is shown in Figure 4.7 for 5 amperes 
heating condition. This temperature profile reveals departure 
from pure sinusoidal variation. However, these temperature 
measurements were not considered very accurate since an error of
1 mn in positioning the tip of the tlierraocouple made anangular error
of 5°, and any differential thermal expansion could make it
worse. Since temperature measurement at the Cu-Hg interface 
is more relevant and could not be done in this smaller channel 
without appreciable interfering blockage, the explanation for 
the maximum of 20 to 25% mismatch is consistent with the fact 
that the temperature profile indicates a lower Tm = Ti “ T2 
and Tav
Ignoring the maximum variation of the cooling water 
temperature at the outlet (1.5° C), i.e. treating T  ^ as 
effectively constant, the variation of the pressure difference 
Ap with T^ from the basic data of Figure 4.6 is shown in 
Figure 4.8 for constant magnetic field strengths of B = 1.2,
1.0 and 0.5 Tesla. The parabolic nature of the experimental 
trend line at B = 1.2 Tesla is made clear by drawing rays to 
the measured experimental points at different T^.
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Figure 4.9 shows the effect of shifting the heating axis 
away from the vertical, the longitudinal axis of the channel 
still being horizontal. Although the total overall dimension 
of the main copper pipe and the water jacket should have 
permitted a full orientation through 90°, the tap connectors, 
lagging material and the binding wire on it limited the effective 
orientation of the heating axis away from the vertical to 30° 
only (60° to 120° from the horizontal plane). A check was made 
with the heating from the bottom and cooling from the top.
The reversal of Ap,though not by an identical magnitude for a 
given magnitude and direction of imposed B, confirmed the TEMHD 
effect. However, significant drifts in Ap were observed in 
such a situation, and it was not pursued further due to the 
complexity generated by convection (Bénard effect).
From the flow rate of water at 9 litres/min and the cooling 
water temperature rise an estimate of 90% heat transfer through 
the TEMHD section can be inferred, but the accuracy of this 
estimation is limited by the resolution of the temperature 
measuring scale of the thermometer. From Table III it could 
also be inferred that the temperature gradient was roughly 
proportional to the wattage input.
Channel II
The availability of the internal temperature measurement 
system in Channel II and its satisfactory performance greatly 
facilitated resolving the discrepancy between the theoretically 
predicted Ap values and the experimental results obtained in 
Channel I. In addition, the Hg from the distilled stack was 
used, having appreciated the lower thermopower value of sample I 
from the conventional thermopower measurement reported in 
section 3.4.9. The bigger dimension of the channel increased
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the space resolution accuracy but at the same time excluded the 
possibility of experimenting with the heating axis oriented 
at an angle to the vertical. The heater coil power rating could 
be increased,but the corresponding temperature gradient was much 
lower than that of Channel I. The internal measurement in Hg 
provided further new information - temperature oscillations in 
Hg - though Hg was supposed to be stably thermally stratified with 
the sinusoidal circumferential temperature variation.
For the Ap measurements in Channel II, the heating currents
in the three identical heater coils were adjusted by controlling
the voltage by three separate autotransformers and monitored by
ammeter-volt“meter and wattmeter measurement. The Ap measurements
for various heating currents, i,e. differing levels of T&v and Tm ,
against various imposed magnetic flux density are shown in
Figure 4.10. For clarity, only a few representative experimental
points are shown against a background of the trend lines calculated
with the pure grade a „ value. Table IV gives the Cu-Hg
corresponding operating point data and the relevant calculations 
based on temperature dependent pure grade Cu and Hg data. The 
correspondence is so close that it justifies confidence in 
explaining the mismatch between the theoretical and experimental 
Ap values in Channel I due to (i) lower a of sample I,
(ii) uncertainty in the temperature measuring system with the 
then mode of thermocouple junction location. Figure 4.11 shows 
the measured Ap in cms of head of Hg at constant B of 1.0 Tesla 
and 0.5 Tesla for various T^ values with the cooling water 
temperature (T2) variation ignored ( ^ 2° C except^) for which 
AT2 = 5° C). The parabolic nature of AP variation with T^ can 
easily be recognised. The AP measurements of various values of 
B have been utilised in computing the average thermoelectric
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power aCu-Hg for the range of Tav values in the TEMHD experiments
of Table IV and are shown as experimental points against the
the average o((T) values are shown by bars. The apparently large
the pure grade a is probably due to the changing temperature 
levels T^ and T^ (especially that of T^) as the magnetic field 
is changed frctn one level to the other as reported in the next 
paragraph.
The temperature profile along the circumference was 
extensively obtained to verify how accurately sinusoidal the 
profile is and to evaluate its harmonic contents. Later, the 
temperature distributions in the entire region of Hg in the 
TEMHD section were extensively obtained at various heating current 
levels and at different magnetic field intensities, to understand 
the nature of temperature fluctuations that were observed in such 
measurements.
The interesting outcome of these measurements are 
(i) remarkably identical temperature distribution was obtained 
for cross-sections at various axial positions in the central 25 
cms of the channel,where measurements could be conducted for a given 
value of B and thermal energy transport (heating and cooling flux). 
This confirms the longitudinal parametric invariance. (ii) For 
the same thermal energy input and the cooling water flow rate and 
temperature,changes in the magnetic field intensity B resulted in 
the change of both T^ and T a t  the Cu-Hg interface at a cross- 
section corresponding to fixed axial position. The internal 
temperature distribution in Hg also changed. A set of isotherm 
diagrams for a heater current value of 3 x 1.1 amperes is shown in
spread in case X and the possibility of higher ameasured than
n o .
Figure 4.13 and the peripheral temperature distribution in 
Figure 4.14. It can be seen from these diagrams that the 
maximum temperature and, to a lesser extent, have been 
decreased by an increase of B by 0.12 Tesla from the residual flux 
level. This is contrary to what one usually expects due to 
inhibition of convection by B, and the mechanism of such a fall 
in T^ is explained later. A maximum fall in these temperatures 
is reached at B 0.2/0.3 Tesla. Further increase of
B from 0.3 Tesla to 1.1 Tesla shows no more variation in the very 
steady characteristic pattern of peripheral T distribution 
obtained at B = 0.3 Tesla. The circumferential temperature profile 
also changes shape to a more closely sinusoidal variation in the 
range of B 0.3 to 1.1 Tesla as compared to those at lower B values.
(iii) The internal T distribution differs greatly from the ideal case 
of horizontal isotherms,and in particular the departure from the 
ideal case at the central region at all magnetic flux levels is easily 
recognisable. Though the peripheral T profile remains unchanged
in the range of B 0.3 to 1.1 Tesla, the isotherm profiles are 
more distorted with the increase of B in this range. While the 
vertical gradient of temperature along the circumference does not 
depart appreciably from a linear law, and cannot at least be 
noticed in the scale length used in the£Lots, the temperature 
variation along the vertical diameter at any axial position in 
the central 25 cm of the TEMHD section shown in Figure 4.15 for 
different values of B but a fixed heater current of 3 x 1.1 
amperes and cooling water temperature of 16° C and fixed flow 
rate of 9 litres/min,tells a different story. While the 
temperature gradient at B = O is more reminiscent of the profile 
in the presence of joule heating, at higher B invariably a steeper 
temperature gradient develops. Also noticeable in Figure 4.15 is 
that the application of the external magnetic field transforms the
n o .
Figure 4.13 and the peripheral temperature distribution in 
Figure 4.14. It can be seen from these diagrams that the 
maximum temperature and, to a lesser extent, have been 
decreased by an increase of B by 0.12 Tesla from the residual flux 
level. This is contrary to what one usually expects due to 
inhibition of convection by B, and the mechanism of such a fall 
in T^ is explained later. A maximum fall in these temperatures 
is reached at B 0.2/0.3 Tesla. Further increase of
B from 0.3 Tesla to 1.1 Tesla shows no more variation in the very 
steady characteristic pattern of peripheral T distribution 
obtained at B = 0.3 Tesla. The circumferential temperature profile 
also changes shape to a more closely sinusoidal variation in the 
range of B 0.3 to 1.1 Tesla as compared to those at lower B values.
(iii) The internal T distribution differs greatly from the ideal case 
of horizontal isotherms,and in particular the departure from the 
ideal case at the central region at all magnetic flux levels is easily 
recognisable. Though the peripheral T profile remains unchanged
in the range of B 0.3 to 1.1 Tesla, the isotherm profiles are 
more distorted with the increase of B in this range. While the 
vertical gradient of temperature along the circumference does not 
depart appreciably from a linear law, and cannot at least be 
noticed in the scale length used in the £Lots, the temperature 
variation along the vertical diameter at any axial position in 
the central 25 cm of the TEMHD section shown in Figure 4.15 for 
different values of B but a fixed heater current of 3 x 1 . 1  
amperes and cooling water temperature of 16 C and fixed flow 
rate of 9 litres/min,tells a different story. While the 
temperature gradient at B = 0 is more reminiscent of the profile 
in the presence of joule heating, at higher B invariably a steeper 
temperature gradient develops. Also noticeable in Figure 4.15 is 
that the application of the external magnetic field transforms the
Temperature in C
27.5 Temperature in°C
26.75 Temperature in°C 28 Temperature in°C
B = 0*50 ^ esla Cd)
Figure ^.15 Isotherm diagrams in the cross-section of the channel II for 
a fixed heating current of 3 x 1.1 amperes (cooling water temperature change <3c)
V J ■ -t-r *tm: -i C f
• • -:Wi : *
?7.25 temperature in C
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one-sided nature of the temperature distribution with respect to 
the linear gradient line at B = O to a two-sided one at higher B.
To confirm this fall in the magnitude of and with 
the increase in the magnetic field, this experiment was repeated 
to determine the peripheral T profile at other heating currents 
and one such set is shown in Figure 4.16 for a heater current of 
3 x 3  amperes. This trend agrees with the temperature profile 
measured at other heater currents of 3 x (0.5, 1.1, 3.2, 3.5, 4 
and 5 amperes) apart from the persistent dip at the topmost 
temperature which was not characteristic of any other measurements. 
No explanation could be put forward for this particular snag on 
this set of data, though at one time it was thought that the 
cooler (R/2,0 vertical) region in Hg could be explained in terms 
of such a dip. (Peltier heat absorption, though small, could be 
a reasonable guess). However, since this is not representative of 
T profiles for other measurements, it was not pursued. A very 
careful measurement of circumferential T profile measurement at 
3 x 3 . 2  amperes heating current at B = 0.5 Tesla,conducted at ^  
radian intervals is shown in Figure 4.17, and the Fourier analysis 
results by computer in Table V.
During the measurement of the temperature distribution in Hg, 
temperature oscillations at particular regions in Hg were observed. 
While at 3 x 0.5 ampere heater current such temperature oscillations 
were not at all present, there were indications that very feeble 
oscillations started at 3 x 1.1 ampere heating condition. The 
magnitude of the temperature oscillation could be measured from 
the 3 x 2 ampere current operation, and upwards with the 
magnitude of oscillation increasing with the heater current.
Contrary to the belief that a transverse magnetic field inhibits 
convective motion, it was observed that the temperature
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TABLE V R e s u l t s  o f  t h e  F o u r i e r  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  w a v e  f o r m
in Figure 4.17 as done by computer
A
F(X) = -f
7
+ Z
n =
{A cos nx 
. n
+ B sin nx} in n
O A = 82.0897 B = 0
1 -3.16169 -31.1618
2 -1.07564 9.504437
3 0.398629 1.00120
4 0.610280 0.641057
5 0.759792 0.698573
6 -0.170599 0.914689
7 0.263953 0.622449
The corresponding typical error in Table IV in not considering
the harmonic content for 3 x 3.2 ampere heating and at B = 0.5
is 4.59% in T and 0.57% in T .av m
1 1 2 .
oscillations increased with the magnetic field to
1.25° C in the 3 x 2  ampere operation at B =0.1 Tesla, but
reduced to *5° C at B > 0.3 Tesla,and small fluctuations persisted
even at the highest B of 1.2 Tesla. The maximum temperature
fluctuations were confined to the two regions (± R/2,0 . ,),^ vertxcal
but at higher heater current operation reached the periphery as 
well. Typical magnitudes are shown in Table VI for 3 x 3.5 and 
3 x 4  ampere operations. At 3 x 5  amperes operation, the 
fluctuations increased so much that it became impossible to 
measure with consistency. A typical record of the temperature 
oscillations at 3 x 3 ampere heating condition at (R/2, tt/2) and 
(R/2, ^-) are shown in Figure 4.19a,c. From the period of 
oscillations (varying from 6 seconds to 12 seconds) in the 
fluctuating zone, an estimate of the fluid fluctuation velocity 
is possible. For the 3 x 3.2 ampere heating conditions and the 
XY plotter trace of Figure 4.19a, the maximum fluctuating speed 
is of the order of 0.75/0.4 mm/sec.
The temporal analysis in section 4.5 indicated starting 
transients in the form of longitudinal oscillations for smaller 
B values. After sufficient lapse of time and with molecular 
heat conduction dominating, there should be no T fluctuation,at 
least in the central section, due to such oscillations. The 
potential measuring system was incapable of measuring any fluid 
movement ll to B and 1  to B in the vertical direction. However, 
since the measurements at different axial positions show 
remarkably identical measurements of the average and oscillation 
amplitude of T and<f>+, (cf■ Figure 4.19a,b), it implies that 
oscillations caused by fluid motion in the horizontal planes 
containing B or in vertical planes perpendicular to B are highly
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TA BLE V I A m p l i t u d e  o f  t e m p e r a t u r e  o s c i l l a t i o n s  i n
Channel II
Heater current
3 x 3.5 amperes
3 x 4  amperes
Temperature oscillations (P-P)
B = 0.02 B = 0.1 B = 0.3 B = 0.5-0.7
at c f ,e v ) 2°/3° C 2h° C
Tea la.
<1°C for B >_ 0.3
(2 to 3) Tesla
at the
periphery nil nil nil
at (f, e ) 5°C 3°C 3°C 1°C <1°C
for B >_ 
0.9 Tesla
at the 
periphery 1.25° C, <0.25° C for B 
0.3 Tesi
a. b
Figure h.20 The conceptual mechanism of temperature oscillation in 
conducting fluids with a basic stable thermal strati­
fication (vertical temperature gradient also constant 
by assumption) in horizontal steady uniform magnetic 
fields due to isotherm curvature instability.
AI Hi
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improbable. The only distinct possibility is therefore of 
fluid circulation in vertical planes perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis and containing B. The correspondence of the 
measured temperature fluctuations and the thermally induced 
P fluctuations, though not measured simultaneously (phase lag I) 
confirm such juxtaposition.
Consider the possibility of temperature fluctuation in Hg 
in the TEMHD channel under such a situation. Any curvature of 
the isotherms,in the vertical plane XY, containing B and 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, away from the horizontal 
line causes a variation of T(X,Y) with both X and Y. This 
induces baroclinic instability. In Figure 4.20, an arbitrary 
curvature of isotherm 1 is considered for fixing ideas at time 
t = O. H corresponds to hot, A to an average temperature and 
C to the cold regions of the fluid. Baroclinic instability 
causes flow from the sides in H to the central hump in A pushing 
the fluid in the central region of A down,as shown by arrows. 
This in turn alters the isotherm 2 correspondingly, as shown in 
Figure 4.20b. Reversed curvature causes similar instability, 
now at isotherm 2,with the result that the fluid A is pushed
upwards. In the absence of any horizontal the ^ '
such vertical movements of the fluid and the corresponding T
ihefluctuations are greatly reduced in magnitude, due to/absence
STOali j l u c t u a t t o n s  e x i s t  d u e  t o  t i e
of magnetic drag, but possibly / fluid viscosity. With a 
horizontal B in the plane XY, the magnetic field inhibits such 
movement so that if the magnetic field B > a critical value of
B , B cr depending on --—  , it can hold back any buoyancy
driven fluctuations and the curvature of the isotherm increases. 
This can be visualised in the isotherm diagrams of Figure 4.13 
c,d,e,f,g for B _> 0.3 Tesla. At any lower value of B,< Bcj_, the
J. 14.
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The curves of temperature rise with time for the central 
point of the vertical cross-section in the absence of and at 
various magnetic flux densities, as recorded by the XY plotter 
in conjunction with the measurement data taken by the potentio­
meter,and DVM are shown in Figure 4.18 for heater currents of 
of 3 x 3.2 amperes and .cooling water at 7/6*2° C. The characteristic 
time of build-up of the final mean temperature for any value of B 
is, however, not much dependent on B magnitude. For the 3 x 3 . 2  
ampere heating condition shown in Figure 4.18, this characteristic 
time is 4 minutes.
The time for building up the pressure difference is dependent 
on the heating level and the magnetic field. For the 3 x 3  
ampere steady heating conditions with a sudden application of 1.2 
Tesla, the final steady state value is reached in 20 seconds 
corresponding to an estimate of 12 seconds made in section 4.4.1 
with the associated connecting pipe length in the loop ignored.
At lower values of B, the initial drift of the menisci in the Hg 
reservoir and in the manometer confirm the existence of 
longitudinal oscillations predicted in section 4.4.1.
Next consider the potential <(> + measurements in Channel II 
as measured by the thermoelectric potential probes with respect 
to the potential at the central point on the axis, still with no 
flow in the z direction. One such equipotential plot is shown 
in Figure 4.22for the heater current of 3 x 3 amperes and 
cooling water at 10^° C at B = 0.5 Tesla. The corresponding 
isotherm plot is also shown. From these measurements it is 
possible to construct the <(> distribution due to the current (j) 
flow assuming no movement in the z direction. The resultant plot 
is shown in Figure 4.23 as Aacross vertical chords for angular

1 1 0 .
positions of (R; O, tt/6 , tt/4 , tt/3, ti/2, n ) and
J  4 b
(?iR, n/4), 0 being measured from the horizontal line along B.
With no circulation in the z direction 
A*jy = —j- a shows a remarkably uniform j for 
values of X = R/2, R//2, and O (cf. Table VII) .
From the corresponding Ap measurement
aaT- mJy “ (1 + c)R = 6370 amperes/maaT
A non-dimensional plot of (3p/3x)/- vs. M is shown in
Figure 4.24 to demonstrate the effect of c.
4.6.2 Flow measurements
TEMHD induced flow measurement in Channel I was restricted 
to mean flow velocity measurement only,while in Channel II it 
was possible to measure temperature T and potential <(>+ along the 
vertical diameter perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic 
field to evaluate the velocity profile in the vertical direction 
only under the assumption of no current flow at thermo e.m.f. 
and motion induced e.m.f. balance along the vertical direction. 
Though this velocity profile is more interesting them the one 
along the horizontal diameter, it was not possible to measure 
the velocity profile characteristic in the horizontal direction 
with the existing probe arrangement without modification. The 
difficulty in adjusting the flow was not in controlling the 
temperature gradient, the magnetic field or the waiting period 
for the flow to become steady, but an inherent pressure gradient 
was established in the connecting loop of Hg. Even with a closed 
loop of Hg without any difference in head at the weir reservoir, 
it did not correspond to the flow without pressure gradient, and 
the manometer showed a pressure difference across the two pressure 
taps at the ends of the TEMHD section. (It is more because of
TABLE VII y
ampere operation at B = 0.5 Tesla
n = O, 1
Radial Angular 1 cm A<{> pv j amp/m2
position position ■min/max
R 0 O O indeterminate
R ± tt/6 2.515 150/160 6090/6500
3R
4 ± tt/6 1.87
ÎOO
105 5465/5740
R ± tt/4 3.556 210215 6035/6179
R ± tt/3 4.35 240,280 5640,6580
R ± ïï/2 5.03 305,295 6200,6000
R ±2tt/3 4.35 240,260 5640,6180
R ±3tt/4 3.556 210,220 6035,6325
3R/4 ±5ir/6 1.87 110,105 6010,5760
R ±5it/6 2.515 150,160 6090,6500
R ïï O O indeterminate
oaT
(1 + c) R
1.022 x 7.144 x 31.5 
1.435 x 2.515
= 637o ^ £ £ £
x ÎO
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this reason that the TEMHD experiments in the annular channel 
with endless flow entirely inside uniform B were conducted, 
though it so happened that these experiments unfolded further 
interesting aspects of TEMHD as reported in Chapter 6) . The 
positioning of the pressure taps were very critical during the 
fluid flow in the z direction as compared to their insignificance 
during the static (no flow) Ap measurements. Since it was not 
possible to locate the pressure taps exactly at the ends of the 
TEMHD section, the pressure measurements at these taps are only 
apparent pressure heads and the pressure difference so measured 
was always less than the true value. From the theoretical 
expected value and the measurements, an estimate of this error 
is possible. In the following paragraph,flow measurement results 
during steady state only are presented.
Figure 4.25a shows the mean flow rate, V, as measured by
the flow meter in mm/sec against the pressure head (in cms of Hg)
measured at the pressure taps due to a head difference in Hg at
the weir reservoir for Channel II (3 x 3.2 ampere heating, B =
1.25 Tesla). Figure 4.25b shows the corresponding mean flow
rate in cms/sec against the pressure head in cms of Hg in Channel I
for 5 amperes heating condition and B =1.2 Tesla. The theoretical
curves are shown as continuous lines,while for Channel I the
theoretical curve corresponding to the measured a value ofCu-Hg
sample I (ref. section 3.4.9) is shown chain-dotted. Figure 4.26 
shows the mean flow rate in mm/sec in Channel II for the 3 x 3.2 
ampere heating condition, with the weir reservoir completely 
filled up, against the variation of Hartmann number based on the 
TEMHD duct inner radius. The raw data of the flow meter 
measurements as well as the corrected flow rate corresponding to 
the pressure difference measured at the manometer from the
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pressure taps are shown. The theoretical curve is shown by 
the continuous line and it is to be noted that three scale 
lengths along the ordinate have been used in Figure 4.26. The 
effect of pressure difference between the ends of the TEMHD 
sections and the exact locations of the pressure taps (including 
right angle bends in between) is clearly observable. At very 
low values of B corresponding to the residual flux density of the 
magnet and the lowest stable flux density level, there is a 
velocity jump which could not be determined in detail because of 
the instability of the magnetic field in this range. Figure 4.27 
shows the velocity profile along the vertical diameter of Channel 
II for the 3 x 3.2 ampere heating condition under the assumption 
of no current flow in the vertical direction, evaluated from T 
and measurements. In fact, the assumption is not valid since 
there was a pressure gradient, but even with a uniform j this 
velocity profile should be representative of such flow with 
higher velocity at the hot end.
The starting process of the TEMHD flow has not been studied 
due to its complexity. The steady flow and temperature conditions 
(apart from temperature oscillations and secondary flow 
fluctuations) are attained in 20 to 25 seconds. The temperature 
of the Hg in the connecting loop and in the weir reservoir (in 
the flow experiment) rises and, in the steadying time of 20 to 25 
seconds, reaches the corresponding T^v value very consistently.
At lower flow rate, the time required for steady flow is greater 
than at higher flow rate.
No serious effort was made to study the heat convection by 
TEMHD flow in detail, but that it is possible has been 
demonstrated by detecting rise in cooling water temperature (at 
steady flow) at the weir reservoir of mercury.
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CHAPTER 5
THERMOELECTRIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS IN RECTANGULAR CROSS- 
SECTIONAL DUCT
5.1 Introduction
The rectangular cross-sectional duct is next to the circular 
cross-sectional duct in order of importance to be found in 
practical installations. The basic configuration of the TEMHD 
device considered here is that of a uniform rectangular cross- 
sectional duct whose longitudinal axis is horizontal, placed in 
a uniform, steady, transverse, horizontal magnetic field. The 
heating is done from the top and cooling from the bottom to 
ensure that the fluid in the duct is thermally stably stratified. 
Thus the complexity introduced by buoyancy effects when the fluid 
is heated from below (Bénard problem) is avoided. It has already 
been observed during the preliminary analysis of an infinitely 
long channel in section 3.2 that,for the configuration adopted, 
the top and bottom walls are necessarily conducting both thermally 
and electrically at the solid/fluid interface; the side walls 
may be either in thermal and electrical contact with the fluid at 
the interface or isolated by having a coating of insulation. It 
is to be noted here that while in practice all thermal insulators 
are also necessarily electrical insulators, it is possible to 
insulate electrically with reasonable thermal conduction across 
the insulation layer. The case of stainless steel is dubious as 
it is affected by its wetting property, and both thermal and 
electrical contact resistances vary widely.
The theoretical analysis of TEMHD in a rectangular cross- 
sectional duct of the configuration given above is presented in 
sections 5.2 and 5.3. The experimental device is described in 
section 5.4 and the experimental results are presented and
discussed in section 5.5.
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5.2 Theoretical Analysis: Stationary System
Assume that the walls of the rectangular duct are thin
(t ) compared to the dimensions of the duct cross-section (L) ,
particularly at the top and the bottom boundaries where heating
and cooling are done by devices external to the channel. The
temperature drops across the thicknesses of these walls can
therefore be ignored, and the top interface can be taken to be
at the uniform temperature T^ and the bottom interface at T^
with T^ > • Though thin, the electrical potential drop
tkftacross/top and bottom walls is neglected for convenience of 
analysis. Also neglected are thermal and electrical contact 
resistances at the top and the bottom interfaces.
5.2.1 Conducting sidewalls with insulated interface
Consider the case of the rectangular cross-sectional duct 
with its conducting side walls separated from the fluid with a 
thin layer of insulation, thermal and electrical. When the 
fluid is stationary, i.e. when the fluid flow in the z direction
is blocked, the configuration shown in Figure 5.1 is just like 
two short-circuited conventional thermocouples on either side of 
the vertical central axial plane, apart from the fact that the 
element in one leg of the thermocouple is a fluid. Thus the 
shape of the fluid element is that of the duct (possibly 
deformed by the heating and cooling), but material displacement 
of the fluid in the z direction is allowed. If the TEM1ID section 
is long compared to its end sections (non-TEMHD), j = j is 
constant (from grad p = j_XB) .
From equation 3.16 the equation of heat transfer is given by
3a , , 8a . . dT
T;) ( 3Y T + T 3T -1 dY i 2/o - 57  ( KS ) = °  (5-1)
IpriSulatlTiqCoating.
Figure 5.1 The rectangular cross-sectional duct with conducting 
horizontal wall to fluid interface but insulated interface at 
the vertical sidewalls in a transverse horizontal magnetic field.
Figure 5.3 1^0 rectangular channel with conducting solid-liquid 
interface at one pair of parallel walls and insulating interface 
at the other, positioned with the sidewalls inclined at ar. angle 
0 to the vertical in a transverse horizontal nagnetic field P .
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Consider the fluid to be isotropic, homogeneous, with average 
values of the fluid physical properties
3a >
(5.2)
< K > O av » = < a :, < t|^ > = < dT
  
1dT
d2T
dY2
/ rn^ oT > j
dT
dY
2+ j /cr « O
Solving for T _3a . Y
T = A1e l . > i —  i YDT J K + A„ + —2 ' 3a 
°<T3T
(5.3)
With boundary conditions T = T, Y = +L1 y
evaluating A^ and A^
T = T = {T - av m
jL ,
3a
°<T37>
T = T_ Y = -L2 y
- C t——- ^ — —  Cr—~ > ±. _e 3T K + 3T^ K , __3Y_
} (1  + T7TZ ^m3tx jk y  + ___ da
„3a ^ jY
sinh 3T K °<Ta ^
(5.4)
where T&v = (T^ + T2>/2 and 2T Ti “ V
As a check with both 
rule
3a
r3T > •> O, < j > -*■ O, using L'Hospital's
T = T + T — av m L (5.5)
which gives the linear temperature profile in ordinary heat
transfer problem without thermoelectric effect. 
»3aWith 3T 
3apowers of <Tg^ 5 
dT(grad T)y = ^
> small and expanding exponential functions in
T , 3t3a m—  + L <T3T > KL
y y
Y - I2! OK (5.6)
Therefore the heat conduction rate (with time), with A = L L„ x z
Y 
2L
dT
"KAd7
Tm m < t|^>3T '
Tif jAYy
j A ■il I ? F 1 4 oA
T
-KA—L
Du
+ < *3? " Tm (JA)
Y
L 'i(jA) 2
2\  V 
OA L (5.7)
y  y  y
which shows that the heat conduction across Uie horizontal cross- 
section passes through both the upper and lower boundaries in 
the same direction in the absence of j. With j / O, half the
total joule heat generated by the current flow in the interior of
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the thermoelectric elements travel to each face Y = ± L iny
opposite directions. Similarly each half of the total Thomson 
Dcxheat *5<TV—  > (2T ) (jA) in an element travels to Y = ± L in the d i m  y
3 ctopposite sense to that of the joule heat if <T > for the 
element as well as the direction of jA are positive.
The time rate of the total energy input at Y = at T^ from 
(3.13)
qi = ** ÏT ~ <Tlî >l (jA) I Tm “ *î( jA) ^  P + (a(T) T + <fr) | ( jA) 
y
while the time rate of the total enerqy rejected at Y = -L
y
at T„ is given by
(5.8)
KA -jrS- +<(l|^>|(jA) |Tm + »2(jA)2p + (a(T,)T0 + <(.) I ( jA) | (5.9)2' 2
where a = a a , KA = K A + A,K ,, P = 2L {---Cu Hg w w  f f  y a A a A f w
A = t L , A = 2L L , jA = j A = j A , suffixes f and w w w z  f x z Jf f  Jw w
referring to the wall and the fluid respectively. For simplicity 
<i> is taken to be the same at Y = ± L .
y
Therefore the time rate of energy input into the system
q i  - q o = {Tja (TL)-T2a (T2)}.(jA) - (jA)2P - <t|^ > I (jA) | (2TJ
(5.10)
In the stationary system, no energy is extracted from the 
system, therefore
A , j = A j = Ai fJf wJw
Tla(Tl)-T2a(T2)-<Tff >2T,n
2T
—  { a(T ,)} =— av
— (t ) 2T a v av
"'■y1 ¡ r h * d r >w w f f
(5.11)
where a linear relationship a(T.) = a +(-y^  ) T is assumed.1 o 8T o
This is consistent with j^ determined from the Kirchhoff's
law for the electric circuit
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T1 - / adT
2t a(T ) m av a _aT f m
V A i---- + — --} 2Lfla A o_A^J V w w f f Jr
(1 + c) L (5.12)
where c =
0 c Lf x
a t w w
and a is replaced by the unambiguous symbol a.
(5.12) has a similar form to that in the circular cross- 
sectional duct with sinusoidal peripheral heating.
A simpler case of heat transfer is given by equation (5.2)
3ctwith < > = O, which with boundary conditions T T. at Y = L 1 Y
and T = Tj at Y = -L results in the temperature distribution
T j l
T = T + Y + (L 2 - Y2) —  (5.13)av L y 2Kay
It should be appreciated that the temperature variations with Y 
in (5.4) and (5.3) are not linear, and adverse temperature
gradient can be generated if in (5.4)
T . jTm + 9ot > m
L <T9T > KL
y  y
OK
(5.14a)
or in (5.13) A
qk < ° (5.14b)
With the maximum value of Y = L^, (5.14b) gives the condition for
adverse temperature gradient as 
0
Kfa _> (1 + c) /—  
f m
(5.15)
It is interesting to note that the condition (5.15) is 
independent of L^.
Consider the generation of maximum j with the constraint (A^ + A^ )
fixed, aid for the minimum total energy rate input at Y = at
T . With the electrochemical potential and the Thomson
coefficient < Tr- > neglected, from (5.12) and (5.8) oT
aaT
L (1 + c)
y
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KATm
Ly
= Tm r—  U  A + KCAC + L L w w f f 1 + c }y
Minimisation of the function
® =  { qi/(Af + Aw)J/jf
aT Fav (K + K,F) (1 + a F/0 ) w r r w
1 + F afa(l + F)
where F = A /A w.rt F for m a Mmum cuTyent with rm'nvmum of Keatiry f w *
which also gives the ratio of (t /L ). Since (A„ + A ) is fixed,w x f w
both A, and A are determined, f w
Next consider the question of thermal instability with the
electric current has been considered by Wright (1963) and 
Kulikovskii and Regirer (1965) for infinitely wide channels. The 
fluid physical properties considered in equation (5.2) are the 
averaged values, i.e.
linear and a(T) were a linear function of T. Consider the local 
perturbation of temperature in the bulk of the fluid so that 
a (y) is also perturbed. Depending on the nature of a(T) variation 
with T, the liberation of joule heat is modified and, in seme 
cases, may lead to thermal instability. The general three 
dimensional perturbation analysis is difficult, but the analysis 
of the simple case of two dimensional perturbation is included 
here for having a feel of the problem. The two dimensional channel 
is ccnsidered infinitely wide, -*■ 00 , and any variation of
gives
top and bottom surfaces maintained at the uniform temperature T^
and T^ respectively. A similar problem in gas without thermo­
which is equal to o(Tav) if the temperature distribution were
1 2 5 .
parameters with x is excluded. Ignoring the Thomson heat from 
(5.2) in the stationary fluid 
d2TK o J 2 .
J2 +  /a  = odY" T (± L ) o y T ± T av it (5.17)
aaT
with j =O (1 + c) L , suffix o refers to unperturbed values.
With a local perturbation in temperature T, (no variation along x)
(5.18a)3T . a T 32T, _ 3* . . 2 T dapcv ï ï = K ( r r  + 7 T ;)+ 2 â j ^ o + 3o T  «3y 3z a
, . . . , , , , da .da.where variation in K is ignored, a =a(TQ (Y)) , ^  = (^ r) T = T (y)
o v
and <p is the perturbed electrical potential.
Corresponding to div j = O
dz 3z
j. 3 , , . T da+ ^  (°ï- + J0 â dT > =3y 3y (5.18b)
With T and fixed and uniform, the boundary conditions for
(5.17) and (5.18 ) are
T(± L ) = O, >(± L ) = 0
y
Equations (5.17) and (5.18 ) can be nondimensionalised by having
.2 • 2L 2
T = JL T  - tK 7 - 1  7 = ^ 3° 3o yT T f t  2 , y l ,Z l ' a KOTC pcvLy y  y  c
where T is some characteristic temperature, and then dropping c
the bars into
2 2 j  23T 3 T 3_T 3£ . Jo da
9t = 3z2 3y2 ^  a2 dT
and (<r-^£ + -i — — ) =  o311(1 3z ' dz ’ ay ' ay 3o o- dT> ° (5.19)
with boundary conditions T(± 1) = O, <fi(± 1) = O (5.20)
Particular solutions of the system (5.19), (5.20) .consistent with
the two dimensional analysis, of the form
T = ©  (Y) e1 z^“Àt 
= 0  (Y) ftL*JZ'Xt
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give (t)" + (^ —7- ) - u2 +A) (t) + 2jQ @' = O 
o
W
(5.21)
T
311,3 - y2 ~  + ( © T ,T ... ) ' = o. @ ( ±  l) =<D(± l) = o
o o 0 0
where the prime1 indicates ordinary differentiation w.r.t Y ,'f,
(5.22) 
d
dY'
Consider the case of large wavelength only, so that p -> O.
(5.23)
T h e n ,  T  ' "
©>" + (X + ) (?) + 2j <3>' = O
o
ip I Ij ' 1 * ,
5T7T ) ' + (© T-°,T--n-. ) ' = O, (T) (± 1) = ©  (± 1)= O
o 0 0
(5.24)
T h e r e f o r e
T * * 2t *
- irr) © +  ^-7O ^ (1) - T 1(-1) .o o -1
T
/ - ^ - T ©  dY = 0 , © ( ±  1) = O
(5.25)
This equation (5.25) is the same as that of equation (13), (14) 
in Kulikovskii and Regirer (1965),and therefore the conclusions 
therein are valid here as well. The conclusions are as follows:-
( i )  F o r  a l l  o d d  s o l u t i o n s  o f  ( ? ) ,  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  d e c a y  
e x p o n e n t i a l l y  w i t h  t i m e .
( i i )  F o r  e v e n  s o l u t i o n s  o f  Q t )  , f o r  o ( T )  = , t h e  s y s te m  i s  
s t a b l e  f o r  e < O ; t h e  s y s te m  i s  s t a b l e  a l s o  f o r  e  > O i f  T 0 ^°^
< T  
T
(O), but unstable if To(0)> T 
critical critical
(O) where
(0) corresponds to the solution of (5.25) when X is in
critical
transition through O. Since e < O for liquid metals, the system 
would be stable for large wavelength perturbations in general.
Next consider an altogether different situation, that of a 
local perturbation in temperature at the top and bottom interfaces, 
otherwise maintained at uniform T^ and T2 respectively. For fixing 
ideas, consider a hot spot T(x,Ly ,z) at the top interface. The 
thermoelectric current flow due to such perturbation is shown in 
Figure 5.2a. The buoyancy driven vortex is toroidal around the 
hot spot if it is a sufficient distance away from the side walls
1 2 7 .
(Figure 5.2b) . The vorticity induced by the electromagnetic 
force (jXB) has its axis oriented preferentially either in the 
direction of the magnetic field B or in the direction transverse 
both to B and the longitudinal channel axis (Lz), but not along 
L^. A conceptual diagram of such jXB induced vorticity is shown 
in Figure 5.2c. At strong B, the overall vortex shrinks in the z oln-fetion
central horizontal and vertical planes containing could be 
generated. This problem is considered in detail in Chapter 6.
The pressure difference across the TEMHD section,when the 
flow in the z direction is blocked, is given by equation (3.1)
The corresponding difference in head of Hg is given by
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. It is interesting to 
note that the expression is similar to that in the case of a 
circular cross-sectional tube with a sinusoidal circumferential 
temperature distribution.
Still considering the basic stationary system, i,e. the fJow 
in the z direction blocked, if the channel is so oriented that the 
top and the bottom interfaces (A,A) (Figure 5.3) are inclined at 
0 (measured anticlockwise) to the horizontal plane, buoyancy driven 
longitudinal vortices do appear above the critical value of the
The practical possibility of a situation where
(AT) is uniform but T^ and T  ^are linear functions of x needsy
mention 9( 1# 2). At critical values of —  ^  , shear layers in both
with V = O if
From (5.12) 3p _ f m
a,aT B 
(5.26)3z (1 + c)L
y
therefore (5.27)
12U.
parameter H g 6 ^ 3 y 'D x ^  L y  w't h ¿%x)  a fu n c tio n  of and ®7Sx
VK M 2 / .In the case where the temperatures
and at AA are maintained
Ap
cj aT B sinQ f m_____
(1 + c)L (5.29)
b u t  f o r  f i n i t e  c a p a c i t y  e x t e r n a l  h e a t i n g  an d c o o l i n g  d e v i c e s  a t  
A A , Ap w o u ld  be r e d u c e d  f o r  M < VI critical
5.2.2 Conducting sidewalls with electrical contact with the 
fluid at the interface
From the preliminary analysis of the TEMHD channel in section
dT3.3, it is clear that as long as gy remains constant, i,e. T is a 
linear function of y alone, the analysis of rectangular TEMHD 
ducts makes no distinction between the case of conducting side
walls»whether in electrical contact or not,with the fluid at the 
dTinterface. Thus with ^  constant, the analysis of (5.21) is
dTvalid here. However, when ——  is not constant, as it would not bedy
when there is significant level of j , will no longer be 
zero and independent of x. The fluid will therefore
circulate with the vortex axis along B, even though net flow in 
the z direction may be blocked in the external connecting loop 
of the fluid. The probable neutral shear layer is now in the 
central section of the horizontal plane containing L^.
5.3 TEMHD Analysis (Fluid Moving)
5.3.1 Sidewall interface insulated
Consider the configuration described in section 5.2.1, but 
now the flow in the z direction being allowed with blocks in the 
circulating loop connected at the ends of the TEMHD section 
removed. The top (heated uniformly at T^ ) and bottom (at T2> 
perfectly conducting walls are strictly horizontal and parallel
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to the external magnetic field B^ = B to avoid the possibility 
of M shaped velocity profile of Alty (I960). There is no exact 
solution for the corresponding ordinary MUD problem, but a 
solution based on boundary layer analysis at large values of M 
has been worked out by Hunt and Stewartson (1965) and Chiang and 
Lundgren (1967) . Such .analysis relies on the fact that there is 
a predominantly uniform core flow flanked by thin boundary 
layers on the walls and the complex flow near the corners is 
ignored. In the theoretical analysis that follows, TEMHD flow 
has been treated as electrically driven (due to a potential source 
equivalent to the thermoelectric e.m.f. applied across the channel 
height perpendicular tol^ordinary MHD flow. Thus the analysis 
closely follows the ordinary MHD analysis of Hunt and Stewartson 
(1965); however, the details of the mathematical steps are 
provided to arrive at the result. Consider the fully developed 
TEMHD flow with no variation of flow parameters w.r.t z except
that of pressure p (refer to Figure 5.1).
d jXTherefore div j = O gives t—  + 3j / = O, so that a—  3 ox y d y
stream function H(x,y) exists such that
3H , 3<f>J = -z—  = 0(- - VB)y 3x 3y
3H , 9<J> .
J - —5—  ~ -5—  )x 3y 3x
(5.30)
(5.31)
where a = a(x,y) = a(y) here,but for simplicity only the average
value of a is considered. v = v z, is the electrical potential.
From equation (3.1) , since the flow is fully developed
32 32O = -3p/3z + j B + i\(— ^  - )
y v 3x 3 y  2 2» 3H .3 v 3 y .= -3p/3z + + \(— 2 + 7 T  >3x 3y
(5.32)
where n is also considered as the average value for simplicity .
From (5.30) and (5.31)
1 ,32H 32II , 3v
- (—  + 7 T  > + Ba^ = ° (5.33)3x 3y
The corresponding boundary conditions for (5.32) and (5.33) are 
V = O y
3H/3y = O y = ± L , x = ± L  (5.34)y x
Therefore at x = ± L , H is independent of y so that if H = H
± L , x = ± Ly »
at x = L and H = H_ at x = -L from (5.30) x 2 x
I
L
,Lf x ] dx = H,-H_y  1 2y=Ly
(5.35)
Z -LX
where I is the total current crossing the solid/liquid interface 
at the top wall and Lz is the length of the channel.
The equations (5.32) and (5.33) are nondimensionalised by 
having
X
_iiv_
L 2p
L ' ‘ X
and H =
£ j*5 _3p + _Ë_n, ' 3z 2lX
V  - ( H x -■H2)X
(h ]l-h 2) = p
L 2P ( * ) *
(5.36)
and then dropping the bars
2 23 V 3 v--- + --r ■+■ t2 2 3x 3y
3H
3x
3vA  - + m - °
3x2 3y2 3X
(5.37)
with boundary conditions v = 0 , H = 0 a t x = ± l
and Vs O, 3H/3y = O at y = ± Ly/Lx 
(a) Core flow: pertinent solutions a) vand H are of order ^
_ ay j3 wj^th H = _x/M satisfies equation (5.37) but not the M
boundary conditions. (5.3(i)
Therefore there must be boundary layers at the walls to satisfy
the boundary conditions.
1.11.
(b) Hartmann boundary layers: these layers are of the order
1 1 , . ay + b— I n p a r  y  =  1  1 T t- \ r  =  —=-----------  -i- \ r
H =  - v / M  4-
M h
x/M + H^
Then since 3/3x >> 3/3y from (5.37)
3H,32v,
3x2 ' M 3x
..3Vh
3x 3x
with boundary conditions H. = — , v. = -1" at x = 1 whileh M h M
both -> O immediately away from x = 1.
Then a = O and b = 1
„ 1 -M(l-x)and Vh = - - e »H - Ï ^ (5.39)
Similarly at x = -1,
1 M(-l+x)v = - — eh M
„ 1 M(-l+x)
' Hh - - M 6
(c) Conducting wall boundary layers: For all walls nonconducting, 
Shercliff (1953) has shown that for finite the Hartmann solution 
is valid except at the top and bottom walls (Figure 5.1) where 
there is a boundary layer of thickness 0 (-^ ). It is assumed 
that such boundary layers do occur here as well, so that v and H 
change across these layers from the core value to satisfy the 
boundary conditions at these walls. Assume therefore thin 
boundary layers so that -z—  >>3/3x
Let v = — + v. (since a = O and b = 1) M b
H = - + HM b
In the boundary layer at y = + L /L , v and H satisfyy x
32V. 3H b b--5- + M*
8y 3x (5.40)
and 32H. 3 V.b t>--+ Mr-----  + O
3y 3x
n i .
0 ( i ) near x M
. , ay + bLot v = — ---  + v,M h
(b) Hartmann boundary layers: these layers are of the order
± 1.
H = -x/M + Hj.
Then since 9/3x >> 3/3y from (5.37)
3H,32v,h h— ir- + M— r—  = O ~ 2 3x3x
32H, 3 Vh h---- + M-
3x 3x
= O
with boundary conditions H, = — , v, =h M h
both -*■ O immediately away from x = 1.
-ky + b) at x = 1 while
Then a = O and b = 1
and 1 -M(l-x)M ® (5.39)
Similarly at x = -1,
1 M (—1+x) V = - — eh M
1 M(-l+x)
' Hh = - M e
(c) Conducting wall boundary layers: For all walls nonconducting,
Shercliff (1953) has shown that for finite the Hartmann solution 
is valid except at the top and bottom walls (Figure 5.1) where 
there is a boundary layer of thickness 0(^j ). It is assumed 
that such boundary layers do occur here as well, so that v and H 
change across these layers from the core value to satisfy the
boundary conditions at these walls. Assume therefore thin
0boundary layers so that gy >>3/3x
Let V = - + Vb
H = + HbM 
(since a = O and b = 1)
In the boundary layer at y = + Ly/Lx , vb and Hfa satisfy 
8Hb
2 + M3x °
and
3 y
32H. 3v.b b _---—  + M~r——  + O
(5.40)
3 y
3x
1 3 2 .
3Hb 1 Land the boundary conditions are --- = O, \>. = - — at y = — , lx|< 13y b M L 1 —
L X
Away from y = -T, H. + O, v, -*■ O Li D DX
and H + v, 0 at x -*■ 1 and V. -H, O at x -> -1 b b b b
H (x)Let H. at y = +L /L be given by H, = ---- (Note this H(x) isb y x  ^ • ' b M
different from H(x,y), H etc.)
Also let X = V. + H. , then b b
V. = *J (X(x) + X(-x) }D
H = 4 {X(x) - X(-x)}D
From (5.40)
32X , 3x--ô + —  - °~ 2 3x3y
with boundary conditions X = — foj.--— , 7—  {x(x) - X(-x) } = O atJ M ayL
Away from y =
X L
X = H(-Xjr~— , -r|- (X(x)-X(-x)} = 0  at Y = OM dY
X -*■ O, and X = O at x = 1. 
Introduce a new co-ordinate transform Y
(5.41)
, X •> O; 
3X
37 ^  0
X = O at x = 1
Multiply (5.41) by sinfY and integrate w.r.t Y from O to <*> 
2
f° ( sinfY) dY + M !°° (sinfY) dY = Oo ^  o dx
I n t e g r a t e  b y  p a r t s
Jr (sinfY)-— ^ dY = (sinfY) ~  |“ - f /"(cosfY) |£ dY 
3Y
(5.42)
= -f (cosfY)X I - f / (sinfY) XdY o o
= + H(x)~X f - f2 /“ XsinfYdY M O (5.43)
From (5.42) and (5.43) with X(f,x) = / X sinfYdYo
x (f,x) - f2X(f,x) + H(X)-~-- f = o
X(f.x) e-£2/“* - I  /  (Hiazi , .-f2« '  atM M
X
Integrating between 1 to x and having X = O at x = 1
Inverse transform gives
X = -  / "  X ( f , x)  s i n f Y d f  =  -  / "  I -  IÌLLL2_Ll s i n f Y  e V~ M  
n o  n o x M ' - M - '
2 ,» /  f t H (C) -1 .(-IT C + f2/MX)dcdf
* i  /  aliti at /* Xf sinfYdfn x M o M
Integrating by parts the inner integral
V „  ^ M c - x )
= -  / - - dC f e--r^xj cosfYdfn x M o
= X A  h ( c) —l
n x M
y2M
u t o  • -‘s S - ’ *'4l?'-x) «
M
Y /  H(C)-1 -Y2M/4(C-x )/ Tt--;~V7~-7 e dC2 vMn ^ (£-x)3/2 (5.44a)
2 . 2 ^  e_C Y /1H U L _ _
7n ^ M dC 2TTtf? ^ (C-x) 3/2
-y 2m
e 4 (C-x) dC (5.44b)
Reverting back to Y = L^/L^ - y
X - (^ i}er-fr (L y / L X~Y ) /M ( V V 7) LH (C)X M f 2A-x 27m x (C-x) 3/2
-*>(£*■ - y)2 
e x  dC
4 (C-x)
(5.44c)
Differentiating x w.r.t y and having —  (X(x)-X(-x)} = 0dy
at y = L /L , i.e. Y = 0 2 y x ---
1 H' (C)d^ = rx H* (C) ¿5
x (C-x) h (x-C) L (5.45)
In the interval
(i)
(ii)
Figure 5.4
Interval of integration
(i) (l,x) , (C-x) is +ve; so is (x-C) in the interval (ii) so that 
the integrands can be replaced by the modulus
1 3 4 .
therefore / dC - / d<J , 0
C-x -1 x-C
H'(c) H ' (r)
t h e r e f o r e  /  -------- 2 - p  s g n  ( x - C ) d C  + /  ------ - - s g n ( x - C )  d c  = O
C-x -1 X-?
H • / r \or / -----q—  sgn(x-C) dC = O (5.46)
-1 Ix-C|
This can be transformed into a standard integral equation with
the substitution
1 "t X _a .. 1 + Cx = ----- and Y = -----
ao that u i / y )/ --—  , sgn (X-Y) dY = O
° |X-Y1^
_ ! _ iwhose solution is H'(X) = A^x (1-X)
(5.47)
substituting back
H 1 (x) = A2 (1-x2)"% (5.48a)
The solution, however, is non-unique. Evaluating the constant 
by integrating both sides w.r.t X between the limits +1 and -1
2/2n
A2 =
therefore H ' (x) =
(T^j) ' 
2  i/ 2 tt
(Th) 2
n  2. - h(1-x ) (5.48b)
It is important to note that the characteristic thickness of the
boundary layer as seen from equation (5.44a) is O(-j^ j-) , the
same as that of all nonconducting wall case of Shercliff (1953).
Ignoring the complex flow at the corners and the overlapping
Hartmann and boundary layers, the velocity flux can be calculated
from (a), (b) and (c)
.L /L, 4 y x(a) / Vdxdy = — ----
D
/vdxdy = Idx /vdy = totiil flux in (a) (symmetry condition
used implicitly)
1 3 5 .
(b) / 7 d*dy = / M y  f_[ {- i eM('1+x))dx =
n  _t /t J- 11-L /Ly  x
(5.49)
(c) is even in x and is odd in x and independent of x;
therefore X can be used straightway in the evaluation of velocity 
flux in place of \r . Since the boundary layer is of characteristic 
length 0( ) , it is appropriate to consider Y = y /m so that
/ v dxdy = -2 f dx I -rr X 
'D b -1 o /M
oo dY 1 ’ i
-2 I 
-1
dx
-1 X (c-x)^ o
2YdY
4(C-x)
-Y 2/4(?-x )
/ >dc
x <C-xp
dx
(from 5.44a) 
, 1
-2( ^ {1-H(5) 2(C-X) lx
=  -2  /
dx
Mv'MTT
+ 2 / H ’ (C) U-x)^ d? }X
(integration by parts)
2/2if ,, 2 - h  ,»2 „----(1-x ) / 2(£-x) d£
(r«*r x
(from 5.4«)
(2) 3/2tt
m /mtt (r(»)2
8/2 r\
y  (2(r«,)%r%)
3.625
,3/2 r», ,3/2 (5.50)
Combining
a^cD Vdxdy
Ly
(5.49) and (5.50) 
0.956
/m } neglecting terms 0( —- )M 1
(5.51)n > 1 for complex regions of flow.
This only differs slightly from that of all nonconducting
walls of Shercliff (1953)
I  V d x d y  = ' - f a  
D
4LY/Lx i 0.052 ,
U  " M " 75“  }
However, having an all nonconducting duett is of no use in TEMHD. 
Integrating (5.30) the potential drop across the fluid is given 
by
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2L__y_ i_
2L CT L
B /*vdxdy 
2L (5.52)
where * means dimensional v, x , y are used.
The conducting sidewalls and the thermoelectric e.m.f. may be 
replaced by the Th^venin’s equivalent
2L
2aT - y__im 2t a L W w z
(5.53)
From (5.36) the dimensioned volume flow rate (time) 
★f Vdxdy = ( BI - |E) {i _ k _ ° - 9 5 6 Lx } (5 .5 4 )
D
where I
2L L X z
B
3z nM
2aT - T7—  / Vdxdy m 2L _ x D
2L 2l
2L L a 2t a L X z w w z
that is <j >y
oaT - — —  / vdxdy m zL_______ x D______
Ly (l + c)
M L /My
(from (5.52) and (5.53)) 
(5.55)
It is to be noted here that only average values of a and n 
have been used in the above analysis. As long as the fluid is 
uniformly stratified and there is no variation in a and nywith x, 
the flow should not be affected to a great extent. The type of 
velocity profile in such flows with fluid property variation 
with temperature is an intriguing one. From the experimental 
results of the circular cross-sectional duct, it is expected 
that the velocity profile along B would be flat,while in the 
(direction transverse to B , it is an asymmetrical M shape
with higher velocity near T^.
1 *The mean velocity V = -rr— -—  + f vdxdy can be obtained
x y D
from (5.54) and (5.55) 
Mas V {1 + 1 + c ^  M
aT0.956L ,, , mx ) } = (------ 7--- L BL /m y (1 -  h -2 dz MOB
0.956L
L /M
x
1 + c (5.56)
If M »  1 and c
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aT„ _ __m 1 + c 3p
_ L B _ 2 3z y oB
which has a striking similarity with the V in case of circular 
cross-sectional duct with sinusoidal circumferential heating, 
the temperature gradient T^/L^ being replaced by Tm/R.
5.3.2 All wall interfaces electrically conducting
The problem of rectangular cross-sectional duct flow in
ordinary MHD with the walls parallel to B perfectly conducting
and those transverse to B of finite conductivity and having
electrical contact with the fluid has not yet been solved.
Chang and Lundgren (1961) have solved the extreme case when
all the walls are perfectly conducting,and Hunt (1965) that with
walls parallel to B of finite conductivity and perfectly
conducting walls transverse to B. In the case when all the
walls are perfectly conducting, i,e. C = O, there should be an
exact balance between ~ - d>+ and Bv along the interface at walls 3s
transverse to B for 3p/3z = O. With a linear variation of T along 
y, a slug flow model w'nald be quite appropriate. Consider the 
perfectly conducting rectangular duct with symmetrical temperature 
distribution in a horizontal transverse magnetic field B^ = B 
(Figure 5.5a) . Let the total potential be ()>+ (including thermo­
electric e.m.f., /adT, a function of y, the height, only.)
y
Then in the fluid, from the equation of inertialess steady 
motion 3p/3z = - oB(Bv - 3<|>+/3y) + n^v
V
and from div j. = O,
V2<J>+ = B3v/3y
Substitute <(> = — /adT (= O at the walls) . Then, provided
y
(/adT) = constant dy y
>^sc wcJo (sotcntia-l 
c a v r e s J>ori<A lng 
to  the thermoelectric 
em.l.
Figure 5.5(a) The rectangular cross-sectional straight duct 
with all solid-liquid interfaces electrically and thermally 
conducting. The temperature distribution along the vertical 
sidewalls assumed perfectly symmetrical and to he linear in 
the vertical direction so that «^«is the same at the corres­
ponding opposite points at the side walls.
B,
Figure 5.5 (b) Fluid vorticity induced by nonuniform 
the sidewalls with conducting solid-liquid interface.
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3p/3z- aB
d(/adT)
y
dy -o b  (Bv - ^ )  + nV2v 8y v
and V if= B 3v/3y
and the boundary conditions are v = <j> = 0 at the walls.
This shows that the TEMHD flow is the same as ordinary MHD flow 
(with potential under an axial pressure gradient 3p/3z - 
aB^ y- (/adT) provided /adT is independent of x and only a linear 
function of y. Following Chang and Lundgren (1961) for the case 
of all perfectly conducting walls, the governing equations are 
identical with (5.37) in section 5.3.1, i.e.
3H32v
and
32v
2 ' 2 + M 3x "dx 3y
32H . 32H x „ 3v--r + — tt + M -r—  = O2 Cl..2 3x3x dy
but now the boundary conditions are 
v = O on all walls
and
3H . y  . 3H . ,-—  = O on y  = ± —1— and -—  = O on x  = ± 1
3 y  L  3x
x
The volume flow (time) rate (compare Chang and Lundgren, 1961)
L oaT B x  ^ m 3p-) 8L L3z' x  y  . , . 2  2 r  , ^ , . 2  2 , 2 .n=0(n+*5) ir { (n+^J r + M }
1 - (n+*5) it
cosh2f n— - cos2f t » 1-'x nL
^{(nt^) 2TT2+M2}{fnsinhafn^  - gsin23
with
and
l
f = {  (n+4) tt
4
■ } {  (n+4) tt  +n 2
gn = {  (n+4) 2 { - (n+4) ii
' V/ L  L
. aT
( —  -
1 | £ } d  -x y lLyB 2aB 3 z  j
-2 2 .2,4
-2  2
-^M3/2
therefore
V -*• {L By OBT If} as M -
(5.57)
xtr*
 \r 
X K
1 3 9 .
Since the analysis of the conducting interface at the side 
wall of the channel in section 3.3 shows identical result with 
that of an insulated interface of the conducting side walls, as
_ dTlong as = constant for the rectangular duct with side walls of 
arbitrary conductivity and in electrical contact with the fluid 
(the top and bottom walls being perfectly conducting and a
linear in T) , V is given by
OtT
y OB
The advantage of this configuration during experimentation 
is that there is less problem of accurate alignment of the top 
and bottom walls with the magnetic field to avoid shear layers
as in the case of insulated interface side walls. The 
dTdisadvantage is that is not strictly constant if further 
control to maintain it constant is not introduced, and therefore 
secondary circulation at the side walls cannot be avoided 
(Figure 5.5b).
5.3.3 A critical review of the uniqueness of the solutions
In the absence of an exact method of solution, boundary layer 
analysis is applied to some of the MHD problems. Hunt (1969) 
proposed a theorem to establish the uniqueness of fully developed 
isothermal conducting fluid flow in uniform B with uniform fluid 
properties. The theorem states that the specification of 
(i) either or the volume flow rate /vdxdy and (ii) either the 
electric current lcaving/enteriny the duct at connecting points 
on the duct walls to external electric circuits or the electric 
potential at these points, uniquely determines the fully developed 
flow. The proof of the theorem is based on an energy balance and 
the positive definiteness of the irreversible heat dissipation 
(entropy process). In the case of TEMHD fully developed flow.
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the flow can be initiated without literally having an external 
electrical connection,and the energy input is basically thermal. 
Even if the thermoelectric current flowing in the duct itself or 
the thermoelectric potential in the duct wall interfaces were 
specified, treating the interfaces as the connecting points 
to the external circuit, yet there would remain the possibility 
of the heating conditions giving buoyancy induced secondary 
flow to upset the uniqueness of the solution based on 
specifications (i) and (ii) only.
Consider a TEMHD (nonisothermal) fully developed flow in 
the z direction (the y axis being vertical in opposite direction 
to g_, the gravity vector) such that
and V = O all along the boundaries of the duct, the symbols 
having the usual meaning. The fluid properties a, ri^ are 
considered to have average values to avoid further complexity 
and the variation of density p is confined to the buoyancy 
term only (Oberbeck-Boussinesq assumption). From equation (3.1) 
and the conditions (5.58)
(V, B. <f> + , T) = O
and (V, B, <f> + , j , T) = Od Z — — —
(5.58)
k  (VP) " °
(5.59)
Therefore p = -(Ap)z + f(x,y) with (Ap) a constant.
2 2 2 2 2From equation (3.1) with V = 3  /3x + 3 /3y , F(x,y) = f(x,y) +
|b |2 / 2 ij , a s c a l a r  f u n c t i o n
(5.60)
p (V. V) v (5.61)
y
I'll
? (V.V)v = (Ap) +
(B.v)B
2 + 2nv v z (5.62)
From (3.22) i.e.
j_ = 0(-grad <j, + VXB) and V-B_ = O
(V.\7)B = (B.V)V + V2b (5.63)
With 34+ 3<J>+. = O, on the boundaries (VXB) = j = o—  = Oo Z  ^ Z  ^ Z dZ
B -5“Z qZSince div B_ = O = div V and because 3 } does not
2 Sz-
contribute to ¿.V and ^ ¿.V from equations (5.60), (5.61), it
can be inferred that v , v , B and B are independent of v x y x y z
and B^. Therefore, setting vz = Bz = °» ignoring their 
effect on F, in (5.60), (5.61) and (5.62), (5.63), the set of 
equations can be written in the compact form
(5.64)p (v .v )v  = -vf + (- 7)- + nv2v -  pb| ^  g-  -  p y - dy
and -VX(VXB) = V §/po (5.65)
with B = (B ,B ,0), V = (v ,v ,0) and V, V referring to the x y x y
two dimensional operators. Scalar multiplication of (5.64) by V 
eind (5.65) by ® and addition of the two equations integrated 
over the duct cross-section gives
L -l , , , V . (B. V) B B.VX(VXB) -(V. V) v l d x d y  = / {-(V. V) F + . —-- — + =--- =-= + nV y2vD P p —
2
+ —'7 —  - PBg— V.g ) dxdy (5.66) 
p2o y
Using the boundary conditions, V = O and the divergence equations 
div j = div = div V = O
V I V 12/ V.(( V .V)V)dxdy = I V .(—— L— !_)dxdy = O
D ~  ~  ~  D 2
/ (V.V)F dxdy = S V.(VF) dxdy = O D — D
/ (V.V2V) dxdy = - / |w| dxdy with w = VXV
D — D
f — • Y  ^ d xd y - _ ( Si. dxdy *.-■£:] IJ| dxdy
J X> jA r < T  -T> ^ < r  D
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/ B . ( V X ( V X B ) )  d x d y  = -  /  V . ( ( B . V ) B )  d x d y  
D D ~  —  “
Therefore, from (5.66)
O = n/ |w|2 dxdy + —  f IjI 2 dxdy + / pei^-V.g dxdy (5.67)
VD ° D —  D a y --------
Th e  e x p r e s s i o n  on  th e  r i g h t  h a n d  s id e  i s  no  l o n g e r ,a s  c o m p a re d
with Hunt, 1967, positive definite because of the last term
b e in g  n e g a t i v e  f o r  a d v e r s e  t e m p e r a tu r e  g r a d i e n t .  T h e r e f o r e ,
i n  g e n e r a l ,
w / j. ^ °
T h e r e f o r e  v  /  v  /  O i n  g e n e r a l ,a n d  s e c o n d a r y  f l o w  i s  p o s s i b l e ,  
x  y
With this condition, the preliminary theciemof Hunt (1969) is 
invalidated, leading to the breakdown of arguments in the 
uniqueness theorem, i.e. the flow is not purely longitudinal.
T h e  p h y s i c a l  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  th e  ab o ve  c o n c lu s io n  i s  t h a t ,  
e v e n  th o u g h  e n e r g y  i n p u t  may b e  s p e c i f i e d ,  i f  c e r t a i n  
te m p e r a t u r e  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  b e in g  m a in t a in e d  (a d v e r s e  v e r t i c a l  
( y )  o r  h o r i z o n t a l  ( x )  t e m p e r a t u r e  g r a d i e n t s ) , t h e n  th e  r e l e a s e  
o f  e n e r g y  b y  t h e  b u o y a n c y  f o r c e s  can  p r o v i d e  f l u i d  v o r t i c i t y  
and j o u l e  d i s s i p a t i o n .  T h e  same i s  t r u e  o f  e n e r g y  r e l e a s e  b y  
c e n t r i f u g a l  f o r c e s  i n  c u r v e d  d u c t s  ( r e f e r  C h a p t e r  6 ) o r  when 
th e  c o r i o l i s  f o r c e  a c t s  on th e  f l u i d .  H o w e v e r, a t  v e r y  s t r o n g  
m a g n e t ic  f i e l d s ,  t h e  s e c o n d a r y  f lo w s  a r e  s u p p r e s s e d  and t h e  
u n iq u e n e s s  th e o re m  o f  l o n g i t u d i n a l  m o t io n  h o ld s  a g a i n .  T h e  
t e m p e r a t u r e  o s c i l l a t i o n s ,  f l u i d  v o r t i c i t y  as e x p e r ie n c e d  d u r i n g  
e x p e r i m e n t a l  r u n s  i n  TEMHD f u l l y  d e v e lo p e d  f lo w s  w i t h  c o n s t a n t  
e n e r g y  i n p u t  c o n f i r m  s u c h  s t a t e m e n t .  Th e  b a s i c  p o i n t  t h a t  i s  
b e in g  e m p h a s is e d  i s  t h a t  f o r  th e  u n iq u e n e s s  o f  t h e  TEMHD f lo w  
( i n c l u d i n g  s e c o n d a r y  f lo w )  i t  i s  n o t  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  s p e c i t y  4> + 
o r  I  due  t o  t h e r m a l  e f f e c t s  o v e r  and a b o ve  Ap a n d / o r  v o lu m e  
f lo w  r a t e  o n l y ,  b u t  a c o m p le te  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  T  a ro u n d  th e  
d u c t  b o u n d a ry  i s  e s s e n t i a l .
V
5.3.4 Comments on further analysis
(a )  S t a r t i n g  p r o c e s s  a n d  t h e r m a l  o s c i l l a t i o n s
The starting process can be analysed in a simple way 
similar to that followed in the case of circular cross- 
sectional duct in section 4.4. During the starting process, 
the steady state flow would therefore be asympto Ctically 
approached at magnetic field strengths > Bcr< Bcr is independent 
of the temperature difference, but is governed by the flow 
circuit inertial parameters. At B < the flow would pulsate
in the z direction and would continue to do so until a time 
when the external connecting loop parameters damp out such 
pulsation.
It is obvious from the analysis and the discussion of
section 4.6.1 that any adverse vertical or lateral temperature
gradient would cause thermal oscillations in the fluid due to
fluid vorticity induced by baroclinic instability in the
magnetic field of B < B , B being a function of the parametercr ct
(Ra) /(Pr). M2-.
(b )  E n t r y  p r o b le m
The solution to the TEMHD problem in the case of rectangular 
cross-sectional duct can also be approached in the same way as 
that discussed for the circular cross-sectional duct in section 
4.4, resulting in M shaped velocity profiles with asymmetry.
(c )  F lo w  w i t h  B i n c l i n e d  t o  th e  s id e  w a l l s
The TEMHD flow in a rectangular cross-sectional duct with 
the side walls insulated from the fluid at the interface and a 
magnetic field inclined to side walls at an angle ( >< 45°) 
could easily be inferred from the analysis of Alty (1966).
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(d) Combined free and forced convective flow
The real practical problem of combined free and forced 
convections TEMHD flow requires special mention in connection 
with heat transfer studies in nuclear reactor cooling circuits. 
The free and forced convective ordinary MHD flow in a 
horizontal channel has been analysed by Gupta (1969). The 
characteristic temperature in such a flow is given by 
T 1 Az + T(x,y).
I t  i s  show n t h a t  f o r  p o s i t i v e  d T / d z ,  i , e . A p o s i t i v e , f lo w  
i n s t a b i l i t y  ( s e p a r a t i o n )  c a n  o c c u r  a t  th e  c h a n n e l to p  w a l l  f o r
( R a ) / ( P r )  > 2M4 2 where Ra is based on A = 3T/9z. ForRe (M coth££ - 2) '
A negative, instability at a much reduced scale occurs at the
R r J p  Tbottom wall at the same critical value of — —  . It can thenRe
easily be shown from physical considerations that in the 
corresponding TEMHD flow, such instability would be promoted 
at certain regions and suppressed at others along the channel 
length. The velocity profile is necessarily asymmetrical and 
depends on the sign as well as the magnitude of (Ra)/RePr. A 
detailed analysis of such a problem is beyond the scope of this 
thesis.
5.4 The Experimental Device
5.4.1 Introduction
The rectangular duct experiment was planned at a stage 
when the experimental results of the circular cross-sectional 
Channel I were available, but the reason for the discrepancy 
of the experimental results with the theoretically predicted 
ones were not fully understood. To avoid every possible mode 
of experimental uncertainty,care was taken in designing the 
experimental device. Also distilled Hg was used for the first
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time in these experiments as against the Hg from the previously 
used stock utilised in the circular cross-sectional TEMHD 
channel I. Though the rectangular cross-sectional duct 
experiment went a long way towards confirming the understanding 
of TEMHD flow, the overall significance of it was a shade 
irrelevant when the experimental results of the circular cross- 
sectional TEMHD Channel II were available. The scope of the 
experimental programme with the rectangular cross-sectional duct 
was also otherwise curtailed by preferring the use of the 
limited time available in the more interesting study of the 
TEMHD flow in annular channels of rectangular cross-section 
(Chapter 6).
5.4.2 Device constructional details and probing mechanism 
The basic structure of the channel was made from a
2rectangular cross-sectional (nominal size 3.81 x 3.09 cm »inner
2bore 2.7 x 2.46 cm ) copper pipe obtained from Coventry Metal 
Bars Ltd. The wall thickness of the sidewall was 0.55 cm and 
the other pair of walls,0.32 cm thick,were used as the top 
(heating) and bottom (cooling) boundaries. The total TEMHD 
section of 31 cm length (effective length 30 cm) was made up of 
two symmetrical sections of copper pipe,each 15 cm long, with 
a central insulating gland (Tufnol) 1 cm long separating them.
T h e  c e n t r a l  i n s u l a t i n g  g la n d  was d e s ig n e d  t o  accom m oda te  p r o b e s  
f o r  i n t e r n a l  m e a s u re m e n ts . T h e  w a t e r  j a c k e t  was l i k e w i s e  b u i l t  
on e a c h  Cu s e c t i o n  b y  b r a z i n g  a t  th e  b o tto m  w a l l  a  c u ta w a y  h a l f ­
s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  same s i z e  Cu tu b e  and c l o s i n g  u p  t h e  e n d s  b y  
b r a z i n g  Cu e n d  p l a t e s .  T h e  w a t e r  i n l e t  p o r t  was a t  t h e  m id d le  
o f  e a c h  s e c t i o n  an d th e  o u t l e t s  a t  t h e  e n d s , s y m m e t r i c a l l y
located at the bottom of the water jackets. The sidewalls of
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the main copper pipe (TEMHD section) were insulated from the
fluid by glueing thin strips (0.5 mm thick) of tufnol
(Bakelite) to eliminate any possibility of current eddies and
the associated fluid vorticity due to temperature gradient
being nonuniform. It was initially planned that the insulating
strips and the glue would be later scrapped for experimenting on
rectangular cross-sectional duct with wall to fluid electrical
contact at all the interfaces, (The insulated case had to be
done first for glueing is ineffective with the copper surface
already amalgamated) but was not pursued. The final cross-
sectional dimensions were: inner bore, L =2.46 cm, L = 2.485y x
cm; outer size, L = 3.10 cm, L = 3.785 cm, with a maximum y x
tolerance of 0.005 cm, i.e. 0.2%. The TEMHD channel therefore 
effectively had a square cross-section. Extreme care and skill 
were necessary during the process of glueing and placing the 
Bakelite strips to maintain parallelism within such tolerance.
Two symmetrical heater coils were made of 26 swg Nichrome wire 
wound in a zig-zag fashion and embedded in MgO insulation 
applied on the top wall outside surface and covering up with fire 
clay and asbestos,in somewhat similar way to that done in the 
case of circular cross-sectional duct.
The end sections of the overall assembly were made of blocks 
of Tufnol into which connector round tubes were fixed by sealing 
with 'O' rings and glueing. The sealing of Hg at the 
rectangular peripheries at the end flanges and at the central 
gland were made of vulcanised rubber gasket which proved very 
satisfactory even with heat applied very close to it. A partial 
blown-up perspective view of the assembly is shown in Figure 5.6. 
Two temperature probes made of Chromel-Alumel insulated by 
vulcanised rubber sleeves and encased in stainless steel tubes
k^t
er 
ou
t
insulated at thé outer surface (ptfe insulated Cu-Constantan 
was not available at that time) were inserted through the 
central gland. The tips of the TK probes were located at central 
points in horizontal planes of the top and the bottom walls of 
one of the TEMHD half sections, making sure that the tips 
scratch the Cu surface, and are mutually aligned parallel to the 
sidewalls. Though initially glass capillary tubes were used, 
the process of alignment invariably resulted in their breakage 
so that,finally,stainless steel casing was used, with the 
associated problem of having insulation on it as well. Pressure 
taps were correspondingly located at the central gland and at 
the end flanges. A flexible positioning device of probes with 
rotary traversing mechanism could not be perfected and was 
finally left out because of Hg sealing problems while inserting 
it through the central insulating gland. Sectional views of the 
TEMHD rectangular channel are shown in Figure 5.7.
5.5 Experiments, Experimental Results and Discussion
The rectangular cross-sectional TEMHD channel was placed 
in the air gap of the Lintott electromagnet I in a true 
horizontal alignment over wooden supports in a PVC tray. The 
Hg loop was similar to that for the circular cross-sectional 
duct experiment. PVC tubes were used for the Hg loop as well as 
for cooling water, and care was taken to ensure the symmetry 
of connecting loops.
5.5.1 Static pressure difference measurement
The static pressure difference across the TEMHD section was 
measured with the inclined tube manometer, when the level of Hg 
in the weir reservoir was so adjusted that there is no flow over
(F
ul
l 
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o
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the weir. Figure 5.8 shows the TEMH - static pressure difference 
in mms head of Hg for different heating and cooling conditions 
against the magnetic flux density. The pressure difference 
readings were reproducible and agreed consistently when the 
direction of the magnetic flux density was reversed, by having 
the same magnitude. A. typical spread of data for curve f is 
shown as ± 1.5% variation. However, for smaller pressure 
difference it is ± 3%. It is to be noted that thicker side walls
have contributed a very small value of c = 0.040 ± 0.001, so that 
°faTmeffectively Ap 'v- — --- BL with an error of only 3.85%. The
—  Li Z
y
thicker sidewalls contributed to predominant heat conduction so
2that for power input of 6.35 KW/m a temperature gradient of only 
609.75 °K/m could be realised. The experimental conditions for 
the TEMH- static pressure difference measurements are summarised 
in Table VIII. The variation of the statiq pressure difference 
with the temperature Tx, for fixed values of B = IT and 0.5 Tesla, 
is shown in Figure 5.9. From Figure 5.8 it can be said that 
the extraordinarily good fit of the experimental data with the theore» 
tical lines (firm continuous lines) calculated with the pure grade 
a value, justifies the TEMHD static pressure measurement as another 
method of determining a. Figure 5.10 shows the calculated a 
values from the experimental static pressure difference 
measurement with a^ known a^ priori. With the scale used in 
Figure 5.10, the experimentally determined a values can not be 
distinguished from the a values of the Marwaha (1967) data, but 
lie within ± 1.5%. From the temperature gradient and the 
temperature measurements of the inlet and outlet cooling water, 
it was estimated that as much as 95% of the heat was conducted 
through the TEMHD section, and a bare 5% lost to the ambient
surroundings through the thermal lagging.
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The most surprising observation was that of temperature 
oscillations at both the top and bottom interface»since this 
experiment was the first time that the internal temperature 
measurements were conducted. The temperature oscillations 
persisted even in a magnetic flux density as high as 1.2 Tesla.
A time record of temperature oscillations T^ and T^, 2 to 3° C 
oscillating magnitude, is shown in Figures 5.11a,b for the 3 
ampere heating condition at B = 1 Tesla. The fluctuations are 
more random than those observed later in the TEMHD Channel II 
experiments, but definitely indications are there of a faster 
oscillating mode over that of a slow periodic change. The 
magnitude of B also affected the magnitudes of T^  and T^ as 
compared with those in the absence of the magnetic field, in 
somewhat irregular fashion, in most cases a drop in T^ and T  ^
by 1 to 2° C. Accurate determination of such changes was 
made impossible in the presence of an over-riding tew(Deratvre 
fluctuation of the same/greater magnitude.
The duration of the settling process during the pressure
difference build-up with a step change in B, after steady
heating conditions have been attained, is of the same order as
in the case of the circular cross-sectional duct, varying between
15 to 20 seconds. With the flow along the connecting loop
blocked, the temperature of Hg on either side of the weir in
the reservoir remained at ambient temperature- it implies
itU-racKon ton«.
t h a t  f l u i d  v o r t i c i t y  d o e s  n o t  e x te n d  b e y o n d  th e  TEMHD/^ i . e . 
w h e re  g r a d  T  a n d  B a r e  p r e s e n t ,  a t  l e a s t  t o  a g r e a t
extent.
Tine
Figure ^.ll Temperature fluctuation with time in the rectangular cross- 
sectional straight channel under the influence of the transverse magnetic 
field. The traces progress from left to right with time with horizontal 
time scale of 15 sec / cm . The vertical scale corresponds to 1 C / cm.
(a) Fluctuations in T., top wall solid-liquid interface temperature and
(b) Fluctuations in T,, Bottom wall solid-liquid interface temperature.^ T| > TgOperating condition 3amp heating current 
B= 1.0 Tesla.
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5.5.2 TEMHD flow experiments
TEMHD flow experiments were performed with the rectangular
cross-sectional duct, measuring the average flow by means of
the flow meter connected in the Hg loop when Hg was allowed to
flow over the weir. The mean flow rate was very low due to
very small temperature gradients that could be generated even
at the maximum heater coil loading. The raw velocity (mean)
data, i,e. without correction for pressure differences across
the TEMHD section, is shown in Figure 5.12 for different
heating conditions against M based on half the channel width,
i.e. L = 1.2425 cm when there is no difference in head of Hg --- x
at the weir reservoir. The experimental trend lines indicate
a velocity maximum around M = 160. Though pressure correction
could be done for the observed pressure difference at the
pressure tappings, even then the mean velocity falls short of
aT
the asymptotic value given by V= _■ ■ by 30 to 5o-%, more
Ly(B)
so at lower values of M.
J
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Figure 5»12 Plot of r.enn velocity (without pressure d"or> 
correction) in the rectangular cross-sectional straight 
channel ir. rrra/sec against M based on half width of the 
channel L = 1,2425 cm.
■  5 aei^ires current
3> ^¿wt^eres keebe-r cu rve in t  
4  3 ^mjbev« k e a .b e .r current
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CHAPTER 6
THERMOELECTRIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS IN ANNULAR CHANNELS OF 
RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION
6.1 Introduction
The possibility of attaining fully developed flow and the 
elimination of pressure gradients due to fluid entry in and 
exit out of magnetic field region, where non-linear effects 
predominate (changing cross-section, bends and non-uniform 
magnetic field) leads to the consideration of fluid flow in an 
endless channel totally inside the uniform region of the magnet 
air gap. The channel therefore is in the form of a torus 
compatible with the requirements of symmetry. Its cross- 
section in general would be any closed contour, but for obvious 
reasons of simplicity the cross-sectional shape considered in 
this chapter is rectangular. The possible combinations of 
orientations of the thermoelectric current and the magnetic 
field B that induce fluid flow are (B , j. or j j B_, j or j ; 
B^, j or jg) where the z axis is taken along the vertical, 
opposite to the gravity vector and r, 0 in accordance with the 
convention detailed in Chapter 3. When rotation of the fluid 
in horizontal planes in azimuthal direction is considered, the 
choice is then restricted to either (i)(Br,jz> with a horizontal 
radial magnetic field Br or (ii) (Bz,jr> with a vertical axial 
magnetic field B^. For maximum TEMHD interaction, the thermo­
electric current has to be generated by heating and cooling 
(i) the horizontal■top and bottom walls or (ii) the vertical side 
walls. Theoretically it is possible to maintain the advantage of 
stable thermal stratification of the fluid in case (i). Since 
this would just be an extension of the straight TEMHD channel 
configuration of rectangular cross-section considered in
152.
Chapter 5 and because case (ii)would be(,a.' more interesting 
with the possibility of investigating the associated buoyancy 
induced vorticity in the presence of magnetic field (this 
particular orientation of the heat flow and magnetic field 
directions surprisingly has not received any attention in the 
literature), (b) practically convenient for the experimental 
set-up (why it is so is made clear later) and,for reasons of 
brevity, only the configuration of uniform axial vertical 
magnetic field with radial thermoelectric current and heat 
transfer will be considered in this thesis. The basic 
structure is that of an annular cylinder shown in Figure 6.1.
The theoretical analysis for different boundary conditions 
(all rigid walls ; top surface left free; insulating or 
electrically conducting contact at the fluid to wall interface 
along the top and bottom boundaries) is presented in section 6.2. 
In section 6.3, the experimental details (constructional features, 
experimental and diagnostic techniques) are described. The 
experimental results are presented in section 6.4, and these 
results and their implications critically discussed therein.
6.2 Theoretical Analysis
The following steady state equations of TEMHD in the
cylindrical polar co-ordinates (ref. Figure 6.1) are easily
obtained from equations (3.1) - (3.9),(3.16)to suit the annular
channel configuration in general,with axial symmetry along the
azimuthal direction (i.e. ~z~pr — O) ,and an imposed steady uniform --- o u
vertical (axial) magnetic field = (o,o,B):
T 3r
r + vz r
+ +
*9
Figure 6.1 The basic annular channel configuration of 
section6.2 and the co-ordinate system.
Figure 6.2 Conceptual diagram of the shear flow of 
the fluid due to longitudinal temperature variation 
(along the curved side walls parallel to B) in the
annular channel.
Figure 6.3 The simple configuration for TEMHD flow 
analysis with dT/dz parallel to B.
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3v0 3ve A V V  j_ , R _a_ n
Vr 3r + Vz3z r yp r 3r 0
a2\r„
*(-
3r‘
+ Bz h  B0 + - H >
+ 1 3 e^ v0r 3r 2r
( 6 . 2 )
3\
3za
3\r 3 v  . .  .  ~ I i2
V + V B + B y- B } ---3 (E. + ifJL_ + ») +r  3 r  z 3z yp r  3 r  z z 3z z 3z p 2y
32V 32V
l>(-
3r
3\r
f  + - -y5- + ---y ) + g 6 (T-T )2 r 3r » 2 o3z
2
3B 3B 3v  3v  , 3 br r r r l . rV —r—  + V —r---B —5 B — r—  =   (----yr 3r z 3z r 3r z 3z ya _ 2
(6.3)
B1^ r ^
, ~ + r 3r 23r r
32B
3z”
(6.4)
3B e 3 B e 3 v e 3 v e l
Vr T r  + Vz ~3z “ Br ~3r ~ Bz ~dl + 7  (V0Br " B0Vr)
32B
3r
3B 3B 3V
Vr 3r + Vz 3z Br 3r
3V
B -5—  = —  ( z 3z ya
0 1 3B0 B0 a b
2 + r 3r 2r 3z
82B
z 1 1
3Bz 32B
. 2 r 3r 3z a 2*dZ
) (6.5)
(6 .6 )
3T
3r
3vr
3r
V
+ r
3v
• O (6.7)
3Br B+ r SBz n (6.8)3r r + 3z u
3<J>wa(- -fj- + 'VB - V B„z z 0) = - ^  ’ 3z (6.9)
ya(vzBr - V B r z
3B
> - - Æ -
3B
< T F > (6.10)
, 3 4>"*" 
y0(- + V B r e - W
,3%  B* 
(_3r + "r” > 3r(rBe} (6.11)
3T
+ Vz 3z =
K
C ep
<iÜï * i V 1 3T 32T3r 2 *3z cpç (6.12)
S being a potential function (for example, gravitation potential) 
of external forces, and qg is the internal generation of heat per
unit volume and time.
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6.2.1 Four rigid conducting walls; electrical contact at the 
wall-fluid interfaces of the perfectly conducting 
vertical curved sidewalls but insulated interfaces at 
the horizontal top and bottom plane walls (abv. INTB 
by the nature of connection between two vertical walls)
The configuration prescribed in the section title (INTB)
does resemble that adopted by Baylis(1966) in his experiments
with the exception that the system considered here is not
isothermal. From another angle, the INTB configuration is an
extension of the 'Corbino Disc type of Thermocouple' to that of
two such identical units being connected back to back (physical,
electrical and thermal contact) and in having one element of
the thermocouple in the fluid state. It is easy to recognise
R1 + R2the influence of the curvature specified by R^v ( = ------ ) ,
aspect ratio Lr/Lz, 2 ^ T2 ~ T1 ' or more specifically,
T /L on the type of solution of the governing equations (6.1) m x
to (6.12).
Case (a) Narrow channel, negligible curvature, low temperature 
gradient
L /L «1, r' z L /R « 1  3ft 3
X^-» l!?
K
*5*
«  IV ’ (Tcf («3*15»)
This is the simplest case when secondary flow due to buoyancy and 
centrifugal forces can be ignored (v^  = Vz = O ), and j can be 
taken as independent of z.
From (6.2) and (6.9)
Aiso j0 = jE O and B = O , B = B. r z
32 v. Dv„i 0 1 0
^ -- o + 7 T F
0^ B %  . 2IB
0 p <)z  ^r 2n(2L )r (6.13)Dr r
with I being the total current in each of the horizontal walls of 
thickness t with the relevant boundary condition v• = O at
r = R1# R2.
1S!>
IB
0 4hl n
Z  *
rln r -
R22lnR2-R12lnR1
r~2 r i
R2 " R1
1 1
„ 2„ 2R, R„
r + - _ r _ 2
R2 “«I
ln r \} (6.14)
From Kirchhoff's voltage law around the one half symmetrical 
circuit, ignoring contact potential and integrating equation
(6.9) from r = R^ to R2 with Vg from (6.14) and = O
I ln R /R 1 In 5^ 2 R 2R 2ln(^)2 R22-R12
2 a T ----_ ■_----  = ----'{ --------- o--- — ---- -^- } (6.15)2irt aw w 2uL a 4ttL n 2 2 R2 -R1
therefore j = r
2aT am
R2 0B2 R 2R 2 R2 R 2-R 2r (ln U+c- 52- (R1 R2 l n ^ - -  R2 R1 } (6.16)
• a 2-*.2 1 ln V *1
For B = O and the radial difference r 2-r i
Rf+ R2
2Lr «  Rav(= 2---*•
< 2 V  Lrso that ---- and higher orders of —— can be neglected
R1 R1
aT a m
L  ( 1  +  C)r
, which is the same as that of a
rectangular cross-sectional straight duct.
The mean velocity V = -— — f V dr is given by (from (6.14)r 2-r i
and (6.16))
|V|=
aaT B m
,Rl W  ^  *22-*l 
V 2- » 2 ” ”l ln R2/El2 1
(R2-Rl^nwr. OB2 ,r 1¿r22
{1 2ñ (D 2_  _2
V R2 -R1
In
R0 r 2 d 2_2 _ _2__Rl _
R1 , R2 
ln 57
L a
t aw w
(6.17)
Again in the limit R2 “ Rx = 2Lr <<: Rav' higher powers of —  
neglected and M ■+ "
oT L  B r
which agrees with the mean
velocity — —  in the rectangular cross-sectional duct with 
L  B r
—i = o and M -*• “ (M based on L ) . r30 z
1 56.
The velocity profile, however, is given by the form of the 
expression in the curly bracket in (6.14) and tends to A^CiC-l), 
the velocity profile of Poiseuille flow between parallel planes
r-R, 2L
when 2L << R C = j. IT 2----- and terms of order (——  ) are
V R1 2 R1
neglected so that A^ = (21,^ ) /R^.
From (6.14) it can be inferred that in an electrically driven
flow, as long as control is by current 1, if I is kept constant,
the velocity magnitude (mean as well as maximum amplitude)
increases with increased B, the velocity profile remaining
unaltered. However, when j is controlled by the thermoelectric
e.m.f. aT , V departs from linear variation, and in the extreme m
limit of M + » is inversely proportional to B.
From (6.17) with L /R. «  1 but for moderate M, based on LIT 1 Z
aT
U  +
8 (1 + c) Ly" -1 aT
2 Lr V1 5 ( — -) R>Li
8 (1 + c)Lr i
fl ~ , i.I5M2 (— -  ) M
(6.18)
I f  M i s  b a s e d  on L
aT
M  - 7TT U
( l  +  C ) L »
t5 m “
+ 0<-V >
M
C a s e  (b )  W id e  c h a n n e l ,  lo w  t e m p e r a t u r e  g r a d i e n t
C o n s i d e r  t h e  c a s e  w h e re  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  g r a d i e n t  i s  s t i l l  
s m a l l  s o  t h a t  t h e  b u o y a n c y  te r m  i n  (6.3) ca n  b e  i g n o r e d .  
E q u a t i o n  (6.1) t h r o u g h  (6.11) i s  t h e n  o b v i o u s l y  s a t i s f e d  b y  th e
jtationary ( = o) solution V r- v " O, B - O, (r,z)at
U 0 = B 0 ( r , z ) , B z  =  B .
From (6.2), (6.5), (6.9) and (6.11)
3r
1 3 v0 1 0
2 + r 3r
1 3B0---=- + —  B — T—  = O2  n o  3 z
o Z  v
(6.19)
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3v,0P p 1 P 3 B fl
3 V 3 r + 7 1 7  “  V r  + I ” I  + RO B i T  "  °3z
- ^  - - C  ^  * Bve)
;  h  <«V " li 1
(6 .20)
The boundary conditions are z = ± L -
r  -  v » 2 > v  '  ° '  5 7  <rV  -  0
a l'H2From — (rB.) = O at z = ± L let B = —  at z = L ando f* u Z tl 2 7T r  2
WH
= --- at z = -L with H, and H_ constants, so that the total2irr z 1 2
radial current 21 (at any r fixed)
Vi8z
The following nondimensional parameters with bars are considered
L L 3B
2wr / Z j dz = / Z 2irr (---) dz = H.-H. = 21r  iio2 z  l—L — L
2 2
P(H1 + H2) 
4t\r 0
21
4itl I'on, z
2I/4ttL°-z
Dropping the bars, equation (6.19) to (6.22) become
32V0 32V0 x 3V0 _3B0 _
. 2 + _ 2 + r 3r ” 2 ”1 7  °3z 3r r
M3 v.32b0 . 32b0 . 1 3B0 „ , r .
2 + . 2 + r 3r" B0/r 3z
0 = O
3z 3r
. _|i+ + Mv3r 0
3Be
32
- = i  (rB.) where M = BL3z r 3r 0 Vnv z
(6.23)
(6.24)
with boundary conditions v = O at z — ± 1, r —
and B0 = ±(^i- ) at z = ± (rUg> = O at r
' z
R1.R2
Since v = O at r = r^, r2 and also on z = ± 1, it would have 
been customary to apply successively Hankel transform and cosine 
transform for Vq (even in z) and sine transform to (odd in z)
in (6.23) and (6.24) .
%
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—  ^  r 2VQ = it / / rB. (p r) vQ cos(wnz) dr dz
9 -1 rx 1 S 6
1 r 2B = n / / rB^(p r)B0 sin(nnz) dr dz
-1 ri
with n = 2K + 1, K integer and B (p r) = J.(p r)Y.(p r.) -
J- S  l  S  -L S
Yl(psr>Jl (psrl)
J and Y being Bessel's functions of first order, of first and 
second kind respectively; pg is the root of B^ip^r^ = O; 
and then taking the inverse transform
2 2 —  p J, (p r„)OO oo *3 1 s 2 0V0 = IT Z l B (p r)
K=1 s=l Jl2(psrl)-Jl2(psr2)
= 00 . . p s2ji2(psr2)BeB = It r Z B (p r) --2--------- 2------
K=1 s=l J, (p_r.)-J. (p r )
cos (nnz)
sin (nnz)
’1 *2 1 1 '*s ?
However, the boundary conditions of Bg on r = r ,r2 cannot be 
satisfied in this way. Turning to (6.23) and (6.25)
2 2 3 vB 3 v
dz 3r
0 1 3V0
2 r 3r (M2 + -2>ve =r
(6.27)
If VQ = Ve(z)V0(r) and 4> = VQ (z) 4> (r) , a separable solution
is possible of the form
VQ = cos(
/2 M2 /n -M J ,  J l J  1/2 2 ✓M -n 3 2K æ ;
J1/K1, Y1/I1 depending on n >< M.
2K + 1 „ , „n = ---2—  ' K integer.
However, if V., <£ are independent of z, then a solution can be 0
obtained for the equation (6.27) in terms of Bessel's functions
or modified Bessel's functions.
= A1K1(Mr) + A2I1(Mr) + P.I. {
a 4» 
3r
6 '1 1 ' # 2 1 " '  32/3r2+^3/3r-l/ri -•*'
In view of the problems in fitting boundary conditions to 
the solution of (6.23)-(6.26), consider a boundary layer analysis 
with a basic core flow flanked by thin Hartmann layers on the
159.
order
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82x 3x— + M —  = O- 2 3zdr section
which is the same tliat has been solved in^ 5'3 but the
boundary conditions on B in the present case contain an
additional factor of - or r  each assumed constantr,
depending on which boundary layer at r = r , or r = r^  is being 
considered.
Therefore |v| is given by 
R„
-2I lnR~
V = 8lTL /cr\ 1 -
°'S56t * l2> L,
v^ M In ——
R1
- 1 + terms of higher order} 
M J
of product of ,|2. ^  )
(6.28)
Integrating (6.25) over the volume from z = 1 to z = -1 and r = r^
to r^ and dimensionalising
A<(>
B JpVdrdz 21 In
2L 4ttL a
-IB ln R /R 0-956(R + R J Lz_____  ^ r __±_ _ _______^
2 7 7 ^  M R^
i/m In ——
I In R2
* oirU  -  t h t ?1 (6.29)
and by Kirchhoff's law of the electrical circuit
s. 2aT -
I In R2/R1
m 2irt a w w
2aT
I =
lnR2/Rx 
2irL a
0.956(1 + i ) Lz
{ 1 + c + B ¿¡tL U  - m  " &  in R_/R,----» 2 1
(6.30)
+ terms of
2aT
This checks with I =
ln-
2nL a z
higher order of 
1
R1R2M
(6.31)
—  in the absence of a magnetic field. 
(1 + c)
160
&  + w | i  = o. 2  8zdr sett tan
which is the same that has been solved in[ 5'3 but the
boundary conditions on B. in the present case contain anU
additional factor of —  or each assumed constant r, 1
depending on which boundary layer at r = r(, or r = r£ is being 
considered.
Therefore |V| is given by
-21 ln-
8ttL /cn r '* i - °-956( ^ ¡ 2' hv^ M In —
R1
- + terms of higher orderlM J
of product of (— i )
R1 R2 M
(6.28)
Integrating (6.25) over the volume from z = 1 to z = -1 and r = r^
to r2 and dimensionalising
A(J> =
B j  Vdrdz 21 In R_/R_ 'D 2 1
2L 4tvl a
-IB In R /R °-956V  R )Lz____   ^ ± r-i__±_ _ _______£ £277/01^  M R„
/S in —
I In R2
* ° ‘sU  -  t h t ?1 (6.29)
and by Kirchhoff’s law of the electrical circuit
=. 2aT -
I In R2/R1
m 2tt a w w
(6.30)
2oit
I =
lnR2/R1
2ttL a z
°'956(5.+ 52>L,
{ 1 + c + B ß-) L (1 - - -7-—  -- -  ^■ ■ 2--- + terms of1 n. z M /M In R0/R,2' 1
higher order of 
1
RiR2M ) )
2ctT
This checks with I =
lnr
2ttl a
(6.31)
—  in the absence of a magnetic field. 
(1 + c)
From (6.31) and (6.28), the mean flow rate is given by
1 2Vfr In R2/R----- + hl<3her order termsL B r
(6.32)
aTm °-956(i- + R )LZ (1 + C) R1 R2 2
+ ^3/2 In R2/Rx
L
for M » 1, c, .
The fact that |v| -*• » for B + O in (6.32) is fallacious
since the analysis does not hold for small B. In fact, when
T and T are maintained constant and independent of z, V <* B av m
for weak magnetic field strength. The basic physical concept
in the core for small B; current flow in the core diminishes 
with stronger B and is confined to the Hartmann layers. The 
increased resistance in the fluid circuit reduces I and hence 
j = constant (independent of B) in the Hartmann layer; the 
force balance is therefore between jjXB ^ O(B) and viscous
a2 -1nd v ^ o(B*v ) ; V 'v 0(B ) . This is in contrast to the casev 3z —  —
where the effective control is by I. As long as I is constant,
|v| is independent of B for a wide channel (Lr »  Lz> .
The other extreme case of (Lr «  Lz) similarly gives for
constant T , T , IVI = O(B) for small B and |v| = 0(B°) for av m ' 1
large B. For constant I, |v| = O(B) for small B, |v| = 0(B )
for large B but with large curvature |v| 'VO(B) for all B.
In the absence of buoyancy induced convection and secondary
flow due to curvature, i.e. V = V = O, ignoring viscous 
2
dissipation and — 5- , the energy equation is
is that of j (« —) being uniform with respect to height L x i r  z
whose solution corresponding to boundary conditions of T = at 
r = and T = T( at r = is
T  I n  ** m R.R
T  = T  + ----------------------av In R0/R
1 2
2Ko(2nL )-2-  (In f  ) (In —  ) (6.33)2' 1 "1 
The third term in the R.H.S. of (6.33) is insignificant for large
B. At small B, buoyancy-induced convection dominates.
B uoyan cy i n i u c e d  S e c o n d a ry  ftoty e sH n ia tc s
Consider the buoyancy-induced convection in the absence of
any thermoelectric current. Take v. = O. The symmetry of the
V
configuration permits the neglect of 36 t e r m s .  T a k e  t h e  o r i g i n
at the centre of the rectangular cross-section of the channel 
(xz plane x = r), z vertical; under the assumptions of R ^  >> 1,
R << 1, B = (0,0,B) , the steady inertialess flow equations m —
sure from (3.1)
3 ip +. p g g )  + , 32h (--T * 4 ) v -■ oB2\/ (6.34)~ 3x » 3xz 3z^ X X
3 ip + pgz) 
3z v 3x *¡4 - V + z gpB(T-Tav) (6.35)
V 3T x ——  + 9x V ^  z 3z
K
" V «¡4
2 2+ 9 /9zZ)T (6.36)
Eliminating p +fgz between (6.34) and (6.35)
(— , + 32/3z2) 
3x
(W)
y = 6
2 3v gB-^ - (T-T ) oB x _ 3x av
n 3zV
(6.37)
3v 3vz
where is the y = 9 component of vorticity ---^  .
The equations (6.36) and (6.37) can be nondimensionalised with
respect to x and z by dividing them by
The tTrivial solution of (6.36) is T = T^v + T^ x
9 9In the event of V << V and t-  »  -5—  which is valid for core z x oz ox
flow with L < L > (6.37) becomes
Z  X
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3
à
-i -  M  i3 a z
2 àvx = gf J1 (L_)
9  z  X
The solution of (6.38) with the boundary condition
z = ± 1 (rigid, .walls) and at z = O (by symmetry) is 
„Tm 3
Lz sinhMz
V = ---^ -----  (_-.-_T-.7- - z)3>M‘
At high Hartmann number M 
T
sinhM
(6.38) 
= O at
(6.39)
<Lz)3x and therefore the buoyancy induced
Xmax iJ M3 . .
vorticity decreases as —_ as expected, ® viscoJ'iy.
M 2
At low values of M, if terms up to the order of M only are
retained, (6.39) leads to
g6T 3 3v -> ---- (L ) (z -z) which is the exact solution ofx 6vL z
33V
3z3
gBT
i)Lm (L )3
The ratio of magnetic damping to viscous damping of the
1peak vorticity due to buoyancy is therefore given by
o‘o64 M
s in h M z  
M' r: i nhM
z ,, cothM .
- + 2(15 — ¡ r ~ }
An order of magnitude comparison of TEM11D rotational speed and 
buoyancy induced circulation can be made, ignoring the inter­
action of Vq and V as follows :
so that, for effective magnetic damping M > 4. The temperature
T
field away from the curved walls is given by T = Tav + x —  +@(z)
X
where T /L is a constant, the solution satisfies m x
2
a  t = k a t
V X  dx C P  a 2 p 3z
(h ) (z) is given by
c p * 4 > 2 < V 3
® ( z ) ---£
1 6 4 .
Hg ß ^ 1.8 x IO
g 'v 9.98
a % IO 5 V/°K 1.11 x 10 7
c -*■ O L 'v 1 cm z
B small . T
/ = IO ——^ m/secr Lmax r
V
B ^ 0.01 Tesla 
V
B high 'w 1
Tesla
. =0.6 —2- m/sec (viscous force balance0 L \max r \ . _ ,_L 'v lO cm I
max „T
- 7  m .= Ewxio —  m/sec
-5 —V. 1/ IO L 0 r
-3 TmlO -—  m/sec (magnetic drag balance)Lr
m/sec
(6 wo;
The buoyancy-induced circulation is therefore much weaker
than the TEMHD circulation (V at least an order of magnitude
higher, at the worst, than v ) . For Li the ratio Vr/Vg i-s
still smaller. It is to be noted that v has been ignored inz
the above analysis which considers to be confined in thin 
boundary layers along the vertical rigid side walls (cf.
In the presence of thermoelectric potentials along the
radial direction, ignoring V and higher order terms in Vz z
and Vr» the equations of core flow are given by
~  — h  “> ♦ ■>B2) + ".‘¿ 5  * l s - V  s2/S22> vr - V 2 '6M )  
" < 4  ' J K - V  ’2''322>3r
2oaT B m
(ln — ) (1 + c + M - 1- 0(/M)) 
R1
(6.42)
O = -3/3z(p + gpz) + pßg(T-Tav) (6.43)
Eliminating (p + pgz) terms between (6.41) and (6.43),
1 6 4 a .
3 ,VG , , 3 1 3  1 3 ,
-  3 l  (—  > = V {  — 2 + F  37  -  - 2  + — 2 }3r r 3z
3 V
3 z
,3v!__r
3z
g6
3(T-T ) av
3r (6.44)
In (6.44) the dominating extra terms compared to those in (6.37)
. , 3 V3 / 9 v -. *> rT—  (—=-) a n d ---—5— .O Z T 2 9 Z They are in such a d.i rection asr
to oppose the buoyancy induced circulation due to the term
0gBg-p (T-T ) in one vertical half space. Physically they
represent the vorticity driving force due to rotation and
curvature. Therefore the symmetry of about the central
horizontal plane is lost and in general Vr would be reduced in
magnitude compared to that of V' in the absence of Vg.
In arriving at the linear solution of the temperature
distribtuion from (6.36) as T = T + T x, the effects of curvatureav m
and buoyancy-induced circulation w have been ignored, and it is
tacitly assumed that the sidewalls are maintained at temperatures
T^ and T^. The effect of curvature imparts a logarithmic
variation of T with r, and in practice it is difficult to maintain
isothermal sidewall interfaces when the buoyancy-induced
fluid circulation is present. It is therefore more appropriate
to consider a vertical temperature gradient along the sidewalls
3T positive j  ^^
3z and constant ' — :— '
The solution of the problem is difficult, but some physical
insight cun be obtained by superposing the solution due to
longitudinal temperature variation at the sidewalls, i.e.
T = Az.on the solution for the isothermal sidewall case, w
1 6 4 b .
This TEMHD problem is entirely different in character to 
those considered so far in generating maximum TEMHD 
interaction. The temperature gradient (along the direction 
= (0,0,B) in this case) at the solid liquid interface
circulates thermoelectric current across a boundary layer
34(assumed thin) in the fluid where no exists otherwise
o Z
because of insulated interfaces at the top and bottom walls. 
j in the top half space is in the opposite directions to 
that in the bottom half. Assume j is confined in the 
thin boundary layer of thickness tf in the fluid parallel 
to B and the sidewalls. The fluid in the boundary layer 
therefore has Vg = in opposite directions in the top and 
bottom half spaces. This results in the possibility of 
rotational shear flow at the central horizontal plane. This 
type of shear layer would also occur in the case of a 
straight TEMHD channel of rectangular cross-section, but in 
such a case the driving mechanism is due to the temperature 
distribution along the nonisothermal sidewalls not being 
linear.
Consistent with the nature of the problem, in the
present case the condition that the sidewalls are perfectly
conducting is replaced by that of the thin conducting wall
of thickness t and finite conductivity o . From the w w
continuity of current flow
j -  ( j  ) '  ( 6 . 4 6 )
I X  d Z  WZ W
and the Kirckkoff's voltage law gives
fo
z J,WZ
ow
dz - / Aa dzo (6.47)
,r,he mean value of T (i.e. T at z = O) may be taken as=0 without 
loss of generality in equation (6.45)
From (6.47) ■'wz 1 +  ca
w c
Aa w he re  c (6.48)
Assuming a linear temperature variation of « with T and
therefore also with z, i.e.
a = + a^ZA
(6.49)
The viscous force balance gives
z
(6.50)
1/4 ( V V
n
1/2 the
b o u n d a r y  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s  o f  t h e  'D e a n ' p r o b le m .
2 /5
|Vq | i n  s u c h  a c a s e  i n c r e a s e s  w i t h  B
The flow configuration due to linear longitudinal 
(z)-temperature variation at the second side wall is similar 
to that at the first side wall velocity magnitude modified by 
the curvature ratio, but the respective flows are in opposite 
0= y directions for the same z. Each of the top and bottom 
vertical half spaces is occupied by the fluid rotating in 
opposite directions at their respective side walls, while at 
a given side wall the Vg direction changes from the top half 
to the bottom half. The physical situation is shown in Figure 
6.2. Thus there exist a shear layer at the horizontal midplane 
and a weaker shear layer at the curved vertical surface at
r = R , R depending on 1/R. and 1/R_.s s J- r
DTFor A > --, the combined r.idi.il .111<I longitudinal tornperatur«0X
gradient in the INTB (6.2-1) configuration leads to TEMI1D flow 
whose profile is antisymmetrical about the horizontal midplane 
as well as about the curved vertical midplane. In each 
vertical half space, the TEMHD flow can be compared with the
1 6 0 .
combined Couette (counter rotating co-axial concentric cylinder 
case) and uniform azimuthal pressure gradient flow in a 
uniform axial field (ref. Chandrasekhar, 1961). It would be 
very interesting to solve such a problem in view of indications 
of the way the fluid behaves, as observed during experimentation, 
but further analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.
An analogy can be drawn with the case of an infinitely long 
( y ,  z directed) thin plate of thickness t in B = (0,0,B) with
SoiJll dTlongitudinal , cotinu- temperature gradient —  (Shercliff, 1978) 
as shown in Figure 6.3. Taking advantage of the stream function 
H such that j = - -|2., j = from (3.1) , and taking the curl
X  d Z  Z  o X
of (3.22) , neglecting 3/3z w.r.t 3/3x, \r = Vg = v .
a consistent solution with boundary conditions V = O at x = O 
and x -*■ " gives
(6.51)
(6.52)
H
= Ve (x/L^ sin ^ /M/2 x/L ) sin (z/L ) (6.53)z z
= -/oriv V e cos (/M/i x/L^ ) c o s  (z/l ) (6.54)
z
Using (3.29)
cos (
L z
tan
(6.55)
At X = O (6.56)V
(cos j- ) (c + »y )
z
These are then shearing toroidal (0) boundary layer flows.
F u r t h e r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  l o n g i t u d i n a l
temperature gradient along the side walls is provided in the next
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section for the probletn with conducting solid-liquid interfaces
at the top and the bottom rigid walls.
No direct consideration has so far been given to the
presence of j„. Order of magnitude calculation shows j. ^ Order v _ oT
jg (0.24 ——  amp/m at B = 1 Tesla, which is small
max r
compared to j^.
6.2.2 Conducting wall-fluid interface at top and bottom rigid 
walls (CTB)
It has been pointed out that for the TEMHD flow described in
Chapter 5, the configuration - whether the sidewall to fluid inter-
9 Tface is insulated or not - does not matter much (r—  = constant).dy
However, in the annular channel configuration,with heating/cooling 
and magnetic field orientation the same as that adopted in (6.2J.) 
the all-conducting wall to liquid interface case is basically 
different from the case considered in 6.2.1. The radial
temperature gradients along the top and bottom horizontal planes 
exert definite influence on the magnitude and the shape of the
velocity profile of Vg in the CTB case compared to the Hartmann
layer controlled flow in the I1PTB case; narrow width channel 
cases are, however, still the same.
When buoyancy- and curvature-induced secondary flow can be
ignored, the temperature distribution is given by 6.33, i.e.
Tm ln(r2/RlR2l z 2 r R2
T = T + av In (R2/R1) — 2 m  t ln -r <6 -57>2Ko(2nL ) 1
with viscous dissipation also neglected.
If 1 -► O motion induced e.m.f. in the fluid and the thermo­
electric e.m.f. balance at the horizontal wall interface gives
2 aT
v_B r ln(R2/Rl) (6.58)
= a1 + a2TWith a
1 6 8 .
V0 Br In R2/R^ Uav + °2
m2T
(6.59)
However, this solution cannot satisfy the no-slip boundary 
conditions at all the walls, and hence boundary layers occur at 
all the walls.
When the lateral (radia)) temperature gradient is high and the 
strength of the magnetic field is low, is high; the secondary 
flow induced by rotational fluid flow is in the opposite 
direction to that of buoyancy induced secondary flow at one of 
the horizontal walls (T^ < T2-*-bottom wall* > T2-»top wall)
and therefore strong boundary layers occur at the curved vertical 
sidewalls ;and the boundary layers at the horizontal walls,except 
near the curved sidewalls,become insignificant. There is thus a 
large temperature gradient near each curved wall along the radial 
direction. In effect then, the bulk rotation of the fluid is 
controlled by two co-axial boundary layers rotating in the same 
sense due to TEMHD forces at the overlapping horizontal and 
vertical boundary layers. At very high values of the lateral 
gradient of temperature, the single cell buoyancy circulation 
breaks up into multicellular toroidal vortices in the boundary 
layers along the curved side walls. The buoyancy induced 
circulation also raises the possibility of adverse vertical 
temperature gradients at the horizontal walls and the 
associated marginal convective instability. The temperature 
distribution, controlled by buoyancy effect, in the bulk of the
-*• “> is given by
3
(6.60)
lü'J.
In the presence of a longitudinal temperature gradient of 
the form T = Az along the vertical curved sidewalls, there is in 
this case (CTB) the possibility of j aligning totally along B, 
entering or leaving the bulk of the fluid at the horizontal 
walls. Therefore the possibility of shear flow as discussed in 
section 6.2.1 does not. arise in the case of CTB configuration.
6.2.3 Top surface free; solid-liquid interface at bottom 
rigid wall insulating (FTINB)
As explained later, this configuration has practical
advantages during experimentation. Loosely speaking it is half
the symmetrical configuration of section 6.2.1 (INTB). However,
the presence of the free surface permits the top surface level
to be non-planar, non-horizontal and surface waves may occur.
Also to be noted is the fact that the interaction of buoyancy
and the TEMHD circulation makes INTB configuration asymmetric
about the horizontal midplane. At high values of M, i .e. in
strong magnetic fields, the solution of the FTINB corresponds
asymptotically to the bottom half space INTB configuration
solution with both V. and V becoming small. u r
Assuming the top free surface to be horizontal, the 
buoyancy driven circulation is such that the flow of the fluid 
towards the cold vertical sidewall boundary layer is mostly 
restricted to the top layer of the fluid. The solution of the 
simplified vorticity equation (6.38) corresponding to a stress- 
free top surface ( ^  = O at z = Lz> and the net flow in the 
meridional plane zero, with no slip at the bottom boundary 
(V = O at z = O) is given by
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T
L sinhMz(M + (sinhM)^--  1)x ( 6 . 61)x M(sinhM - M coshM 12
(l + (coshM)—— - 1) (1 - coshMz)
+ M(sinhM - M coshM)
Using this value of vx < a corresponding expression for T in the 
coYe can be obtained which shows a vertical stable thermal 
stratification of the 'fluid compared to the strong lateral 
temperature gradient at the sidewall boundary layers.
Rotation of the fluid in the isothermal condition imparts 
on the bulk of the fluid a radial outward force; when the 
top surface is free, the height of the fluid layer varies with 
the radial distance to balance the hydrostatic pressure. In 
the case of solid body rotation,the free surface is known to be 
a paraboloid of revolution with the concave surface facing 
upwards. When a lateral temperature gradient is present, the 
buoyancy induced circulation creates a sink at the top surface 
of the cold sidewall boundary layer. In analogy with the bath 
tub exit flow configuration, such flow is characterised by a 
spiralling motion downwards, resulting in the free surface of 
the fluid being a surface of revolution, the profile generatrix 
having a curvature convex facing upwards. Since is at least 
one order of magnitude smaller than v0 from (6.1), a very 
approximate relationship given by
may be considered. Since the static pressure p is given by
is further complicated by the meniscus effect. The combined effect 
of all the forces is difficult to evaluate analytically, more so
3p/3r + n ( ( 6 . 62)
pgL^tr), l-z(r) is predominantly influenced by the radial
dependence of vQ. For vQ(r) — ,Lz(r) has a predominant term
—2 , which is convex facing upwards. The free surface profile 
r
at the boundary layers near the sidewalls.
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The free surface at the top of the liquid column permits 
non-va~nishing shear stress duo to variation of surface tension.
The variation in the radial direction only is considered, and it is 
assumed to originate from temperature variation. This is a very 
simplified model of an otherwise complex problem with the 
curvature of the surface due to meniscus effect at the sidewall 
and the variation of surface tension due to surface active material 
concentration gradient. The semi-rigid oxides at the free surface 
makes it more complex. The simplified core flow problem as
stated above can be solved within the limitations of (6.38) by 
changing the boundary conditions to Vr = at z = O,
surface tension, assumed as a linear function of temperature T, 
and the net flow across any vertical plane r = x = R as zero. 
The solution is given by
It is known that liquid in motionless rigid containers with 
a free surface would be prone to oscillations (sloshing problem: 
Moiseev and Petrov, 1966) , and there exist natural frequencies
be specified in terms of the velocity potential ¥* and the 
elevation of the free surface C* above the equilibrium state £
s o s—  ( = ) at z = 1, where 0s is the
d
T 3 1 d°g 6 ^  ( V
X
[■Z + s in h M z  {
— " (sinhM - M) M + 2—  - 1 sinhM
v M (s in h M  -  M coshM )x
+ (1 - coshM) {
1 + - 1 coshM
M (s in h M -M  coshM )
(6.63)
n
given by
17 2.
( x , y ,  z , t )  =  ( x , y , z )  c o s f  tn
C* ( x , y , t ) ( x , y )  s i n f n t
w i t h  A = O i n  th e  v o lu m e  i n t e r i o r ,  - —  = O on t h e  r i g i don
boundaries (n,direction of normal to the boundary) and =
on th e  s u r f a c e  E. T h e  e ig e n  v a lu e  X i s  r e l a t e d  t o  th e  n a t u r a l
fn2frequency by the relation X = --- where g is the gravitational
g
acceleration. One cam construct a variational formulation of 
the problem and solve it by the Ritz method (Moiseev and Petrov, 
1966) in the case of annular cylindrical geometry (axis vertical) 
to give
(i) ,, (r). . „ (i) T= K ta n h  K L  m m z (6.64)
w h e re  K  ^^  i s  t h e  mt *1 r o o t  o f
R 2 R 2 
J ' (K) Y 1 (—— k) — Y 1 (K) J 1 (——  K) = O, n n n n R^
J  amd Y b e in g  B e s s e l 's  f u n c t i o n  o f  f i r s t  and s e c o n d  k i n d .
S u c h  o s c i l l a t i o n s  a r e  m o d if i e d  b y  th e  s u r f a c e  t e n s io n  and 
damped b y  t h e  v is c o u s  s h e a r .  T h e  a x i a l  v e r t i c a l  m a g n e t ic  f i e l d  
d o e s  n o t  a f f e c t  s u c h  o s c i l l a t i o n s  d i r e c t l y ,  b u t  daimps thervi 
i n d i r e c t l y  b y  v o r t i c i t _ y  c o n t r o l  a n d  TEMHD in d u c e d  r o t a t i o n a l  
s h e a r .
The longitudinal temperature gradient along the vertical 
Curved surface results in the same sort of situation as 
discussed in section 6.2.1 for the INTB case, the horizontal 
plane across which shearing of v^ takes place, being at the mid­
height of the mercury column for a linear temperature gradient
along z.
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6.2.4 Free top surface and conducting liquid-solid interface at 
rigid bottom wall (FTCB)
The main difference in FTCI3 case compared with the other
configurations (1NTB, CTB, FTXNB) discussed above, arises when
3Tthere is a longitudinal temperature gradient (y^-) along the
curved sidewalls. At each sidewall the thermoelectric current
flow path from the hot-top end to the base horizontal wall
permits shearless Vg along the vertical direction apart from that
in the Hartmann layer at the bottom wall.
When the buoyancy effect is not negligible, the buoyancy-
induced circulation causes a vertical temperature gradient; it
can be shown by the following analysis that adverse temperature
gradients would be present just above the base conducting wall
due to the difference in thermal conduction in the solid and the
liquid and the buoyancy-induced convection of heat in the opposite
direction. Ignore the effect of jz/o which contributes an
additional difference factor.
d T
In the solid K(---It- ) = O
dz
and in the liquid
3T_ d2f.
PCP = K(-dz
where 32T
3x2
= O at the central part of the annulus (radial direction;
v in the central part of the annulus (radial direction) -*■ O and
a f  3t l
— — is finite, giving V — a lower order of magnitude than clz z az
v — -. A crude estimate of the adverse temperature gradient is x ax
therefore given by 
3 (T TL) T PC
àz = /o
v dz K X (6.65)
where V is given by (6.63) and z* corresponds to z for v x >
In M,maximum as given as z M -for large values of M.
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6.2.5 Shallow channels
For the sake of completeness, it is to be mentioned that
when the height 2L of the channel << 2L and the curvature z r
effect is negligible, the azimuthal velocity in the absence of
secondary flow is given by
2aT , cosh (Mz./L )
v = ---------------------. i  i 1 _ --------- —0 _,, , tanhM . . Ro r L coshM
B(1 + C M > 111 R~
°fLr R2~ R1where c = ---—  , L — — ---- and 2L is the height of the channel.a t r 2 z *w w
6.2.6 Instabilities
While rigorous perturbation analysis for the flow and thermal 
instability in annular channel TEMHD (basic state itself being 
not amenable to exact analysis) is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, a few exploratory physical arguments are developed in 
the following paragraphs.
(i) It has been already remarked in Chapter 2 that,by virtue 
of the Proudman-Taylor theorem, the rotation of the fluid imparts 
on the fluid a two-dimensional structure; it follows therefore 
that rotation stabilizes the flow instability caused by adverse 
temperature gradients (Chandrasekhar, 1961) . However, in the 
case of lateral heating, the density variation is no longer 
restrained along (rotation, z direction) and £XV(p) is not equal 
to zero. Thus even if the body forces, F, were irrotational, 
i.e. curl F = O, then Kelvin's theorem (which states that 
circulation T of the fluid round a closed loop moving with the 
fluid is constant) fails (Sherd iff, 1064) , because F x grad (> 
does not va~nish. Thus vorticity would persist, the motion being 
no longer constrained by rotation to be the same in all planes 
normal to the rotational axis. In the presence of rotation, the 
buoyancy-induced vorticity equation is given by
}  ( 6 . 66 )
2 < n , v )  (pv) g x ( V p ) (6.67)
A careful consideration of (6.67) by Hide (1971) revealed that 
even when Vp ^ O, steady flows can exhibit certain two 
dimensional features.
Therefore, as long as the R.H.S. of (6.68) is << 1, the 
horizontal flow pattern changes very slowly with z, even 
though large gradients of flow speed in z direction may possibly 
exist.
The effect of axial magnetic field in the TEMHD annular flow 
is to be evaluated from the standpoint that high magnetic field 
is associated with low rotational speed; very high magnetic 
field therefore imparts a two-dimensional pattern due to its own 
influence. As the magnetic field, B, is reduced from a large 
value, the effective state passes through an intermediate regime 
to that corresponding to high rotational speed when two- 
dimensional pattern(under conditions following (6.68)) again 
prevails. Finally, at very low value of B, the stabilizing 
effect of both B and ft is lost.
(ii) TEMHD circulation of fluid in annular channels is more akin 
to azimuthal pressure gradient driven fJow; therefore the
gradients would give rotational shear, it is worth considering 
the stability criterion given by the Taylor number, ?, as
gives
(6 . 68 )
x
L Vi.
stability is decided by Re^— where R^ — ———  . Since for
practical devices R >> 1 and longitudinal temperature clV
eR,
modified by Chandrasekhar (1961) in the axial magnetic case
with small radius ratio R-/R, and R << 1.2 1 av
For viscous fluid and the pertinent case of conducting sidewalls
2must exceed 451.27 M for instability (cf.
(rv 2) = - E? —  voy , D = f (L ,L ) .dr 0 r=R yp r ~
R
T is given by *2(1 + 7—  ) av £2^ (2L_) (6.69)
1 - (ir )2R2
where is the rotational speed as v -+ R2
£2^  is the rotational speed as v R2 and R2 - R.^ = 2Lr.
The expression in (6.69) can be approximated by
2 l2V 2 vb a , ,
2 r dr ( 0r)11
Therefore, the marginally stable velocity profile of is given
by 2(2Lr)'
—  • -r- (vnr) | = 451.27 nr dr 0 '
Therefore
I } ? (v r)' 2 dr  ^ Q 1 = K^M where
451.27 ^ 2 
2(2Lr)2
which when integrated gives
ve = 4  k i«2> ^ R1 >2 (i - 4 ? at r -+ R^ (6.70)
and v9 = 4  KXM2) r1* R2 *2 <-J=- - 1) at r -*• R2
(iii) Since the average velocity v “ S' ifc is to be concluded
that TEMHD flow at high Hartmann number M is stabilized by the 
magnetic field. However, the strong velocity gradients in the 
boundary layers at the sidewaj1:; of I hickness L^//m requires an 
independent assessment of the stability problem which is, to 
some extent, covered by (6.70),but a fuller treatment is beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
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3 u e 3 u oWith u„ = uQ(r) and —r—  >;> — —^ , a two-dimensional flow 0 0  3r dz
pattern is inherently assumed; the most unstable disturbances
are then those whose wave number vector K are parallel to the
basic flow direction (R >> 1) . The vorticity of theseav
disturbances i s  in the z direction, and therefore 15 = has
no effect on the stability of such flow (Hunt, 1966) . Sin_e two-
dimensional disturbances are unaffected by B, and points of
inflexion may occur on the velocity profile, two-dimensional
disturbances could be destabilizing.
In 6.2.1 it has been shown that the presence of longitudinal
9 Ttemperature gradients along the vertical sidewall (-r— ■) causesOZ ~
3u0vertical shear of V. about the horizontal midplane and — >>
0 d r
3 u e■ -gz' may no longer hold. A conceptual three-dimensional 
disturbance still constrained to propagate in the basic flow 
direction but with amplitude varying in the z direction given by 
u = Qur(r,z)exp i ( me -wt) , Ug(r,z) exp i(m0 -wt) , O^ j, 
may be superimposed on the basic flow v = (0,vg (r,z) ,0) to 
explore the effect of such situations. The necessary, though not 
rufficient, condition for the disturbance not to amplify is given
by curl 1 = 0. Since curl = { B— «—  ' exp i(m0-vi»t) ,
3ue ZB—r—  (r,z) exp i(m0-Wt,O } where div u = O has been used, j could d z
interact with B to help the disturbance grow.
A similar situation arises in the study of electrically
driven flow (Malcolm, 1968) where damping of such disturbances
by the jXB force at some places but amplification at other
regions have been postulated. Therefore, whether the
disturbance grows, alternates or remains stationary is dependent
on the rate of energy transfer into the disturbance by inertial
stress Pu u , thermal convection in relation to thermal conduction, r 0
viscous and joule heat dissipation.
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(iv) The presence of rotation, magnetic field and density 
gradients permit inertial and hydromagnetic plane waves of the 
form exp i(K.r-wt) in the fluid associated with the angular
of the adversely stratified thermal systems. Usually, the
Lundquist number is far too low for significant 'Alfven' wave
or its variants to be present. The free surface at the top of
the fluid column allows surface waves controlled by the gravity
factor g and the surface tension as, what are known as gravity
waves and capillary waves. The study of such waves would
constitute an altogether different facet of the TEMHD problem
and is therefore left out. It is only worth noting that,even
with uniform density,the uniform rotation of a fluid in a spatial
nonuniform B„(r) causes non-axisymmetrical unstable disturbances
of the type f(r) exp i(m0 + nz - wt) , m and n real, to propagate
in the direction or against the direction of basic rotation
mBQ
(Acheson, 1972). When |--- | < |nB | the waves propagate in
r Zthe direction of basic rotation; when --- > nB thei r 1 1 z1
drift of the waves is against the basic rotation, a result 
which has been so characteristic of the rotating annulus problem 
and has a bearing in explaining the westward drift of the geo­
magnetic field. The basig condition for the generation of these
veunstable modes is that —  ^ increases with radius anywhere in
frequency w governed by Si ,K,^ f=-.K and G, K where G =
3p© ^  9p ^  ^  ^
(0,0, (— . *-- ) ) , (— - r-~)1 being the Brunt-Vaisala frequencyp d z  p d z
r
the interval r _< R^. In the presence of adverse density
gradients, such propagation occurs if
r n
2m
where the prime indicates gradient in the r direction with
Po= po(t) and B0 = B0(r).
17‘J.
(v) Thermal oscillations in stably stratified fluid of low Pr
number as observed in the straicjht channel TEMI1D experiments has
been explained from the point of view of relaxation of isotherms
in Chapters 4 and 5. In the case of the annular channel
geometry, the lateral heating, even though in the central region
of the channel , causes a stable thermal stratification at low
jet
rotation rates or in the case of very low magnetic fields,/the
buoyancy effect can always promote thermal instability. In general
the basic temperature distribution is given by T = Ax + T(z) ,
x = r, R^v » 1 .  In the case of a conducting solid-liquid
interface at the bottom wall, it has been shown in 6.2.4 that
a d v e r s e  t e m p e r a t u r e  g r a d i e n t s  c a n  e x i s t .  Th e  b u o y a n c y -in d u c e d
3T (z)circulation in the INTB case gives —r--- O, but, with a free
_ v ma\ ke > ov <0T(z) Jsurface at the top, — / O, depending on the heat transfer
t o  th e  a m b ie n t  s u r r o u n d i n g s  ( c o n v e c t i o n  and r a d i a t i o n )  . I n  g e n e r a l
3T/3z > O is considered as stabilizing. In contrast to the mode
of instability that occurs in conducting fluids in magnetic
fields due to adverse temperature gradients (3T/3z < O) , where
instability usually occurs as aperiodic or marginal forms ,and
overstability (periodic growth) is ruled out for (K/c^p < )
(Chandrasekhar, 1961), in the case of lateral heating the most
unstable mode of disturbance, whether a longitudinal roll (aligned
with the basic convective flow) or a transverse roll (normal to
t h e  b a s i c  c o n n e c t i v e  f lo w )  i s  c r i t i c a l l y  d e p e n d e n t  on th e  P r
number. In fact a lateral temperature gradient can substantially
alter the mode of instabilities in the conventional Rajleigh-Benard
configuration of fluid with an adverse temperature gradient.
low values of (Ra/Pr) marginally stable disturbances dominate,
whereas for large values of (Ra/Pr) oscillatory instabilities
o c c u r  (R a  b a s e d  o n  <*T/d r )  . A p h y s i c a l  c o n c e p t  o f  th e  
r
F o r
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situation may be drawn from energy concepts of the interaction of
2 2 2 2 2 pv V„ , V T, nV V, KV T, V T and j /a. While nV v, KV T and r u r v z v
2j /a exert a stabilizing effect, v T and v^T are destabilizing and
could be stabilizing or destabilizing. In the case of an
9 Tadverse temperature gradient (-^— < O) , overstability cannota z
occur unless sufficiently strong stabilizing (restoring) force 
is a/ailable in the form of rotation or magnetic field. In the 
case of lateral heating, viscous and joule dissipation may be 
enough to excite overstable instabilities, more so with rotation 
and strong magnetic field, if instabilities do occur at all.
This is intimately connected with the cell structure (rolls) of 
motion that is preferred in the thermal configuration adopted. 
Detailed analytical treatment is beyond the scope of this thesis.
6.3 Design of the Channel and its Constructional Details
6.3.1 Design consideration
The TEMHD experiments in the annular channel, as already 
has been remarked, were motivated by the possibility of measuring 
V without any pressure gradient in the flow direction. For the 
convenience of experimentation, the configuration adopted 
was that of lateral heating on the curved walls with uniform B^, 
while the top and bottom surfaces were left free from heating or 
cooling arrangements so that measuring devices could be freely 
inserted through those surfaces. The initial design considered 
was that of INTO configuration because it was thought that it 
would provide the maximum flexibility in obtaining other con­
figurations , for example by removing the top wall or by removing 
the insulation coating from the inner surface of the top and 
bottom horizontal walls. It is necessary to insulate the copper 
surface and conduct the insulated interface experiments first
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because once the copper surface is amalgamated with mercury it 
is very difficult to insulate its surface. The basic 
considerations were the choice of
(i) channel height and gap width; the maximum radial dimension 
and the height were necessarily constrained by the Lintott 
electromagnet pole face dimension (air gap separation) of 15 cm.
A long and narrow channel (z axis lom^) is more suitable for 
theoretical analysis, but a wide channel is more convenient in 
devising probing instruments which are not necessarily delicately 
thin. Having decided to utilise the maximum of 7.5 cm for the 
outer radius,consideration was given to optimising the thermo­
electric circuit and hence arriving at the other dimensions of 
the channel. A radial arm thermocouple differs in design from 
the straight arm one due to the thermal and electrical 
resistances having logarithmic variation in radius ratio rather 
than the dependence on the difference of the radii. Since both 
the solid and the fluid elements have the same radius ratio, 
the thermoelectric ciruit is optimised for c = 1, giving the 
ratio of tw/Lz. However, c/M is the effective parameter in the 
presence of B,and hence such consideration loses its 
significance. In the case where the height of the annular channel
is fixed (2L ) and so is the total volume 2W, a rough calculation z
shows that an optimum radius ratio exists for minimum heat input 
for a AT. Consider a thermoelectric current I due to hot and 
cold junctions being maintained at T2 and T^ respectively at 
radial positions r = R2 and r = R^. Ignoring axial heat transfer, 
convection and curvature, the heat conduction equation from (3.16) 
is given by
32T alT^A(x,1) In x
3x KW 2ttl aKW z
O
where x = R2^Ri c*(x »D is a Dirac 6 function having a value
1 at x = 1 and zero elsewhere. The solution 
alT x 2 2
T = KW 2ttL20KW * 2 (ln x~1*5)* + T2
is consistent with the physical consideration at the limit
x 1 and x O.
As X van.es  , the te n ^ e ta tu re  d i f f e r e n c e  -is d 
m inim um  f c r  a  g iven  1  when
<ra t  (2w l  ) 
I = 1x{ln x-1.5}'
The singular conditions are x = O (which does not correspond to 
an annular geometry) and In x - 1.5 = O, giving a radius ratio
2of ——  = 4.5. This calculation was carried out independently, but 
R1
later a similar calculation in a slightly different configuration 
by Landecker (1977) was noticed. The optimum (thermoelectric) 
radius ratio gives the annular gap width 5 cm with "7c’n
A point in favour of such wide gap was the flexibility of 
inserting a copper pipe of intermediate radius to provide two 
narrow gap channels.
(ii) Inner cylinder hot or cold.
The inner cylinder cold corresponds to better operation of the
radial arm thermocouple, and it is easier to construct a cooling
system at the central zone rather than at the periphery of the
outer radius of the channel. The buoyancy induced flow therefore
is in the opposite direction to that due to centrifugal force of
rotation in the bottom horizontal boundary layer, but in thewke»\ there is a iof> cover (soli«) wall) 
same direction in the top horizontal boundary layer/ . This
configuration also corresponds to the situation where convective
instability could be generated in t.he TUMI 1D rotational flow in
the annulus (c.f. Busse, 1970 - thermal rotating system). Heating
of the outer surface is also advantageous from the point of view
of larger surface area and space for installing heater coils so
that high level of heat generation can be maintained.
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(iii) The heating and the cooling system.
In the TEM1ID channel with Lhc inner sidewall cold configuration, 
the inner hollow cylinder that forms the sidewall at r = R^ 
could conveniently be utilised in forming the cooling water 
jacket. Initially it was thought that cooling water would be let 
in from the bottom and JLet out at the top, but since in that case 
the top connection to the water outlet port would occupy space at 
the top and obstruct clear view of the top surface, the following 
configuration was adopted. A third hollow cylinder of radius 
< placed co-axially within the TEMHD channel was considered 
to guide the cooling water, let in at the bottom central port, 
up to the top of the cylinder (height 2Lz> (ref. to figures in 
6.3.2). Through the clearance at the top between the inner­
most water pipe and the inner bore of the cylindrical surface at 
r = R , the cooling water would then flow down the annular space 
between these cylindrical surfaces. It would then be let out 
through a port located at the sidewall of the bottom of the 
extended cylindrical surface at r = R^ below the lower horizontal 
wall of the TEMHD channel. Thus the extended cylindrical bottom 
at r = houses both the inlet and outlet ports of the cooling 
water and is conveniently used to support the annular channel on 
the magnet pole face. This also provided space for leading out 
the tap connections from the static pressure taps at the lower 
horizontal wall of the TEMHD channel. The heating of the outer 
periphery by steam was considered, but since then a steam 
jacket had to be built at the outer periphery, electrical 
heating by wrapping heater coils on the outer copper surface was
only considered.
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6.3.2 Constructional details
For the obvious reason of wastage of material milling out 
an annular channel out of a solid block of copper was not 
considered and instead the annular channel was fabricated out of 
commercial copper pipes and sheet metal. Even with so much 
consideration given to attain flexibility with one channel only, 
eventually a number of them were built due to various reasons. 
First, since a 15 cm diameter (or with dimensions near about that 
range) for the outer sidewall of the channel was not immediately 
available, a 30 cm long piece was ordered. It took an unusually 
long time( more than four months) and the uncertainty of 
obtaining one such prompted the fabrication of a cylinder out of 
3 mm thick copper sheet metal. The 3 mm copper sheet metal 
( 47 cm long) was rolled into cylindrical shape in the sheet metal 
rolling machine having retained the appropriate peripheral length. 
The ends of the copper sheet along the straight line generatrix 
of the right circular cylinder with a bevelled gap in between
i » tthem were brazed, using Easiflow silver brazing alloy and grade 
2 Easiflow, available in stock from Johnson Matthey Metals Ltd., 
while holding the curved sheet metal very carefully around 
wooden formers from the inside and jubilee clips from outside.
T h e  c y l i n d r i c a l  p i p e  so  fo r m e d  was th e n  ream ed an d p o l is h e d  to  
g i v e  a v e r y  s m o o th  s u r f a c e  a n d  s y m m e try  a b o u t  th e  a x i s .  B e f o r e  
u s i n g  t h e  b r a z i n g  m a t e r i a l ,  i t  was c h e c k e d  t h a t  Hg d i d  n o t  
a t t a c k  t h e  m a t e r i a l ;  h o w e v e r ,  i t  p r o v e d  w ro n g  l a t e r  o n  as th e  
L o s t  w as d o n e  o n l y  a t  room  t e m p e r a t u r e  and a d i f f e r e n t  s i t u a t i o n  
d e v e lo p e d  a t  t h e  h i g h e r  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  th e  o u t e r  c h a n n e l w a l l .
Th e  i m p u r i t i e s , p a r t i c u l a r l y  A g ,  Cd and Zn i n  Hg s a m p le s  fro m  th e  
a n n u la r  c h a n n e l e x p e r i m e n t a l  r i g ,  e v e n  when d i s t i l l e d  Hg was 
u s e d  t o  s t a r t  w i t h ,  as o b s e r v e d  i n  th e  X - r a y  f lu o r e s c e n c e  and
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chemical tests mentioned in Chapter 3 could be traced to 
originate from the brazing alloy going into solution in Hg when 
the composition of such alloys and the p.p.m. content of other 
elements were obtained from Johnson Matthey Metals Ltd. Brazing 
alloys suitable for much higher temperature operation, free 
from Cd and Zn content, are catalogued in the appendix. This 
information and the realisation of the problem in using the 
relatively lower melting point silver alloys as the brazing 
material came at a much later stage of experimentation and 
higher melting point alloys could not be used.
lO cm length of the fabricated 15.37 diameter cylinder 
was used for making the outer sidewall of the channel. The 
inner sidewall of the channel was made out of a 5.4 cm diameter 
copper pipe with 15 cm length of it used so that it just fitted
between the pole faces of the electromagnet (Lintott II) and
thus acted as a spacer restraining any tendency of the pole 
pieces to come closer to each other when energised. Originally, 
out of the 15 cm of length, 2.5 cm at the top was retained for 
fixing the cooling water outlet port and 2.5 cm at the bottom 
for the cooling water inlet port. Later, due to change in
the cooling water flow arrangement, the 2.5 cm of length at the
top end proved superfluous. The cooling water jacket was formed 
within the 5.4 cm diameter copper pipe . The constructional 
feature was such as to lead water in through a 90° bent connector 
into a 1.25 cm diameter copper pipe fixed co-axially at the 
central zone of the 5.4 cm diameter pipe (ref. Figure 6.5) .
The idea of using helical vanes to make the water spiral down 
the annular gap between the 1.25 cm and 5.4 cm diameter pipes 
was given up when it was felt that such an arrangement is not 
essential for attaining uniform cooling. The water inlet and
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outlet pipes were aligned with each other at the bottom 2.5 cm 
region. The ends of the 5.4 cm pipe were blocked by brazing matched 
circular shaped flat brass plates and then machined to give true flat 
surfaces at either end.
The bottom wall of the channel was formed by brazing a 3 mm thick 
copper plate, 15.37 cm in diameter, with a matching 5.4 cm diameter 
hole drilled at the centre, on to the 5.4 cm pipe at 2.5 cm from the 
end and to the 15.37 cm diameter pipe at the end of its length. The 
bevelling and steps made in the copper flat plate before brazing are 
shown in Figure 6.4. At the time of brazing, the job was held 
accurately so that the base of the 5.4 cm diameter cylinder was exactly 
parallel to the flat plate at a distance of 2.5 cm from the base.
The cylindrical surfaces were then reamed and polished. Next araldite 
was applied to the copper flat plate surface (at the channel inside face) 
that formed the horizontal plane bottom wall of the channel and a 3 mm 
thick 'Tufnol' matched annular ring type disc (5.4 cm inner diameter 
and 14.8 cm outer diameter) was fixed. While fixing the insulating 
disc, araldite was allowed to set under pressure by using equal 
heights of compression blocks held by C clamps to make the insulator 
face accurately parallel to the copper baseplate. After the araldite 
had set and the insulating disc was held firmly fixed, five 1 mm 
diameter pressure taps were drilled at equal spacings along a radius, 
the two extreme locations being such that the periphery of the holes 
drilled just touched the sidewalls of the channel. The tap hole size 
was increased at the Cu plate end to 3 mm to fix Cu tube connectors 
which then were connected to flexible PVC tubes to the inclined tube 
manometer. Originally in the design insulating connectors were used 
to isolate electrical connection locally between the Hg in the 
pressure tap hole and the copper base plate. In practice it proved 
very difficult to fit such insulating connectors in the narrow space
su
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below the Cu base plate of the channel. The implications of such
construction are discussed later in section 6.4. The final dimensions 
of the channel, shown in Figure 6.5, are all within the maximum 
tolerance of 0.01 cm. A cut-away sectional view is shown in Figure 
6 .6 .
The top end Cu plate was- made in an identical manner to that of 
the lower end plate, but there was uncertainty about the mode of 
fixing it on to the channel. The choice was between (i) a flexible 
joint with 'O' rings at the sidewalls of the channel and (ii) a fixed 
brazed joint (good electrical continuity and possibly less of a Hg 
leakage problem) at the sidewalls with a small aperture for cleaning 
and insertion of measuring probes. The practical difficulty in fixing 
the 'O' rings (refer to Chapter 7 for details of such sealing 
arrangements) led to the only other alternative of having brazed 
fixtures. However, the better and easier way of checking the 
amalgamation was without fixing the top end plate, and filling up of 
the channel with Hg. In hurried enthusi~asm to observe whether 
TEMHD rotation is indeed possible or not, the assembly, without top, 
was installed in the Lintott electromagnet II air gap with the side- 
walls heated and cooled as stipulated in the design. The succcess in 
establishing TEMHD rotation in this configuration and the 
realisation of the fact that TEMHD rotation can be observed directly 
by actually seeing the rotation of Hg and that there are obvious major 
advantages of leaving the top surface free for diagnostic purpose as 
against minor disadvantages in doing so ,gave the idea to proceed with 
experimentation on the FTINB configuration of the TEMHD channel.
Since no dramatically new and interesting results were expected from 
the INTB configuration with rigid boundaries at the top, experiments 
on the INTB channel were dropped, and hence the top end plate was not
Figure6«6 The cutaway view of the annular channel ,Fark -II
brazed into position. (Oddly enough, it served only as a hotplate 
over the gas burner where,apart from technical activities, tea was 
also made '.) .
The heating was initially done by a 4.5 m long, one continuous 
piece 'Heat by the Yard' fibre glass insulated wire mesh type of 
nichrome ribbon (Electrothenpal Engineering, Ltd.) wrapped round the 
outer curved sidewall of the channel. The heating rate was fixed 
from a nomograph, supplied by the manufacturers, against supply 
voltage for the given length of the tape. The heating rate within the 
specified voltage limit was small and produced a temperature difference 
between the sidewalls of the channel AT = 4*/5° C at the maximum. It 
was also realised that in order to avoid thermal gradient in the 
axial (z) direction, it is necessary to have sectionalised coils 
energised at different levels of the heating current. Therefore, later, 
heater coils were made from 26 swg nichrome wire and were insulated by 
fibre glass, MgO and fire clay in a similar manner to that described 
in Chapter 4. The coils (four identical sections) were fitted on to 
the outer curved surface of the channel in single layers by shrinking 
the channel with liquid nitrogen so that very compact thermal contact 
is obtained. These coils served well, but the inadvertent corrosion 
and damage to the nichrome wire due to occasional accidental dropping 
or dilute nitric acid (during Hg top surface cleaning) resulted in the 
damage to the coils and,due to the stress of shrink-fitting, repair of 
the coils was almost impossible. KANTHAL resistance wire was also then 
available, and four identical sections of 25 turn coils insulated by 
fibre glass, MgO and fire clay as before were made, but fitted on to 
the channel without shrinkage of the channel, so that the coils could 
be removed for repair. The thermal bonding was ensured by silicone 
paste. The overall thermal lagging was provided by asbestos over the 
coil assembly. With the free surface at the top,heat transfer to the
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ambient surroundings could not be controlled as efficiently as 
in the case of totally enclosed lagging system of the straight 
channels (Chapters 4 and 5). The maximum heat transfer to the 
cooling water was only 75 to 85% as compared to 90 to 95% in 
the straight channel experiments.
The nonuniform amalgamation at the brazed end of the 
cylinder and the rest of its copper surface, the appearance of 
a regular pattern of 2-3 mm etch marks on the amalgamated 
surface, the arrival of the 15 cm diameter copper pipe and the 
necessity of altering the central cylinder height to permit 
an unobstructed view of the entire annular top surface of Hg 
and to provide space for the central pivot for the rotating 
radial arm of the float(with paddle ,velocity-vorticity measuring 
device)led to the construction of the second channel (Mark II).
The constructional details of Mark II are similar to that of 
Mark I, and the final dimensions of the channel are shown in 
Figure 6.7. The main changes in the Mark II model as compared 
to Mark I are (i) the sidewall ends at the top were flush 
(i.e. the inner and outer cylinders ended at the same height) 
with each other in the same horizontal plane, (ii) a conical 
pivot at the central axis on horizontal top surface end of the 
inner cylinder, (iii) a reduction in the diameter of the inner 
cylinder to 3.2 cm so that the radius ratio is 4.5, (iv) reduction 
in the height of the channel to 7.5 cm to provide more space for 
the inclined mirror at the top and for measuring probes, (v) a 
rubber padded support at the bottom of the 3.2 cm cylinder to 
eliminate vibration.
Professor Shercliff suggested the idea of obtaining 
composite velocity profiles that might lead to a sharp shear layer 
in a channel of mixed electrical interfacial contact (partly
•vs ,v bl
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conducting and partly non-conducting) at the bottom wall. It
is possible by controlling the heating distribution (like
concentrated heating at the bottom edge of the outer sidewall)
/  g r a d ie n t
to adjust the temperature/variation directly proportional to the 
radial distance (by the funnelling out of the heat flux towards 
the cold sidewall w.r.t height) so that solid body rotation of 
the fluid could be generated over the conducting interface part 
of the base wall, whereas over the rest of the insulating inter­
face portion of the base wall the ordinary free vortex flow could 
be maintained (Figure 6.8a). It is possible in such a case to 
generate a shear layer at the sharp transition boundary of 
electrical interfacial contact at the bottom wall. Stripping of 
the bottom interface insulation in either of Mark I and II models 
of the channel proved very difficult without damage to the 
perfect dimensional features of the assembly, and therefore a 
third channel was built (Mark III). It also provided the 
opportunity of further investigations on the FTINB configuration 
of the channel. For the Mark III model, the conducting part at 
the base wall interface was chosen as the outer half; the inner 
zone of the base wall top interface was insulated by applying 
a uniform coating 0.2 mm thick of PVC paint by holding the 
brush fixed and rotating the channel base by fixing the channel 
on the chuck of a lathe. After the paint had set and dried, 
the boundary edges were made sharp for accuracy and the rest of 
the bare copper surface cleaned. No effort was given to 
eliminate the small step difference in the horizontal level of 
the bare copper and the insulated surface. Checks on the 
electrical insulation were made to ensure its uniformity and 
perfection. The other differences of Mark III model (Figure 
6.8b) from that of Mark II were (i) no pressure taps at the base

Figure 6.9 The Mark T7 annular channel with conducting solid-liquid 
interface at the bottom wall. (Full scale diagram )
(Mot to scale)
Figure 6.8 (s') T h e  schematic diagram showing the physical configuration 
to generate ""TMHD st>e-or lay«»*- ard the expected velocity prefile.
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wall, (ii) the channel base below the lower end horizontal 
copper plate was encased by casting heat resistant soft glue 
to eliminate vibration being transmitted to the channel and to 
distribute the total weight of the channel over a wider area.
The PVC insulation stayed in position for nearly six months, 
after which slow creeping of mercury beneath the outer radial 
edge of the coating made it separate from the base copper plate. 
This was very much in contrast to the Mark I and II model where 
the insulation and the fixing device stayed perfect for all the 
time. The heating was done by a concentrated KANTHAL wire 
coil of 20 turns located at the lower edge of the outer side- 
wall .
The last (Mark IV) model channel was built out of the left 
over short length of the 15 cm diameter copper pipe with a 
totally conducting interface at the base wall. This provided 
a very clear view of the TEMHD rotation without the inclined 
mirror at the top. No static pressure taps were provided at 
the base. The central pivot was also not provided in this 
shallow channel. The inner sidewall of the channel was made out 
of a 4 cm diameter copper cylinder. The soft resin casting at 
the bottom of the channel,as in Mark III model, was not considered 
as a great advantage, and was not made for the Mark IV model.
The heating was provided by two identical sections of single 
layer 22 turn KANTHAL wire heater coils, mounted on the outer 
sidewall of the channel as in the other models. The final 
dimensions of the Mark IV model are shown in Figure 6.9.
6 . 4  E x p e r i m e n t a l  R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n
I n  d e m o n s t r a t in g  TEM HD r o t a t i o n  i n  th e  a n n u la r  c h a n n e l M a rk  I ,  
th e  i n i t i a l  p ro b le m s  o f  n o n u n if o r m  a m a lg a m a tio n , lo w  th e rm o ­
p o w e r o f  Hg (s a m p le  I )  a n d  th e  t o p  s u r f a c e  o f  Hg b e h a v in g  l i k e  
a r i g i d  s u r f a c e  due  t o  s c u m , r e s u l t e d  i n  d o u b t s  b e in g  r a i s e d  a t  
t o  w h e t h e r  TEMHD f o r c e s .w e r e  s i g n i f i c a n t  e n o u g h  t o  d r i v e  th e  
f l u i d  m o t io n .  Th e  f i r s t  d e m o n s t r a t io n  o f  t h e  TEMHD r o t a t i o n  w as 
r e a l i s e d  b y  t h e  w ay o f  a c a s u a l  o b s e r v a t io n  a t  th e  e n d  o f  a 
f r u s t r a t i n g  d a y 's  w o r k .  T h e  m a g n e t ic  f i e l d  w a s  s w it c h e d  o f f  f i r s t  
on t h a t  o c c a s io n  r a t h e r  th em  t h e  h e a t e r  s u p p l y .  V e r y  f e e b le  
r i p p l e s  on th e  Hg s u r f a c e  seem ed t o  move i n  t h e  a z im u t h a l  
d i r e c t i o n  as s e e n  th r o u g h  th e  i n c l i n e d  m i r r o r . E v e n  w i t h  th e  
o v e r h e a t e d  'H e a t  b y  t h e  Y a r d '  h e a t in g  t a p e  u s e d  i n i t i a l l y ,  th e  
r i p p l e s  c o u ld  a t  b e s t  be  d e s c r i b e d  as  s u r f a c e  w a v e s . Th o u g h  
l a t e r ,  w i t h  b e t t e r  e x p e r i m e n t a l  t e c h n iq u e s ,  i t  was p o s s i b l e  t o  
show  t h a t  v o r t e x  p a t t e r n s  a n d  w a v e l i k e  m o t io n  d o  e x i s t ,  th e  
c o n v i c t i o n  t h a t  t h e  m o v in g  s u r f a c e  r i p p l e s  w e r e  r e a l l y  th e  
i n d i c a t i o n  o f  s te a d y  c i r c u l a t i o n  o f  th e  b u l k  o f  th e  f l u i d  m asked 
b y  t h e  r i g i d  c o n t a m in a t io n  l a y e r  on th e  t o p  o f  th e  H g , and n o t  
s u r f a c e  w aves o r  t r a n s i e n t  p h e n o m e n a ,p ro v e d  t o  b e  t r u e .  C le a n in g  
t h e  m e r c u r y  and m a i n t a i n i n g  t h e  m e r c u r y  s u r f a c e  f r e e  o f  r i g i d  
c o n t a m in a t io n  s t r e t c h i n g  f ro m  one v e r t i c a l  s i d e w a l l  t o  th e  o t h e r  
made th e  d e m o n s t r a t io n  o f  TEMHD r o t a t i o n  q u i t e  e a s y ; y e t  th e  
p e c u l i a r  a s p e c ts  o f  t h e  f l u i d  v e l o c i t y  a n d  v o r t i c i t y ,  s e c o n d a r y  
f lo w  and th e r m a l o s c i l l a t i o n s  r e q u i r e d  an e x t e n s i v e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  
o f  t h e  v e l o c i t y  and t e m p e r a t u r e  v a r i a t i o n  i n  t h e  i n t e r i o r  o f  t h e  
b u l k  o f  th e  f l u i d  i n  t h e  p re s e n ce  o f  m a g n e t ic  f i e l d s  o f  v a r io u s  
s t r e n g t h s ,  i n c l u d i n g  z e r o  m a g n e t ic  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h .
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6.4.1 Measurements on Mark I channel
One of the first reproducible results of TEMHD rotation in
the Mark I channel is shown in Figure 6.10. The data for this
plot were taken for a fixed heating level (1.67 amperes at 220
volts), and cooling water at 10° C and measuring the fluid
velocity near the top surface and at the surface at mid-radius
(r = 5.1 cm) with shallow free floats and tracer particles. The
time for 20 revolutions was noted by stop-watch for various steady
values of the magnetic field strength in either direction.
Though the curve of Figure 6.10 resembles the shape of the iheore-
- tical curve (ref. Figure 3.5) for the mean velocity it was
necessary to find the velocity profile as a function of the radial
co-ordinate. It is interesting to note that even with the aspect 
L
ratio of -—  = 2 (9.6 cm of height of Hg and 4.8 cm of width) and Lr
uniform surface heating, the isotherms departed from the vertical 
even at high magnetic fields. The application of the magnetic 
field raised the temperature of the outer wall in contrast with 
observation in the case of straight TEMHD channels. The increase 
in the wall temperature is normally expected due to the 
suppression of buoyancy induced convection by the magnetic field. 
When Hg from the Mark I channel was emptied out for checking the 
uniformity of amalgamation, the brazed joint region appeared 
smooth, but a regular 2-3 mm array of etched pattern was 
noticeable on the rest of the copper surface. Though steady 
stationary vortices scouring such a regular pattern were highly 
improbable, the possibility could not be summarily discounted 
until it was found out that in the Mark II channel no such pattern 
was discernible. The pattern on Mark I channel was then 
considered to be caused by nonuniform amalgamation of the stretched 
grain bounchries during the rolling process of the straight copper 
sheet metal into the curved form. A photograph of the pattern is 
shown in Plates P.3 and.it
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Figure 6.12 Schematic diagram of the distortion of the radial thermo­
electric current in the presence of strong axial magnetic fields and the 
associated fluid vorticity at the regions of the static pressure taps 
at the bottom wall in the 'lark IT annular channel.
6 . 4 . 2  M e a s u r e m e n t s  o n  M a rk  I I  c h a n n e l
The azimuthal velocity v. measurements were carried out ony
the Mark II channel, using the paddle type pivoted vorticity/ 
velocity measuring probe (ref. 3.47 2b) , pitot tubes and thermo­
electric potential probes. Below the threshold value of magnetic 
field strength of B =0.1 Tesla, the thermoelectric potential 
probe resulted in errors more than 5%, whereas the pitot tube 
measurements were in general more effective in the range of B =
0.01 Tesla to B = 0.2 Tesla. The measurement of M with theu
pivoted paddle type probe was satisfactory down to the angular 
speed of 1 revolution in 2 minutes; for lower speeds the lag 
between the paddle type pivoted probeltracer particles on the 
surface could be distinguished. This is probably when the drag at 
the pivot due to friction became relatively important. Since the 
interest is primarily on the velocity profile, the measurement 
data are presented for the corroborating measurements by the 
above methods and are not shown for individual types of 
measurement system. The profiles of Vg with radial distance as 
measured on the Mark II channel with the height of Hg column
7.25 cm at depths of 3 and 4 cm below the free surface for 1.7 
amperes of heating current at 230 volts in the 'Heat by the Yard' 
heating tape are shown in Figure 6.11. The velocity profile in 
the core region agrees with the theoretical characteristic of 
free vortex. However, at lower magnetic fields below 0.02 Tesla, 
there was evidence of departure from free vortex mode to that of 
forced vortex mode as revealed by the vorticity probe near the 
inner radius. At B around 0.02 Tesla the fluid circulation,even 
very close to the inner radius, was so fast that it seemed the 
no-slip condition does not hold.
1 9 5 .
A very peculiar thing was observable only at higher magnetic
fields greater than 0.2 Tesla in that was not uniform with
respect to 0 and an abrupt effective blocking of flow existed at
the radial line containing the static pressure taps at the bottom
wall.On holding the vorticity probe stationary w.r.t 0 at this
particular region very slow rotary oscillations (period of order
of 12 seconds) of 20 to 30 degrees in amplitude could be
demonstrated. Figure 6.12 shows the possible mode of the
distortion of jr due to electrical contact at the pressure taps and 
the resulting vorticity. In obtaining the velocity profiles, the
p r e s s u r e  ta p s  w e re  b lo c k e d  w i t h  ' t e n s o l '  c e m e n t. A  v e r y  
c o n v e n i e n t  s t a t i c  p r e s s u r e  m e a s u re m e n t was m is s e d  t h e r e b y .
While the measurements of vB at the depths of 3 and 4 cm
below the free Hg surface were identical, to investigate how far
below the free surface v remains constant, measurement ofu
at other depths was made at the fixed radial position of r =
3.2 cm and heater current of 1.7 amperes for Hartmann number M 
values of 35 and 96. The velocity profiles w.r.t the depth suggest 
(Figure 6.13a) the velocity boundary layer thickness to be much 
greater than the Harmann layer thickness. However, the effect 
of increasing the value of M definitely shows the decrease in the' 
thickness of the velocity boundary layer. Figure 6.13b shows 
the variation of V. at r = 2.3 cm at a depth of 3.5 cm, with M 
based on mercury column static equilibrium height of 7.25 cm.
Figure 6.13c shows the variation of v0 for a fixed value of 
Hartmann number M = 42.5 at the fixed radial distance of r = 3.2 
cm and at a depth of 3.5 cm from the free surface for different 
heater currents measured in terms of the outer wall temperature 
in ° C for a fixed cooling water temperature at 10° C.
I n i t i a l l y  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  m e a su re m e n ts  w e re  c o n d u c te d  w it h  
a f i x e d  h e a t e r  c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  a b se n ce  o f  th e  m a g n e tic  f i e l d .
1 9 6 .
However, with such measured values of AT , the balance betweenr
aAT and Bfv dr could not be obtained. This led to the r J 0
measurement of At _^ in the presence of corresponding magnetic 
fields. With the same heater current the hot wall temperature 
increased with the increase of magnetic field. Reversing the 
magnetic field to an identical value resulted in the same 
temperature distribution. It is therefore essential to associate 
temperature distribution measurement with the corresponding level 
magnetic field strength. Temperature distribution measurements 
were carried out in detail only for the large temperature 
gradients generated when the 'Heat by the Yard' heating tape was 
replaced by the four identical Nichrome/Kanthal coil sections 
mounted in a single layer. The effect of magnetic field strength 
variation on the temperature distribution in the meridional cross- 
section is shown in Figure 6.14a (i) , (ii) and (iii) for 
uniformly distributed heating by passing 1 ampere current 
through each of the four sections of the heater coil for B = O,
B = 0.045 and B = 0.9 Tesla. The isotherms for B = O and B = 
0.045 Tesla cure drawn through the mean values of the fluctuating 
temperature at the point of measurement. In Figure 6.14a (i), 
corresponding to B = O, a predominant thermally stable stratific­
ation exists in the core and there are two boundary layers at the 
vertical sidewalls with intense temperature gradients at the two 
opposite corners. This type of isotherm contour agrees with the 
experimental results of Elder (1965) and numerical solution of 
Valh Davis and Tnomas (1969). Temperature oscillations at a 
point 3 mm away from the inner sidewall at a depth of 3.5 cm 
below the free surface as measured by the copper constantan 
thermoooupte and recorded by the Hewlett Packard XY plotter is 
shown in Figure 6.14b. The effect of TEMHD rotation and the
V v
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magnetic field is to straighten out the isotherms more in the
vertical direction and suppress the temperature oscillations.
For the heating condition under consideration, even at B = 0.9
Tesla, the isotherms are not entirely vertical,as can be seen in
Figure 6.14a (iii),and the heat flow is in an inclined direction
to the horizontal and vertical temperature gradients tln&t AT©
maintained at the sidewalls. There is uncertainty of the order
of *2° C in the reproduction of the free surface temperature
which is ignored in the plot. It is assumed that such variation
resulted from the changes in heat loss from the free Hg surface.
The velocity vQ profile measurements across the radial distance
with uniform distributions of heater current of 1 and 1.5
amperes at 75 volts and H O  volts respectively are shown in
Figures 6.14c and d. The corresponding temperature at the four
corners of the meridional cross-section of the channel for the
1.5 amperes heating at B = 0.2 Tesla is shown in Figure 6.14e.
The measurement of secondary flow velocity V by free floats and
thermoelectric potential probes was restricted to being very close
to the free surface of Hg down to a depth of 5 mm only. By
maintaining the free surface clean, such measurement was
independent of this depth variation. The profiles of v^ against
radial distance for B = O, B = 0.02, B = 0.01 and B = 0.35 Tesla
and shown in Figure 6.15 for a fixed heating condition, the
appropriate corner temperatures have been shown also as insets.
V  a t  t h e  c e n t r a l  z o n e  i s  tw o  o r d e r s  o f  m a g n it u d e  s m a l l e r  t h a n  
r
the theoretical values calculated with the shallow layer 
approximation. In the boundary layer vr measurement with thermo­
electric potential probes (used as potential probes for this 
purpose) shows a fluctuation in magnitude to the extent of 25% 
of the maximum amplitude, with a characteristic time period of
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6 to 12 seconds even at B = 0.35 Tesla, around a distance 5 mm 
away from the sidewalls.
The variation of Vg with B for a fixed heating coil 
(Nichrome/Kanthal) current, giving a larger temperature gradient 
than that shown in Figure 6.13b, is shown in Figure 6.16 for the 
fixed radial position qf r = 3.75 cm and at a depth of 3.5 cm 
from the Hg free surface.
Figure 6.17 shows the shape of the mercury surface at M =
64 for the uniformly distributed heater current of 1.5 amperes 
in each of the heater coil sections. The measurement of the level 
of Hg surface was made with a level detector fixed on the XY 
displacement measuring device with the directions of X and Y 
aligned radially and vertically respectively. The horizontal 
level was checked on the Hg surface in the absence of heating, 
cooling and the magnetic field. The error in measurement 
of height does not exceed 7.5% in the central radial span, 
though meniscus problem makes such measurements tedious. It may 
he noted that with good amalgamation Hg does completely wet the 
copper sidewalls,and the contact angle changes direction with 
respect to that of unwetted copper. The bathtub like profile of 
the Hg surface near the inner wall confirms the downwelling of the 
fluid there, whereas surface tension probably plays a more important 
role at the outer wall. This surface profile checks with the 
static pressure measurements at the bottom wall pressure taps by 
the inclined tube manometer.
A good deal of time was devoted to maintaining uniform 
temperature at the outer wall to within 1° C by distributing non- 
uniform current in the four sections of the heater coil, but it 
was impossible to maintain such uniformity at a once-for-all 
fixed nonuniform heating current distribution at all values of
12
II *
vigure 6.18 Decay(Fall off) of v# with time when(a) the magnetic field was only 
switched off from steady state (b) th“ heater supply only was switched off in 
the Mark IT channel. Initial steady state 3=0.0^+5 Tesla and 1 amp. of distributed 
heating in the four sections of the Kantha1 heater wire.
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the magnetic field. The velocity profile for such a case at high
values of M (''» > 150) agrees with the free vortex flow
characteristic and the balance between thermoelectric and motion
induced e.m.f. can be readily verified. A feedback type of heater
coil power supply control system in more than four coil sections
would be ideal for maintaining the sidewall temperature uniform
at all magnetic field strengths, but in the limited time for
experimentation such detailed arrangement was not pursued. Only
a restricted effort was made in measuring the transient processes
like the building up time for into its steady state with either
the heater current Ijleater or the magnetic field B switching on,
while the other (B or I, , ) had been held already in a steadyheater
state. The characteristic building up time to steady value of
V. was of the order of 4-6 minutes counting time from the instant 
of ifjeatet switching on. In the case when time count was from the
instant of magnetic field switching on, the steaayrng time was only 
marginally smaller than in the previous case, although invariably
the first indication of fluid circulation was much quicker in the
case of magnetic field switching on reference count. It seems
reasonable to think that the buoyancy effect has a definite
influence in the creating of difference between these two types
of build up characteristics. Figure 6.18 shows the azimuthal
velocity v decay with time for either the heater or the magnet 0
power supply being turned off, while the other was maintained at 
its steady state. The initial conditions for such plots were 1
ampere heating current in each of the four sectional heater coils 
and B = 0.045 Tesla. The differences in the two types of decay 
processes are clearly observable, the velocity yf) having an over­
shoot (less than V. corresponding to the optimum magnetic field 0max
B 0.02 Tesla) in the case of magnetic field switching off ; the 
effect of even momentary passage through the optimum B value is
phenomenal.
2 0 0 .
6.4.3 Measurements on Mark III channel
A s  r e m a r k e d  e a r l i e r .  P r o f e s s o r  S h e r c l i f f  s u g g e s te d  t h a t  i t  
s h o u ld  b e  p o s s i b l e  t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  v e r t i c a l  s h e a r  l a y e r  a t  t h e  
c h a n g e o v e r  r e g i o n  w i t h  a m ix e d  s o l i d - l i q u i d  i n t e r f a c e  e l e c t r i c a l  
c o n d u c t i v i t y  a t  th e  b o tto m  w a l l  b y  m a i n t a i n i n g  a n o n l o g a r i t h m i c  
r a d i a l  t e m D e r a t u r e  p r o f i l e  on t h e  c o n d u c t i n g  i n t e r f a c e  z o n e .
The experimental results on the Mark III channel with insulated 
interface at the bottom horizontal wall from r = 1.59 cm to 
r = 5.3 and conducting interface from r = 5.3 cm to r = 7.3 cm 
demonstrate the presence of such a shear layer. Figure 6.19 
shows the radial profile velocity V. for various magnetic field 
strengths, and for four different levels of heater current. The 
heating is generated by the concentrated heating at the outer 
wall lowermost region spanning 1.75 cm height. The measure­
ments were made with 7.5 cm height of Hg column and at depths of 
1, 2, 3, 4 cm from the static equilibrium free surface. The 
variation in the depths for these four measurements did not 
produce any significant difference and therefore,at least in 
the upper half of the mercury column,there was no significant 
horizontal shearing motion of Vg. The fluid velocity very close 
to the outer wall was very difficult to measure, particularly for 
magnetic field strengths of the order of 0.02 to 0.04 Tesla, as 
the fluid moved with high velocity next to the wall as though it 
does not obey the no slip condition. The outermost radial 
position where measurements could be conducted within 5% (a 
rather high value because of high rotational speed of 1 rev/sec) , 
reproducibility with the pivoted float was at 7.1 cm. In the
plots,v measured at this point is joined to zero value at 7.3 cm 0
to correspond to the no slip condition, and does not represent 
actual measurement. However, for the 3 ampere heating case, a
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figure 6.19 The radial profile of ve for (a) 2 amperes 
and (b) h amperes of heating in the concentrated heater 
coil near the bottom of the outer periphery, in the Mark ITI 
channel for different B values in Tesla.
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1 mm bit of plastic tube was used as a tracer particle and the 
corresponding velocity noted,though the tracer particle was 
touching the outer wall at the time and surely would have produced 
some drag on it. In order to record such experimental 
observations, the movement of 2 and 3 mm thick, 4/5 mm long bits 
of plastic tubes, positioned on the Hg surface at the outer wall, 
was filmed by the movie camera (P.B. Dutta Gupta, 1978b; request 
for a copy of the film on loan may be made to the University of
Warwick). The velocity profile v„ shows a reduction in velocityv
at the radial midspan at the location of the transition boundary 
of interfacial conducticity,even at low values of the magnetic 
field of the order of B = 0.02 Tesla. At magnetic field strengths 
of the order of B = 0.9 Tesla, the fluid circulation at the outer 
wall persisted at a measurable level, whereas in the inner zone 
over the insulated interfacial region of the base it virtually 
stopped and speed measurements were not possible. The double 
velocity dips at field strengths of B = 0.06 are intriguing. The 
sharp velocity increase in the zone over the conducting inter­
facial portion of the base made the vorticity probe spin around 
its axis in advance of the rotation of the pivoted arm (i.e. 
spinning and rotation in the same direction and spinning faster 
than rotation) . Up to four complete spins in a revolution could 
be demonstrated with the pivoted paddle type of vorticity probe at 
r = 5.2 cm. The instantaneous spinning velocity could not be 
measured accurately, but it appeared to move smoothly except on 
certain rare occasions when impulsive acceleration (jerking motion 
in spinning) were spotted. Such jerking motion could not be 
reproduced by regular control of the experimental parameters 
and remains a mystery. The average spinning rate from the 
observation of the number of complete spins in a given time was
extremely sensitive to changes in temperature and the magnetic 
field. On the free surface of mercury very feeble vortex rolls 
could be observed,but they never formed sharp regular streets of 
vortex rows.
The temperature distributions in the meridional cross-section 
were measured according .to a mesh grid location scheme,with radial 
intervals of 6.75 mm (starting from the outer wall) and vertical 
spacing of 1 cm (starting from the bottom wall). Measurement at 
the inner wall was also made so that two sets of temperature 
measurement at the inner wall was available with a horizontal 
spacing of 3 mm at the inner wall. Temperature measurement at 
the free surface of mercu-ry was also made. The isotherm contours 
for two different levels of heating at different magnetic field 
strengths are shown in Figure 6.20. For lower magnetic field 
strengths, the isotherms are drawn through the mean value of the 
fluctuating temperature measured at the particular grid point.
A characteristic time plot of the temperature fluctuation as 
measured by the copper-constantan thermocouple junction positioned 
at r = 1.89 cm at a depth of 3.5 from the static equilibrium free 
surface of Hg and recorded by the XY plotter is shown in Figure 6.21.
A characteristic sinusoidal temperature oscillation with a 
period of 20/25 seconds can be observed. Irregular spiky 
fluctuations that ride over the sinusoidal signal have a faster 
fluctuation frequency,and it is difficult to imagine such fast 
fluctuations originating from fluid turbulence. The maximum 
amplitude of temperature oscillation in Figure 6.21 is 4.5° C 
(peak to peak) which was also confirmed by direct temperature 
measurement by the 'Comark' instrument. At higher levels of 
heating, this amplitude of oscillation increased and oscillations 
of amplitude as great as 8° C could be demonstrated. Hg is a good


Mark III annular channel 
with partly conducting(O) 
and partly insulating (i) 
interface at the base
wall -CConcentrated heat­
ing with 3 amperes flow­
ing in the heater coil at 
channel bottom outer rim.)
i
Time — >
Figure 6.21 Record of temperature oscillation '> by the Hewlett- 
Packard XY plotter . Position of the copper-constantan thermo­
couple probe tip inside Hg at r= 1.89 cm and at a depth of 3*5 
cms from the free surface of Hg. The trace moves with time 
from left to right . Horizontal time scale 8sec / cm and the 
vertical scale corresponds to 60 p-V / cm which is approximately 
equivalent to 1.5 " C / cm.
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thermal conductor, yet the presence of such large amplitude 
temperature oscillations are indeed a measure of the influence of 
buoyancy.With the increase of magnetic field strength beyond 0.02 
Tesla temperature oscillations were greatly suppressed.
For academic interest, it may be noted that the insulated 
coating on the copper base lasted properly for a period of six 
months only, after which it was observed that at the outer edges 
the layer of coating slowly started separating from the copper 
surface. Hg crept in and amalgamated the copper surface separated 
from the insulation coating. It was very interesting to note the 
symmetry in the separation process about the vertical axis. The 
experimental results presented in this subsection were therefore 
considered from the investigation during the period when the 
insulated coating was sticking securely to the copper base.
6.4.4 Experimental results on Mark IV channel
The shallow Mark IV channel with its totally conducting
solid-liquid interface at the bottom wall permitted easy visual
observation of the free mercury surface as well as detailed
temperature distribution measurement at closer space intervals. The
heater coil was comprised of two identical sections of 20 turn
KANTHAL wire in single layer. The radial profiles of
measured with tracer particles on the free surface and the paddle
type floats at a depth of up to 1.5 cm from the free surface of Hg
for heater currents of 1, 1.5, 2,2-5 and 3 amperes are shown in
Figure 6.22 for various steady values of the magnetic field with
heights of mercury column 3.0, 3.3 and 3.5 cm. At B = 0.005 Tesla,
the velocity profile corresponds to the free vortex pattern, but
at intermediate values of magnetic field around which Vg w.r.t B
max
occurs,VQ profile shows a peculiar rigid body line motion. At 0
B=
 0-
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higher magnetic fields of 0.1 Tesla and above, the velocity 
profile changes over to a characteristic M profile with higher 
velocities at either sidewall. Considering the attempt to control 
the vertical temperature uniformity at the outer wall by altering lwt« 
the upper section of the heater coil, the M shape profile could 
not be entirely due to the vertical temperature gradient aligned 
with the magnetic field.
The detailed investigation of the temperature distribution 
in the interior of the bulk of Hg was made at 6.25 cm radial 
intervals only, but in the vertical direction the measuring 
locations were at 0.125, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 and 
3.0 cm away from the horizontal base wall. The isotherm profiles 
are shown in Figure 6.23 for heating at 3.1 amperes at 
different field strengths. Temperature fluctuations were observed 
at lower field strengths, and these could be suppressed by 
increasing the magnetic field. The isotherms at lower magnetic 
field strengths are drawn through the mean of the fluctuating 
temperature at the grid point of measurement and interpolating 
T in between grid points. The detailed close measurement 
above the conducting base revealed an adverse temperature 
gradient to exist in certain regions in a characteristic thickness 
layer of 0.3 to 0.5 cm up to B ^  0.1 Tesla. This specific layer 
at only certain regions over the copper base is an indication of 
the difference in temperature levels at the bottom boundary in 
the fluid (buoyancy dominated at lower field strengths) and in 
the copper base (heat transfer mechanism by conduction; radiation 
ignored). The way in which TEMHD rotation and the magnetic field 
inhibit the buoyancy effect can be clearly observed from the 
isotherm plots. At B ^  O, the buoyancy effect dominates, 
creating thermal stratification (horizontal isotherms) in the
205.
core and vorticity in the sidewall boundary layers. At the 
optimum magnetic field, B 0.04 Tesla,Vg is maximum, and though 
B is not sufficiently strong to straighten the isotherms in the 
vertical direction, the high rotational speed does so (Taylor- 
Proudman effect). As the magnetic field is slightly increased 
from this optimum value,, there is a sharp drop in the TEMHD 
rotation and the isotherms can be observed to conform back to 
the buoyancy-dominated pattern, though somewhat differently to 
that at B = O. Further increase in the magnetic field steadily 
inhibits buoyancy-driven vorticity and the isotherms straighten 
out in the verticed. direction. The complete set of isotherm 
plots for the various heating current operations corresponding 
to the radial profile plots of v in Figure 6.21 are shown in 
Figure 6.24 in groups of identical heating conditions at different 
magnetic field strengths.
In order to obtain a clearer picture of the radial profile 
of temperature at the solid-liquid interface of the bottom wall, 
the experimental temperature plots are shown in Figure 6.25. 
Straight lines are superposed to emphasize the departure from 
linearity and one logarithmic curve is included to provide 
comparison with such a type of variation. In the central region, 
a straight line law is valid at zero and high values of the 
magnetic field B, whereas in the sidewall boundary layer the 
temperature variation is nonlinear. A very steep parabolic rise 
in temperature near the outer wall conforms to the experimentally 
measured increased 7^ in this region.
The temperature oscillations at some specified points on the 
mercury surface and in the interior of Hg column are shown in 
Figure 6.26 as recorded by the Hewlett Packard XY plotter with 
temperature sensing by the copper-constantan thermocouple at
Fi nire C'i Toppers turo (ireO  profile alon»r the radial snap at the h->se 
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Figure .6.25 Temperature(in C) profile alor^ the radial, span at the base 
of the MarkIV annular channel for 3.2 anperes of heater current (uniform 
vertical distribution) and at magnetic flux densities of 0 ,0.0 1 ,0.13and
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Figure 6.26 Temperature oscillatine records taken with the 
Hewlett-Packard XY plotter- in the Màrk IV annular channel 
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Figure 6.26 (continued) Typical records of tenperaure oscillations 
in^Hg. in the T'ark IV annular channel at B=0.0o Tesla and B=*o.9 Tesla 
For legends refer to Figure 6.26 (a)
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B =0.005 and B = 0.01 Tesla. Figure 6.27 shows the variation 
of the radial average value of VQ = V, v, at r = 2.3 cm and vs 
at r = 4.45 cm with respect to the Hartmann number for the 
five different heating levels corresponding to the data of 
Figure 6.22. The mean Vg variation conforms to the theoretically 
predicted, composite linear and inverse proportional variation, 
with a change-over region at M = lO to 20 which is much closer to 
the theoretical value of M ^  2 for infinitely long (narrow) 
channels than those obtained at M = 160 and M = 300 for the 
straight TEMHD channels in Chapters 4 and 5, where the pressure 
gradient in the direction of flow could not be eliminated 
entirely nor accounted for accurately. However, there is a very 
subtle indication that there is a second transition region at 
M 'v 50/100 when the buoyancy effects get inhibited completely.
A plot of V against a logarithmic scale of M is shown in Figure 
6.28 for this purpose. The slight increase in the value of M
for V9max w.r.t M with higher heating level may be attributed to 
the change in the fluid to wall conductivity ratio C.
Figure 6.29 shows the variation of the radial average value
of v and V. at r = 4.45 cm against mean AT ; the cooling water 0 0 ^
otemperature variation, being of the order of ± 1 C between sets 
of data collected on different dates, may therefore be ignored. 
The variation*of temperature at the outer wall for identical 
heating conditions are indicated by chain-dotted lines so that 
the effect of magnetic field on the outer wall temperature for a 
fixed heating level can be seen very clearly compared to the 
isolated temperature distribution plots in Figure 6.24. From 
the V data of Figure 6.29 and the corresponding cooling water 
temperature, the thermopower values are calculated with the help
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of the thermoelectric and motion-induced e.m.f. balance 
equation and plotted against the mean temperature in Figure 6.30 
against the background of Marwaha's (1967) line of aCu-Hg
The measurement of Vr proved very difficult and sometimes 
very confusing in the presence of magnetic field, as even 
reversal of the direction of \j was observed occasionally. At 
B = 0.005 Tesla, the measured radial profile of is shown in 
Figure 6.31. At higher magnetic field strengths, not only the 
magnitude of V^ decreased, but in short radial ranges 
fluctuations or even flow in the reverse direction (radially 
outwards) was also observed. These indicate the possible 
existence of shear between multiple rolls. The vorticity probe 
indeed exhibited up to 8 complete spins in a revolution around 
the channel in the azimuthal direction. These vorticity and 
wavelike motion at the Hg surface as well as in the bulk of Hg 
have a striking resemblance to the typical lower symmetric- 
wave- turbulent regimes of the differentially heated rotating 
annulus problem,where the Coriolis force has a dominating 
influence. This aspect of the investigation requires further 
detailed study and is not included in this thesis.
The concept of the second transition zone at B , apart
c r 2
from that of B , when VQ maximum occurs, was very consistently 
revealed by measuring the total potential drop by the Pye 
potentiometer across the total radial span of the rotating column 
of Hg (the tips of the potential probe electrodes being 
maintained at the same horizontal level) in the magnetic field 
as a function of M. Each of the copper, constantan and the 
mercury electrode potential probes (if they may be called so with 
such a big separation in between electrodes, unsuitable for local 
measurements) showed exactly the same pattern of a hump and a dip
Figure 6.30 Plot of the thermopowor values calculated fron the
velocity measurement data of figure 6,??Tthe spread in«* for a given
T with different B is shown by bar height) as a friction of T in av av
the I.iark IV" annular channel.The firm line corresponds to .tarnaha data
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at the same two values of M for a given heating/cooling
condition. Figure 6.32 shows one such measurement with the
mercury electrodes. It may be inferred from these measurements
that the formation of Hartmann type of boundary layer takes
place at when the magnetic drag starts exerting its
influence but the magnetic drag is not sufficient to inhibit
buoyancy-driven secondary flow until increased to B , depending
C r2
on the heating/cooling condition.
The transients(building up and decaying processes have not 
been studied. Time plots of temperature rise and decay in two 
different steady magnetic field levels are, however, included in 
Figure 6.33 to demonstrate the fact that these processes involve 
very complex fluctuating characteristics.
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CHAPTER 7
THERMOELECTRIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FORCED SWIRLING 
FLCW IN CHANNELS SPIRALLING IN THE FLOW DIRECTION
7.1 Introduction
Possible application of TEMHD circulation in the liquid 
lithium blanket of magnetically confined TNR's has been the prime 
motivation for the investigation reported in this thesis. The 
experimental results of investigation reported in Chapters 4 , 5 
and 6 do confirm that the idea of TEMHD circulation at a 
significant level is indeed feasible. It is therefore relevant 
to explore the possibility of designing a suitable channel 
geometry so that full advantage may be taken of the TEMHD 
circulation to pump the liquid lithium in the blanket through 
external circuits for heat exchange and mass transfer (tritium 
separation and extraction) purposes. The TNR geometry is 
complex (torus), so also is the spatial variation of the magnetic 
field distribution inside it. It therefore offers a great 
flexibility in considering various alternative schemes of internal 
channel structure of the lithium blanket. In this chapter, a 
novel channel geometry is proposed to exploit the TEMHD effect 
that would already exist in the TOKAMAK type of TNR. This 
special choice of concentrating upon a TOKAMAK type of TNR 
originated from the belief that this very type of magnetically 
confined TNR will be the first to be in operation before others 
according to indications of the progress made in this field. 
However, the concept is not very restricted, and very easily it 
may be adopted for other types of TNR such as the Mirror device. 
For simplicity, the basic magnetic field structure of the TOKAMAK 
type of TNR is supposed to consist of very strong toroidal plus 
a weak poloidal steady field. The cpiasi-steady poloidal fields
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that control the overall plasma loop position and that generate 
helicity to prevent charged particle leakage to the wall are 
therefore ignored. The engineering constraints lie in the 
(i) desirability of modular construction for easy assembly and 
repair purposes, (ii) restricted space for the inlet-outlet 
ports for the lithium flow in and out of the blanket squeezed 
in between the superconducting magnet sections at the outer 
periphery of the blanket, (iii) temperature limitation at the 
first wall due to nonavailability of suitable material that 
would withstand high level of neutron and a-particle radiation 
and Bremsstrahlung, and (iv) desirability of compact, strong 
internal structure with the minimum of structural material that 
might absorb neutrons (irradiation and thermal stress).
Bearing such restictions in mind, the basic concept of the 
novel scheme of blanket structure that would pump liquid lithium 
TEMHD-ally at the expense of negligibly small amount of energy 
available in the blanket is presented in section 7.Z. A simple 
analytical treatment is considered in section 7.3. In order to 
test the feasibility of such a scheme, a laboratory model was 
fabricated which is described in section 7.4. The limited 
experimental results that could be obtained on this device with 
Hg as the working fluid are put forward in section 7.5.
7.2 Basic Concept of the Spiral Channel
It is convenient to consider the radial, toroidal and poloidal 
co-ordinates (r, 6 ,'?) to describe the torus of a TOKAMAK as 
shown in Figure 7.1. Without committing a serious error, one may 
safely assume the first wall of the lithium blanket to be the hot 
region and the cold region to be very near the superconducting 
magnet site at the outer periphery of the blanket. Technically
____________________________________________________  —
Figure 7.1 The Co-ordinate system suitable for the plain lithium blanket of the TOKAMAK type of TliR.
Figure 7.2(c)The vector diagram 
of the modified Ohm's law for 
the TEMHD analysis in the 
channel configuration of fig7.2b
Figure 7 .2  (b) The inclined channel configuration ( linear approximation of 
the curved spiral channel ) . Inclination of the channel axis to the isotherms 
d  ; no pressure gradient in the flow direction assumed, and only slug fJow is considered.
Figure 7-3 The vector diagram of the modified Ohm's law when 
ju component of j parallel to v 
j component of J perpendicular to v
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speaking, the hot zone is in the interior of the lithium, 
slightly away from the first wall. A significant radial 
temperature gradient would therefore exist. TEMHD fluid 
circulation with such a radial temperature gradient is possible 
with either of the toroidal or poloidal field, with the current 
returning via toroidal partitioning walls. The toroidal field 
would circulate the fluid in the azimuthal direction vp whereas 
the poloidal field would induce circulation in the 0 (toroidal) 
direction. With the choice of circulation in the 0 direction, the 
scheme could well be like the 'Racetrack' structure of Fraas 
(1972), where built in electromagnetic pumps have been used. The 
weaker poloidal field gives a higher TEMHD circulation velocity, 
but this scheme does notbasically cater for the extraction of heat 
from near the first wall to the outer periphery, except through 
the effect of buoyancy. The TEMHD circulation in the azimuthal 
direction as well does not produce any heat convection other than 
through buoyancy effect. However, if a spiral guiding channel 
is provided, a portion of the momentum of rotation may be 
transformed into radially inwards or outwards velocity Vr . The 
resultant movement would therefore be along the guiding spiral 
and can be used either to make the fluid move towards the first 
wall or away from it. This reversing possibility with a 
mechanical structure without having to contrive the reversal of 
either the magnetic field or the temperature gradient direction 
greatly facilitates the process of combined pumping of the fluid 
in and out of the blanket. The scheme thus consists of modules 
of azimuthally spiralling channels in pairs placed next to each 
other along the 0 direction. The first spiralling channel of a 
module at 0 = L. say, may be taken without loss of generality to 
spiral inwards from the outer periphery of the blanket for y
I
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anticlockwise up to the first wall, but not closed on the first 
wall to avoid blocked ends. This is the channel that guides 
the fluid towards the first wall by TEMHD circulation in the 
anticlockwise direction, but also could serve to guide the 
fluid away from the first wall for TEMHD circulation in the vp 
clockwise direction. The second spiralling channel of the module 
at 0 = I,2g should then be spiralling outwards for vp anticlockwise 
sense, so that TEMHD fluid circulation in the anticlockwise sense 
propels the fluid away from the first wall. The second spiralling 
channel starts a little away from the first wall. The clearance 
between the first wall and the ends of the two spiralling channels 
of the module forms the transition region for the flow from one 
channel to the other via a 0 directional motion. The TEMHD force 
due to the poloidal field may be so directed that the forcing of 
the fluid in theOdirection is in the correct sense from the first 
channel to the second in the transition region. Thus the 
spiralling movement and heat extraction at the first wall is 
guaranteed. The scheme is flexible in the choice of the channel 
cross-section, spiralling curvature, and even allows for change 
in channel cross-section along r, 0 directions (tapering) . If 
a higher circulation speed is necessary, external pumping may be 
introduced, the pumping power requirement being less than that in 
the case of ordinary pumping only by the amount produced TEMHD-ally. 
The stress limitation on the duct walls is also relieved by this 
amount as well. The possibility of further reduction of such 
external pumping power may be attained by suitably combining the 
modules in such a way that ’flow coupler* action takes place 
in the adjoining two modules, while in the middle module 
external pumping in addition to the TEMHD pumping is employed.
’Flow couplers' utilise the magnetic drag component of the current
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that would be otherwise wasted in the duct wall of the first 
channel,to drive the fluid in the second channel. The basic 
scheme described above inherently considers spiral channels 
that span the entire lithium blanket. An alternative approach 
would be to employ such pumping only near the first wall. The 
extremely intense temperature gradient that could be generated 
in this region would produce significant TEMHD induced 
circulation. It may be noted that in the non-TEMHD pumping schemes 
in the lithium blankets, lithium stagnates near the first wall, 
seriously reducing the effectiveness of heat extraction. The 
TEMHD circulation scheme is definitely advantageous in this 
respect, as maximum circulation at the first wall is guaranteed, 
if the geometry is right. The TEMHD scheme is not restricted to 
steady state operation only as TEMHD circulation during magnetic 
field rise and decay with time has been observed during 
experimentation. Some order of magnitude figures for TEMHD 
circulation with realistic temperature gradient and B values are 
given in section 3.2.6.
7.3 Theoretical Analysis
In this thesis a few illustrative cases under simplifying 
assumptions are presented for brevity rather than building an 
elaborate detailed coupled thermal and magnetohydrodynamic 
analysis of the flow in the spiral channel.
Consider first the linear version (curvature ignored) of 
the flow in an elemental length of the channel inclined at an 
angle 6» to the isotherms T^ and T^, (T^ > T^) at the ends of the 
elemental length. Ignore ti ; effect of gravity and buoyancy, and 
consider the cross-section rectangular and uniform (Figure 7.2a). 
The channel and the magnetic field configuration for the case of
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no pressure gradient along the flow direction is shown in 
Figure 7.2b. The vector diagram according to the modified 
Ohm's law, including the thermoelectric potential (3.22) is
shown in Figure 7.2c to correspond to grad <f>+ in the r direction
and j_ along the channel length S (no pressure gradient along 
the flow). Two possibilities exist: (i) the inclined 
boundaries to the isotherms (at an angle «) to be electrically 
insulating in which case current in the return path is entirely 
in the conducting wall (thickness, t^) at theflend side along r, 
(ii) both the inclined and sidewall boundaries are electrically 
conducting.
Consider case (i). Neglect the small temperature drop
across the thin duct walls. In the wall 
3 (J)
¿-w = - grad d> + =' , j being the direction of r (7»1)7 w 3r -^ w
and in the fluid
=  = VXB - grad <|>+ (7.2)o ---
From the continuity of current
From the balance of components in the fluid along and 
perpendicular to r in a plane perpendicular to B, ignoring 
velocity profile variation across the channel.
1 t = jL sin « ■fw w (7.3)
(7.4)
r a
O = BV sin W - j/a cos U (7.5)
From (7.1) and (7.4), using relations (7.3) and (7.5) to
eliminate j's
——  (<|>+-4> +) = Bvcos W + (1 + c)3r w
{1 + c sin^W} 0L (7.6)where c = -- ---- , o t
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Therefore
.. _ cos W a dT 3 . dT
---- T 2 T  B d? ; 37(* -*w > being taken as *dr (7-7)1 + c s m  0
Since v is a constant w.r.t. r for fixed to (inclination) for a 
. dTgiven B» <* —  must be a constant. V is independent of sign 
changes of to as long as the sign of —  is maintained and is 
zero for to = tt/2. v = O at to = tt/2 is not surprising if one 
traces back the build-up process. At to = tt/2, j is along r 
and also parallel to the channel length, and hence there is no 
component perpendicular to the magnetic field to cause a j_XB 
force along the channel length; v therefore does not build up 
at all. V is maximum for to = 0 which really corresponds to 
the configuration of Chapter 5.
Consider now that the pressure gradient along the channel 
is non-zero. To maintain simplicity consider 3p/3s constant. 
For steady state velocity V, the current density j_ in the fluid 
is no longer along the length of the channel. Let j„ be the 
component along the channel and jx perpendicular to it in a 
plane perpendicular to B. Then (refer to Figure 7.3)
. ■i" sinu cos to (7.8)3<j> /3r =Bv cost) + It)|+lo
O = BV sines - ll cos« +i:Sin« (7.9)
"34,+w
3r jw/Cw
o a
(7.10)
j B = 3p/3s and Dwtw= j„L sinW (7.11)
From (7.8) through (7.11) gives
cos 0v = “ 8TB 3r 1 + c sin^ to
1 + c
OB
3p/3s (7.12)
This expression of velocity v in (7.12) shows that the TEMHD
flow is characterised by an equivalent mechanical pressure 
dT costogradient of aoB— (1 + c sin2W) (1 + c) *
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Consider now the problem from the heat flow point of view. 
Ignoring the generation of heat in the bulk of the fluid like 
that due to the dominant release of heat of nuclear reactions 
and the relatively insignificant joule heating, and also 
ignoring heat sources and sinks due to Peltier and Thomson effects
suffixes f and w being for the fluid and the wall respectively.
curvature is still ignored so that variations are taken directly 
as d/dr.
For q, the uniform time rate of heat flux and convection in 
the r direction per unit length along isotherms T^ and at r =
variation w.r.t r and hence o 3—  is not constant. Thereforedr
3p/3s is no longer constant and 0S in Figure 7.3 must change 
with s. From (7.12) it may be inferred that 3p/3s variation 
with r to consist of a linear and an exponential term ,for v 
and W constant.
To make 3p/3s constant, one may consider (i) the convective 
process much greater than the conductive heat transfer if 
K —  << pc v(sinW). T, (ii) variation of v by tapering of the
from (3.24)
pc v sinW 3—  p dr (7.13)
where K = + ^ Kw » the combined equivalent thermal conductivity,
R^ and r = R2 respectively and perpendicular to B, integration 
of (7.13) w.r.t r gives
q = - LK 3—  + (c Lv (sinW) T ^ dr p (7.14)
T T1 + pc vsinW P
T.1
pc vsinW {*K
(7.15)
From (7.14) and (7.15) it is evident that T has an exponential
dT
dr P
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cross-section with respect to s and (iii) the effect of 
curvature in the variation of W with s.
However, in case (i) for constant rate of heat transfer 
dT/dr o  and the TEMHD process vanishes. The case of constant 
W but variation ofv (^tapering of cross-section along s with 
dilation of spacing w.r.t r is illustrated with the channel
nCpformed by the equiangular or logarithmic spiral r = e with 
W = v, maintaining the sidewalls parallel to each other. Then
AV ^  —  . Now, if the convective process dominates over the
dTconductive process, T « r and c*^- is indeed constant if a is
constant. In general <X= a ^T + A2 where A's are constants.
g2This gives a 3p/3s variation with r of the form g^r + —  + g^.
When both conductive and convective processes are equally
2 2 g2 important, T « r and the variation of 3p/3s ^ g^r + —  + g^.
In actual practice, the effect of curvature cannot be ignored
and the variation with *P must occur in a spiral channel. If the
variation w.r.t \g is still ignored and the cross-section varied
as r, the energy equation may still be maintained simply as
d T 1 dT dTKF-=- + -  ~  ) = Pcv + f(r). 2 r dr ' p drdr
_ gi d T .= ?c --—  + f (r)p r dr (7.16)
where the function f(r) is decided by the heat generation rate 
in the fluid and g^ is a constant. The deposition of heat in 
the lithium in the TNR blanket would fall off logarithmically
away from the first wall. Let, for convenience, f(r) be chosen 
. Kg2as — ! then for K = pc^g.^ from (7.16) 
r
<P = -g^log r + g^r + g^ where g's are constants.
From (7.12) , with a choice of
cos 0-9,/go = i + c sin 4)
a_
B *
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8p
3s can be made equal to a constant
oBa cos to
(1 + c) (1 + c sin^ to) ^
For
configurations with g^ = O, this constant is zero.
This does suggest that two short spiral channels in two different 
6 planes, as shown in Figure 7.4(a) would literally be able to convert 
the TEMHD rotational motion into fluid pumping action in and out of the 
rest of the blanket space. This can be generalised into multiple segment 
arrangement with helically twisted transition zones at the first wall 
where fluid flow would change over from one spiral in 0^ plane to the 
corresponding matched pair channel in the 0^ plane (Figure 7.4(b)). The 
variation in the channel cross-section is not necessarily restricted in 
thef direction only. Tapering may be introduced in the 0 direction 
simply or in addition to the dilation in the direction. This would 
result in the partial derivatives of T w.r.t r,0 and <p in the energy 
equatidn, which makes it very complex.
Consider case (iii) with constant cross-section so that v is 
constant. The basic inner spiral profile that would give = O iso S
given by
cos to = A2 where A^ and are constants.
1 + c sin to
The constant cross-sectional spiral channel can then be built up on this
inner profile with uniform dilation in the (p direction as
2LC? t , 
r “ 2 + ln '
A (1 + c sin^ to)
(7.17)
so that the spiral channel has , to the first approximation parallel 
walls.
Consider next the effect of buoyancy in a plain lithium blanket 
without any vane structure between the first wall and outer wall of the
torus ( r, 0,<p) (Figure 7.1). Let the electrical conductivities and 
the absolute thermopowers of the fluid and the container material be 
taken as uniform and constant. Also let the Oberbeck—Boussinesq approxim­
ation be valid so that density variations are considered only in the body
■exit in 02 
f>lar>e
Figure 7.,+ (a) A simple fluid inlet and outlet device in the presence 
of TEMHD circulation in the annular horizontal torus.
Figure 7.** (h) Multiple vaned structure to facilitate the extraction of 
fluid mo "nor turn due to circulation for pumping purpose.
Vanes in different 6 planes are distinguished by firm and dashed 
lines. The twisting transition zones in between the 0 planes 
are not shown.
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force (buoyancy) term in the momentum equations. Ignoring the effect of 
the poloidal field, the steady (8/8t = O) motion , due to the toroidal 
field B, and buoyancy may be taken to be two dimensional in the (r,ip) 
plane so that the concept of stream function V of Chapter 3,
i ay av
Vr = ?  iNf” ' V<p = ~ 9^ may be ut;*-lised ;‘-n order to satisfy 
the conservation equation
r Jr (rV  + F l J  = ° , < ^  = ^  = div p = 0) (7-18)
The r and <p components of the momentum equations and the energy equation 
are given by
r 8vr d\>r v (p 1 at> f a ,  i a , .. i ^ r  2 \  1
LVr 8r r r J “ 8r + nv L ^ ( r
|"i -e(T-T2)1
3r (rvr)} + 2
1 2~ COS^ -CFV^ B
‘ ?  8*  J
(7.19)
^ ] .  - - £  + n f - - <FSF < * v »
1 9 %
L r 3r r r3<0 "v l_ai 2 2 r 8*
~2 -§|] -p090 [x - P(t-t2)] Sin^  tt
and p c o p [.  8T ^ 3T 1  J l  3 .  3T.  1Vr h + f w J  “ K jr 3r(r3r) + ~ 32T n2 a*2
a(t-t )
- S T -  B - ° V
(7.20)
(7.21)
where the various symbols have their usual meaning and the heat generation 
in the fluid has been ignored in (7.21).
The convenient nondimensional variables are
y = yfy* and, according to the nature of the problem,r = R2r*,
(i) T = TJ( + (T2~T1)T* (constant inner and outer wall temperatures 
i.e. infinite heat capacities)
or (ii) T = ~  I R„T* (constant heat transfer) (7.22)3r 1 „ 2r = R2
Using the nondimensional variables of (7.22) in the vorticity equation,
i.e. —  —  (7.19) - ■—  (7.20) and in (7.21) , dropping the stars,--- r 3^ 3r
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and V T =2 Pr 3(T,S<) r 3(r,<p) (7.24)
where V2 _
has been used to simplify the writing of the equations. The 
various terms in (7.23) can be identified as the viscous, inertial, 
buoyancy, magnetic drag (ordinary MHD) and TEMHD force induced 
vorticity. It may be noted that if the inner cylindrical wall 
of the torus is hot, (Gr). is negative. A new nondimensional
e.m.f. and motion induced e.m.f.
Exact solutions of (7.23) and (7.24) are difficult, and 
numerical solutions only are possible. Even in the nonmagnetic 
case (Custer et_ al. , 1977) , the solution is sought in a double 
perturbation expansion in powers of Gr and Pr in the following 
form:-
substitution of (7.25) in (7.23) and (7.24) with M = O, equating 
coefficients of equal powers of Pr gives an infinite set of 
equations in Gr which are to be solved sequentially.
The series solution truncated to the second order in Gr is
parameter ---- —-- = D gives the comparison of thermoelectric°‘ <T2- T 1)
co oo Pr11 Grin4' (r,<?) nm
Pr1 Gr-* T±;.(r,«f)
nr/f) = E £
no mo
oo oo (7.25)T(r,vf) = £ £
io jo
given by
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T(r,vf) = T (r) + Gr Pr T(|(r) cos$
'i' (r ,<^) = Gr¥oi(r) sin^ + Gr^^ir) sin2^ 
where the functions T (r) and ¥(») are of the form vmn i ji i ran»r (In r)J with i and j integers and constants.
Figure (7.5) shows representative Crescent’ and*kidney shaped 
patterns of f at |Gr| values £  l o 2 and >_ l o 5 (Custer et al,
1977) . The corresponding isotherms show a distortion in axial 
symmetry at higher Gr values. The higher Gr value not only 
promotes multicellular vorticity, but shows chimney oscillations 
(with respect to space and time) at the vertical top region 
(Bishop and Carley, 1966: experiment with air) .
For all practical purposes the basic motion in the nonmagnetic 
case may be taken as shown in Figure (7.6a) . Then in the magnetic 
case, the overall solution may be tentatively obtained by super­
posing a uniform azimuthal velocity v^ over the buoyancy driven 
flow. The fluid is then accelerated at the outer wall and 
decelerated at the inner wall for a half section (o <_ H) and
in the other half section (it <_ 2ir) the fluid is decelerated
at the outer wall and accelerated at the inner wall (Figure 7.6U. 
This result is important from the point of view of mixing and 
convective heat extraction in the off period of the pulse type 
of operation of TOKAMAKS. The mean velocity in spiral channels 
would therefore be unaffected by Uioyancy (if at all important) 
but the velocity profile will be affected to give it an 
unsymmetrical shape.
7.4 The Prototype Laboratory Model
A very brief description of the design and fabrication of a 
laboratory-scale prototype model of » double spiral module for
S tre a m lin e s 15 'Siveamlmes
| i
Hot Cold \ i H°‘ [ C o ld
(a) g,y 4 to2 (b) Q-r ^ 10"
- isotherms
l ! Hot7*
9* I
- isoHierms
Cold.
(c) $t <, 10* io5
Figure 7.5 (afb) The 'Crescent' and the 'Kidney' shaped buoyancy driven 
flow in a horizontal annulus with one curved surface heated and the other 
cooled ( Custer et al 1977) (c,d) the corresponding isotherms.
Figure 7.6 Drawn below
(ft.) (b)
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demonstrating the feasibility of TEMHD induced pumping in the 
lithium blanket is given in this section. To retain the 
flexibility of dismantling the spiral channels for purposes 
of later modification that might be warranted due to any 
unforeseen problem and for cleaning and inspection, the basic 
structure was made up of individual half sections and held 
together with tie bars under compression. A completely closed 
structure fabricated by brazing all around would not have this 
flexibility,but then the problem of sealing Hg would not be 
present. To simulate the lithium blanket directly, the inner 
surface of the annular section of the torus was taken as the hot 
surface in contrast to the arrangement described in Chapter 6.
The tentative use of the device in the Lintott electromagnet I, 
with a horizontal magnetic field B,allowed only a total space of
7.5 cm lengthwise, out of which the tie bars and the compression 
end plates occupied a major portion of it. The spiral channels 
in each module were therefore restricted to 1 cm each in the 
direction of B (horizontal 0 direction). In order to maintain 
rigidity and avoid deformation under heavy compressional forces, 
the copper sidewalls of the spiral channels were made of thick 
(3 mm) copper plates. Hie spiral channel configuration was 
formed on the sidewall by brazing a continuous strip of copper 
1 cm in height and of 1.5 mm thickness along a contour to be 
described later. The brazed joints were first cleaned with dilute 
nitric acid and then made smooth and uniform by rubbing with 
'Emery' paper and machining carefully on the milling machine.
The spiral structure on the second sidewall was made in an 
identical fashion so that when it was inverted and placed back 
to back to the first channel configuration, the two together 
formed the required inwards and outwards spiralling of the pair
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module. It may be noted that the module is capable of reverse 
mode operation by just changing the direction of rotation (^ » , 
for example with a given direction of radial temperature gradient 
(negative outwards to be specific) by changing the direction of 
the magnetic field by 180°. The copper sidewalls were first 
drilled and then machined for the 6.3 cm central recess. The 
inner cylindrical surface was made out of a 5.5 cm long,6.3 cm 
diameter (outer) copper tube (wall thickness of 1.5 mm). The 
overall outer cylindrical enclosure of the spiral channels was 
made out of a 15.4 cm diameter (outer) copper pipe with a wall 
thickness of 3 mm. One of the copper sidewalls with the spiral 
vaned structure was brazed to one end of each of the above 
copper pipes so that the copper pipes formed the annular groove 
of the torus section. Looking from the open end of the annular 
groove, the spiral vanes were inside the annular enclosure at 
the closed end. The annular water jacket with a radial spacing 
of 1 cm was formed at the outer rim between the radially extended 
sidewall and the 15.4 cm copper tube by brazing copper strips 
of 1.5 mm thickness, in the peripheral direction first and then 
at the sidewall end. Two 1.25 cm diameter copper straight tubes 
were brazed at the holes drilled at the outer rim of the water 
jacket at 180° apart, so that water from one port can flow down 
symmetrically through the two halves, and is let out at the 
other port. Two 0.625 cm diameter copper tubes were joined 
tangentially to the spiral channel outer ends by placing them 
carefully in drilled symmetrically placed inclined aligned 
holes, in two different 6 planes corresponding to the two spiral 
channels, through the water jacket, and then brazing them at 
the holes for sealing Hg and water. This is the best that could
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be done in the limited time, though this changeover of tube 
cross-section aggravated the entry and exit problem to 
introduce extra pressure drops during the flow experiments.
The choice of a suitable spiral profile with the right
curvature for optimising the pumping effect is difficult. With
a large variation of curvature along (a constant cross-
sectional duct giving complete coverage of the entire annulus
section with parallel sidewalls is impossible, and the (smaller) 
constant cross-sectional duct leads to an increased channel length. 
A constant cross-sectional channel was adopted (Figure 7.7) by
maintaining nearly equal spacing between successive vanes at
the same (there is a difference between the spacing between
vanes at the same Vg i.e. Ar,and the spacing measured in the
normal direction, but for all practical purposes this difference
is small for small —^j) .With 1 cm spacing between successive ravp
vanes and a vane thickness of 1.5 mm four turns could be 
accommodated in the radial spacing of 4.25 cm. In practice, it 
was virtually reduced to 3 turns only,as the fourth turn, that 
is the one closest to the inner boundary of the torus section, 
was of varying cross-section, and also formed the intermediate 
connecting (transition) region from one spiral plane to the 
other.
The two counter spiralling sectional halves were separated 
from each other by a copper plate (thickness 1.5 mm) shaped to 
fit in closely between the 15.4 cm and the 6.3 cm diameter 
copper pipes, with a cutaway section (Figure 7.8) to allow the 
cort"t^ i nuity of the transition zone in the 0 direction at the 
innermost spiral ring near the 6.3 cm diameter copper pipe. The 
exact position of the middle plate which basically acted as the 
partition between the two counter-spirals and the alignment of
Figure 7.7 The sniral profile of the protoypo modulo. ( F u l l  s -h 1o diarrsm 
X - locations of thermocouple junctions for temorsture -.ensure
merts
Fifur* 7.8 The shape of tbe middle semraHK- copper v l n t r  
between half sections of the spiral chanrcl.
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placement of IK« second spiral with respect to the first was made 
with the help of a fixing pin and alignment grooves located at 
the outer rim.
The most difficult job in the assembly was in the sealing 
of Hg at the joints where the second sidewall was attached to 
the annular torus at the 15.4 cm and the 6.3 cm radii. The best 
possible arrangement that was finally adopted at the outer rim 
was to place a continuous (in the ^ direction) vulcanised rubber 
annular ring gasket (punched out of rubber sheet and built up to 
the required thickness of 1.5 mm by joining layers with glue to 
match the mechanical tolerance ) between the second channel 
sidewall extension and the flat machined face of the waterjacket 
sidewall. At the inner radius,a bevelled groove was machined 
out of the outside surface of the second spiral channel sidewall 
to house a RM 0595 'O' ring. The electrical contact between the 
second spiral channel sidewall and the inner and outer cylindrical 
rims of the torus section was through Hg in the channel,and thus 
there was a slight asymmetry of the two spiral channels. The 
assembly was retained in position under compression of the rubber 
gasket and the 'O’ ring by two thick end plates held together 
with threaded brass rods (0.625 cm diameter) and nuts. Both 
bakelite and brass endplates were tried for compression,but 
tightening at the outer rim usually produced a bulge at the 
central hole, and therefore the 'O' ring was not properly 
compressed and Hg leaks appeared there. The final arrangement 
was that of a 1.25 cm thick bakelite endplate at one end, and 
a combination of 0.625 cm thick brass plate plus 0.625 cm thick 
tufnol plate at the second spiral channel end. The diameter of 
the endplates at the outer rim measured 21.5 cm. Initially 8
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studs were used, but later they were increased to 19- -to mane 
compression more uniform around the rim.
The heater coil was built up on an aluminium tube of 
3.75 cm diameter for rigidity. The tube was first securely 
covered with asbestos and then with MgO and fire clay mixture 
to build it up to a diameter of 5.90 cm. Mark I heater coil 
was made with nichrome and Mark II with Kanthal, by winding 
the resistive wire helically under tension in two symmetrical 
sections (to facilitate series parallel connection) over the 
insulator surface. The resistive wire was bonded to the base 
by applying a fine layer of paste made out of MgO and fire clay 
which also provided the interturn insulation. The cylindrical 
surface was checked for uniformity and then a final layer of 
insulation was provided by wrapping with fibre glass tapes so 
thatthe coil fitted into the inner bore of the 6.3 cm diameter 
copper pipe that formed the inner wall of the torus section.
It was necessary to have ceramic insulating-blocks at the heater 
coil connecting leads because of the intense heat generated 
in the coil. At high heating current, there were always 
problems at the lead connector as the copper connecting wire 
ends got charred and burnt out frequently.
Initially the device was operated without any internal 
measuring probe, but after successful demonstration of static 
pressure difference and fluid flow, due to TEMHD effect in the 
spiral channel module, it was felt necessary to probe at least 
the temperature distribution in the fluid in the interior of 
the channel. Drilling holes through the sidewalls and blocking 
them with cement after placing the thermocouples was ruled out 
because of the inevitable problem of Hg leakage that would follow.
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Nine pairs of thermocouples were therefore led through the Hg 
inlet and outlet ports,and the thermocouple junctions were 
positioned at = O, 135 and 270° at the inner and the outer 
rim and at mid-radius. The proper location of the thermo­
couple junctions was ensured by fixing them in grooves drilled 
in the spiral vanes. The routing of the thermocouple wire was 
such as to use the minimal length of the wire inside the 
channel. The thermocouple wires at the other end were joined 
to a reference temperature point (ice temperature) and the open 
ends of the same type of wire (either copper or constantan) 
were connected to the potentiometer via wafer switches for 
sequential measurement.
7.5 Experiments, Experimental Results and Discussion
The Lintott electromagnet I air gap slot was lined with 
polythene sheets up to a level 5 cm away from the heater coil to 
divert any mercury leakage into a tray at the end of the magnet 
gap. The spiral channel module was held with its axis 
horizontal by placing it on a wooden V block. The mercury inlet 
and outlet port tubes were at the vertical top region and were 
connected via PVC tubes to a weir type ofc mercury reservoir and 
the inclined tube manometer,in the same manner as described 
earlier in Chapters 4 and 5.
Static pressure difference due to the interaction of the 
radial thermoelectric current with the transverse magnetic field 
could be very easily demonstrated in the double spiral channel 
module by blocking the flow in the weir type of Hg reservoir in 
the external connecting loop and measuring the pressure 
difference across the inlet and outlet ports of the module by 
the inclined tube manometer. The static pressure difference, Ap,
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measured in mm of height of mercury against the magnetic field 
strength B at various levels of heating current and the cooling 
water approximately at 8*5° C (± *j° C variation) is shown in 
Figure 7.9. It may be noted with interest that in contrast to 
the TEMHD pressure difference characteristic reported for the 
straight channel experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, with basic 
thermally stable configuration, where the Ap versus B relationships 
obey straight line laws, in the case of the spiral channel in a 
transverse horizontal magnetic field, the Ap versus B relation­
ship is linear only beyond a Bcr 0.15 Tesla, below which the 
relationship is a nonlinear, exponential variation. Maybe this 
is an indication of the effect of buoyancy at lower value of B, 
and its suppression at B > 0.15 Tesla. The gradient of the 
versus B curve in the linear zone varies with the heating level 
which is consistent with the temperature dependence of , the
thermopower of the Hg-Cu combination.
As remarked earlier, the temperature distribution inside the 
channel was made with a limited number of thermocouples that 
could be drawn through the inlet and outlet ports. The exact 
location of these measuring points are shown in Figure 7.7. On 
the basis of these limited measurements, at various magnetic 
field strengths for a fixed level of heating, the profile of iso­
therms is shown in Figure 7.10 for the stationary state (flow in 
the external circuit blocked at the weir reservoir of Hg) . 
Temperature oscillations were observed mainly at the hot inner­
most cylindrical surface for magnetic field strengths < 0.2 Tesla. 
On the basis of the isotherm profiles drawn with the limited 
measurement data, the temperature profile across the average 
radial distance for magnetic fields in the range of 0.2 to 1.25 
Tesla is shown in Figure 7.11. The temperature measurements
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in this range of B are invariant within a tolerance of ± 1%.
Theoretical calculations with such temperature distributions in
elemental strips indicate that the static pressure difference
measured experimentally is lower than the theoretical calculation,
a (a cto *  o t  2
though they agree in order of magnitude/ . This discrepancy can 
be explained by considering leaks between successive channel 
turns and the contamination of mercury by the brazing material 
directly in contact with mercury. TEMHD induced pumping of 
mercury could be easily demonstrated, but the pressure gradient 
at the end regions (entry and exit effects) and the blocking 
effect of the thermocouple leads made any comparison with the 
theoretical values widely different. It is because of this 
uncertainty that the convective heat transfer characteristic 
by the TEMHD pumping was not pursued by cooling the Hg in the 
weir reservoir with cooling water. Though the basic effect is 
easily demonstra~ble, further measurements ought to be carried 
out to check on whether better agreement between theoretical 
and experimental values of Ap could be obtained.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS, CRITICAL EPILOGUE AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER 
INVESTIGATIONS IN THERMOELECTRIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
8. LI Conclusions
It should be made clear that the experimental confirmation 
of TEMHD circulation in non-isothermal liquid metal in metal 
enclosures does raise the possibility of technological - 
applications in the lithium blanket of magnetically confined 
TNR's and in melt refining, but in no way does the TEMHD 
interaction hold any premise at all as a prime energy conversion 
process due to its very poor efficiency. It is because such
an effect does exist inherently in the lithium blanket and in the 
melt crucible that these effects may be harnessed suitably (e.g. 
using double spiral channels in the lithium blanket as described 
in Chapter 7) without having to introduce the TEMHD mechanism 
powered from external sources. Unless new materials are 
discovered in which high temperature gradients can be 
maintained with a low level of thermal energy input,and at the 
same time these materials possess high electrical conductivity 
and thermopower (low K, high o values are
contradictory properties of metals by the Wiedemann-Franz law) , 
the energy conversion efficiency would remain insignificant.
The significance of the TEMHD interaction in the laboratory 
experiments reported in this thesis relies more on the presence 
of steep temperature gradients rather than high thermopower 
values of the materials; even though lithium possesses an 
unusually high thermopower 25 yv/° C) amongst the liquid 
metals, it is rather small compared to the giant thermopower 
values possible with semiconductors. It is fortunate that 
the significance of TEMHD interaction innonisothermal liquid
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metal in metal liners could be demonstrated with Hg in copper 
channels with the temperature gradients that could be generated 
in the laboratory models without having to use, say, lithium- 
platinum (to give high a) combination where the thermopower is 
at least one order of magnitude higher. That the TEMHD inter­
action measured either as a static pressure difference Ap or 
circulation v was indeed due to TEMHD effect was very easily 
verified by reversing either the direction of the magnetic field 
or the temperature gradient. Even dirty contaminated Hg showed 
such characteristics without failure, even though the magnitude 
of Ap or v was very sensitive to the impurity level.
The investigations reported in Chapters 4,5,6 and 7 do show 
that a robust, new, accurate method of measuring the thermopower 
of liquid metals in magnetic fields is possible, using the TEMHD 
interaction effect measured either as the static pressure 
difference or the fluid circulation velocity in various types of 
channel shapes and for various arrangements of heating/cooling 
and magnetic field orientation. The measurements of TEMHD 
induced circulation and the static pressure difference have been 
found to be very sensitive to the presence of impurity levels.
This has been checked and confirmed by the conventional thermo­
power measurements and by determining the impurities. The impurity 
elements in general fall into two categories, one that increases 
the intrinsic thermopower value and the other that decreases the 
thermpower value of the liquid metal. In theory, it is possible 
to determine the impurity levels in p.p.m.^if the impurity elements 
could be identified completely,by TEMHD measurements. This 
provides a measure of the purity level in metallurgical refine­
ment processes, and in detecting traces of impurities. It is 
interesting to note that industrial processes exist where traces
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of additives increase the wettability of liquid metals. In 
recommending the use of TEMHD measurements in determining the 
thermopower of liquid metals, one may consider the following 
points: The Ap method is not a self-sufficient measuring
method of thermopower; having measured the temperature 
gradient and the strength of the magnetic field, it is still not 
sufficient to evaluate the thermopower of the material combination 
without the knowledge of the electrical conductivities of the 
materials. Therefore, if the static Ap method of measurement 
is to be used, a_ priori knowledge of the electrical 
conductivities (a) of the materials is essential, otherwise they 
have to be measured in a separate experiment. In thermopower 
evaluation,by measuring TEMHD circulation velocity, no such a^ 
priori knowledge or addition»! measurement , of a is essential.
The expression for the mean velocity may be made independent of 
c, the fluid to wall conductance ratio. It is to be appreciated 
that such theoretical advantages could be derived only in special 
channel configurations such as in annular channels entirely in 
the uniform magnetic field region, so that no pressure gradients 
are generated at the entry and exit ends of the magnetic and the 
thermal fields or due to geometrical shape changeover. When 
3p/3z ^ O (z - flow direction) , very elaborate compensation is 
necessary which involves a and c. In both the methods, unless 
sufficient care is taken in choosing the right orientation of the 
temperature gradient and the magnetic field w.r.t the gravity 
field, detailed account of the nonlinearity of the temperature 
variation and the nonuniform velocity profile is to be considered.
The importance of proper safeguards against buoyancy . 
induced motion that might modify the TEMHD induced circulation
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just mentioned does need further comments on the influence of 
buoyancy in TEMHD. It may be recalled that even with a 
stabilizing density gradient in the straight, circular and 
rectangular cross-sectional channels, temperature measurements 
in the liquid metal did show temperature oscillations at Vow 
magnetic field (B) intensities and only at above a field Bcr 
were the oscillations suppressed. In earlier literature, such 
temperature oscillations have been mentioned only in the case 
of laterally heated configurations (free surface measurements 
only) and construed to be the result of buoyancy induced fluid 
circulation. The thermal (temperature) oscillations in the 
straight channels with a basic thermally stable stratification 
show the importance of instabilities that develop due to minor 
curvature of the isotherms and the possibility of amplification 
by small magnetic fields to finite amplitude oscillations with 
characteristic relaxation times. In the characterisation of a 
sharp B for a given geometrical configuration of the channel 
with its orientation w.r.t the gravity vector and the magnetic 
field and heating/cooling conditions, there were indications that 
very feeble oscillations (that could not be measured properly 
with the available measurement facilities) persisted in large 
magnetic fields. It is natural to expect that the increase in 
magnetic field strength does inhibit buoyancy—induced bulk 
circulation, but when the characteristic roll dimension or the 
cell size becomes increasingly small, the magnetic drag is 
relatively ineffectual and the small scale vorticity is never 
completely eliminated.
In the lateral heating configuration (Chapter 6) , a 
buoyancy effect is inherently present. In the absence of B,
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the effect of buoyancy is to impart to the fluid a 
characteristic boundary layer structure at the hot and cold 
sidewalls, where steep temperature gradients exist,with brisk 
fluid movement in vortex rolls enhancing the heat transfer 
characteristic. In between these boundary layers, a central 
zone of stable thermal stratification is set up, and thus a 
large scale circulation due to buoyancy does not exist in the 
steady state. The application of a transverse magnetic field at 
low intensity destroys the stable stratification of the central 
zone, but is not sufficiently strong to inhibit fluid vorticity. 
Therefore, in recommending magnetic suppression of thermal 
oscillations in metallurgical processes of melt refining and 
crystal growth, it must be borne in mind that magnetic fields 
greater than Bcr that suppress thermal oscillations are to be 
impressed; otherwise a lower B value might inadvertently 
increase the thermal oscillations and defeat the purpose of the 
application of magnetic fields. The temperature profile 
measurements in the annular channel experiments of Chapter 6 
vindicate the fact that,in the central region,the radial 
temperature gradient has a linear profile, whereas near the 
sidewall boundary layers the temperature gradient is steep, 
even with the application of the magnetic field. The increase 
in the applied magnetic field increases the slope of the still 
virtually linear temperature profile. A very naturally expected 
characteristic observed in the annular channel experiments is 
the increase of the hot wall temperature with the application of 
the magnetic field, that suppresses buoyancy induced convection 
for fixed heating/cooling conditions. Cooling water temperature 
measurements did not show any significant change with the 
application of the magnetic field, indicating that the amount of
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heat transfer is not affected. In contrast, the lowering of 
the temperature at the hot wall and in the bulk of the liquid 
metal in the straight channel experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 
was not at all expected, and this phenomenon has only been 
explained by assuming the existence of curvature in the iso­
therms and its relaxation oscillation with the application of 
the magnetic field.
The thermal oscillations in a magnetic field B < have
a characteristic sinusoidal (dominant first harmonic) variation 
with a finite time period over the range of 3 to 30 seconds, 
depending on the intensity of the magnetic field strength. The 
spiky fluctuations of temperature suggest the presence of 
impulsive bursts of fluid jets in an otherwise slow motion in 
cellular vortex rolls. The frequency of the spiky temperature 
fluctuations increased with higher temperature gradients to 
greater randomness which was increasingly difficult to suppress, 
even with the application of the magnetic field.
Apart from the effect of buoyancy (secondary £low and 
temperature oscillations) and the possibility of impressing a 
potential difference in the fluid-container assembly uniformly 
without having to make external discrete connection with 
connecting leads, the study of TEMHD largely appeared to be 
rather mundane as the basic characteristics of TEMHD very closely 
follow the wellknown ordinary MHD studies, though the latter ones 
are conducted with parameters whose order of magnitude is much 
greater than in TEMHD. This has been very typically observed 
in the annular channel experiment of Chapter 6 in the case of the 
insulated solid-liquid interface at the base wall, giving a 
velocity profile which follows from an extension of Hartmann
analysis of ordinary MHD to curved channels. Even the boundary
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layer thickness at the sidewalls, identifiable from the 
velocity profiles at the regions where the ^  law of variation 
is invalidated, agrees with the characteristic dimension ^
(Shercliff, 1953). However, the Hartmann layer thickness at 
the base wall extends into the fluid further than L/M.
In the case of the annular channel experiment with all the 
walls having electrically conducting solid-liquid interfaces, 
the M shaped velocity profile (section 6.4.4) has the velocity 
at the sidewalls (parallel to B) orders of magnitude greater 
than the core velocity for reasons of predominantly steeper 
temperature gradients at the sidewalls rather than due to the 
decrease of current flow in the boundary layers (or even the 
reversal of current flow direction) that characteristically 
introduces magnetic drag in the core. It is, therefore, possible 
to have free shear layers in narrow annular channels with 
totally conducting solid-liquid interface, and it is not essential 
to consider the mixed interface conductivity at the base wall 
(section 6.4.3) to investigate TEMHD shear layers. However, the 
experiments of section 6.4.3 demonstrated shear layers of greater 
intensity ^ d  the side effect observation proved that a greater 
magnitude of TEMHD fluid circulation is indeed possible (as 
indicated by theoretical analysis),with temperature gradient 
parallel to B rather than temperature gradient configurations 
transverse to B. The very large TEMHD induced velocity at the 
outer periphery of the concentrated heating experiment bears 
evidence of the above fact. The vorticity in the fluid at the 
shear layers, as measured by the paddle type of pivoted float, 
can be very easily explained from the slopes of the velocity 
profiles which themselves in turn obey the <j>+ distribution at
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the interface according to the temperature distribution. The 
shear layer may be more read! ly explained with reference to the 
flow between two virtual concentric cylinders rotating in the 
same sense, but with different angular velocities. The extensive 
temperature distribution measurement in the conducting solid- 
liquid interface at the bottom wall configuration of the annular 
channel reveals the existence of zonal adverse temperature 
gradients in*thin boundary layer at the base wall, and might 
be the additional cause of thermal oscillations in these regions.
In the pursuit of velocity measurements in TEMHD flow, the 
thermoelectric potential probe, innovated as a modification of 
the ordinary potential probe to suit the TEMHD environment, 
proved a very convenient method of measuring temperature and 
velocity simultaneously. The accuracy of such measurements is 
questionable at B < Bcr for suppressing secondary flow, but was 
found to be excellent in the magnetic intensity range when the 
theory of such measurement is valid (balance of thermoelectric 
and motion induced e.m.f.) as found by calibrating these probes 
with pitot tubes and the mechanical pivoted float measurements, 
carried out simultaneously (the measurements with the mechanical 
probe were very convincing in the way of "seeing is believing").
The use of such thermoelectric potential probes is advantageous, as 
at higher magnetic fields the TEMHD induced fluid circulation 
in small temperature gradients becomes so small that pitot tubes 
and the mechanical measurements with the pivoted float are 
ineffective. The thermoelectric potential probes are ineffective 
at very low values of B, when current flow in the bulk of the 
fluid and the buoyancy driven thermal oscillations make the 
interpretation and compensation of the fluctuating data very 
tedious. However, with patience and digital data analysis in
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computers, these would be useful in diagnosing the turbulent 
TEMHD flows. The thermoelectric potential.probes, particular 
example cases of which are simple Hg electrode or copper electrode 
probes,(with level of purity of Hg maintained or the impurity 
level maintained uniform, and thermopower previously calibrated), 
have been preferred instead of using the alternatives, the thermo- 
anemometric or thermistor probes, because of easier calibration 
and control, and at least theoretically the thermoelectric 
potential probe is a better measuring device without having to 
disturb the measuring environment with heating current from 
external sources into the sensing element.
The effect of c,the fluid to wall conductance ratio, has 
been found to corroborate the theoretical characteristics in the 
measurements of the static pressure differences in the straight 
channels of circular and rectangular cross-sections. In 
velocity measurements in TEMHD fluid flow at large B, when 
there is no pressure gradient in the direction of flow, the 
parameter c is insignificant. The relevant c parameter in this 
case is governed by the sidewall secondary boundary layer thick­
ness rather than the absolute channel dimension, and is virtually 
zero. Thus, even with a very thin wall, a low value of c can be 
maintained for a significantly large TEMHD induced flow at high B.
Though the TEMHD theory presented in this thesis leans very 
heavily on high Hartmann number operation,for obvious reasons of 
avoiding the complex secondary flow, the TEMHD experiments at 
lower magnetic fieIds,particularly in the range of 0.02 to 0.04 
Tesla where the maximum TEMHD induced circulation was 
generated, shows the importance of studies in this range of the 
magnetic field. The transition regions of the velocity variations 
(magnitude at a particular location as well as the profile
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variation with B) throws a significant light on the Bcr values
when magnetic drag takes over from viscous drag (B ) and when
crl
buoyancy induced secondary flow is suppressed to a given degree 
(Bcr ). The large fluid velocities at such low magnetic fields 
do confirm the fact that very efficient fluid circulation for 
heat exchange purposes is possible in liquid metal cooled fast 
nuclear reactors (fission) with weak permanent magnets installed 
around fluid channels. It seems very intriguing that,even with 
the theoretical realisation TEMHD induced velocity ct- by Rex and 
others, the practical demonstrations cf TEMHD pumping were 
attempted at 0.398 and 0.78 Tesla. No details of these TEMHD 
pumping demonstrations are available, and one can sense some 
amount of frustration in this earlier literature at the failure 
to demonstrate in practice the theoretically predicted flow 
at these magnetic field strengths, and the slow fluid circulation 
that could be obtained did not hold sufficient promise of 
efficient heat transfer. Instead of lower magnetic field 
operation, the remedy was sought in the use of materials with 
higher thermopower values (semimetals and semiconductors). It 
is particularly interesting to note that,in the models 
investigated, the maximum velocity occurs at B ^  0.02/0.04 Tesla, 
depending on the geometrical dimensions of the model, which 
happens to be the best estimated field strength in the interior 
of the earth's molten core,raising the possibility of magneto- 
strophic balance. Further comments on this possibility is 
presented in section 8.2.
The nondimensional parameters that arise in the investigation 
of TEMHD naturally consist of the conventional groups wellknown 
in ordinary MHD and buoyancy driven flows. They are the Hartmann 
number M, the interaction parameter N, Reynolds' number Re,
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magnetic Reynolds’ number R^, Rayleigh number Ra and the Prandtl
number Pr. Other secondary nondimensional groups can be
suitably derived from those listed above, e.g. for Gr = Ra/Pr.
and — — . The new nondimensional parameter proposed in this 
M
thesis for characterising the TEMHD flow is D = ——  , AT = T, -T_,d b l 2
which is a measure of the degree of thermoelectric and motion 
induced (at viscous and inertial force balance) e.m.f. ratio.
In Chapter 7, a new channel configuration has been proposed 
to utilise the large temperature gradients in the lithium blanket 
of a TOKAMAK type of magnetically confined TNR. The spiral 
channel structure has been basically considered from the point of 
view of steady state operation, but may be also used during the 
first few minutes of the off time in the pulse type mode of 
operation. The proposed scheme utilises a small portion of the
energy already available in the lithium blanket itself to 
circulate the fluid,and the heat transfer characteristic is 
improved by convection. The large temperature gradient also 
might offer a possibility of isotope separation in lithium (Ott 
et al, 1964) and segregation of tritium,details of which can be 
worked out. The TEMHD pumping in the spiral channel has the 
advantage of reducing the stress in the thin metal conducting 
channel walls without having to seek a new insulating material 
compatible with the operation in contact with lithium, over 
and above that of low Additional pumping power that might be 
necessary at a higher first wall surface density of heat flow.
The basic spiral channel may be modified to promote turbulent 
mixing at the first wall, where ordinary MHD duct flows would 
make the fluid stagnate, and thus provide very efficient heat 
extraction. Probably the final arrangement in the blanket would
be a He cooled outer channel near the superconducting magnets, 
an intermediate lithium spiral channel in the mid-radial space, 
and a second lithium spiral channel converging in cross-section 
towards the first wall, to ensure very effective heat extraction 
from the TNR blanket.
8.1.2 Further comments on the experimental work (a critique)
The experimental investigation in TEMHD reported in this 
thesis has been very restrictive in the sense that the 
experimental investigation was confined to the realm of uniform 
and steady state only, though a few instances of transient 
processes (build-\jp and decay with time) and effects of non­
uniformity have been indicated. The detailed investigation of 
nonuniform and unsteady motion has been left out. This is 
justifiable considering the reality of understanding the steady 
state operation first before groping in the uncertainty of the 
complex flow. Much time was spent in the repair of mercury 
leaks, particularly in the hot environment, and the heater coils, 
and in cleaning the mercu-rj by the procedure described in Chapter 3 
This may be considered as a necessary wastage, and in the limited 
time further investigation in TEMHD were severely restricted.
The construction of an experimental rig to verify the theoretical 
prediction of no net flow along the straight channel of circular 
cross-section with a second harmonic temperature distribution 
around the periphery had to be abandoned. However, it may be 
noted that this experiment would have served only academic 
interest and could be termed as negative experimentation as it 
would prove that no TEMHD induced net flow is possible in such a 
configuration. Thus the effort necessary for such experimentation 
was not felt to be justified.
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It would have been otherwise interesting to measure the 
internal stirring, even though the net flow is zero.
The measurement of secondary flow due to centrifugal and 
buoyancy induced flow in the annular channels has only been 
attempted in a casual way; the few measurements that have been 
reported in this thesis of secondary flow and the free surface 
profile of Hg do justify the neglect of secondary flow at high 
Hartmann number.
During the final stage of experimentation, some time has 
been spent in recording the vortex and waity motions in the open 
top annular channels. The peculiarity of the various vortex 
flow patterns ('free vortex' in the insulated bottom channel 
core flow; forced vortex and the dramatic higher order vorticity 
i ,e. more than forced vorticity Oar11, n > O, in the all­
conducting wall and the mixed interfacial conductivity at the 
base wall configurations) have been very easily and convincingly 
demonstrated, using the paddle type vorticity probe. The 
apparently very peculiar case of higher order vorticity (woern ,n > O, 
that . has been recorded in movie film is not considered peculiar 
at all if the temperature distribution at the solid-liquid 
interface, and the corresponding velocity profile»are compared.
The velocity profile has a steep slope starting from a radial 
position away from the axis (at conductivity transition 
boundary for the channel with the base wall interface of mixed 
conductivity) , giving a higher order vorticity than the forced 
vorticity which corresponds to the uniform slope (positive) of 
the velocity profile from the axis. At low magnetic fields,
TEMHD circulation could be made turbulent by increasing the —
temperature gradient. The turbulent regime was attained 
through the intermediate stages when streets of longitudinal
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vortex rolls and counter—rolls on the top free surface of Hg 
could be observed in the annular channel experiments. The 
existence of very slowly rotating wave motion could be 
demonstrated at the free surface and in oscilloscope recordings, 
but the recording of these phenomena photographically proved 
difficult due to the necessity of operating a rotoscope running 
synchronised to the average fluid rotational speed. The 
finalisation of these records are left out of this thesis, and 
will be reported elsewhere. By adjusting the TEMHD parameters, 
standing waves, eastward or westward drift of waves could be 
demonstrated. This showed that these wave motions and drifts 
are general characteristics of all rotating flows (TEMHD induced 
rotation ,in this case.with stationary sidewall cylinders), 
irrespective of the type of driving force (TEMHD, ordinary MHD 
or mechanically rotated cylinders).
8.2 Scope for Further Investigations in TEMHD
It has been remarked at the outset of this chapter that the 
TEMHD system holds no promise as an efficient energy conversion 
device unless suitable materials cure found. However, the 
investigation in TEMHD reported in this thesis definitely 
vindicates the worth of exploiting this effect in the metallurgical 
refinement processes and in the lithium blanket of TNRs. The 
TEMHD stirring is of central importance in these applications.
The academic interest in TEMHD effect should be stimulated from 
the fact that these interactions are significant, being 
experimentally measurable under certain conditions, and should 
not be ignored in the analysis of ordinary MHD in nonisothermal 
environments at a material property (thermoelectric) sharp
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transition interface. It is therefore expected that some 
attention will be given to further investigation in TEMHD.
To finalise the geometry of the spiral channel module of 
the lithium blanket, one has to solve the problems of entry and 
exit of fluid in thermal and magnetic fields, and also the 
starting and decay processes with time. These probably would 
be based more or less on numerical solution of the coupled 
thermal and MHD equations on digital computers rather than 
through exact analytical solutions or direct experimentation.
This area of investigation has been completely ignored in this 
thesis in order to complete the basic steady state study with 
a bias towards experimentation. If further TEMHD experiments 
are conducted to investigate the transient (time dependent), 
nonuniform TEMHD interactions, it would be advisable to employ 
multichannel automatic data logging on magnetic tapes so that 
simultaneous measurements of temperature and velocity at 
different locations can be fed straight into the computer for 
data analysis and interpretation. The autocorrelation and 
cross-correlation of the fluctuating signals magnitude and 
phase angle would then give better understanding of the fluid 
motion in rolls under the influence of the temperature gradient, 
rotation and the magnetic field, and throw some light on the 
waves and the exact controlling mechanism of their drift.
Probably the thermoelectric potential probe would play an 
important role in such simultaneous measurement of temperature and 
velocity in TEMHD. Further thoughts ought to be given to the 
spiral channelsin improving the convective heat transfer process 
in the lithium blanket by suitable nesting of the spiral channels 
to incorporate some ’flow coupler' action, so that stress on the 
sidewalls in the case where external pumping is necessary could
also be further reduced. It may be recalled that the high 
pumping requirement,due to ordinary MHD effects in the lithium 
blanket that has so far been a stumbling block, is due to the 
easy return path (in the conducting wall partition of the toru^ ) in 
the conducting walls,of the motion induced current flow in the 
bulk of the liquid. Therefore the idea of incorporating ’flow 
coupler' circuits is to be assessed critically. The heat 
transfer processes require elaborate further consideration 
incorporating neutron heating (most important), radiative heat 
transfer and heating effects of Bramsstrahf’lung and a particle 
energy distribution in the lithium blanket.
The maximum circulation in the annular channel experiments 
that has been observed at very low magnetic fields of B ^ 0.02 
to 0.04 Tesla raises the question of the importance of TEMHD
tkauyi length scale» ax« JiHeient.
processes in the maintenance of terrestrial magnetism/ . In 
proposing a TEMHD theory of earth’s magnetism, at least the 
basic origin of the magnetic field is not a matter of speculation 
as in the fluid motion based linear, weakly asymmetrical or 
turbulent dynamo theory. It is interesting to note that such a 
possibility has been explored earlier by Elsasser (1939) and 
discounted by Inglis (1955) .
The author is of the opinion that the thermoelectric 
properties of materials are not exclusive to the solid or liquid 
state of the materials, but being an intrinsic property should 
exist in the gaseous plasma state as well. How significant would 
be the TEMHD interaction in nonisothermal conducting gaseous 
environments in enclosures with metallic interface is highly 
speculative. However, one should not ignore the complex 
situation in boundary layers at the electrode walls of the
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plasma MHD generators, where unexplained large potential drops 
have been observed due to the nonisothermal nature of the 
boundary layer along the conversion channel.
The whole basic structure of the TEMHD theory as presented 
in this thesis is based on low magnetic Reynolds' number. However, 
if in the lithium blanket of the TNR magnetic self-excitation is 
made possible through turbulence and a-effect dynamo mechanism, 
then it would be essential to incorporate induced magnetic field 
effects into consideration.
Finally, with all humility, it may be pointed out that 
thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamics forms only a part of the 
more general galvano-thermo-magnetohydrodynamics, the only other 
aspect of which, the Hall effect-magnetohydrodynamics 
interaction has been previously given some importance and 
attention in plasma magnetohydrodynamics. However small the 
order of magnitude of the mutual interactions of the thermal, 
flow, electric and magnetic fields may be, the exact analysis 
of the overall composite interaction will surely be very complex.
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NOTATION
All notations are explained, as they appear in the text. The 
general scheme of notation is as follows
Vector quantities are shown with a base bar, e.g.
B magnetic flux density
E electric field
j_ electric current density
v fluid velocity
Suffixes indicate quantities as follows
C in the core; corresponding to cosine function (in Fourier 
expansion)
Cr critical value
Cu corresponding to copper .
f in the fluid
Hg corresponding to mercury
ijkmn running (integer) variables 1,2,3,......
r radial component
n normal component
s in the solid, along curves, corresponding to sine function
(in i'ourier expansion)
w in the wall
x,y,z Cartisian components
6 azimuthal, toroidal component 
poloidal component
Symbols
A area of cross-section
B magnetic flux densty
C fluid to wall conductance ratio
aTD nondimensional TEMHD number = —Vo
F body force,(e.g. gravitational), arbitrary function 
Gr Ra/P-r
H(r,0) two dimensional magnetic stream function
I electric current
K thermal conductivity
j ,y Bessel functionsn' n
L dimensional size; length, width, height
, ,aM Hartmann number (/—-) LB
r|v
2G1.
N interaction parameter MRe
O order of magnitude
P resistance
Pe Peclet number
Pr Prandtl number
Q heat
R radius
Ra Rayleigh number
Re Reynolds number
Rm magnetic Reynolds number
S curvilinear co-ordinate
Se entropy
T temperature
Tm <T2 * Tl>/2
Tav <T1 + T2>/2
V mean velocity
W volume
XYZ functions of x,y,z; Cartesian co-ordinates
f
a
c
cp
e
f
g
h
j
k
n
P
q
r
s
t
tw
u
V
w
channal half width _ .
, fLffluid to wall conductance ratio -■ ■ -
specific heat
exponential function
arbitrary function
gravitational acceleration
height
electric current density
thermal conductivity
normal direction
fluid pressure
heat flow rate/time/volume
radial co-ordinate
curvilinear co-ordinate (along solid—liguid interface) 
time
wall thickness 
perturbation velocity 
velocity 
vorticity
x,y ,z Cartesian co-ordinates
262.
T gamma function 
A difference
ft rotational angular velocity
£ volume
perturbation in temperature
a thermoelectric power
3 volume expansion coefficient
6 boundary layer thickness
e energy
electrical potential
<{>a pseudo potential corresponding to thermoelectricity
$+ <P + <Pa
0 polar co-ordinate (azimuthal); also toroidal co-ordinate
nv fluid viscosity
H permeability (magnetic) of medium = W1 vacuum
p fluid density f
0 electrical conductivity
a surface tensions
ip poloi dal co-ordinate
V kinematic viscosity (viscous diffusivity)
n magnetic diffusivity
X thermal diffusivity
u) angle of inclination; also frequency
¥ stream function (velocity)
Operators
V gradient, divergence
V2 V,V (= 32/8x2+32/ 3y2+32/3z2 in three dimensional Cartesian
3 co-ordinate system—  partial derivative w.r.t x
—  derivative w.r.t x (primes have been used also) dx
8 i X Y)— ;— Jacobian notation 3(r,6)
N.B. All symbols with numerical suffix refer to arbitrary
constants
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A p pen d ix .
(continued)
Flowmeter calibration
Volumecc Time/sec Flow rate cc/sec
Signal/pV Flow rate/s: 
cc/sec-viV
168 60 2.8 450 6.22
266.5 45.2 5.89 950 6.2
200 28 7.14 1160 6.16
230 13.7 16.8 2650 6.37
325.5 15 21.7 3500 6.2
329 12 27.4 4350 6.3
Selection of brazing alloys (Johnson Matthey Metals Limited (81 Hatton
Garden, London, EC1P 1AE)
•Easy-flo•
'Easy-flo' No.2
Silver-copper
eutectic  ^
Pallabraze 1090 
*Orobraze 1018 
'A' Bronze 
'B' Bronze
Nominal composition
50% Ag: Cu : Cd: Zn 
42% Ag: Cu: Cd: Zn 
72% Ag: Cu 
18% Pd: Cu 
30% Au: Cu 
96% Cu: Ni: Si 
97% Cu: Ni: B
Melting range C 
Solid Liquid
P-P-
P.iP-
level 
Llows:
in these alloys, which are the most pure in the group,
A1 Be C Cr Mn Ti Zr Sb Bi i*
5 5 50 i o i o i o 5 30 i o
Cd Ca Pb Li Mg Sn Zn P
l o 30 20 30 30 30 i o l o o
2 6 ?
Plate P.1 The experimental set-up for the circular cross-sectional 
straight channel TEMHD experiment ( Channel II )
Plate P.2 The circular cross-sectional straight channels. The 
thermal lagging completely removed and heater insulation partly 
opened for Channel II.

I

? 6 9
Plate P.5 The Mark III annular channel filled up with mercury.
Plate P .6 Hie Mark II annular channel in the air gap of the 
Lintott electromagnet II

270
Plate P.7 The Mark TV annular channel with the heater roil 
Insulation partly opened.
Plate P.8 The various probes



'Supplement to Chapters 4 , 5 and 6'
in the form of draft papers prepared for 
publication.
S m r t l i f t t t a a  la to  Experim ental Thexmoeleotxlo Magneto* 
hydrodjnamloa •  P a r t Z i O irou lar oxoaa-eeotlonal a tr a lg h t 
Anota la  tranevaroe  aagnatie  fin id a»
Abatxaat
Thla la  tha  f ix â t  o f  tha t r l  lo g j o f  papaxa oa expaxl- 
m ontai Thexmoalootxlo Magnetohydxodynmloa in ver loua dont 
eomflgur a tie n e  la  tro n e ra ran  magnatlo f in id a«  In th la  papex 
th a  olxoulax oxose-aeo tlona l e tx a lg h t duot l a  oonaldarad v l th  a  
a la n ao ld a l v a r ia t io n  o f tha paxlphaxal tempexature d la tx lb u tlo n  
th a t  l a  ualfoxm alone tha lan g th  o f  tha dnot ao th a t  tha  
experim ental x e a u lta  a an ba ooapaxed v l th  th a  a lap la  a n a ly tio a l 
ao lu tlo n a  possib le»  la  paxt 2 and 3 of th la  a ex leo  o f papara# 
experim ental atud le a  oa Thermo aleo  t r io  Magna tohydrody nonios axa 
daaoxlbad la  x e a t angular o rous-sec tion  a l  a t r a lg h t  duo ta  and la  
anau lar ahannala o f  xaotangular oxoaa-seotlon xeapeotlveljr« The 
experim enta asa oonduoted v l th  meroury aa tha e le e t r lo a l ly  aon- 
d u a tla g  f lu id  oontalmed la  aoppar Anota v l th  m  average thermo- 
povex o f th a  ooaú>la o tie n  7*25 pV/°0 ln tha tem pérature ranga o f 
10*0 ta  180*0» Tha meaauremanta inolude thoae a f  preaanre 
gxm ilenta and f la v  v e lo e lt lo e  a t  varions lé v a la  o f tem peratura 
g ra d ie n te  and magnatlo fla id a»  The experim ental x e au lta  fox tha 
preeeuxe g rad ien te  agree v a l í  v l th  tha th eo x e tio a lly  o a lou la ted  
x e a u lta  bu t fox tha ve loo ity  meaaurementa, aeeeasaxy aaxxaotloaa 
a re  ta  be app lled  f o r  tha  entxy and e x l t  e f f e e t  and th a  analjr alo  
lo  v a l  Id fax  h lgh  Hartmann number f lo v  onljr» The se meaauremanta 
a lo e  próvida a  mathod o f  themapovex déterm ination  o f  oandue- 
t ln g  f lu id a  la  magnatlo f la id a  v l th  e u ff lo la n t o e n a ltlv lty  to  
d a te n t Impur itar/oontam lnat Ion lé v a la  la  th a  flu id»  Bren though
2th a  b u l «  aon flgu ra tlon  sonaldarad 1« t h a t  o f  th a  th a raa lly  
a ta b la  a t r a t l f l a d  f lu id »  l*s* abura buoyenoy a ffe a ta  a ra  
aaoldad, d a ta lla d  teapar a tu ra  oaaauramanta la  tha  f lu id  show 
th a t  taaqparaturs a s a i l la t lo n a  s x la t  la  tha  flu id»  p a rtle u la x ly  
a t  lour aagnati*  flu id a*  Chusa th a rn a l a a a l l la t lo a a  a ra  
suppraaaad a t  h lgh  magnatlo flu ida*  Cha bu ild -up  proaaaa 
( tra n a lan ta )  h as a lsa  ba ta  aonaldarad though only aasually*
1* la tro d u a tlo n
E la o tr lo a lly  eonduotlng liq u id a  aaa bu puspad a le o tro -  
a a g n s tle a lly  hjr 1  *  M fo rcea  uñara J, and JB r a f a r  te  th a  
s u r ra n t  d a a s lty  and th a  a a g n s tis  f lu id  raapeotlTSly* Zf tha 
th araeee lae tris  a f f a a ts  d r ía s  tha  c u rra n t tha puaplng a f fa o t  
dua te  su til 2. *  1  í  orea a aagr be oa tegoriaed  as Ihoeaou lestrlo«  
Magnatohydrodynátalos (C1MHD),  Chis oonoept e f  XEMHD punping la  
n o t new — but tha p ra e tlo a l  d l f f ia u l ty  la  genaratlng a ig n l f l -  
oan t th a ra e a la e tr le  a u rra n t has nada XEMHD pusplac u n a ttrae tlu a*  
C his l s  uhy se  d a ta lla d  s tu d j a f  tha f lu id  f i e s  In te rao tlo n s  
w lth  tha C ham al-alee t r  lo al-aw gnatla f lu id a  T ía  tha th arao - 
a la o tr la  a f f a a t  l s  aT allab la  la  tha l i t a r  a tu ra  o f tha a a r l l e r  
daaadaa* Only rasan tly *  tita tha rao a le e  t r i o  e u rra n ts  ara  
a a t ls a ta d  te  ranoh auoh a lg n if  loan t l a  v a l la  tha llq u id  l l t h l u s  
b lankat o f  tharaonuelaar r  sao to ra  th a t  tha  ZXMHD a ffa o t o ara  
aonaldaxábla and th a e ra t le a l  s tud lea  In te  TEMHD has baan 
undartakanV °la  a rd er te  T arlfy  tha aaaa lu a lo as  a rrlT sd  a t  
th eo re tlo a lly »  l t  l s  a s a a s t la l  te  oondust experimenta la  uhioh 
s lg n lf  loan t XXMHD f a r s a s  aould ba ganar atad th a t  predusa 
aaaaurabla a f f a a t s  la  tv& fers e f  p reasu re  g rad ien te  or f lu id  
f ia s*  Chusa m asu raaon ta  prov ida a  ñ a s  asthod o f d a ta ra ln ln g  
tha tbarsopoasr o f oonduatiag f lu id a  and aay ba usad te  a m l to r
3very  e ffe c tiv e ly  th e  im purity con ten t or the contam ination 
l e v e l  o f the f lu id *  Speoial oonfiguratione are  to  he con­
s id e re d  to  avoid th e  e f fe o t  o f  buoyanoy in the e s s e n tia l ly  
non-iso therm al environment o f  TEKHD. The c irc u la r  e ro ss-  
s a c tio n a l  s t r a ig h t  duet i s  very im portant fo r in d u s t r ia l  
applications* Ih e re fo re  in  p a r t  Z of the s e r ie s  o f papers»
TEMHD o f mercury in a  c ir c u la r  c ro ss -se c tio n a l s t ra ig h t  duct 
o f  copper» w ith a  s in u so id a l p e r ip h e ra l tem perature v a r ia tio n  
(uniform  along the duet length) in  a  tran sv e rse  magnetio f ie ld  
i s  oonsidexed. The measurements include those o f ( i )  basic  
tem perature d is tr ib u tin g » (11) ¿ x B  fo roes th a t  produoe 
p re ssu re  g rad ien ts  and ( i i i )  f lu id  flow* Section 2 d escribes 
the experim ental set-up* Section 3 provides the re lev a n t 
theo ry  s h ile  experim ental r e s u l t s  are presented in  sec tion  4* 
D iscussion and oonelusion a re  covered in  seo tion  3*
2* Experim ental arrangem ents and measuring systems 
2*1 The basic  experim ental seo tlon
The choice o f the b a s is  s is e  o f th e  e iro u la r  c ro ss-  
se o tio n a l s t r a ig h t  duct w ith  s in u so id a l p e r ip h e ra l tem perature 
d i s t r ib u t io n  was guided by the  uniform f ie ld  space of 1*13 x 
0*18 x  0*76 w? o f the w ater-oooled »Lintott* electrom agnet I  
(maximum flu x  d en sity  1*23 T esla  measured w ith H a ll e f fe o t 
Magnetometers c a lib ra te d  w ith  NMR f a c i l i t i e s )  and the  a v a il­
a b i l i t y  o f oommeroiU o op per pipes* Two d i f f e re n t  s is e s  o f  
suoh p ipes -  ( i )  2*33 oa 0*D* w all th ickness 1*2 mm*» leng th  
0*3 m and ( i i )  3*23 cm 0*D*» w all th ick n ess 1*23  mm*» leng th  
0*67 m were Chosen* S inuso idal p e rip h e ra l tem perature d i s t r ib u ­
t io n  was maintained by coo ling  the app ropria te  p a r t  o f  the
4ooppar aurfaoe w lth  water la  a  b u l l t - l a  ooppar jao k e t and 
heatlng  p a rt o f  tha  ooppar p ipa  aurfaoe w lth  26 8V0 11/0.511 aa 
dia-K anthal z e a la tív e  w lra he a ta ra  o f m a r ln »  oapaolty 3*25 CT. 
Sha eoollag  « a ta r  «aa aada t e  e a te r  tha « a ta r  jaoket a t  tha 
e n try  pozt loo atad a t  m ldlength w lth a  aarlmua r a ta  o f  30 l l t r o a /  
a l a .  and «aa l a t  ou t through two a jam atrlo a lly  looatod o u t la t  
p o rta  a t  tha  tao aada o f tha « a ta r  ja a k e t w lth  a  marlmum tea p e ra -  
tu ra  r ia a  o f 1.5*0 re a u lt in g  la  aa a x ia l ta a p a ra tu ra  g rad len t 
o f  6*0/m» a  maro 0.15¿ o f  tha oorreapoadlng txanaverae taopara» 
tiara g ra d le n t. Water f io «  r a ta a  «ara meaaured by KotMMtera 
and taapara tu ra  xaeaaurementa «ara  aada w lth tharmoooupleo and 
aerouzy-ln -g laaa  th ar moma t a r a .  I t  la  Importan! to  la o la ta  tha 
h aa te ra  a le o tr io a l ly  from th a  ooppar aurfaoe thoygh a  good r a ta  
o f  h ea t tzanafar l a  to  ha mala ta la  ad. Xhla «aa aooompllahad by 
ualng fib ra -g im as, MgO and a llloone  ooapouada « h i la  h ea t loaaaa 
«ara mialmleed by ualng f  ir a  olay and aabaatoa o lo th  and oamant. 
Noa-uagnetlo a ta la la s a  a te a l  a trapa  kap t th a  hea ter e o l ia  la  
p o a ltlo n . Tha baalo a rpar imán t a l  aao tloa la  placad h o riso n ta lly  
la  tha uniform f la ld  reglón o f  tha alaotrom agnat la  auoh a  «ay 
th a t  tha h o r la o a ta l magnetlo f ie  Id la  parpandioular to  both 
th a  duot a r la  and tha -vertica l p o s itiv a  tem peratura g ra d la a t 
la  tha f lu id  th a t  anauraa therm al a ta b l l l t y .
2 .2  The e s te rn a l  loop and mmaauremont f a o l l l t l a a
Tha entry and axlt sao tlona «era nada of 'Tufbol' 
eonnaotora. Proseare tapa «ara alao looatad at thaaa connec- 
tora. Preaauta dlfferanoe batwaan auoh tappiag polnta could 
ha maaaurad by aa aix-ovor-fluid-over-meroury laollaad tuba 
maaometar^ o apable of maaaurlng a pr a asura dlffaronoa of 
0.025 am of Hg, whon sultábly oonnaotad vía PVG tubas. Tha




flow loop  (Fi«« 1 ) th a t  «stomiod beyond tho e leo tro aag n e tie  
a le  i« p  oansietod  o f pvc tubo«« a  weir tarpo o£ aaroury 
re so rv o ir  and a  f i l i l a «  eyotem and a  v e lo o lty  aeasursm snt 
f a o l l l t y  la  th o  f o n  o f  a  o a llb ra te d  « l« e tr  omagnetio flownoter 
(6*25 oo/Seo/aY w lth  1jt aoouraoy)« Cono«etor fo la ta  were 
oealed o ith o r  w lth  *0* ria« «  oc w lth «luo ( 'T ened»  oemoat) 
and nylon g ripp ia«  b an d s/ju b llee  d i p o  wor« un ed to  colafocoo 
thè Mal«
2 .3  8poolal aoaauromont facilitar
Temperature d lo tx lb u tlo a  a t  tho ooppoc aurfaoo was 
meaeured w lth aa aoouraoy o f  ♦  0*25*0 by a  'Cornarle* tempera­
tu re  meaauring devio« w lth  thè  Ohronel-Alunol thermooouplo 
tip o  apot-welded in «roovos modo ia to  ooppec a t  ae lee ted  
poa ltloaa«  la  tho 5*25 oa O.D. experim ental ohannel. d e ta lla d  
meaeurement o f  thè  tem perature la  tho f lu id «  a t  tho o o a tra l 
25 om apaa le n g th , was mode by theraoe le e  t r io  po t e n t i c i  probeo« 
Thie probo aloo provided a recane o f d e to n ln ia «  « l th e r  tho 
ou rren t d o n slty  in  thè f lu id  wboa n e t flow  a t  tho welr r e s e r -  
v o ir  was malo boto and a  pressure d if fe re s o s  recintala ed or 
th a t  o f  th è  f lu id  flow v e lo o lty  p ro f ilo  morosa tho d is s e ta r  
tra n  over se  to  tho nagnotlo f lo ld  under assumpt ione o f  f lu id  
flow w lthou t p ressu re  gradiente«  The probo ia s e r t lo a  System 
(Fig* 2b) l s  a t  oae o f thè •Tufhol* «ad ssnneetors« Pive p a lrs  
o f  p tfo  ln su la tod  oopper-oon o tan tes 0«2 sn  thoraooouple w lres 
were lod  la to  tho 5.25 aa 0.0« ooppor tube alea« tho  o o a tra l 
saris through a  5 ma 0«0«« 2 s a  dia* boro r l« ld  s ta ln le s s  s t a s i  
«no lo suro* At tho probo t i p  end o f tho s ta ln le s s  s to o l  tubo« 
a  s t l f f  nylon S pie«« was p re s s - f l t te d  w lth  a  b rasa alcove
6attachm ent having a  s l o t  and a  pin arrangement to ensure r ig id  
r o ta t io n a l  coupling* The b rass  sleeve and the s ta in le s s  s te e l  
tube were Iso la ted  from con tac t w ith  mercury by glueing th in _
FVO sleeves over the metal surface* The t ip s  o f  the thermo­
couple p o te n tia l  probes were made bare a t  the  m iniature ho les 
in  the T piece arm to  provide measurements o f  temperature end 
p o te n t ia ls  a t  f iv e  equally  spaced radial p o s it io n s  a t  a  time 
fo r  a  g ives asim uthal position ing  & • The t o t a l  length  o f the 
two arms o f the S p iece  exac tly  corresponded to  the inner 
diameter o f the copper pipe so th a t  the r a d ia l  end t ip s  ju s t  
sc ra tchsd  around the inner su rface  of the 5.25 cm 0*0* copper 
pipe* The double *0* r in g  se a ls  perm it the ro ta t io n  of the 
T place» ® p o s itio n  being read on a  graduated c irc u la r  dlao 
o u ts id e  the oopper pipe» as w ell as the change o f  the lo ca tio n  
o f  the X piece along the a x ia l length,-measured by the l in e a r  
dis>la.<reaant o f the in d ica to r away from the *Tufhol* oonneotor* 
The f iv e  p a ir s  o f thermocouple p o te n tia l  probea were numbered 
and connected e i th e r  to the *Pye' poten tiom eter or to the 
'JLdvanoe' DVM v ia  wafer s e le c to r  switches* Temperature measure­
ment w ith  a  maximum re so lu tio n  of 0*1*C is  ob talnsd  a t  tbs 
corresponding thermocouple wire p a ir  whereas p o te n tia l  
d iffe re n c e  measurements are obtained between two sim ila r 
m a te r ia l  thermocouple w ires from two d i f f e r e n t  thermocouple 
¿m o tio n  points*
Layout o f th e  experim ental s a t  up i s  shown in Fig* 1*
Tbs d e ta i l s  o f tb s  experim ental channels I  and I I  are shown 
in  Fig* 2a and b*
Figure 3 The circular cross-sectional duct v/ith(first harmonic) sinu­
soidal temperature variation around the periphery.The elemental current 
path is shown for the simple analysis .
73 . TBMHD theory In the  o lro u la r  o ro aa -sao tlo n a l s t ra ig h t
Ignoring the Joule» Thomson and P e l t ie r  heating» the 
b aslo  tem perature d is tr ib u t io n  across the duct v e r t ic a l  c ro ss- 
se c tio n  (P ig . 3) fo r  a  given p e rip h e ra l sinuso ida l ( f i r s t  
harmonic w ith  maximum tem perature a t  the top) tem perature 
•p e o if io a tio n  T ■  A1  sine a t  r  ■  Rg i s  given by
and T ■  A^r s in  0 in  the f lu id  w ith  A* s constants» so 
th a t  the f lu id  i s  therm ally  s tab ly  s t r a t i f i e d .
Xf» however» the top  and bottom w a ll- f lu id  in te rfa c e  
tem peratures and T2*K are specified»  the  tem perature T
in  th e  f lu id  i . e .  in  0 <* < &) i s  given by
where -  7  (*1 ^*2 ) and ?  (* i-* 2)* T1 *2 *
With the configu ra tion  as shown in  P ig . 3» when the n e t 
flow  v along the duot ( s  d ire c tio n )  i s  blocked, l .e .»  when 
V x 1  -  0 , by symmetry -  O.
In the elem ental a le e t r io  c i r c u i t  shown d o tted  in  P ig .3. 
n eg lec tin g  co n tac t re s is ta n c e  a t  the f lu id -w a ll in te rfa c e
where i s  the average thermopower o f the f lu  id -duot
m a te r ia l combination in the tem perature range (T*,T2) assuming
duot.
I  m (Agr + j # ) s i n 0 in the duot w all
8a  l in e a r  tem perature depend ext oe o f «  ,  c  the e le o tr lo a l  
condu ctiv ity  and •  la  th e  f lu id  to  w e ll  oonduotanoe ra tio *  
S u ffix  w re fe r«  to  the wall*
The in te ra c tio n  of the therm oeleo trio  cu rren t j j  
and the  tran sv e rse  magnetic f ie ld  B produces a  pressure 
g rad ien t
cr* 2LBd p / d s  -  B -  -  ( T V g )  ^
12.fo llow ing the an a ly s is  o f Chang and Lundgren, in o rd i­
nary MHD, the oore v e lo c ity  when th e  f lu id  i s  allowed to  flow  
in  an e x te rn a l d p /  d * i s  givenhy
\y.oore
O-y2/^2)*
(1-y2/Hi2) «■ o/M
as I - 0
whore ■  -  J BR^  i s  the Hartmann Humber w ith ^  y th e  
f lu id  v isco sity *
More genera l two dim ensional an a ly sis  of IBMHD in  e iro u la r
9o ro ss -seo tio n a l s t r a ig h t  d u e ts  i s  given ly  S h e rc lif f , fo r  a  
p e rip h e ra l tem perature d is tr ib u t io n  given by
* - * » » ♦  \*n  « ’■ »a
9fo llow ing S h e ro lif f t the in v isc ld  in e r t i a le s s  flow in the 
oon figu ration  o f  fig* 4 g ives
2 . * a v  *on 009 ” e.■ii« ■ .ya ■ !■n odd only R^o+n) oosS 0 i f * c n - °n odd only
In  such a case v e lo c ity  v in  constan t and i s  independent o f
In te g ra tin g  over the tra n s fe re e  o ro n s-seo tio n , the mean 
T e lo c ity  V i s  given by
Tor an o f f s e t  (maximum tem perature sh if te d  away from the top 
p o s itio n  by an a s la u th a l angle Q1) s in u so id a l f i r s t  haraonio 
p e r ip h e ra l tem perature d i s t r ib u t io n  in a  h o r iz o n ta l tran sverse  
m agnetic f ie ld
i f  the f lu id  flow  v i s  blooked and buoyancy e f fe o ts  are 
ignored*
These s lap le  so lu tio n s  provide easy re fe ren ces  fo r 
comparing the corresponding experim ental re su lts*
4*1* Temperature measurements
Since th e  b a s is  o f  TEMHD flow theory o u tlin ed  in seotion  
3 r e l i e s  aSinly on the f i r s t  harmonio s in u so id a l v a r ia tio n  of 
p e rip h e ra l tem perature t h a t  i s  uniform along the  duct leng th  
w ith  the maximum tem perature a t  the v e r t lo a l  top location»  i t  
i s  e s s e n t ia l  to v e rie r  how w ell i t  could he m aintained during 
experiments*
x and i s  given hy
- Z
n T, oos n& 3_ ( 1 +c)- *4. _JL_______♦  —
<J~
Ta  B cos€)/
4* B xperiaen ta l R esu lts
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Th* a» «aurement o f tem perature in the f lu id  hy the 
th erm o elec tric  p o te n tia l  probe produced remarkably Id e n tic a l 
tem perature d is tr ib u tio n  ao ross c ro ss-seo tlo n s a t  Tar loue 
a x ia l p o s itio n s  in  the c e n t r a l  25 oms o f channel I I  fo r a  
given magnetic f ie ld  s tre n g th  and therm al energy tra n sp o rt 
(heating  and oooling f lu x ) .  This confirmed th e  lo n g itu d in a l 
param etric in variance . However» though the p e rip h e ra l tempera» 
tu re  d is tr ib u t io n  fo r  a  given thermal energy tra n sp o r t rsmained 
s in u so id a l a t  a l l  magnetic f ie ld  strengths» changes in the 
magnitude o f the tra n sv e rse  magnetio f ie ld  re s u lte d  in  a  change 
in  values o f T^  and f 2 .  P ig . 5 shews the v a r ia t io n  o f the 
p e rip h e ra l tem perature p r o f i le  fo r a  h ea te r o o i l  c u rre n t o f 
5 x 3 amperes w ith a  oooling  water tem perature o f  16*C in 
tran sv e rse  magnetio f i e ld s  o f B » 0 , 0.02» 0.1 and ^  0 .3  T esla  
when th ere  i s  no n e t f lu id  flow in th e  s d i re c t io n . When a  
p a r t ic u la r  p e rip h e ra l tem perature p ro f ile  corresponding to  a  
h e a te r  c u rre n t o f 3 x 3*2 amperes and oooling w ater tempera­
tu re  o f 10.75*0 a t  B * 0 .5  T esla  was Fourier analysed to  
evaluate  harmonio con ten ts  in the form
the harmonio oontent am plitudes were found as tab u la ted  in 
Table 1.
Table 1.
Amplitudes o f  harmonio oon ten ts  o f Ihe p e rip h e ra l tem perature 
p ro f i le  in ohannel I I  fo r  a  h ea te r cu rren t o f 3 x  3 .2  amperes» 
oooling w ater tem perature o f  10.75* and B ■  0 .5  T esla .
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
82.1 -3 .2 - 1 . 1 0.4 0.6 0.8 —0.2 0 .3
0 - 3 1 .2 —0 . 1 1 .0 0.6 0 .7 0.9 0.6
■■
IB
I
»•O li Tesla 
(b)
Figure 6• Isotherm diajrana In the cross-section of the'channel II for 
a fi:?ed heating current of 3 x 1.1 onper-s (cooling water temperature chan.-e <jC )
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The coxresponding e r ro r  due to  h ig h e r harmonic content 
in  Tm -  1/2  (T-j-Tg) i s  only 0 . 6* while th a t  o f *aT -  £  (I-j+Tg) 
i s  4.5%.
For a  given therm al energy transpo rt»  the tem perature 
d is t r ib u t io n  in the f lu id  has a lso  been observed to  ohange w ith 
the  tra n sv e rse  magnetic f i e ld  amplitude when th ere  was no n e t 
flow along the duo t. T ypical isotherm  p lo ts  fo r a  h ea te r 
c u rre n t o f 3 x  1 . 1  ampere and ooolm g water tem perature of 
16°C are  shown in  F ig . 6 fo r  B ■  0 , 0.12 and 0 .9  T esla . She 
corresponding tem perature d is tr ib u tio n  along the v e r t ic a l  d ia ­
m eter i s  shown In F ig . 7*
Temperature measurement in the f lu id  revealed  the 
ex istenoe o f tem perature o s o il la t io n s  in  c e r ta in  reg ions o f 
the  f lu id  in  tran sv e rse  magnet io f ie ld s  above a sp eo ifio  ra te  
o f  therm al energy tra n s p o r t .  While a t  3 x 0 .3  ampere h ea te r 
our r e n t  no such therm al o s o i l ia t lo n s  were present» th ere  were 
in d ic a tio n s  th a t  very fe e b le  therm al o s o i l la t lo n s  s ta r te d  a t 
3 x 1.1 ampere le v e l  o f  h e a te r  c u rre n t. The maximum tempera­
tu re  f lu c tu a tio n s  were confined to  two reg io n s (+ R/2, t^ v e r t i -
OSC.Ì II atierisc a l)  bu t a t  h igher h ea te r  c u rre n t operation/reached the w all- 
f lu id  in te rfa c e  as w e ll. Typioal therm al osoi l la t io n  ampli- 
tu ie s  a re  summarised in Table 2 and a ty p ic a l  tim e-reoord o f 
tem perature o s o l l la t lo n s  a t  (R/2 ,  jr/ 2 ) w ith  a period of
osoi l l  a t  ion in the  range o f  6 to  12 seoonds la  Shown in 
F ig . 8.
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la b i*  2
Amplitudes o f  temper a t  uro o s c i l la t io n s  in the f lu id  of 
•hanno! 1 1 «
H eater ourren t
Location B»0*02 B-0,1 B-0*3 B y 0*5T esla
3 x 3*5 amperes (R /2, * / 2) 2*5*0 2*5*0 0*1*0  -
Solid f lu id  In te rfa c e  - -
3 x 4 amperes (R /2, * /2 ) 5*0 3”C 3"0 1 *0 ,  < 1*0
a t  B-0.9
Solid f lu id  in te r fa c e 1 *25*0 0*25*0 •
A ty p ic a l time record o f the tem perature bu ild -up  in
fromthe f lu id ,  fo r  a  h ea te r cu rren t o f  3 x 3*2 am peres/in stan t o f  
poser switching on, i s  shown in  F ig , 9 in  transverse  magnetic 
f i e ld s  of B » 0 , 0 ,5  and 1 Tesla* The ohar ac to r la  t io  time o f  
b u ild  up c i 4 minutes*
4*2 EreoBure measurements
P ressure d iffe renoe  measurements morose the b asis  
experim ental seotion o f channel I I ,  when th ere  i s  no n e t flow  
along the d u c t, a t  d i f f e re n t  therm al energy tra n sp o rt le v e ls  
and d i f f e r e n t  am plitudes o f  the tra n sv e rse  magnetic f ie ld  form 
a s e t  o f convenient experim ental d a ta  to compare w ith the 
th e o re tic a lly  p red icted  values* The pressure  d iffe ren ce  ^  p 
reversed  by equal amounts w ith the re v e rs a l  o f  the d ire c tio n  1  
fo r  a given tem perature gradient* a p  read ings fo r a  given 
tem perature g rad ien t and B ware rep rod ucib le  w ithin a  narrow 
to le rance  o f  0*1 Jt* Fig* 10 Shows Ap measurements fo r various 
h e a te r  c o l l  c u rren ts  against the  imposed magnetic f lu x  density*  
For c la r i ty  only s  few rep re se n ta tio n  experim ental po in ts have
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been shown ag a in s t a  background o f the  th e o re tio a l l in e a  
based on pure grade v a lu e . Table 3 g ives th e  o o rres-
ponding experim ental o p e ra tin g  p o in ts  and the  re le v a n t  o alo  illa ­
tio n s  fo r  the th e o re tio a l  l in e e .  F ig . 1 1  shows th e  measured 
dp in one o f head o f Hg a t  oonatan t B » 1.0 Tesla and B ■  0 .5  
Tesla aga in st T^  where v a r ia t io n s  in oooling w ater tempera- 
tu re  ¿T2 ( < 2 jC) are ignored .
A few A p measurements aoross the baeie experim ental 
channel, when th ere  was no n e t  flow along the  duot and wh«t 
the tem perature g rad ien t ax le  was sh if te d  away from the v e r t i -  
c a l ,  were made in the channel I  experiments« Bar len g th s  Show 
the  spread o f the  above experim ental d a ta  in  Fig. 12 aga in st 
a  background o f the th e o re t ic a l  curve.
To ju s t i f y  the assumption o f  uniform j y i s  seotion  3» 
sim ultaneous measurements o f  ^ -  <£ -+ 4^ where grad *■  °< grad T 
and T were o a rr ia d  out aoross th e  v e r t ic a l  o ro ss -seo tio n . in 
the f lu id ,  a t  th e  heater c u rre n t le v e l o f  3 x 3.2  ampere a t  
B -  0 .5  Tesla and oooling w ater tem perature o f 10.73*0. whan 
th ere  was no n e t  flow along the duo t. From these measurements 
i t  i s  possib le  to  c o n stru e t the 4) d is tr ib u tio n  due to  Jy «
Table 4 summarizes such j  eva lua tio n .
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Table 4
jy  eva lua tio n  from 4>+, T measurements In ohannel I I  
fo r  3 x 3.2 amperes h ea te r  cu rre n t a t  B ■  0*3 Tesla«
R adial Angular D istance amp/m2P osition P o sitio n am vn,Tn/<nax"'
R 0 0 0 indeterm inate
R ± K/6 2.515 150 ,160 6090,  6500
3R/4 1.87 100,105 5465, 5740
R ± V4 3.556 210,215 6035, 6179
R ± Jt/3 4.35 240,280 5640, 6580
R 1 n/2 5.03 305,295 6200, 6000
R ± 2 ^ 3 4. * 5 240,260 5640, 6180
, R + 3 ^ 4 3.556 210,220 6035 ,  6325
3R/4 1 5 ^ 6 1.87 110,105 6010 , 5760
R + 5 ^ 6 2.515 150,160 6090,  6500
R Jt 0 0 Indeterm inate
Jy as c a lcu la ted  from the th e o re tic a l  expression
cr°< ^
ly  * TT+cTS
£corresponds to  a  value of 6370 wp/m •
Typical time taken to  bu ild  up the  preasure d iffe re n c e  Ap 
I s  20 sec .
4 ,3  Evaluation o f o<£a _ ^  vs T re la t io n s h ip  from preaeure 
measurements
The A p measurements of subsection 4«2 a t  va rio u s 
values o f B have been u tilis e d , to  compute the  thermopomer 
^tfu-Hg fo r range o f XaT values of the experim ental d a ta  
In Table 3« These c a lcu la ted  values are shomn la  Fig« 13 as 
experim ental p o in ts  aga in st the standard d a ta  l in e  o f pure 
grade oc^u avai l abl e  in l i t e r a tu r e !3 Two ty p lo a l spreads

15
o f c*aT(T) Talusb are in d ica ted  by b a r-len g th s .
4 .4  Plow measurements
TEMHD f lu id  flow aeasuram ents in  c ir c u la r  oross— 
se c tio n a l s t r a ig h t  duets f a l l  in to  two basic  ca teg o rie s  i 
(a) mean flow  measurements in  charnels I  and I I  by e le c tro ­
magnetic flowm eters a t  d i f f e r e n t  Hartmann Numbers fo r  various 
p ressure  d iffe re n c e s  m aintained a t  the weir type mercury r e s e r ­
v o ir  and (b) v e lo c ity  p ro f i le  measurement along th e  v e r t ic a l  
diam eter o f  the  duct by the therm oeleotrlo  p o te n tia l  probes 
under assum ptions o f no c u rre n t flow l . e .  a t  therm oeleo trle  
and motion induced e .n u f. balance.
4 .4 1 Mean flow  measurements
Steady f lu id  flow (m^/seo) w ith  a  given pressure 
d iffe re n c e  a t  the  w eir type mercury re se rv o ir  could be e a s ily  
achieved by TEMHD fo roes in both  ohannels I  and I I .  Assuming 
th a t  the p re ssu re  d iffe ren ce  a t  the weir typ* mercury r e s e r ­
vo ir r e s u l t s  in  a  uniform pressure  g rad ien t acro ss the mercury 
loop» the th e o re tic a l  ▼  v s  /\p  re la t io n s h ip  i s  a  s t ra ig h t 
l in e  law. Experimental opera ting  p o in ts  fo r  channels I  and I I  
a re  shown in  F ig . 14a and b re sp e c tiv e ly  a t  constan t values o f 
the Hartmann Number M a g a in s t the background o f the th e o re t i­
c a lly  expected  s t r a ig h t  l in e  l a s  under the above assumption.
The o rd inary  MHD pressure g ra d ie n ts  a t  the  en try  and e x i t  
seo tions and fo r  flow in nonuniform magnetic fields»^ however» 
in v a lid a te s  such uniform dp /ds assumption due to  the pressure 
d iffe re n c e  a t  the w eir typo mercury re se rv o ir  a lone | slnoe 
compensation fo r  such nonuniform dp/ds i s  very ted ious to  
make no e f f o r t  has been made to  do eo.
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Experiments mere conducted fo r  measuring s te e ly  f lu id  
flow  (wVseo) fo r  a  given h e a te r  c u rre n t le v e l  o f  3 x 3 .2  
amperes w ith th e  weir type mercury re s e rv o ir  com pletely f i l l e d  
up to  sim ulate TEUHD flow  w ithou t d p /d s  a t  v a r io u s  Hartmann 
Huabers X In channel I I .  Experim ental p o in ts  (V ,it)« and the 
corresponding safe p a r t ia l ly  oorreo ted  f o r  the  measured p ressu re  
d i f f e r e n t i a l s  ac ro ss  the p re ssu re  tap s a t  the two ends o f  the  
b a s ic  experim ental ohannel length« are  shown in P ig . 15 a g a in s t 
the background o f th e  th e o r e t ic a l  ourve. While th e  unoorreoted 
experim enta l p o in ts  do n o t Show the ty p ic a l  flow maximum a t  a  low 
v a lu e  o f X as expeoted th e o re t ic a l ly  9 « the p a r t i a l ly  oorreo­
ted  s e t  o f p o in ts  do show a  v e lo o ity  maximum a t Me; 10 .
She steady  mean flow was achieved w ith in  a  c h a ra c te r is ­
t i c  time o f 20 seconds from th e  in s ta n t  when magnetlo f i e ld  
and therm al f lu x  ohanges were made.
4.42  Velooity p ro f i le  measurement
Prom th e  measurements o f  tem perature I  and p o te n tia l  
<h+ in  the f lu id  in ohannel 11« when a  steady TEXHD flow was 
maintained w ith  tn e  w eir type o f msroury re s e rv o ir  com pletely 
f i l l e d «  i t  i s  p o ss ib le  to  c o n s tru c t th e  v e lo o ity  p r o f i l e  along 
the  v e r t i c a l  d iam eter under assum ptions o f no o u rre n t flow  
in  th e  v e r t i c a l  d irec tio n «  i . e .«  j y ■  0 . One such v e lo o ity  
p r o f i le  i s  shown fo r  th e  h e a te r  o u rren t o f  3 x 5 .2  amperes in 
F ig . 16. In f a c t  the  assumption « 0 i s  n o t tru e  as th e re  
was a  p ressu re  g rad ien t along the  flow  d ire o tio n i b u t  even w ith  
a  uniform  i 0« th i s  v e lo o ity  p r o f i le  should be re p re se n ta ­
t iv e  of such flow  w ith a  h igher v e lo c ity  a t  the to p  ho t rag  ion Is 
Though the v e lo o ity  p ro f i le  along the v e r t ic a l  d iam eter i s
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• s p N la i  to  te  a m  In ta sc a tin e  «han «hnt a lo n i «ha hox laontal 
A lana «ex, 1« la  no« poaalble te  soaatxuo« eoleoltgr p r o f i la r  
a lo n i «ha h o x lao n ta l A lana «ex wi«h I ,  4>+ moasuxement Ae«n o f
oot«ha ex istim e  probo with/ fuxthax mod i f  lo a« ion .
5* Plaouaaloa and Oonoluaiona
IZKHD experim enta oarxieA ou« on «he e ix au la r oxoaa* 
a e e tlo n a l e tx a ig h t duo ts w ith a  a in  a so ld a i pexiphoxal teap ere - 
«iixe Als«xlbu«lon «ha« la  onlfoxn a lm i  «be a x ia l Alxeo«ion la  
«sanaeaxao nagno«io f  le íd a  ahov «ha« s l ia i f le a n «  TEMHO lá te x -  
ao tlo n  oould be lenexataA la  «ha laboxetoxy aoale modela anA 
«ha o ffeo«  o r  ouoh lá texao tlona  ooulA a leo  be aoasvxoA* Bator* 
s a l  or TEMHi) floer and o f  pseaauxe gx ad le n ta  d p / d i  wl«h «ha 
xaTaxsal o f  «he dixoo«lon o f  «ho magnetio r íe  Id l  roa a  íleo n  
«enpoxatuxo ixadlen« oould be eexy easlljr  be denoastxated»
Fox n í le o n  «hexmal n u x  txanapox« aerosa  «ha ohannel,
«ha pexiphoxal «onpátxatuxe» and «he «enpoxatuxo A latx lbu tloa  
la  «ha A u id  «aro  round «o eaxy w lth ohanios la  «he «ranaeexao 
m ainetlo A o ld  s t r a n i t e  BL, Boa« «ranaTer ehaxao«existió la  
«haroroxe expeo«ed «o bo nodlA ed « i te  ohaniea la  B_¡_ Ohm 
«enpoxatuxo d la t r ib u tlo n  a lo n i «ho duo« pexlphexy la  nnlntalaod* 
Xean In «ho b a s le  «harnailjr a tab lo  oonA iuxatlon  «hexnal 
o a o ll la tlo n a  «oro obaaxeod la  «ho f lu id  la  «oak nagnetlo r la id o  
« I te  o a a l l la t lo a  periodo o r  tea  a rder o f  10  eoe. I b is  la p l le s  
o o a l l l a t l a i  noe amen« o f  tea  f lu id  l t s e l f *  1 « la  auggeatod 
«hot «han jou lo  b ea tin e  la  «ho f lu id  la  «aken la te  eonaldexa* 
«loa» «ho leo «homo la  «ho f lu id  a re  ao loaiox  h o rle o a ta lf  
pax tiou lax ly  aeax «ho ooatxal sono of «he duo« eex« loa l erosa*
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-se o tlo n  perpend io u la r  to  the  d u c t axle* the lao th em e  are 
so re  curved. This leads to  in s ta b i l i ty  due to  buoyancy e f f e c t .  
Time periods o f  o s c i l la t io n s  and the am plitudes o f  tem perature 
oso i l l a t io n s  increase  w ith the in crease  in  a t  lower magnetic 
f i e ld  va lues as a  re lax a tio n  o s c i l la t io n  mods develops due to  
th e  growing d e s ta b i lis in g  e f f e o t  o f buoyancy and the f i n i t e  
weak s ta b i l i s in g  e f fe c t  o f  Bx .  However, a t  h igher values o f  
Bx g re a te r  than a  c r i t i c a l  va lue  Bog\ th e  s t a b i l i s in g  e f f e o t
to f  B^ dom inates over the maximum buoyancy e f f e c t ,  though how 
w ell i s  e f fe c t iv e  in e lim in a tin g  v o r t io l ty  due to  buoyanoy 
would depend on the s ise  o f th e  r o l l s .
j, j* — *
Higher harmonic co n ten t in the p e r ip h e ra l tem perature 
may a lso  cause curvature o f th e  Isotherm s in  the f lu id .  With 
th e  tem perature g rad ien t ax is away from the v e r t lo a l ,  d p /d s  
measurement d a ta  w ith V -  0 show increased u n c e rta in ty  cad 
f lu c tu a tio n  due to  buoyanoy e f f e o t .
When the buoyanoy e f fe o t  was absent o r suppressed, dp/dz: 
and v e lo c ity  measurements were used even fo r th e  d e te r­
m ination o f  the abso lu te  thermopower o f the f lu id  a c c u ra te ly . 
Howdver, TEMHD f lu id  flow w ithout p ressu re  g ra d ie n ts  are 
im possible in  th e  experiments described  in  t h i s  paper because 
o f  the en try  and the e x i t  e f f e o ts  o f o rd inary  MHD. These 
p ressu re  g rad ien ts  are g re a t enough to  mask th e  v e lo c ity  hump 
a t  M ~  10 ,  un less the experim ental v e lo c ity  measurement d a ta  
a re  co rrec ted  fo r  such p ressu re  g ra d ie n ts . Experim ental 
determ ination  o f  the  exact value o f  M a t  which maximum 7 oocurs 
was a lso  d i f f i c u l t  a s  th e  magnetic f ie ld  could no t be held
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f t u d ;  a t  auoh low v a lu ta . Xha v e lo c ity  hump a t  euoh a  value 
o f Kf dependent on 0( l a  a  o h a ra o ta r ls tio  o f  the flow alnoe 
the TBUHD d riv in g  foroe l a  p ro p o rtio n a l to  Bi  and th e  KHD 
drag l a  p ro p o rtio n a l to  B 2.  sim ple th e o r e t ie a l  estim ate  a 
euggeat th a t  the experim entally  observed time to  achieve 
ateady a t a t a  from th e  in a ta n t  o f  therm al and magnetic f ie ld  
adjustm ent l a  o f  the a ama order (w ith in  10t to lé ra n o s ) .
Z t l a  auggeated th a t  the th e rm o elec tric  p o te n t ia l  probe 
used la  th e  experim ents deaoribed in  th i s  paper would fin d  
lnoroaa&ng a p p lic a tio n  In TPlffD experim ents. Simultaneous 
measurements o f  <$>+ and T in th e  f lu id  would n o t only throw 
l ig h t  on th e  curren t»  tem perature and v e lo c ity  d is tr ib u t io n s  
in  the  f lu id  h u t c o r re la t io n  a n a ly s is  o f  th s  phase and o a p ll-  
tude o f  th e  f lu c tu a tin g  d a ta  would provide va luab le  informa­
tio n  about th e  f lu id  v o x tla i ty  sad the r o l l  s i s e ,  by making 
su ita b le  mod i f  lo o t ion o f  th e  therm oeleo trle  p o te n t ia l  probe 
alignm ent i t  would be p o ss ib le  to  oouetruo t th e  v e lo c ity  
p r o f i le  ac ro ss  the h o r la a n ta l  d lm aster in  the  c ir c u la r  orose- 
se e tlo n a l s t r a ig h t  duet experim ent.
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In v e s tig a tio n s  la to  Experim ental Thermos Iso  t r i o  Magneto» 
hydrodynamics -  P a rt I I  t Beet angular c ro s s -se o tlo n a l d u c ts  
in  tra n sv e rse  magnetic f ie ld s *
A bstrac t
T his i s  the  second o f the t r i" l° g y  o f  papers on 
experim ental ’ Therm oelectric Magnetohydrodynamios' (TEMED)
In v a rio u s  duct co n fig u ra tio n s  in  tran sv e rse  magnetic f ie ld s*  
In th i s  paper» the  rec ta n g u la r  c ro s s -s e c t io n a l s t r a ig h t  duct 
i s  considered  w ith h ea tin g  a t  the top h o r iz o n ta l su rface  and
ooollng a t  the bottom th a t  are  uniform along the duc t len g th  
and w idth in a  h o r iz o n ta l uniform magnetic f ie ld  tra n sv e rse  
to  the d u c t axis* The e le c  t r io  a l ly  conducting f lu id  used i s  
mercury and the  duct w a ll m a te ria l i s  oopper* To avoid 
u n c e rta in ty  due to  non-uniform  tem perature g rad ien ts»  the d u c t 
w a ll- f lu id  in te rfa c e s  perpend icu lar to  the magnetio f ie ld  have 
been Insulated* The measurement a reported  inolude those of 
p ressu re  g ra d ie n ts  and f lu id  flow v e lo o ltie s  a t  va rious 
tem perature g rad ien ts  and magnetic f ie ld  streng ths*  Experi­
m ental r e s u l t s  are in good agreement w ith  the  th e o re tic a lly  
expected c h a ra c te r la tlo s*  However» tem perature o s c i l la t io n s  
in  the f lu id  were observed a t  low values o f  the  magnetic f i e ld  
s tre n g th  and a t  high va lu es o f tem perature g rad ien ts*  The
tem perature o s c i l la t io n s  were suppressed a t  tra n sv e rse  magnetio
af ie ld  s tre n g th s  g re a te r  th a n /e r i t l c a l  value* The magnetio 
f ie ld  a lso  modified the  hea t tra n s fe r  c h a ra c te r is tic *
21* In tro d u c tio n
S ig n if ic a n t le v e ls  o f  «harmonies t r i e  c u rre n t j  1b m  
e l e c t r i c a l ly  conducting f lu id  in  tran sv e rse  m agnetic f i e ld s  £  
produces * Therm oelectric Magnetohydrody n amio' (TEMHD) body 
fo rce  jL x £ •  This body fo rc e  nugr c re a te  p ressu ro  g rM ie n ts  
in  the f lu id  o r a f fe c t  f lu id  c irc u la t io n  and may even modify 
the  h e a t t r a n s f e r  c h a r a c te r is t ic  o f  the system* S h is  i s  the 
p r in c ip le  o f  XEMHD th a t  h as been a  sub jeo t o f d e ta ile d  theore* 
t i o a l  in v e s tig a tio n  re c e n tly  on the premise th a t  such high 
v a lu e s  of th«nooeleo trio  c u r re n t  may be generated in  the  
li th iu m  b la n k e t o f th e  fu sio n  reac to r*  I t  i s  s s s e n t la l  to  
conduct experim ents to  t e a t  the  th e o re tic a l  f in d in g s  and to 
ju s t i f y  the assum ptions involved in th e  th e o re t ic a l  analysis*
of tWe ductsS u itab le  geom etrioal con figu ra tions/and  the o r ie n ta tio n  o f  the 
m agnetic f i e l d  and the  tem perature g rad ien t are  to  be considered 
to  avoid the  e f f e c t  o f  buoyaney In the e s s e n t ia l ly  non- 
iso therm al environment o f  T£1£HD. In p e r t  I  o f t i l l s  s e r ie s  o f 
papers^» a  c i r c u la r  cro ss-sc*e ticna l s t ra ig h t  h o r la o n ta l duet 
in  a  tra n sv e rse  h o riz o n ta l uniform magnetic f ie ld  h as  been 
considered w ith  a  s in u so id a l p e rip h e ra l tem perature d i s t r ib u ­
tion*  in  t h i s  paper» p a r t  I I  in  the series»  TEMHD in  mercury 
contained in  reo tan g u lar o ro se -se o tlo n a l s t ra ig h t  h o r la o n ta l 
copper duct in  a  t r  an averse  h o riz o n ta l magnet io f i e ld  end w ith 
a  p o s itiv e  v e r t io a l  tem perature g rad ien t i s  considered* During 
th e  experim entation» the v e r t i c a l  duct w a ll- f lu id  in te r fa c e s  
were In su la ted  to  avoid any uncerta in ty  due to  non-uniform 
tem perature g ra d ie n ts . S ec tion  2 provides the  th e o re t ic a l  
a n a ly s is  o f  TEMHD in  rec ta n g u la r  c ro ss -se c tio n a l s t r a ig h t  duets* 
The experim ental sa t-u p  i s  described in sec tio n  3» The
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Figure £. Tl\e variation o-f function FCW ) Vwilt\ C and M  -fDr }low3 in
rectangular channels c f  infinite aspect
r a t i o  <Jue to  1EM H D  . F (lv')  in d V c a fe s  V^. ( S h - e r c h f f  I979J
3experim ental r e s u l t s  o f  temperature« preeeure g ra d ie n t and 
f lu id  f l w  ve ieo lty  measurements a re  preeented In eee tlo n  4« 
Section 5 provides th e  d lseusa lon  and re le v a n t oonoluelons.
2* TBIHD theory in  Rectangular O rosa-soo tlonsl s t r a ig h t  duote
o ro se -ee o tio n a l s t r a ig h t  duct w ith a  la rg e  aspee t r a t io  
(h e lg h t/w ld th  -  i ^ / I ^  a Fig* 1) fo r  a  given p ressu re  g ra d ie n t 
dp/ds along the duct* The uean flow  ra te  V is  given by
thermo power o f the w a ll  m a te r ia l — f lu id  com bination, dT/dy 
i s  th e  v e r t lo a l  tem perature g rad ien t*  B r e f e r s  to  the tra n s*  
verse  magnetic f ie ld «  <r , r\ v to th e  f lu id  condu ctiv ity  and 
v is c o s ity  re sp eo tiv e ly  and o r e f e r s  to  the  f lu id  to  w all
ohannel and t ^  o~w being th e  duet w all th iek n ess and eondue* 
t i v l t y  respectively*  The (VfM) re la t io n s h ip  in  Fig* 2 shows a  
o h a ra o te r ls t le  maximum F a t  a  low v a lu e  o f  M« depending on the 
value o f  e« when TEMHD d riv in g  fo ree  (p ro p o rtio n s! to  B) 
ba lances the  MBD d rag  (p ro p o rtio n a l to  B2)*
The Hartmann problem in  TEMHD may be analyeed to  give 
e f lu id  flow v e lo e lty
The corresponding Hartmann problem In ZBMED w ith  n 
f i n i t e  aspect r a t io  ( Iy /I^ )  be analysed by su ita b ly  
modifying th e  core flow  and boundary la y e r a n a ly s is  o f
4Stawartaon and Hunt5 and «hat o f  Ohlang and Lundgran6,  7o*
K >> 1  and a» th* moan f io «  la  g iran  )qr
* •
«bar# 2 Tjjj -  X j-Z jl T1# t2 balng tha tanpaxaturaa  a t  th*  top 
and b o tto a  h o riz o n ta l w a ll-f lu id  In ta rfa o a a  x aap ao tlra ly  and 
Tw/T^  l a  th# T ax tio a l ta *  par a tu ra  gxad lan t alan« th a  ahannal 
h a lg h t 2 X*y*
Hadar naaunptiona o f unlfoxa Jy and ,  tha aaan 
TEMHU f io «  r a lo o i ty t  a t la rga  Hartnann Nunbaxa la  rao  ta ñ ía la *  
oxoaa-aao tlonal duo ts v l th  a l l  tha « a l i a  and tha  w a ll- f lu ld  
In ta rfa o a a  paxfao tly  oonduotlng. (TEKHD problan oorxaapondlni 
to  th* pxoblan o f oxdlnaxy MHD o f fhaag and Lundgxaa^) l a  alao 
g ira n  by
* -
«han th* n a t f io «  a lon i tha duo t a s ía  a la  blookad l .a * t 
V m o XBIH0 foro  a a producá a  praasura gxad lan t
jT
3 .  «ha lrp a x ln a n ta l ae t-up  and tha naaauxanant g ra tan
Tha baalo a tru c  tu r  a o f th* a x p a rla a n ta l ahannal «aa 
■ ala f ro a  a  rao tan gu lar oxoaa-aaotlonal (nonlnal a la*  3*81 s  
3*09 en2.  Innax boro 2 .7 s  2.46 o«2) ooppax pipa auppliad by 
th a  Ooyaatry N ata l Baxa L td . Th* dua t r a r t l a a l  a ld a g a ll 
thiaknaaswaa 0.55 on. Tha o thar pal* o f  ( b o r la n  t a l )  « a lia  
o f  th a  duot «ara  uaad aa th a  haatlng  and aoollng boundarlaa 
and «ara 0.32 oa th lo k . A to ta l  la n g th  « f  31 «■  ( a f f a a t l r#  
lan g th  30 ana) «aa nada up o f t «  ayas*itx la a l aaa tlona  o f  th a
eopper duet each 15 o» long w ith a  c e n t ra l  in s u la tin g  gland 
made o f  * Tufnol' 1 on long aspar a t  lng th en . The c e n t r a l  
in s u la tin g  gland was designed to  acooamodate probes fo r  in te r ­
n a l measurements o f  tem perature and p ressu re  In th e  d u c t.
Two Id e n tic a l  h e a te r  c o i l s  made o f 26 S10 N le h r  one 
r e s i s t i r á  wire« lo ca ted  o re r  a  th in  la y e r  o f  f ib r e  g la s s  and 
UgO in s u la tio n  applied  on the  top  h o r iz o n ta l o u te r  su rface  o f  
the copper duct« provided the  h e a tin g . The h e a te r  o o lla  were 
enclosed  in  f i r e  c lay  and Asbestos to  reduce h e a t le a k  to  th e  
atm osphere. The h e a te r  s o i l s  were he ld  in  p o s it io n  w ith 
s t a in le s s  s te e l  sfeaps. The bottom su rfa ce  was oooled by 
runn ing  water in the  two w ater ja c k e ts  b u i l t  on th e  copper 
duct s e c tio n s  by brazing e x tr a  h a lf - s e c tio n  p ieces  o f  the 
copper channel. The water in le t  p o r t  was a t  the  m iddle o f 
each se c tio n  and th e  two É u tle ts  per sec tio n  were lo ca ted  
Sym m etrically a t  the ends o f  each se c tio n . The th ic k  sidew alls  
o f  th e  duct conducted away mush o f  therm al f lu x /a  tem perature 
g ra d ie n t  o f  610* K/n only oould be m aintained a t  a  power 
in p u t o f  6.55 KW/m • Thermal energy flow accounting  gave a  
5j( in p u t h e a t l o s t  to  the « b l e n t  surrounding through the 
th erm al lagging.
Mercury used fo r  th e  experim ents was o f  th e  double 
d i s t i l l e d  p u rity  g rade. The v e r t i c a l  sidew alls o f  the 
re a ta n g u la r  c ro ss—se c tio n a l duct were in su la ted  from the 
f lu id  by glueing 0 .5  am th in  s t r i p s  o f  ' tu fn o l '  to  e lim ina te  
the  p o s s ib i l i ty  o f  c u rre n t flow a c ro s s  the v e r t i c a l  w e ll- f lu id  
in te r f a c e  and th e  assoc ia ted  f lu id  v o r t ic i ty  due to  non- 
unlform  tem perature g ra d ie n ts . The f in a l  dimensions o f  the 
d u e t i s  given In Table 1.
5copper duct each 15 cm long w ith a  c e n t ra l  in su la tin g  gland 
made o f  *Tufhol* 1 on long sep a ra tin g  th en . The c e n tra l  
In su la tin g  gland was designed to  accom odate probes fo r  in te r ­
n a l  measurements o f  tem perature and p ressu re  In the duct*
Two Id e n t ic a l  h e a te r  c o l l s  male o f 26 SVG N lehr one 
r e s i s t i r á  w ire , lo ca te d  over a  th in  la y e r  o f  f ib r e  g la ss  and 
UgO in su la tio n  app lied  on th e  top  h o r iz o n ta l o u te r surfaoe o f 
the  copper d u c t, provided the  heating* The h e a te r  o o l ls  were 
enclosed in  f i r e  c lay  and Asbestos to  reduce h e a t le ak  to  the 
ataiosphere. The h e a te r  c o i l s  were held in  p o s itio n  w ith 
s t a in le s s  s t e e l  straps* The bottom su rfaoe  was oooled by 
running water in th e  two w ater ja c k e ts  b u i l t  on the oopper 
d u c t se c tio n s  by b racing  e x tr a  h a lf - s e c tio n  p leoes o f  the 
copper channel* The water i n le t  p o rt was a t  the  middle o f 
each  sec tio n  and th e  two É u tla ts  per se c tio n  were looated 
sym m etrically a t  th e  ends o f  each section* The th ic k  sidew alls 
o f  th e  duct oonduoted away much o f  t h e n a l  f lu x /a  tem perature 
g r ml le n t  o f 610* K/m only co uld be m aintained a t  a  power 
in p u t o f  6*35 KW/m • Thermal energy flow  accounting gave a  
5)1 inpu t h e a t l o s t  to  the m b le n t surrounding through the 
therm al -lagging*
Mercury m ad  fo r  th e  experim ents was o f  the double 
d i s t i l l e d  p u r ity  grade* The v e r t i c a l  sidew alls o f the 
rec ta n g u la r  c ro s s -s e c t io n a l duct were in su la ted  from the 
f lu id  by g lueing  0*5 mm th in  s t r ip s  o f  * tufhol* to  e lim inate  
th e  p o s s ib i l i ty  o f  c u rre n t flow a e ró se  th e  v e r t lo a l  w a ll-f lu id  
in te r fa c e  and th e  aaaooiated f lu id  v o r t ic i ty  due to  non- 
uniform  tem perature gradiente* The f in a l  dimensions o f the 
d u c t i s  given in  Table 1*


*Tabi» 1
Rectangular o ro aa -aec tlo n a l s t r a ig h t  d u s t dimensiona.
L ength /section(Two id e n t ic a l  sec tio n s)
Inner bore 
Outer h is s
15 on
2Jfc « 2.485 en 
2x4 “  3.785 on
Tolerance o f  measurement 0.005 on.
The end seo tiono  o f  the o v e ra l l  assembly were node o f  
b lo ck s o f  'tu fn o l*  w ith su ita b le  grooves in to  which round 
connector tubes were fixed  by se a lin g  w ith  *0* r in g s  and g lu s .  
The sea lin g  o f  Hg a t  the  rec ta n g u la r  p e rip h e rie s  a t  the end 
flan g en  and a t  th e  c e n t ra l  g lad were made w ith  vulcanised 
rubber gaskets« l  p a r t ia l ly  blown-up perspec tive  view e f  th e  
assembly i s  shown in  P ig . 5 . S e c tio n a l view o f  the assembly 
i s  shown in  F ig . 4 . The sssehbly  o f  the two h a lf - s e c tio n s  o f  
th e  copper duc t end the c e n tra l  in su la tin g  gland were held in  
p o s itio n  by fo u r b ra ss  t i e  b a rs .
Two th e rm o e lec tr ic  probes (O hronel-A lunel w ires 
in su la te d  by vu lcan ised  rubber s le e v e s  and encased in  in s u la ­
te d  s ta in le s s  s t e e l  tubes were in se r te d  through the c e n tra l  
in su la tin g  g lan d . The t i p s  o f th e  thw naoeleotrio  probes were 
lo ca ted  a t  the  c e n tra l  p o in ts  o f  th e  top  a t i  bottom  w a ll- f lu id  
in te r fa c e s  o f  one o f  the  h a l f  s e c tio n  le n g th  o f  the  dust* 
P ressu re  ta p s  were lo ca ted  a t  th e  c e n t ra l  gland and a t  th e  
end flan g es and war# connected to  th e  in clined  tube manometer 
f o r  p ressu re  d if fe re n c e  neasurem ents.
The aononblj o f the experim ental duct was held h e r l— 
a o n ta lly  in  th e  a i r  gap apace o f  th e  w ater-cooled * L in to t t '
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7eleotrom agnet t h a t  provided a  tra n sv e rse  h o r la o n ta l magnetic 
f ie ld  up to  a  maximum in te n s ity  o f  1*25 Tesla* Tbs nexoury 
loop e x te rn a l to  th e  slso trom agnet oo n sls tsd  o f PVO tubes* 
oonneotore* an s lss tx o n ag n e tio  flowmeter and a  w eir type 
mercury re s e rv o ir  w ith  msroury f i l l i n g  system s im ila r to  th a t  
desoribed la  P a r t  Z o f the  s e r ie s  o f  papers*
4*1 l l  t s  i t  a !  n sasu rsn sn ts  a t  ▼  ■  0
The p ressu re  d i f f e r  once ac ro ss  the experim ental seo tlon  
due to  TBIHD fo ro e s  was measured a t  the  Inc lined  tube mano­
meter* whan the le v e ls  o f  Hg a t  th e  weir type re s e rv o ir  were 
so ad justed  th a t  th e re  was no flow  of Ilg over the weir* 
fig *  5 shows the  p ressu re  d iffe re n c e  in mus o f  head o f  Hg fo r  
d i f f e r e n t  hea tin g  and oooling co n d itio n s  ag a in st the sugnotle  
f lu x  density* The pressure  d iffe re n c e  read in gs were reprodu­
c ib le  w ith in  a  to le ra n c e  o f  3j4 and agreed c o n s is te n tly  when 
the d i r  s e t  Ion o f  magnetic f lu x  d e n s ity  B was reversed  w ithout 
a l te r in g  tb s  magnitude o f  B* The experim ental operating  
p o in t a ooarreeponding to  rig*  5 a re  summarised In Table 2* 
whloh a lso  shows the o lao u la tlo n  o f a p based on th e o re tic a l  
c a lc u la tio n s  w ith  Marwaha6 d a ta  fo r  the purs grads <* 0 u _H 
Chess th s o r s t io s l ly  p rsd lo tsd  ap vs B values e re  shown 
a s  a  firm  l in e  f o r  saob o f  tho d i f f e r e n t  tsm psratu rs g rad ien t 
con d itio n s in  Pig* 5*
Tho g rsp h io e l p lo ts  of a P T1 fo r  the  expert*  
m entally measured vA ueo o f ¿P  and a t  constan t magnetio 
f lu x  d o a s itio s  o f  B *  0*5 and B •  1 T esla  a rc  shown In Pig* 6*
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Flours 8 Plot of .near. velocity (without pressure dror 
correction) in the recta-inilar cross-sectional straight 
channel in cn/sec against M based on half width of the 
channel L = 1*2^25 err*, x
fli 5 amares current
Q) ^ ^ ,mj»eires heater current 
4  3  avr^era A■ea.tcr- c u r r e n t
8These g rap h ica l p lo ts  suggest a  l in e a r  dependence of o< on 
tem peratu re .
4 .2  Evaluation o f  c< from ^  meaaureaenta a t  Y ■  0
The e x tr a - o r d la r l ly  good f i t  o f the experim ental d a ta  
o f  F ig . 5 w ith  th e  th e o re tic a lly  predtoted  v a lu e s  baaed on 
p u re  grade J u s t i f i e s  the  use o f measurements as
a  new way o f determ in ing  c< w ith the f lu id  and th e  w all oonduo- 
t i v i t i e s  known a  p r i o r i .  T ig . 7 shows the c a lc u la te d  va lues o f 
-h3 ^TavJ irom the experim entally  measured values a t  
V ■  0 and Tj and T2 ( f i r s t  s e t ) .  The Marwaha8  d a ta  (second 
s e t )  o f 1« shown as a  firm  l in e  in  F ig . 7 .  For the
s e a ls  used fo r  the  p lo t»  these  two s e ts  o f d a ta  eannot be 
d is tin g u ish e d  from each o ther bu t the f i r s t  s e t  o f  d a ta  i s  
w ith in  + 1 . 5* o f  the  sea end s e t  o f  d a ta  of
4 .3  Mean flow  measurement
F luid  flow  r a t s  due to  TEMKD fo roes generated  in  the 
re c ta n g u la r  c ro s s - s e c t io n a l  duct was measured by the e le c tro ­
magnetic flow m eter. Tne flow  r a te  was bery low due to  the  
sm all tem perature g ra d ie n ts  th a t could be m aintained even a t
load ing  o f  the  h ea te r  c o i l .  I t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  compen­
s a te  fo r  the  p re ssu re  g ra d ie n ts  due to  en try  and e x it  e f fe c ts  
and due to  flow  in  non-uniform magnet to f ie ld s .  The raw 
( uncompensated fo r  p ressu re  g rad ien ts) mean v e lo c ity  d a ta  a t 
▼ arious lartm ann Numbers M based on h a lf  the channel width 
m 1.2429 cm. a re  shown in F ig. 8 fo r  d i f f e r e n t  cu rre n t 
lo ad in g s o f th e  h e a te r  o o i l  when th ere  was no d iffe re n c e  in  ^  
head o f mercury a t  th e  w eir typo re s e rv o ir .
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Figure^ Temperature fluctuation with time in the rectangular cross-
sectional straight channel under the influence of the transverse magnetic 
field. The traces progress from left to right with time with horizontal 
time scale of 15 sec / cm . The vertical scale corresponds to 1*C / cm.
(a) Fluctuations ir. T., top wall solid-liquid interface temperature and
(b) Fluctuations in tL  Bottjom wall solid-liquid interface temperature.^ Tj ^  T2Oper-ating condition 3amp heating current 
B= 1.0 Tesla.
94 * 4  Temperature oettl liât ione
Th* n o a t su rp rls ln g  obM rvatlon  du rin e  thè  n p u i i n t a  
In  thè  reo tan gu lar o ro e s -se e tlo n a l duot va* th a t  o f  thè fluo*  
tu a t lo n  in  th è  aeasurement o f T1 end Tg e t  le v  magnatio 
f l e ld e  and « t h igh  tem perature gradiente»  A maximum o f  2°to  3*c 
fim o tu a tlo n  In amplitud* re p re se n tin e  a  ♦  3JÉ v a r ia t io n  about 
th n  time averaged value* o f  and Ig va* reoorded* Xheae 
tem perature o a o illa tio n *  p e r s i s te i  even a t h igh  magnat le  f lu x  
d e n s lty  o f  B « 1*2 Tóela though the amplitude o f f lu o tu a tlo n  
va* reduoed* Typloal reoorda o f  the f lu s tu a tlo n a  la  T  ^ and I 2 
v l th  time f e r  a  h e a te r  ou rren t o f  3 ampere* in  a  transverso  
magnat io f i e l i  o f 1 S es ia  le  sbovo in  Fig» 9* Changée in the 
magnitude o f  the transverso  magnatio f le ld  a leo  a ffeo ted  a  
ohmage in  th e  values o f  Sj and ï 2 o f thè a rd er o f  a  maximum 
o f  1* te  2*0» Aoourate déterm ination  o f  suoh taap ara tu re  
ohmages vas v i r tu a l ly  lap o se lb le  as tem peraturas f lu e tu a te d  
v l t h  tuo superimposed perIod io  v a ria tio n *
Ih* e h a ra o te r ls t le  s e t t i i n g  time to  steady  s ta te  in  the 
f lo v  measurement and the  timo to  b u l l i  up in  th e  ease o f  
p re ssu re  g ra d ie n t amasurements v itt i  V ■  0 from th e  in s ta n t 
o f  magnetio f le ld  and tem perature g rad ien t adjustm ant vere o f 
th è  ama* order la  th e  rango o f  13 to  20 eoe end e*
5* D iscussion end cono lu e  Ione
The ex trm -o rd laa rlly  good f i t  o f  th e  experim ental d a ta  
f o r  d j /d s  «han V •  0 v l th  th e  th e o re tlo a l ly  p rad ie tad  values 
bamed on pur* g ra ie  m a te rie l p ro p a r tie s  (cr ,  «  ) fo r  tha TEKHD 
experim ente in  th è  reo tan g u la r e ro ee -seo tio n a l duot l e  in
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diro»« o o n tx aa t to  «ha lo w r  v a lM i ot «ho oxparim aa«ally 
m m u i A w a a  flow x a H a  m  ooapacad v l t h  tha «h»oxo«loally 
n p M ta d  m m  f io »  ra t« « . Tbm na ia  drawback la  «ho oaao o f 
f io »  r a t o  maaauromea« la  «ha« o f  ho» aoourately  «ho 
axpoxlmaa«àlly noaourod va loo lty  d a ta  o«a ho ooxreotad fo r 
«ho lnhor«n« pxoaauxo gradloa«« in «ho maxouxy loop do» to 
OB«xp «ad «ocl« offoo«a. H o v rrttt «ho mmm f io »  ra«o »a M 
pio«« do Oho» a  v»looi«jr maxlawa a« «a Interm ediata vti.ua o f  
Vi «hough «ho ospaxlaoa«al volo«« o f  M fax va loo ity  wavlaa 
axo muoh hlghox «haa «hooo prodio «od th e o x e tlo a lly . 1 « la  
«xu» «ha« wben «ho «xporlm antal da«a fez «ho uosa f io »  xa«o 
«xo ooxxoo«od fo r «ho MHD prooooxo g rad ien te*  «ho ooxxaepoa- 
d ia«  valuoa o f  M fo r  valoo ity  maxima »ould «hlf«  «owaxda 
lo»ox vo lu ta*  Valooity p ro f ilo  aoaauromanta »ould havo booa 
ln to x ea tin g  hu« 1 « waa ao« poaalblo t o  do n  » i th  «ho pxao«loal 
d i f f io u l ty  oaeouo«exod ia  male lag  «ho ia«oxaal aaaauxoman« 
probo in aax tlo n  «yatam l aafc-proof.
F lu o tu a tlo n a  la  «ho aaaauxoaon« of Sj and fg a« lo»  
magnati* f io ld  a«raag«ha «hot para la«  ovaa a« high magneti« 
f lu x  d a n a ltio a  o f 1*2 Toala* «hough ab  a  xoduood amplltudo* 
«anno« bo «xplaiaod »l«hou« «ho knowlodg» o f lao«hoxm ourva- 
«uxo* Thermal In a t  ab I l i  «y l a  « h o o x o tlo a llj poaalblo whaa 
jo u le  boa«lag la  «ho f lu id  la  eoaldoxod i f  <*> ( 1 «o) 
nhexo K ro foxa  to «ho «harmai oonduotiv lty  o f  tho f lu id *  
hu« «hia im oquality la  oa«iaflod only a« «xtremely h igh  
«empoxa«uxo 3^* Tho «imo x«corda o f  thè fluo«ua«loa la  S1 
aad Tg aho» «wo oupoelmpoaod modea o f  pax iod io  f  lu o tu a tio n ,
«ho xa«i© o f  1h« perioda bolag 20 aad «ho amallox poxlod «pana 
appxoxlmatoly 12  ooooada* From «ho ohangea obaexvod la  f j  andTz
(AiìtU chanci«* W B far A gCverv ta r m a i f lu *  t r a n s fo r t  ti cqoH  be only 
ìn ferre d  tkat flu id  «-ddies- d u e to buoyan«^ did exvs-t in  ftanei eawtaVntnj
7 7
B  ü,r\cl ^ « T ^ e r u K c u l  a r  to  "tlic cA oct < S K i s . i t  a l s o  vm£>li<is f t a t  w lie n  f i x e d  T , aM  
*2 “ •  m ain tained , magnetic f i e ld  changes would
moAltj th e  h e a t t r a n s f e r .  I t  would ha in te ra c tin g  to  have 
d e ta i le d  !a to rn a i  aeaaurementa l a  the f  la id  to  determine th e  
leo  therm our Tature and the f lu id  v o r t i c i ty to  confirm  theee 
iafertm oee*
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A bstrao t
ThAa la  tha th lxd and th a  f in a l  p a r t  o f  th a  t r i l o g y  o f  
papara on experim ental •Thexmoelaotrlo Magnetohy dr odynmnica' 
(SXHBD) la  varióme duot oonflgur ofclona la  tran sv e rsa  magnstle 
f l e l d s .  Za th l s  f in a l  part»  annuiar ohannala o f  ro e tan g u lar 
oro as-seo  t  Ion ( f i n i t a  aapaat r a t lo )  a ra  oonsldarad w ith 
b e a tin e  and ooollng a t  tha a u to r and lnnar ver t í a  a l  oy lim drloal 
•u rfa o a s  rasp eo tlv e ly  In a  v a r tlo d l a x ia l  magnati« f l a ld .  Tha 
« lo o tr lo a l ly  ooaduotlng f lu id  l a  meroury and tha  ohannal la  
nada o f  oopper. The ZXHHD f io «  l a  along th a  tor.ua («ndlaaa 
ahanaal) ehloh lo  « n tlra ly  in a ld a  tha unlform f la ld  rag ion o f
r\th a  a lee troaagnat«  Tha to p  h o r ls o n ta l  anda o f  tha  ehanjala a ra  
l o f t  opon to  a lio «  freo  aurfaoe o f  maranry fo r  proba ln se r t lo a  
and v la u a l  moasur«menta. Thraa d l f f a r a n t  typaa o f  w a ll- f lu id  
ln ta r fa o a  oonduotlvlty  a t  th a  b o tto «  h o r ls o n ta l « a l l  ara 
aonaldaxed t (a) to ta l ly  ln a u la tln g  (b) p a r t ly  ln au la tln g  «id 
p a r t ly  oonduotlng and (o) t o t a l ly  oonduotlng. Tha moasuramanta 
rep o rtad  la  th l s  papar lnoluda thooa o f  th a  a s la u th a l v a lo o lty  
a f  th a  f lu id  duo to  XEMHD fo ro aa  and tha aeoondary f io «  dua to  
eu rv a tu ra  «id buoyanay ln h a ra o tly  prasamt In th a  « ra ta« , a t 
varloua  tamparatuca g ra d ie n te  and magnolie f l a ld  e tran g th s . 
S xtanalva tem peratura me a su r ementa la  th a  f lu id  heve baan mede 
t e  o b ta ln  tem peratura d la t r lb u t lo n  p a tta rn e  la  th a  f lu id  th a t  
« xp la ina  tha «oda o f  h e a t t r a n s f e r ,  ■ aaauramenta o f  th e rn a l 
o a a l l la t lo n a  la  tha  f lu id  a t  h lgh  tem peratura gr ad le n ta  and le v  
Hartmann X ambara ara  a loe  Inalud ad . A few measurements o f 1he
2t r a n e le n t  XBHHD f lo u  du rine  « a l l« i  u g s t t i e  f lu id  ehangee 
a ra  rap ar ta l*
1 * Ia tro d u o tlo n
• Theraoeleo t r  le  Magne tohydrodynaslo* (XBHHD) body fo rca  
J[ z  |  l a  ganaratad in  th è  f lu id  duo to  th è  ln ta ra e t lo a  o f  thè
th e ra o e le o tr le  a u rra n t |  la  th a  f lu id  and th è  ex te rn  a l  a ag n e tle
»f i e ld  B* Zhla body fo ree  aay ha s ig n lf lc a n t anough In tha  
l l t h l m  b la n re t  o f  a  m agnetloally eonflned theraonuelear re a o to r  
ubere  la rg a  ta a p a ra tu ra  g ra d ie n te  e x la t  to  induce f lu id  a i r o u la -  
t lo n  th a t  a lg h t  a f f e a t  tha  b e a t tra n s fe r  a h a rn o ta rla tle *  On 
th le  premine, d a ta l i  ad th e o re t la a l  a tu d lea1”^ on IBIHD haua 
baca o a rrled  ou t re o e n tly . Super la e n ta l ln re e tlg a tlo n n  on XBHHD 
In  v a rlo u s  geom etrie a l  aoaflg u ra tlono  a f  dueta u l th  d l f f e r e n t  
aag n etle  f le ld  o r ie n ta tlo n a  to  th è  duot au la  ara  rep o rted  In  
th le  a e r la a  o f  papere* la  p a r t  I^of th è  a e r le a  o f  papera» XBHHD 
la  a  o ire u la r  oroae-eeotlo n a l  a tr a lg h t  b o r i r a i  duot u l th  a ln u - 
a a ld a l p e r lp h e ra l tem perature d la t r lb u t lo a  la  a  tra n  a ra r  ee 
aag n e tle  f le ld  haa baca aonaldarad* XBHHD la  a  re a ta n g u la r  e ro se -  
a e e tlo n a l hor Ino a t e i  a t r  a lg h t d a e t la  h o rlz o n ta l aagnetle  f le ld  
tranau eraa  to  th a  duot a r ia  haa beea preaented la  P a rt I I I  la  
th le  f l a t i  p a r t  Z ìi  la  thè  a e r le a , exper laen t a l  la x e a tlg a tlo a a  
la to  TaiHD la  ahannela o f reo taag u la r c ro sn -eec tio n  o f
f i n i t e  aapeot r a t i o  la  *n ex l a i  x e r t le a l  aagn etle  f le ld  a ra  
raportad*  The a le e t r l a a l ly  aaaduotlag  f lu id  la  aareury  and thè 
ahannel l a  aedo o f aopper* Haatlng and eoollng  a rra rg en en ta  are  
a t  tha o u te r  and lan a r u a r t lo a l  o y lln d rlo a l aurfaoaa ren p eo tlv e ly  
ao th a t  th a  ZBIHD f lu id  f lo u  l a  along tha  to ru s  (endlesa  ahannel) 
uh loh  la  a a t l r a ly  laa ld a  tha m lf o r a  f le ld  rag io n  o f  thè  e le c t r o -
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Figure 3 . sca le  v e r t i c a l  S e c t io n  through the r a d ia l  line o f  fn e sso re  ta ^ s  of
the martc H annular c h a n n e l with insulated  so lid -liq u id  in terface a t  tUe bottom Wall
S""s / S- \/ / ZZ2Z.
2 . TBIHD theory in  annular channels w ith a x ia l magnetic 
f i e ld s
The basic  annular channel con figu ra tion  i s  shown in  
T ig . 1  where th e  co -o rd in a te  system i s  ( r ,  0 t >) so th a t  th e
r  ■  Rg and r  « re s p e c tiv e ly , w ith Eg > R^. 2 L(  i s  the
h e ig h t and 2 ■  Rg -  Rj i s  the w idth o f the ree tsn g u la r
c ro ss-se o tio n  o f th e  duct* . R ^  r e f e r s  to  £  (R^+Rg) and th e  
magnetic f i e ld  >8 * B is / th e  v e r t i c a l  d ire c tio n  s .  Let 
2 1^ »  * 7110 a^-mu<tha|3‘ ( 0 ) symmetry g ives no v a r ia t io n
in  © • Let <* be the theraopower and t r |_ r e f e r  to  the* /r-T.
f lu id  condu ctiv ity  and v is c o s ity  re s p e c tiv e ly . 0 « ,
where 0~w i s  the duct w a ll co n d u c tiv ity  and t w i s  the th ic k ­
ness o f the o y lin d r io a l side w a lls . There i s  f re e  mercury 
su rface  a t  th e  top end o f the channel.
Oaae I  i Consider the ehaqfel w ith th e  s o l id - f lu id  in te rfa c e  
a t  th e  bottom h o r ia o n ta l w all to ta l ly  in su la tin g .
TEMHD a n a ly s is , when secondary flow due to  ou rvatu re
and buoyancy/ignored g iv es th e  asim uthal v e lo c ity  v& and the 
mean flow rate in th e  3 d ire c t io n  , V, in  the  subsases 
considered below.
Suboase (a)
TV
a t  moderate v d u e s  o f B t
a t  low magnetio f ie ld s  B t

6A nalysis o f  th s  buoyancy induosA e i r e u l s t io s  ( s in g ls  
c o l l  vo rtex  only l . e #,  sm sll) o f  «ho f lu id  in  th o  ebaenoo
o f  th a rn o e lo o tr lo  c u rre n t w ith  s  s t ro s s  f re e  top nerouzy
surfaoo ( l .o *  <^v/ d a  -  0 a t  1 * 2  1 , )  and no a l l«  a t  tb s  
bottom boundary ( i * a . t ▼  -  0 a t  a -  0) gluon
«her« ? , P a s s  th o  d sn slty  and th a  th e rm !  volune expansion 
ao e f f i c ie n t  o f  t i n  f lu id  and 3  r e f e r s  to  1h s  a o o e ls ra tlo n  
duo to  g rav ity *
Using t h i s  va lue  o f  vr ,  th e  h o s t tra n s fe r  a n a ly s is  glvi 
th o  tan p sra tu ro  d is t r ib u t io n  la  tho  c e n tra l  oore
«here A12  i s  a  co n stan t and f j  (-j®, M), f 2 (a) a re  func­
tio n  a o f ( ■ ) and s  re s p e c tiv e ly .
t h i s  shoes a  s ta b le  th a m a l  s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  la  th s  ooro* 
At th s  boundary la y e rs
7g l f t . I I
S o lld - f ln ld  In te rfa c e  a t  th è  bottoni boria» n t a l  « d i  la  
i M d t t l a g  in  i h  spali r  ■  l j  to  r  •  Rj and l a  oondnntlag 
l a  th è  apaa r  -  Rj to  r  ■  Rg «bara ^  < l j <  «g. B eatine 
and coo ling  a t  r  ■  Ig  and a t  r  •  &j a ra  aooli aa t e  ( l i a  
g  o c * .
M ED  a n a ly s la  ignorine  aeormrtaiy f io *  dna to  eu rva taro
and bnoyaacy «ritti 1^  ~  1 B and 1 ^  «  I w  | 1 t m
fo r  f io «  In th è  eora
▼ e - 5 1 *1 < * <
—  ^  -  v  t a l ,  <  l  (  Rg a/^eve A s  aire cxm stariis.
Then a  f re e  «bear U y u  la  expeoted aa Éhom la  Pie* 2*
Caea H I
S o lid -f lu id  In te rfa c e  a t  tho b o tte «  h o r la o n ta l « a l l  la  
t o ta l ly  eonduoting*
ZEUHO analysla* « ltb o u t saoondary f io «  g l  re a  th è
velocitaa a ln u th a l / in  thè  oare
▼e ^  f 1 « Itti  ly a  oonatant*
« te  Saper lnen t a l  a e t up th è  ah«
3.1 The ne&netlo f i e l i  gyatan»
The ve r t  le  a l  u ^ n e t lo  f la ld  Bs  «aa provldad hy tho 
'L in to tt*  1 1  wateroooled e leo  troaagne t  «rlth a  a a r la wni f in n  
d a a a ity  o f 0*9 T esla  « i t t i  aa a la  gap opaca o f  15  oau l a t r a  
m ild a ta a l  a ttaohnen ta  a t  th è  polo face  gave a  «B ifo ra  Ba avar
oía h o r iz o n t a l  f la n e s•  15 «  d i a H t n l  a re a w lth la  a  to la ran o a  o f  D( o f  I | (  Tha 
n ag aa tia  f in id a  la  tba  e and lita r a d i a l  d lra a t la a s « a ra  lo an  
thaa  0.5JÍ and 1jt a f  Bf  r a apaa tfv a ly .
Xhn « m u la r  ohannala a f  ra a ta n g u la r  a raaa -aao tlan  and 
w ith  aa opao and to  a lio *  f ra e  aurfaoa a f  nexoury « a ra  fa b r io a -  
«ad ¿roo 3 «o «hlak aappar p la ta a  and nni— r o ja l  p lpaa  a f  15*4» 
5*4# 3*2 and 1 . 25 on d la a a ta r .  th a  r a d ia n  r a t l a  Rg/Rj «aa 
n a ln ta ln ad  naar th a  «alna 4*3 to  g lva o a rlo a o  th a rn a a la e tr la  
o u rra n t la  th a  f in id  fiar a  g iran  taaqparatura d iffe ran o a .T g -T j.
Tha h a ld h ta  and th a  rad ian  r a t in a  a f  th a  fb a r  d l f f a r a a t  ohannala 
uaad ara  t Haz* X, 10 on* 7 .5 /2 .71 Mark XX and XIX, 7*5 a a ,
7 .5 /1 .6» liarle IT , 3 .2  on, 7 .5 /1 .6.
Zha b o tto n  « a l l  a f  tha a b a n ta l «no fornad tu  h ra a la g  
a  3  an  th la k  oappar p la ta ,  13*4 an d l a a a ta r ,  « í th  n  natehm g 
5 . 4/ 3 .2  an d la a a ta r  h a la  d r lU a d  a t  th a  eaatram onto th a  S .4 /3 .2  an 
d la n a ta r  aopper p ipa a t  2 .3  an f ra n  th a  and and a t  th a  and e f  tha
15.4 an d la n a ta r  oappar p ip a , Tha b o tto n  «011 «aa anda aaeurataljr 
p a r a l l a l  to  th a  hLoekad and aurfaoa a f  th a  5. 4/ 3 .2  an oappar 
p ip a  a t  a  d la taa o a  o f 2 ,5  on. Tha bloakad and aurfaoa a f  th a  
5 . 4/ 3 .2  on oappar pipa aarvad aa tha aup p art to  th a  appara tu a ,
Tha 2 .5  an and la n g th  a f  th a  5 .4 /3 .2  an  p ip a  a lan  aarvad th a  
raq u iraa o a ta  o f  a a a lfo ld la g  o f  tha o o o llag  « a ta r  l a l a t - o u t l a t  
agratan. Tha aaa lln g  g ra tan  la  ahom  la  V lg . 3 «hora a  th l rd  
oappar p ipa  o f  1,25 an  d la a a ta r  l a  ha ld  aa  ■ n r la l ly  bar brnd.ng 
th a  90* ban t l a l a t  aaa tlo a  to  tha 5 . 4/ 3 .2  an d la a a ta r  aappar 
p ipa  w ith  a  a ra n a tr lo a l  plaaaaant w ith ra a p a a t to  «ha b o tto n  
2 ,5  an ra g lo n . Ooollag « a ta r  flow lag throngh th a  1.29 an
-A
d lane t e r  eopper p ipe  v u  l e t  out through the  annular apace 
between th e  5 . 4/ 3 .2  on and th e  K25 on d lane te r  eopper p lpea  
by having a  c learan ce  between the open to p  end o f  the 1 .2 5  on 
d iam eter p ipe and tne  oloaed top  end o f  the 5*4/ 3*2 on oopper 
p ip e . The coo ling  water o u t le t  tube was alao o f  1 .2 5  on d l a ­
ne t e r  and warn lo ca te d  h o r iz o n ta lly  a ligned  w ith  the in l e t  tube* 
The o u t le t  tube wma wanifolded In to  th e  2 .5  on bottom end acne 
o f  th e  5 . 4/ 3 .2  on oopper tube by brartng*
The in e u la tln g  w a ll- f lu id  In te r fa c e  a t  the bottom w all 
la  annu lar ehannela» Mark X and 1 I ( waa provided by f ix in g  a  
3 aaa th ic k  * tu fh o l ' natched annular r in g  type dlao w ith  
• araldite* glue to  the  upper eurfaoe o f  th e  bottom wall* Five 
p re ssu re  taps were provided by d r i l l i n g  1  am diam eter ho le a  
th rough  the • tu fho l*-*  a ra ld ite *  -ooppar th iokneaa a t  sym m etrically 
lo c a te d  p o a itio n a  along a  r a d ia l  l i n e  fo r  neaaurenenta o f  a p 
w ith  th e  in c lin e d  tube manometer* Later» th ese  h o le s  f o r  
p re ssu re  ta p s  were sea led  w ith  * a ra ld ite * *
At th e  in ner none (fcj < r  < My) e f  th e  wpper su rface  o f  
th e  bottom  oopper w all o f  Mark XXX ehannel» a  uniform ooatlng  
o f  0*2 am th ic k  PTC p a in t was applied  to  give an In su la tin g  
w a ll to  f lu id  In te rface*  At th e  o u te r sone (By < r  < Hg) the 
oopper w a ll to  f lu id  in te r fa c e  was eondnoting* Vo p ressu re  taps 
were provided a t  the bottom w all o f  Mark I I I  channel.
For th e  annular ohannel Mark IT» the w all to  f lu id  
in te r f a c e  was to t a l ly  oonduotlng*
A o a n tra l p iv o t was fixed  on the  olosad to p  su rface  of 
the  5*4/ 3*2 on p ipe to  ho ld  the ro ta t in g  paddle type o f  v o r t i -  
o l ty  “  v e lo o ity  meaarement probe In Mark XX and I I I  ohannela*
r-w.rJ
. .♦ *v " iiY~t “ri
3 .3  Ih» heating  p a t i
Beating a t  t i »  o u ter
w ith  e o l ia o f  26
ro o lo tlv o  heating  w ire s , 
tod toy f ib re  g laaa  end
15*4 diane te r  copper
f i l l i n g s .  Viro dear
logging
th e  o o l l  
Mark I . J I
in  f i r e
IT Ohannels
o u te r  c y lin d r ic a l
provided
d is tr ib u te d
i t  r  ■  %  d i l l s  fo r  the Mark nr
channel,ooneentrated  h ea tin g  a t  the  bottom o f  th e  ou ter
c y l in d r ic a l
The
rfaoe by a
h ea t tra n s fe r  to cob ling  w ater
c o l l .  
b only
853* o f  the  input heat» due to th e  h ea t lo s s  ikon th e  top  fre e
surfaoe o f  mercury to  the  auto le n t  surrounding a 
th a t  o f  953* i s  the totally lagged sjrateu of th e tal
w ith  s t r a ig h t  d u e ts  o f P a r t  1 and XI o f :leo
o f  papers.
m
4* The Brpar Iman t a l it Baratasi
P ressure d iffe re n c e  assa lir esen ta  were c a rr ie d  ou t toy 
using p i to t  tidies and d ie  a ir -o v e r  f lu id -o v e r  Hg type o f  
in c lin ed  tube nanometer. V elocity seasur esent a  were node toy 
using both  p i to t  tubes and p o te n t ia l  p robes. These seasu resen ts  
were dons p rec ise ly  a s  d e ta ile d  in  the paper o f  M alsola8and Hunt^ 
A simple ( r . s )  p o s itio n in g  device fo r  the probes was used.
The non-isetherm al environment o f  th e  system req u ired  
th e  v e lo c ity  and u o r t lo l ty  measurements in  the  f lu id .  I te  th i s
0 3 mrn
_  _ N.*« a counter we 13
gVuqj jt.
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f l o a t  lie a d
t>resa fitted
j f b r a s s  b u s h  bearing \ ^  b r a s s  b e a tin g  (Jy re ss  f i t  in tu fn o l)
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b r a s s / s ta in le s s  steel {»ivot 
glu ed  j o i n t
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bearrnq iwnerYace  )*€ to
Spindledia 0’S to o Smm
Figure The Paddle type of float, constrained at a fixed radial
location w.r.t* the central axis, on the pivoted cross arm. Only one 
set of brass bush bearings for the float -spindly is shown for clarity,
other positions are marked J
Tw o ^aiT5 o f  co|»|»tT- COhstâhtv»  
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Figure 5 The thermoelectric potential 
probe. Potentiometer connection to the 
pair of terminals (i) X<,X_(ii)Y..Y_(iii) 
either X„Y„ or X^Y. £ *h ‘1 2 2.
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purpooo tao  opool o l  n*o»or — >t ay a to as  «oro uood i (a) noehanl- 
• a l ,  paddi* t jp *  r o ta t lo n a l  woloolty T o r tio ity  probo f u  r & 
and T o x t lo l t j  noaauromonto and (b ) th o ra o o lo e tr ie  p o te n tin i 
proba* f u  toapor a tu ro  aoaaurenanto and al** f a r  « o lo o lty / 
▼ ortlolty a«am ra*«B ta outald* th *  boundary laguro  ondar th* 
oooonptloo o r  no o u rro a t Aow io  th*  d ira e tlo n  o f  th*  proba 
t i p  ooparatlM U
4*1 Ih* neohan lca l ▼ olooltr-vortloltar prob*
Zbo p rla a ry  in t* r* a t  io  th *  oo loo i^r naooor*nont io  th*  
— m ln r  ohaaaol w ith  o  f n *  aoroury aurino« o t th* to p  *nd 
b * i i |  th a t  o r  a a ln u th a l no tlon  duo to  TSMHD fo ro es , n o o ta  
ooootsolaod o t  o  p a r t lo u la r  ra d io !  lo o a tlo n  by A x lng  i t  along 
o r a d ia i  o ra  nhioh it s e lf  io  pio#t*d o t th* annuiua c o n tra i  
a u la , oor* doeeloped, The f lu id  v o r tio lty  n*ooor*nant osa aloo 
poaoibl* by nod ify ing  th* slatpl* f lo o t  io  th* fo ra  a  oroaa ara  
typo oT paddlo o t i t o  lowor and. F iguro 4 ahoara th* do tad la  o r  
oao onah u o lo o ity -v o r tio ity  probo u**d fo r  th* ozper imento.
Tha p r in e lp lo  or th io  nathod or T o rtio ity  d*t*otion io
Similar ho tbat of Hetser o.r\A Sbercl-iii 9 bui t+ie.doaiga d o tad lo  d i f f o r  io  ardor to o u i t  th* TMIHD «arrironnant* 
Ih* d*pth or th* O o o t and th* paddi* bolo« th* naroury fra*  
o o rrao* oould b* adjuntad by p u ttin g  oounter uo igh ta  on th* 
d*toohabl* boad (o  f i a t  p la tfo rn ) o t th*  top  o r  th* A o o t 
op ind ia . Ih* A o o t ampiadla oca madntadnad T e rtio a l w ith thè 
halp or two b raca  b* o r inga oligaod w ertio a lly  w ith  o  apooing 
o r  1 «a botweao thaou Braaa bear inga loootod o t 2*3» 3 ,0 ,
3,75» 4*43 «ad 3*2 o a  r a d ia l  d istan*** f ro a  th* o o n tra l «aio 
p * ra itt* d  th* lo o o tia a  o r  th* A o o t o t thaao p o s itio n e . Za 
a id i t i o a ,  anoouroaan tn  oould bo dono o t 2*5, 2«73» 3 ,2 , 3 ,6 3 ,
12
4* 5# 4*3 n d  7*1 cm r a d ia l  p o a itlo n a  with o thar r a d ia l  
* tunfol* a n a *  Om  f lo a t  apind ie  was f re e  to  sp in  about l t a  
own a r ia  ah 11a the  pivoted r a d ia l  a n  ro ta te d  around th e  
central p iv o t duo to  th e  aslm uthal dr«« on the f lo a t  by f lu id  
e ire tila tlM U  P a in tin g  the  top  o f  th e  ap in d ie  head b lo e k  and 
w hite  w ith a  p o in te r  in d ic a to r perm itted  th e  obeervatiou  o f  the  
a ta te  o f  the peddle alignm ent to  r e v e a l  the f lu id  v o r t io i ty  in
th e  v e r t ic a l  d i r  c o t ion . The f l o a t  ep ind le  diam etera ranged from
o f0*05 to  0,09 cm. The c e n tra l  p iv o t waa/oomioal ah ape w ith  a  
v e rtex  a am i-angle o f  60* w hile th e  matohtng p a r t  o f  the bearing 
had a  corresponding alope o f  73** lew f r i c t io n  allowed ao our a te  
flow  me aaur entente upto a  r o ta t io n a l  apeed o f 1 rev /120 second a*
4 ,2  fherm oolaotrlo  p o te n tia l  probea
T herm oelectric p o te n t ia l  probee a re  p o te n tia l  probes (f^&) 
w ith  e aoh o f  th e  probe w ire t ip a  rep laced  by a  thermocouple 
ju n c tio n  aa th a t  sim ultaneous measurement o f  tem perature , 
tem perature g ra d ie n t ,  p o te n tia l  where grad <$>+ -  o< grad T ♦  E
■  o< grad T -  grad 4 ,  and p o te n t ia l  g rad ien ts  can be mode.
Under assum ptions o f  no o u rren t flow , f lu id  flow v e lo c ity  oan 
be da ta rn laad  from the  S maaauramenta aa rep o rtad  in
P a r t X o f  the s e r ie s  o f  papers .
S . fhe Experim ental R esu lts
3.1 Experim ental measurements on the  Hark I  and XI annular
The fo llow ing  experim ental r e s u l t s  wore obtained on tho 
Kork XI anaHLer ohannol in  g e n e ra l. One ease o f th e  measurement 
r é s u l t a  in  the  Mark X annular ehannel i s  a lso  rep o rted  and has
(S')
F ig u re  6 .  R a d i  a \ (>v o K I m  at -\j 6 i n  tv« Marvt EC a n n u la r  ckannel . H e igh t o-f Hg 
C o lu m n  7 '2 5 t w  VS tke b a i l s  of H a rtm a n n  N u m b e r M .  (3) H e a t e r  c o il HY r7ar*J> 
(h ) H e a te r c o il k l - ,  lam^>. (C ) H e a te r  c o il l‘5 awif>.
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Ffgu.re 10 . V aria tio n  o f u e w itt, M (a) CWan-nel Mane I  at r t  y i  cm bester eoU MT 0>) CHa*m«I 
AAaVK II Vç a t  Tm-ï'Ty e*"S At a  d e ^ tk  sf 3*5 cm f ro m  fk,e f r e e  su rface  of v*ie»-cuTy ,keafc*r esitici..
'-1
i p t o i f i e t U i  mantioned Mark I  chano«1.
rie *  6 alio«« tha a s ln u th a l v e lo e lty  »e p r o f i l a  a lane  
th a  r a d ia l  d ire o tlo n  a t  th a  n idd la  a f  tha naroury ooluon 
h a lg h t fo r  ▼ ariana magnat lo  f la ld  atrenghts/Hartm ann Niabar ■  
Taluaa and h a a tla g  a o n d itlo n a .
îyplcal ta n p a ra tu ra  d ia  t r ib u t  lona la  tha a a x ld la n a l 
c ro ss-a eo tio n  o f  th a  ohanaal9 fo r a  f iz ad  th e ra a l  f lu x  tra n sp o r t 
la v a l  and fOr th ra a  magnat lo  f la ld  a treng tha  a ra  ahosn la  F ig . 7«
Fig* 8 Shows tha  a s ln u th a l va loo 1 ty v & p r o f i l a  along 
th a  h a lg h t o f  th a  maroury coltasi a t  tco  d i f f e r e n t  Hartmann 
Humbers fo r  a  g Ivan t harnal  f lu x  Inpu t.
Fig* 9 ahono th a  v a r ia t io n  o f tha a s ln u th a l v e lo e lty  vp * 
aaaaurad a t  Y' -  3*2 an a t  a  dapth o f 3*3 en f re n  tha top f re a  
aurfaoa o f  naroury ag a ln a t tha  tanpara tu ra  Tg a t  r  * Kg v a l i -  
f lu id  ln ta rfao a*  Tha Hartmann Nunbar basad on Hg oolumn h a lg h t 
ws n a la ta ln a d  ao aa tan t a t  42*3 and tha oooling w ater tan p ara tu ra  
naa n a in ta lae d  oonatant a t  10*0.
Za Fig* 10, curva *a* A ova tha v a r ia t io n  o f  v6 
neasured* fo r  a  f iz a d  th a m a l f lu x  transport*  a t  tha fren  
aurfaae o f  naroury a t  r  « 9*1 an ag a laa t tha Hartmann Hunbar M 
(basad o f  naroury ooluan h a lg h t o f  9*8 on) in  th a  Uark Z ohannal 
a h i lo  curva *b* ghowa th a  oorraspondlng v a r ia t io n  o f v & 
n aaauead a t  r  »  3*73 an a t  a  dapth o f  3*9 an f ro n  tha frac  
au rfaae  o f  naroury w ith ■  (080*4 on 7*23 on o f  Hg ooluan
h a lg h t) on h a  Mark ZZ annoiar ohannal.
R ad ia l f i s a  v e lo e lty  vr  p ro f i la  ne saur amanta along tha  
r o l l a i  d ire o tlo n  a t  tha f r e a  aurfaoa a f  naroury f o r  four 
d i f f é r a n t  magnat la  f l a ld  a tra a g th s  and a  f iz a d  therm al Input
(a)B.-n (b> B= 0.02 Tesla Cc) b=Q.1 Tes.la. f * '>  B=0.35Tesla
the Ma rV TT jhnnr.el. Initial, steady state 2=0.0**-? Tesla and 1 ir.p. of distributed 
hestirjr in the four sections of the >'anth.al heater wire.
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l s v s l  ax* shown la  J i g .  11 sr*d. In se ts  show tb s  tem perature 
le v e ls  a t  the  e a rn e rs  o f  th e  m erid ional e ro s a -s e c tlo n .
The fires su rfa ce  o f  maroury I s  n o t h o r iz o n ta l  and a  
ty p ic a l measurement o f th e  f re e  su rface  o f  mercury i s  shown 
in  J ig .  1 2 .
J i g .  13 shows the in stan taneous measurements o f aslmu- 
th a l  v e lo c ity  *1 » f i r e d  lo c a tio n  In the o e n tra l reg ion
the steadyo f  th e  f lu id  as tim e advances from the In s ta n t when (a)m agnetic 
f ie ld  s tre n g th  o f  B ■  0 .045 S e d a  i s  sudd eng ly  switched o f fthe heater t=o\Aier isor (b )/sudden ly  switched off., w ith  an o therw ise f ix e d  th « ru a l/r’na3n<!,Ve 
e q u ilib riu m  m ain tained .
J i g .  14 shows a  ty p ic a l  record  o f th e  tem perature 
o a o il la t io n  la  the f lu id  a t  a  p o in t 3 wras. away from tha  inner 
cy lin d e r and a t  dep th  o f  3 .5  cm from th e  f re e  su rfa ce  o f meroury 
w ith  tim e . The therm al f lu x  Input le v e l  and th e  cooling  water 
tem perature ware m aintained c o n s ta n t.
▼ ortlclty measurements showed th a t  the  TEMHD f lu id  flow 
in  the  o e n tr a l  o a rs  reg ion  corresponded to  a  f re e  v o rte x .
5 .2  Experim ental measurements on the Mark I I I  ennuiar ohsnmal
To in v e s tig a te  th e  p o e s ib ll ty  o f  f re e  sh ee r la y e r 
o ccu rrin g  la  the  f lu id  a t  the  reg ion  o f  w e ll- f lu id  in te rfa c e  
o o n d u stlv lty  change a t  th e  bottom w all o f  the Hark I I I  annular 
channel th e  a sh sa th a l v e lo c ity  t 0 p ro f i le  along th e  r a d ia l  
d i re o tlo n  was m easured. J i g .  15 shows th e  experim ental we 
measurmsants In th e  f lu id  away from th e  Hartmann layer»  f a r  
d i f f e r e n t  s tre n g th s  o f th e  v e r t ic a l  magnetic f i e ld  B and 
heat«« c e l l  cu rren ts»  a g a in s t the r a d ia l  p o s it  Km o f  msasuremsnt.
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with partly conducting(O) 
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interface at the base
wall .([Concentrated heat­
ing v/ith 3 amperes flow­
ing in the heater coil at 
channel bottom outer rim^
Figure 17 Record of temperature oscillation S by the Hewlett- 
Ibickard XY plotter , Position of the copper— constantan thermo­
couple probe tip inside Hg at r= 1.89 cm and at a depth of 3.5 
cms from the free surface of Hg. The trace moves with time 
from left to right . Horizontal time scale 8sec /  cm and the 
vertical scale corresponds to 60 p-V /  cm which is approximately 1
equivalent to 1 . 5  * C /  cm. * ’
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•ri •T Ju^'cP« .
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• B - O  /
0  B  = O .O I  Tesla >
A B ’ 0 . 13 Tesla 
X 0 -^ 5  Tesla //
vortical distribution) a n d  at ma^netlc flux donrsibi <33 of 0 ,0.01,0.13and
0.45 Tecla.
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To confirm  tho r e m i t«  o f  f ig u re  15t the v o r t i c i ty  probe« «ere 
used to  ehow *  f re e  v o rtex  a t  th e  inner r e d le l  none (ky < r  < R^) 
a t  the  bottom  o f which th e  w a ll- f lu id  in te r fa c e  was is o la tin g  
and a  forced vo rtex  a t  th e  o u te r r a d ia l  name (Hj < r  < Eg),  the 
corresponding bottom w a ll- f lu id  in te r fa c e  being e le c t r i c a l ly
conducting^ arvd. a  «¿T^/W'a.-mtained coiAcenairatea. e^attTTj
Fig* 16 «hows the ty p ic a l  tem perature d i s tr ib u t io n « , in  
the  form o f  isotherm  lin o «  in  th e  m erid ional e ro ss -se c tio n  o f
r>the Hark I I I  annular ohancl fo r  u fixed  le v e l  o f  therm al f lu x  
in pu t and a  co n stan t tem perature coo ling  water system when the 
magnetic f ie ld  s tre n g th  was m aintained co n stan t a t  th ree  
d i f f e r e n t  values*
Tig* 17 shows a  ty p ic a l  record  o f  the tem perature o sc i­
l l a t io n  in  th e  f lu id  e t  a  lo c a tio n  o f  r  -  1*89 on and a  depth 
of 5*5 one from the  fre e  su rface  o f  mercury w ith  time* The 
therm al f lu x  in p u t le v e l and the  cooling  en te r  tem perature 
ware maintained o exist an t sad m  o therw ise steady s t a t s  o p a ra tlo s  
achieved*
5*3 Experim ental measurements on the Mark IT annular channel*
Experim ental r e s u l t s  obtained « 1 th  the  Hark IT annular 
chattel a re  summarised as fo llow s > Fig* 18 shown th* d e ta ile d  
tem perature d is tr ib u t io n  in  the m erid ional o rose-eeo tlon  o f  the 
f lu id  fo r a  fixed  therm al inpu t and coo ling  w ater tem perature 
a t  d l f f e ro n t  co n stan t values o f  the  m agnetic f ie ld *
Fig* 19 shows the tem perature p r o f i le  along th e  r a d ia l  
apw  a t  th e  base o f  tho annular ohannal fo r s  f ixed  t hermal  
inpu t and s  o on scant cooling w ater tem perature «id f a r  various
1 .6  en» from the Atop,1 ,25cms frorrY'.¡'-'¿y 
inner radius \ '• ^
iras fipm irMer rab/ius
Figure Z a  Temperature oscillation records taken with the 
Hewlett-Packard XY plotter- in the Màrk IV annular channel 
I =3 amp at 150 volts .The ;trace proceeds with tine from
l o W  t-n r-irrVit at. t.hp nreodflf fy5flc/cra.Amplitude scale^OuV/era
'  '
> 7 i  .SS I * i •.» - ' 20» • > :
-  - \Sv’ -  1 1 J *■
XJ.1 •If* , , i\’i-
•> * ¿>.r.
5.-.. . • .
.» ■’¡V ì i ' .  * V*7 f’ r i ' v ’-  1
jL -  ? r-i *  ■ •* .* > ! • %.
ì A /  \ A l ’ ! '  ’ *A . ..t.» ?'
I n n e r  r a d ,  b o t t o n i  . -
• ‘ ■i V
Fi-nire 2.0 (continued) Typical records of tenperaure oscillations 
in^Hr. in the Mark TV annular chir.-el at 3=0.06 Tesla and B - o . Tesla 
For legends refer to Figure 6.26 (a)
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velocity neaourement data of figure syread in«<for a jiven
T v»ith different B is shown by bar height) as a f mat ion of T in av “ av
the i-iark IV annular channel. The f i m  line cor-asnonis to Marwaha data
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f ix e d  va lues of th e  magnet io f i e ld  strength*  L inear ra y s  
and a  refexenoe logarithm ic  curvo have been superImposed on 
th e  p lo t fo r  th e  comparison o f the corresponding g ra d ie n ts  o f  
th e  tem perature p ro file s*
Fig* 20 shoes ty p ic a l reco rd s  o f  the  tem perature oso i l l a ­
t io n  o a t  d i f f e r e n t  lo c a tio n s  in  th s  f lu id  fo r  a  fixed  therm al 
in p u t and a  co n stan t cooling w ater tem perature a t  v a rio u s  
o o n stan t va lues o f the v e r t ic a l  magnetic f ie ld  strength*
Fig* 21 shows a  ty p ic a l r a d ia l  v e lo c ity  vx p r o f i le  
along the  r a d ia l  d is ta n c e  fo r a v e r t ic a l  magnet lo f ie ld  s tre n g th  
o f  B « 0*005 T esla  and a fixed  therm al inpu t corresponding to  
2 amperes in  the h e a te r  oo il*
Fig* 22 shoes the aalm uihal v e lo c ity  p r o f i le  along
th s  ra d ia l  d ire c t io n  fox d i f f e re n t  fixed  hea tin g  co n d itio n s  a t  
r  »Rg and a  co n stan t cooling water tem perature fo r v a rio u s  fixed  
va lu es of the v e r t i c a l  magnetic f i e ld  strength*  The c o rre s ­
ponding tem perature d is tr ib u t io n s  in  the m eridional o ro ss-seo tlo n  
o f  the f lu id  are a lso  shown in  Fig* 22*
Fig* 25 shows th s  p lo ts  o f  th s  aslm uthal v e lo c ity  ve 
measurements a t  f ix ed  h e a te r  o o l l  c u rre n ts  end s  o o n stan t le v e l  
o f  th s  ooo ling  w ater tem perature a t  fixed  r a d ia l  lo c a tio n s  on 
th s  fre e  su rface  o f meroury ag a in s t thg v e r t ic a l  magnetic f ie ld  
strength/H artm snn Number based on th s  mercury eolvmn height*
Fig* 24a Shows th s  ; p lo t  o f  ths r a d ia l  « v e rg e s  o f  ve 
measurements a t  th s  top fires su rface  o f  meroury ag a in st tempera­
tu re  d iffe re n c e  a * » x2 — fo r  a  fixed  eoollng w ater tem pera­
tu re  o f  18*0 and fo r  d i f f e r e n t  fixed  values o f th s magnetic 
f ie ld  s tre n g th .
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Based on the experim ental r e s u l t s  o f  v e measurements 
fo r  d i f f e r e n t  b ea tin g  cond itio ns as given in  f ig u re  24a the  
c a lc u la te d  thermo power °^cu -Kg values ( th e  spread o f  <* fo r  a  
given Tav fo r  d i f f e r e n t  B shown by bar h e ig h t) a g a in s t ! §T 
are shown in  f ig u re  24b ag a in s t th e  background o f  th e  Marwaha 
thormopower d a ta  (shown by the firm  lin e )«
Tbe v a r ia tio n  o f 4<j>+ , th e  p o te n tia l  d iffe re n c e  
measured across the to t a l  r a d ia l  span o f  mercury w ith a  mercury 
e le c tro d e  p o te n tia l  probe, w ith tb e  magaetlo f lu x  d e n s ity ,fo r  
& fixed, therm al input and a co n stan t coo lin g  w ater tem perature
la  shoy» in  f ig u re  25«
6« fllsoumslon and conclusions
The main conclusion derived  from the experim ents w ith  
the  annular channels of rec ta n g u la r  o ro se -sc c tio n  la  th a t  
TEWED in te r  ac tio n s In labo ra to ry  so a le  models a re  s ig n if ic a n t 
enough so as to  be meaaureable« This i s  in keeping w ith the 
conclusions a rriv ed  a t  in P a rt I  and 11 o f the a e r ie s  o f papers* 
However, i t  has bean Shown in  P a r t  Z1I th a t  ia#HD f lu id  flow  
w ithou t p ressure  g ra d ie n ts  i s  p o ss ib le  an l such v e lo c ity  measure* 
men t s  can be done« This was no t possib le  in  the experim ental 
arrangem ents of P a r t I  and I I  w ithout compensating fo r  the 
p ressu re  g ra d ie n ts  Introduced by en try  and e x it  e f f e o ts  o f MHD.
AaJmuthal ve loc ity  v e p ro f i le  measurements along the
q u a lit a t iv e lyh o riz o n ta l r e d ia l  span ag rees/w ith  the th e o re tic  a lly  pred ic ted  
c h a r a c te r is t ic  a t  a l l  nay^lo f ie ld  s tre n g th s  b u t tb s  mean flow 
r a t a  va lues (7) agree only a t  h igh  Kartnann Numbers only fo r  
whioh the th e o re t ic a l  c a lc u la tio n s  a re  void« Thus v &^  ^  in
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«te  o o m  ot «ho f lu id  la  «te Hartnann lay a r oon « ro llad  f io «
I r  «ho Mar* I  and 11 e tenaa l«  and «e °c * «« «ha o o n d » tin g  
w a ll- f lu id  la«nrfaoo o f  «te te««on « a l l  la  Marte ZZZ aad ZV 
•an u la r  e ten n e la  « ten  a  «anper a tu re  g rad lan t dT /dr propor-  
t lo a a l  «o x oould t e  n a in ta la e d . Both q u a n tlta tiv e  and q u a li-  
ta tiT «  agroenon« o f  « te  T«loel«y T e neaaurenanta wl«h «te 
« h e o ra tio a l predietlon$t a« la rgo  Hartaaaa N«abara, pem i«  «te 
de«ern ina tlo a  o f  0(cu~Hg and «he «hernopouar o f  Uta eonduo-
tkese valúes«lng f lu id  a« ▼ arioua tenpera tu rea  and/are aoeurate « i th la  a  
♦  4* «oleranee o f  «ho Manraha d a ta , «Tea « tea ooaqtenaatioa fo r  
« te  ehangoe ln  *1 and **luaa a« d lffe ren «  nagno«io f&eld 
a tren g th e  aro no« ap p liad . vi«h oonpenaatloa, « te  «hernopowar 
do ternm a« loa  hjr «aloe i  «y aaaauxonan«a la  wl«hln ♦  ^  to leranoe 
o f  «ho Mp^aha data* p«tarm inctlon o f «ternopooar fro n  «te 
TEUHD T alooi «y maaaureoen«* wl«hou« proaaura gradían«a a« hlgh 
Har«aann Huabere la  ae ra  adTaa«agooua aa eonparad «o «hoaa o f  
«hamopowar d««éralaa«loa fre n  «te CESIHD preaaura gradina« 
neaauronan«a « l th  T > 0 aa rep o rtad  la  Par« Z and I I ,  aa ao 
separa ta  d e te ra te v tio n  o f  «ho eend ua tlT ltlea  o f  «te f lu id  and 
« te  « a l l  n a to r la la  (o) la  • • • e n t la l*
Slaoe « te  experln en ta l t 6 p ro flla a  agrea « l th  «ho 
th a o ra tlo a l  p rad lo tlo n a  a« a l l  taluna o f  «te nagnatlo  f in id  
« l th  «te w a ll- f lu id  In te r  fase  a t  «he bo ttoa  « a l l  e l t t e r  
oonduotlng or ln a u la t ^t tea freo  a te a r  lay a r l a  «te f lu id  
a« «ho la to rfa o o  oonduotlvlty ehaage-OTer reg lón  doea ooour 
aa «aa anaaurad ty  te a  T o rtlo lty  proteo  la  «te Mark ZZZ
ahaanol «ten n «anperatura gradina« d > /d r p ro p o rtlo aa l 
«o r  «aa n a ln ta iaad  a« «ho eandustlng la ta rfn o o  reg len  bj
oonoontxated h t t t l i g i  Za f a o t  th* n a tu ra  o f  v o x tlo lty  oould 
bo ao n tro llad  by oon txo lllng  dX/Ax dapandanoa on r  «hon tba 
bo tto»  v o l i - f lu id  ln taxfaoa vaa oonduotlng and «aa oonflxmad 
by tha  T o rtlo ity  moasuromanta by th a  paddla typa aaobanioal 
v o r t lo l ty  proba»
Tba maasuroomnta a f  tha aalm uthal v a lo a lty  v fi a lone 
x and tno doptha o f tn a  f lu id  aalunm ohovo boundaxy layaxa a t 
tba ao lld  « a l l a  aa axpaotad tram tha th a o ra t la a l  a a la u la tlo n a . 
Hovaver* tba Haxtaaan la y a r thlaknaaa,thouKh daoxaaaad w lth 
laaxaaaa o f  th a  Hartmann Numbaa m * «aa tbxaa ta  foux t la o a  
gxaatac than tb a  tb a o x a tla a lly  pxadlatad 'valu tai th a  boutdary 
layax tb lokooas a t  tba  aurvad « a l la  «aa a f  tba a a a  axdax aa
ra tie a lly  axpaotad valuo .
In  a o n tra n t to  tha axpaxlm antal arrangamanta o f  P a rt Z 
and I I  o f  tbo  sa r ia a  o f papara» tha aon flgu ra tlon  o f  P a rt I H  
baa aaoondary f io  va in baran t In tba f lu id  dua to  buoyanoy 
a f fa o t  and th a  aurvatura  o f  tba fio«» Beva tot,  «aaaux amanta
la  a t
baaauaa aaoondary 
f io «  la  auppraaaad by tba  aag n a tla  f l a l d .  At h igh  Haxtaann
a r \yl a  a n a li anougb to  ganarata/aaaondary f io «  dua to  
curvatura* Tbua tha aaaunptlona o f  a ag laa tiag  aaoondary f io «  
a t  b lgb Hartmann Nunbaxa a ra  ju a t i f i a d  la  tha  aoxa o f  tba f lu id *
a t  tha aurvad v a l i  boundaxy I r r o r a
' V fc *  . - : * r
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■ hew th a t  in  tn e  abNBM o f  the v e r tió * . magnetio f le id  n 
• ta b i*  therm al s t r a t i f i o a t io n  a r l a t  11 a t  «ha oe n tr a i  cac io»• 
Fox a  givan «harmal  f l «  in p u t la v a i  and a  fixed  aaa llng  
« a ta r  tampara tu ra  tha « a l l - f lu id  in ta rfa o a  tem peratura a t  
r  »  Rj lnaraaaad w ith tha  av iteh ing  am o f tha magaatla f i e l i ,  
f h l a  i a  ^ e rs ta n d  able f ro n  tha a taad p o ia t th a t  aeeondary flow 
la  a ffa a tad  by th a  maga a t ta  f i a l i  and thar a fo ra  tha h aa t 
tx anefer o h a ra o ta ria tlo  ia  ehaoged. Two d i f f e r e n t  tra a a it io n  
la v a la  la  h aa t tr a a a fa r  « i th  ohangea ia  tha naguatle  f i a l i  
a tre n g th  suqr ba obaarvad ia  tha experim ental r e s u l ta  in  th a t  
a l i t b t  inoxaaaa la  B fro n  tha saro la v a i  iaa raaaaa  tha  tempera­
tu ra  I 2 to  I g ' t  fü r  th a r  inereaae la  B lomara tha tem peratura tc 
X2" a l lg h tly  (Ta < *2" * *2 *) »od f in a l ly  a t  muoh higher B,
Tg > f 2 ,  Aa th a  magnatia f i a l i  a tran g th  la  ln oreas ad tha 
leo th arn a  bao ana mora and mora v e r tió  a l  « d  th a  tharm al a t r a t l -  
f lo a tio n  la  lo a t*  Sha tranavaraa  aag n atia  f i a l i  auppraasea tha  
d e e ta b i l l* n g  a f fa o t  o f  buoyanay b u t how « e l i  l t  orna auppreña 
i t  dependa oa th a  r o l l  a in a . Aa th a  r o l l  a lna daoreasao the 
a ffao tiv an aaa  o f  Vsf. tranavaraa  magnetio in  auppraasmg 
vo rtio ltg r daoraaaaa. f ilia  l a  ev iden t f ro n  tha tem peratura 
o a o ll la t lo n e  ia  tha  f lu id  aven a t  h lgh  magnetio f i a l i  
a tren g th a  o f  B » 0 .9  Tenia aven though tha  am putada o f  
tem peratura o a a i l la t io a o  reduoed « i th  iaoreaaa o f  tha  magnetio 
f i a l i  atrength* Tha d iffa ra n o a  ia  tha  moda o f  h a a t tra n a fe r  
i a  tha h o t t «  oopper «m il (by aoaduatloa oaly) and th a t  la  
th a  f lu id  (h j oonduatioa and aonvaatioa) fo r  tha Hark XV 
ohannel with a  eonduotlng bo tto«  in ta rfa o a  glvaa advarea 
tem peratura g ra d io a ta  in  th a  f lu id  aaa r th a  bottom w all and tha
rVa,'
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ahaw th a t  in  tna ab seno* o f  tha Tax t  i o *  magna t  io f i a l i  a  
a ta b la  tb ax aa l a t r a t i f ia a t lo n  « l a t  1 a t  th a  o a n tra l rag io n . 
Fox a  giTon tharm al f l «  Input la v a i  and a  flxad  oooling 
m atar tampara tu ra  tha w a ll- f lu id  in ta rfa o a  taap era tu ra  a t  
r  » Rg inoraaaad « i t t i  tha amltohing on o f tha a ag a a tla  f ia ld *  
Thia ia  ^ a ra ta n d a b la  f r o a  tha a tan d p o ia t th a t  aaoondary flow 
ia  a ffao tad  by tha aagn atla  f ia ld  and tharafoxa tha hau t 
tra n a fa r  o h a ra a ta r ia tio  ia  ohangad. Two d i f f a r a n t  t ra n a i t io n  
la v a la  in  h a a t tra n a fa r  w ith ohangea i a  tha aag n a tla  f ia ld  
a tran g tti nay ba obaarvad ln  tha a z p a r ia a n ta l r a a u l ta  in  th a t  
a l ig h t  inoraaaa in B f r «  tha aaro l a v a i  inoraaaaa th a  taapara» 
tu ra  X2 to  I 2 ** fu r th a r  inoraaaa ln  B lomara tha t « p a ra tu ra  te 
S2" a l lg h t ly  (^2 < *2" < *2*) f in a l ly  a t  auch h ighar B,
T2 > I 2 .  Aa tha aagnatla  f ia ld  a tran g th  ia  Inoraaaad tha 
lao th a raa  baoena mora and aora v a r t lo a l  and th a  th o ra a l a t r a t l -  
f io a tlo n  la  lo at*  Sha tranavaraa  aag n a tla  f i a l i  auppraasaa th a  
d a a ta b illa ln g  a f fa o t  o f buoyancy bu t how w ell l t  can auppraoa 
l t  dopando oa tha r o l l  also* Aa th a  r o l l  alna daoreaaaa tha 
a ffn o tiu en aaa  o f tha t r a n a v a r«  magnetic in auppraaemg 
v o r t lo l ty  daoraaaaa* Snio ia  av idan t f ro a  tha ta ap a ra tu ra  
o a o ll la t lo n a  ia  tha  f lu id  avan a t  h ig h  nagnatlo f i a l i  
a tran g th a  o f  B » 0*9 Tóala avan thoueh tha aap lltu da  o f  
ta a p a r a t« «  o a o ll la tio n a  radunai w ith  in o ra a «  o f  th a  aagnatla  
f i a ld  a trangth* Sha d iffa ran o a  in  th a  aoda o f  h a a t tra n a fa r  
in  tha b o t ta a  ooppar w all (by aonduotloa « l y )  and tn a t  ia  
th a  f lu id  (by aonduation and oonvaatlon) f a r  tha Hatte IT 
ehanael w ith  n aonduoting bo t ton in ta rfa o a  glvaa advaraa 
ta a p a ra tu ra  g r a l i « t a  in  tha f lu id  n aa r th a  b o t t «  w all and tha
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th è  tem perature e t  thè  ourved v e l i - f lu id  in te rfa ce  fox e  flxed  
th e re a l Input and oonstan t cooling w ater tem perature • -M 
measurementf eleo Imply euoh poetu la tee*  Thle auggeeta thè 
adeptlOB o f  a  new nondi menalonal nurnber D •  c T/x B vhere 
a i  ■  *2 •  o d  ^  l e  'fiie k ln en a tle  vleooeltar o f thè  f lu id *
Che exper intentai r e a u l te  o f  w6 meaeurenents w ith 
euddea ew ltehiag  o f f  o f e l th e r  (a) thè n acae tie  f ie ld  or 
(b) thè h e a te r  power whea thè therwal f lu z  le v a i  or th è  
a  aglietto f i e ld  le  aa ln ta laed  ; o o a e tm t xeepeotlvely a ra  la  
agreement w ith  thè th e o re tio e lljr  erpeo ted  oharao te r  la tto *
Siaoe a  nagnetlo  f ie ld  deonjr paaoee through a  oorreapondlng 
vaine  o f  M fo r  r e maximum thè hunp la  thè vG -  t  curve 
(a ) lo  la  order eh arena otherwiee th e re  la  an exponeatla l 
deoreoont o n l j .
P l to t  tube aeaeurenante are  ia e ffe o tiv e  a t  la rg a  va luee  
o f  M ae ▼  e deoxeaoee* uhereae thè th a rn o e le e tr io  p o te n tin i 
probe aeaeux«ncnta vere ia e ffe o tiv e  a t  lower valuee o f ■ * The 
meohaaloal v e lo o lty -v o r t ic ity  probe me «sur arsente vere e ffeo* lve  
over both  th è  se rangea o f M and eovared tha e n t l r e  raage o f  
o p a ra tio a a l v a lu ta  o f  X* 8 ino e f r e e  f lu id  aurfaee  aagr ao t b e  
ev a lià b ie  inTEMHD exparimante la  penerei and aa th a  th e o ra t ie a l  
in v e e tig a tlo a a  in  TEMHD ma a t  p resen t nv A latole apply to h igh  
Hartanna Nuabexe, i t  l a  Inp lled  th a t  thè th a rso e le e tr ie  poten­
t i n i  probe would fia ti iao raao iag  ap p lica tio n  in  experlm antal 
2EHHU* In p a r tie u la x$ thè  eiiiultm ieoua uèasuzamante of S* 4>+ 
o e o ll la t io a e  a t  d i f fo ra a t  ragiona o f  tha  f lu id  n ig h t o ffo r propar 
exp lana tioa  o f  thè f lu id  vo rtlo ltar p a tte rn  nhan f i»  o o rre la tio n  
ana ly sia  o f  thè ampli-feudo and phaee o f  tha o a e i l la t io a a  la  
o a rrlad  out*
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